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smmwn OF THESIS 
The thesis is a study of the development of a poetic 
technique and its increasing importance in the evolution of 
Apollinaire's poetic styles. In describing the teclmique as 
"violence" the thesis offers a definition not only of the 
technique itself but also of the intentions of the poet both 
in the composition of the poems and in their final effects. 
By analysing and attempting a critical explication of 
Apollinaire's poetry in chronological order, the thesis thus 
shows not only the development of the technique but also that 
this technique constitutes the underlying unity of Apollinaire's 
poetry which 11as traditionally been analysed in terms of conflicting 
influences and intentions. While accepting the importance of the 
influence of symbolism on the early poetry and even the permanence 
of certain aspects of this influence, the thesis shows the degree 
of originality present throughout the evolution of both the early 
poems and the later poems. 
Since supposed influences of the plastic arts, and in particular 
the development of Cubism, have often been assumed or even shown -
although never satisfactorily - to be at the origin of Apollinaire's 
movement away from symbolism and more traditional forms of poetic 
expression towards experimental and concrete forms of poetry, the 
thesis gives due weighting to the presence of the techniques of 
violence in the early poetry and consequently proves Apollinaire's 
poetic development to be consistent with himself. 
Due emphasis given to the continuity of Apollinaire's techniques 
as well as to the consistency of such expressions of intent as the 
poet made, the thesis concludes that the originality of Apollinaire's 
poetry lies mainly in his exploitation of the techniques of violence. 
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the text : 
O.P. = Oeuvres Peetiques 
o.c. = Oeuvres CQmpletes 
Adema = "Guillaume Apollinaire : Le Mal-Aime" 
Adema (68) = "Guillaume Apollinaire" 
Deo. ::s "Le Deseier d'Alceels" by Michel Deoaudin 
Durry = "Guillaume Apollinaire Alcools" by Marie-Jeanne Durry 
R.L.M. = Revue des Lettres Modernee 
Details concerning the place and year of publication ~f all these 
works are to be found in the bibliography. 
CHAPTER ONE : SECTION ONE 
VIOLENCE IN LITERATURE : A DEFINITION 
Most criticism of the poetry of Apollinaire has teniei to 
show the diversity of ,his work - moving from its neo-symbolist 
beginnings via the Rhenish picturesque to what some have -
unwisely - callei the later 'cubist' poetry ana the calligrammes. 
For a poet who hai Mallarme, Verlaine and Bauielaire to look back 
on and who was in turn looked back upon by the surrealists ani 
other innovators of the inter-war perioi this seems a correct 
approach - especially from the point of view of the evolution of 
French poetry over the first decades of the century. 
The division between early tendencies graiually sloughed off 
and later styles slowly evolved has, of course, never been put 
forward as a clear cut one - indeed the continuity of composition 
of the last poems of 'Alcools' and the first of 'Calligrammes' has 
never been in any doubt - but it has equally always been clear 
that while 'Alcools' was indispensable to any proper consiaeration 
of the last throes of symbolism in French poetry, 'Calligrammes' 
always belonged to the chapter entitled 'New Directions'. No-one 
coula Qeny that this division exists - even if one of those who 
has lucidly analysei the differing natures of the two volumes -
s.I. Lockerbie - has also pointed out the importance of the 
conception o.f the nature of poetry and. the lasting effects of this, 
which Apollinaire acquired from symbolist thinking. 
" ••• quancl il s'a.git pour lui de faire oeuvre ciurable, de 
nous laisser un de ses poemes vraiment marquants, on le voit alors 
retrouver d'instinct la meme conception de la poesie, s'engager 
dans la meme avenue, et tourner autour aussi de la m8me forme 
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poetique, qu'il associait sans doute avec tant de grandee entre-
prises symbolistes admirees a l'epoque de sea premieres lectures''.(!) 
The reasons put forward for this development of Apollinaire's 
poetry have been principally that while it was natural for a young 
poet to adopt the dominant style of his time, all the major works 
those of 
associated with this having been produced (excepting of courseiP• 
Valery) it was just as imperative for a poet of talent to evolve 
something new.(2) There also appears to be a consensus of critical 
opinion that the impact of Picasso and cubism, probably also of Max 
Jacob and his restless searchings, not to mention the earlier 
acquaintance with Jarry, were vital factors in the direction which 
Apollinaire's poetry took. Once again, to ~eny this would be foolish -
the evidence is abundant, and not least among the testimonies 
Apollinaire's own, frequently and abundantly given. 
Other critics such as J. Burgos have shown the permanence ant 
the importance of early themes and intentions - without contradicting 
basically the evolution we briefly describe. But, except for 
passing references, it has not properly been demonstrated that 
there is an important continuity of conception and intention 
(concerning poetry) in Apollinaire's work and that this has a 
crucial impact on his techniques and styles - nor, furthermore, has 
(I) R.L.M. !963, eerie Apollinaire no. 2 "Alcools et le symbolisme". 
(2) This assessment is curiously at variance with the popular 
juigement - if one may so describe any opinion that has 
received the endorsement of the Presiient of the Republic 
that Apollinaire is the last of the traditional Cyrioists who 
also wrote some rather wildly experimental poems of no lasting 
value. 
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it really been demonstrated from the bo!y of his poetry that, what-
ever the undeniably important influences of others, the continuous 
dynamic and nature of the poetry springs from Apollinaire himself 
and from what ~ saw in the work of others (not usually what they 
themselves saw), from his own conception of the nature of the 
world and the modes of man's experience of it. It is the purpose of 
this thesis to develop just such a study. 
This study is, then, a critical appreciation and explication 
of the poetry of Guillaume Apollinaire, with particular emphasis on 
one aspect which seems to us to be of the highest importance as 
well as running through the poems from the first to the last, 
although, naturally enough, changing and developing as it does so. 
That aspect we have called violence, and it is now time to define 
our terms. 
To begin negatively let us say that by violence we do not mean -
except possibly incidentally - anything to do with p~sical violence, 
whether in description or as a source of moral or other reflections. 
Few who are acquainted with the poetry of Apollinaire would 
object if the term 'poetry of surprise' were offered as a iescription 
of it; but in our opinion it is too weak and inaiequate a term ana 
we have therefore preferre4 to speak of violence. The controversial 
psychologist R.D. Laing has described the first kiss given by a 
mother to her new-born child as an act of violence (the first 
committed against the human being), and without in any way aeriving 
our theories from Laing's ideas of self ani relation to others, 
the apparent paradox of his remark is a useful starting point for 
a definition of our terms. 
Clearly a newly born baby has no control over the outside 
world and therefore in all its experiences its role is a passive 
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one. Poetry which acts upon the reader in the same way seems to us 
to merit the description violent. 
It may seem as if this allows the term to be applied to any 
poem, any work, inieed any line of writing, or signs or symbols 
for if one accepts the necessary fact of eyes and brain and 
experience of the world (the 'model of the world' one carries 
within) in the translation of these signs, then it must be admittei 
that the reader does not control the sequence of these signs and 
therefore passively receives them. Let us clarify this by reference 
to a few lines of poetry, say, for sake of an example, the beginn-
ing of Eliot's 'The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock' : 
"Let us go then you and I 
When the evening is spread out against the sky 
Like a patient etherizei upon a table" 
The reader's eyes, brain and knowledge (i.e. experienoe of the 
worli) are necessary to an understanding of these lines. That is to 
say the poem is~ after it is written. Therefore reading is an 
active thing - but it is not the reader who chooses the words. 
Therefore if the reaaer actually supplies the 'you' ani 'I' he ioes 
so within the limits of these words - wide enough limits - but when 
we come to the 'patient etherized upon the table' these limits are 
clearly reducei, particularly as this is a description of evening. 
Therefore the aot of reading is a passive thing also since the 
limits of it are determinea by the text - its order, its juxtapos-
itions especially. 
There is no neei to take Eliot's lines any further -
especially since one of our key ideas has already appeare4 : that of 
juxtaposition. Obviously, the more unexpecte4, the more unusual the 
sequence of signs, the more passive the role of the reader ; i.e. 
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the more restricted are the boundaries of his interpretation. 
:Equally obviously there comes a point,beyoni which the reader lll8\Y 
actively assert himself by simply rejecting the sequence of signs 
e.g. to read the word.s 'floor' 'horse' 'telephone' in sequence is 
not to have any experience which is relevant to the domain of 
literary criticism, but to read Eliot's lines is. 
From this we may evoke one more aspect of the experience 
which we describe as a kina of violence ani that is that it must 
be meaningful - in however small or strange a way. Just as - to 
return momentarily to Laing - the kiss is to the child. This is 
not to sa:y that the words we reai must be assimilated by us to 
our experience of the world - on the contrary they must be some-
thing new (again like the kiss) or to take an example from a 
province much more immediate to our subject, Lautreamont's 
umbrella and sewing machine upon the operating table.(!) Things 
which are new, unexpectea, therefore surprising, in themselves 
clearly have this property but so also io transitions from one 
thing to another : juxtapositions - as we have said - of iaeas, 
pictures etc. not usually juxtaposed. 
We have already said, in our initial introduction, that the 
iiea informs the technique and therefore clearly the stranger the 
manner in which the juxtaposition is brought about the more 
relevant it is to speak of violence. For example, if instead of 
comparing the evening to an etherized patient (simile or metaphor) 
(I) "Il est beau ( •••• ) oomme la rencontre fortuite sur une table 
de dissection d'une machine a coud.re et d.'un parapluie!" Le 
Comte de Lautreamont : "Les Chante de Maldoror" Eci.. G.L.M., 
Paris, 1938, pp 256-257 
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one simply presents to the reader the two poles, as it were, one 
is doubly justified in speaking of violence since not only the 
reader's sensibility but also the language is assaulted. 
Our argument has so far been almost entirely abstract and it 
would greatly improve the exposition if we now became more 
specific and referred directly to the work of Apollinaire. As we 
said. at the very beginning of our argument, the term "surprise" is 
perfectly acceptable to those who know Apollinaire's poetry, but 
now we must justify the term "violence". Let us consider the 
following statement of the historical perspective which comes from 
M. Decaudin's book on "Alcools"(I) 
"Pendant le XIXeme siecle et surtout depuis Bauielaire, la 
poesie s'etait sans doute affranchie de la tradition de la oompar-
aison homerique, de l'image OU de la metaphore filees, fondees Sur 
des i.denti tee ou des rapprochements explicables. Elle avai t pu 
devenir obscure, irrationnelle, reohercher des correspondanoes 
qui entr'ouvrent cette foret ie symboles qu'est le monde, n'avoir 
pour seule loi que la musigue interieure, la subjectivite de 
l'artiste. Mais, si l'on excepte quelques audaces de Rimbaud, 
certains devergondages cosmologiques de Laforgue et l'oeuvre 
unique de Ja:rry, l'unite de ton etait sauvegardee et presiiait a 
l'organisation des images : d.es "Fleurs du Mal" au symbolisme tie 
Viele-Griffin, Stuart Merrill ou Verhaeren cette fidelite a une 
regle iniiscutee d.u go«t est constante. Chez Apollinaire, non 
seulement lee images semblent souvent avoir acquis une autonomie 
telle que rien, pas m8me le lien le plus tenu, ne semhle lea 
rapprocher, mais elles s'assemblent dans une liberte qui paratt 
(I) "Le Dossier d.'Alcools" p. 57 
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ne oonnattre auoun frein et se plaire parf ois dans lee pires 
disparates." 
Clearly a large part of what we have given as our definition of 
violenoe so far is included in M. Deoaudin's sketoh of the progress 
of poetry from Baudelaire to Apollinaire. Moreover, Apollinaire's 
friends reaclily apply the term "surprise" to his poetry and to 
his legaoy to others : 
"Toute la poesie cie la periode post-apollinarienne a ete, 
et elle reste, une poesie de la surprise. C'est pourquoi 
Apollinaire peut etre oonsidere a juste titre comme le preourseur 
des poetes aotuels."(I) 
This partioular instanoe does not lead us beyond surprise to 
violenoe, but the following quotation from Philippe Soupault, one 
of the young poets, who came to look on Apollinaire, towards the 
end of his life, as a master, does show that "surprise" is not as 
simple a word. as it appears in Apollinaire's oase - "Apollinaire 
avait le sens de oe qui etait neuf. Mais mate par la peur il ne 
se declarait jamais revolutionnaire et appelait surprise le 
sca.ndale. Il aima.it pourtant la violenoe, oe poing en pleine 
figure, mais il preferait jouer au plus malin. Toute une generation, 
celle qui preceda la guerre, ciut son audace, a. oet homme peureux 
mais fier, qui las poussait dans le cios." 
.And further on, another statement which is most interesting to us : 
"Il savait que cette violence qui est comme un miracle 
pouvait seule detruire. Mais il voulait detruire pour reoreer."(2) 
The former of these two statements associates the new with the 
scandalous or the violent. Looking in fairly general terms at 
(I) Anti.re Billy, "Guillaume Apollinaire", Paris, S.D., Pe 38 
!es 
(2) "Qu.illaume Apollinaire ou[reflets de l'inoendie", p. 37-38 
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Apollinaire's life, one may illustrate this statement by referring 
to his support of the Cubists, an episode in which, clearly, 
Apollinaire's sense of what was valuable in the new lea him into 
scandalous conflict with the accepted opinion of his iay ; but 
this has no direct reference to his poetry. 
However, if we apply the statement to Apollinaire's poetry, 
and there is no doubt at all that Soupault was referring to both 
Apollinaire's career and his writing, then this alliance of what 
is new with what is shocking and violent is most interesting to 
us. A new representation of something, as the photograph is a new 
point of view on the situation discussed earlier, may be achieve& 
in a painting and may be achievea in a poetic image, ana the new-
ness alone mccy- be enough for us to sas that this representation 
is violent. As an example of the paintings, one might consider, 
say, almost any cubist still life ; as an example of the poetic 
image, one might consider the famous lines from "Zone" : 
"C'est le Christ qui monte au ciel mieux que les aviateurs 
Il detient le record du monae pour la hauteur"(!) 
These lines are a new representation of the ascension of Christ 
and they serve our purpose aci.mirably 1 for it is essentially the 
newness of them that is violent. The first thing that strikes the 
reader on seeing these lines is that they are inten•ed to shook 
through their blasphemousness, yet one is forced to ask if the 
image of Christ as an airman is any more blasphemous than the 
image of Christ who can fly like a bird (even if He is not pictured 
with wings like the angels) which is the traditional image of 
Christian art. Of course these lines are not simply a representation 
(!) "Zone" O.P., p. 40 
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of the ascension of Christ, they are much more than that, but 
this will be seen when we come to analyse this poem in the next 
chapter. 
What Soupault says about Apollinaire never referring to 
violence is true, ani anyone who questions his assertion that 
Apollinaire really was afraia to say all that he meant when he 
used the term surprise should refer to Marcel Aiema's biograph1', 
especially the chapters concerning Apollinaire's activities after 
his trepanation - the period in which the iocument "L'Esprit 
Nouveau et lee Poetes" was composed. Apollinaire in all probability 
coated his pill of violence with the sugar of such references as he 
made to the neei for common sense ani order in his speech - he was 
afraii that his past as a leading figure in the international 
avant-garde wouli count against him in the hyper-patriotic atmos-
phere of a country at war ; ana he couli, in theory, have been 
sent back to join his regiment even if not on active service. 
The example of a violent poetic image which we have given 
above has served to illustrate the importance of the new in our 
iefinition of violence in literature ; the poet who shows us some-
thing new, or a new aspect of something known, is altering our 
concept of the worla, by iefinition, ani in many cases he 111'1 be 
said to be doing violence to it ; the example quoted being a case 
in point • .Another of the important aspects of what we call violence 
in poetry is the way in which the poet ID'1 set up his own, or the 
poem's own, universe with its own laws ; and to this aspect the 
second of the quotations from Soupault is appropriate. The author 
of a fairy story may be said to create his own universe, in which 
the impossible in everyday life becomes the commonplace, but this 
world is created not by destruction, not by violence, but simply 
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by allusion to a set of conventions concerning the worla of super-
natural or mythical creatures, which is a generally accepted 
alternative to another set of conventions which we use as a frame 
of reference for our normal everyday perceptions of reality. 
(Broaclly speaking any story beginning "Once upon a time" may 
relate events of any nature without being unfavourably compared to 
reality - the opening phrase is a signal that one set of convent-
ions is being abandon.1,ed.) On the other hani, Apollinaire has recourse 
to what we would call imagery of violence, in orier to iestroy the 
accepted world., the world of reality, and to replace it by the 
worli of the poem. An example of this would be the beginning of 
"L' Emigrant cle Land.or Roai" : 
"Le chapeau a la main il entra du pied aroit 
Chez un tailleur tree chic et fournisseur du roi 
Ce commer9ant venait de couper quelques t8tes 
De mannequins v3tus comme il faut qu'on se v&te" {I) 
The unreal, or possibly "surreal", atmosphere of this poem is not 
created by a beginning such as "Once upon a time ••• " but by the 
absurd attention to detail in the first line and the unreality of 
the third a.nd fourth - one might almost say anti-reality, for at 
the back of one's mini as one reads these lines is the "real situ-
ation", which one might oescribe as follows :- A man, holding his 
' hat in his hand, goes into a very fashionable tailor's shop, which 
has a window display (or interior iisplay) of clothes on head.less 
dummies. But Apollinaire's lines are not a way of referring to 
this "reality" ; they are calculateti to aestroy it and. to replace 
it by an image of that situation, in such a way that the image is 
{I) O.P., p. I05 
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much more important than the reality, of which we ma:y see it as 
an expression. Thus we might say that the image is surreal, since 
it is a reality of its own, which is more important to the read.er 
of the poem than the reality aescribed above. In this way 
Apollinaire establishes an atmosphere, a world., anci from this 
point he can go on in the third stanza to set out the real subject 
of the poem : 
"Mon bateau partira d.emain pour l'Amerique 
Et je ne reviend.rai jamais" 
The two aspects of violence which we have so far illustratei 
bring us to a very important point in our definition, for while the 
secona example which we have quoted can be seen as taking its 
"raison d.'6tre" from the neeci to create the atmosphere of the poem -
i.e. the violence in this case is functional, has a definite 
purpose ; the first example, the lines from "Zone" io not come from 
the beginning of the poem, are not required to create the atmos-
phere of the poem (not even for the religious theme of the poem, as 
this has already been done) and therefore they may be said to be a 
use of violence for the sake of violence. The poet's object is to 
shook ani to surprise his reader - not to make us look anew at 
the Ascension - and this leaas us to consiier surprise as a value 
in itself and not just as a concomitant of what is new (this being 
the wa:y in which we approached this particular example). It is 
surely no less iesirable an aim on an author's part to want to 
surprise his readers than it is to want to please them, and this 
is certainly the experience which one has on reading many of 
Apollinaire's short- stories. Anire Fonteyne in his admirable study{!) 
{I) "£pollinaire Prosateur" p. 78 
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of Apollinaire as a prose writer has said : 
"Si ••• on peut parler d.e surprise a la lecture de contes 
tels que "Le Sacrilege" ou "L'Heresiarque" est-ce a.ffaire 
d'expression? Ou n'est-ce pas plut8t l'effet de l'originalite aes 
sujets, qui n'echappent a l'extravagance que te justesse, grace 
au clin d'oeil narquois d.'un auteur qui n'est pas dupe." 
- and while we are not here concerned with the prose works of 
Apollinaire, one may surely see them as a parallel in some respects 
to his poetry. One finds, then, a certain stran4 of surprise for 
the sa~ke of surprise in Apollinaire's poetry which corresponds not 
only to Soupault's description - "Il aimait pourtant la violence, 
ce poing en pleine figure ••• " - but also to the d.escription of 
Apollinaire's nature which has been given by Marcel Aiema, and 
which is confirmet by all his frienis. 
However, in the majority of oases the distinction between 
surprise as a value in itself and as a mere concomitant of the 
new does not arise, as,for Apollinaire, the role of the poet was 
to seize upon anything that changea the aspect of reality, such as 
a scientific wonder like the aeroplane, or to change for himself, 
like a magician, the aspect of reality ; this can be clearly seen 
from the next section, in which Apollinaire's ideas and theories 
are clisoussed.. 
Consiaering violence to have a definite function, from the 
author's point of view, now leais us to see it as a means of pre-
serving the purity of the poem ; of enabling the author to make 
the reader experience more closely what he wishes him to, instead. 
of allowing the reader to assimilate the poem to his own experience, 
to unaerstand and to interpret it in terms of that experience, and 
so, perhaps, to miss the essence of what the poet iesires to 
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communicate. Expressei otherwise, one might say that violence is 
a means of circumventing the necessity of suspension of disbelief. 
An area in which it is easy to see the gist of the above 
statement is specifically the area of the language of the poem. 
More attention is likely to be drawn to the form of the poem if it 
is written in free verse than if it is written in regular metres ; 
but more important than the violation of conventional verse forms 
is the violation of conventional use of language or of poetic use 
of language. While the departure from a certain structure of line 
or of verse form will in time come to be aoceptea, even to be the 
norm, what one individual poet aces to the normal structure and 
use of the language is very unlikely to become common usage ana it 
will consequently retain its power to shock for as long as it 
remains comprehensible to those who speak and read that language. 
We are already sufficiently far away from the period. when "vers 
libre" was new to find nothing surprising in its use, to say nothing 
of the Romantic version of the classical alexandrine, whereas the 
elliptical syntax of, say, a Nerval retains all its power and 
strangeness. 
Thus when Apollinaire expresses the final image of "Zone" in 
the form -
"Soleil cou coupe" 
- the violation which normal usage and form of expression has under-
gone retains all its power long after one has ceased to find 
anything remarkable in the fact that the line is of no acknowledged. 
regular form nor does it rlzyme with anything. As far as suspension 
of disbelief is concerned, it is a concept totally irrelevant to 
the reader's experience of the above image one cannot avoii the 
association of the sun and the headless neck ; the simple juxta-
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position of the most basic linguistic element used to designate 
both has by-passed our normal assimilation of the meaning that 
words contain. But in the case of what is virtually the same 
image, only expressed in a more conventional fashion, we accept 
the image as a conceit : 
"Plus tard une t8te ooupee 
Au bord d'un marecage 
0 pAleur de mon ennemi 
C'etait une tete d'argent 
Et dans le marais 
C'etait la lune qui luisait" (I) 
Granted, the delaying of the revelation that the head is in fact 
the moon does retain an element of surprise which makes the image 
more effective than it would have been if the comparison had been 
explicit from the beginning, but the effect pales into insignific-
ance beside the image from "Zone". In this case we accept the 
image or not as we please, in the other we have no choice, it is 
forced upon us. 
One might therefore speak of a double violence in the oase 
of the image from "Zone" as the normal use of language has been 
violated and also the reader's mind has been violated by the power 
of the image. But, of course, the two are inseparable. 
That Apollinaire was especially aware of the need for the 
poem to evade an easy categorisation by the reader's mind might 
also be deauced from the faot that he experimented. with calligra1111J1es, 
thereby attempting to give to his poetry the same order or quality 
of being as the paintings of his frienas. It was in fact his 
(I) "Les Soupirs du Servant d.e Dakar" O.P., p. 235 
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intention to publish the actual calligrammes themselves, which he 
at that time called "Ideogrammes", in a separate volume entitled 
"Et tGoi aussi Je Suis ~eintre". 
Our definition of violence in poetry is then, with respect 
to the work of Apollinaire, that it is a ieliberate attempt upon 
the writer's pa.rt to endow the form of his language, or the content 
of his imagery, or the structure of his poem, or any combination of 
these three things, with such a force that they impose themselves 
upon the reader's mind with or without his consent. Since the wori 
ieliberate has a considerable importance in this definition, our 
next requirement will be to discern where, if at all, Apollinaire 
set out an awareness of the ideas discussei above. 
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CHAPTER ONE : SECTION. TWO 
AN EXAMINATION OF RELEVANT STATEMENTS BY APOLLINAIRE. 
It will be our aim in this seotion to try to aefine 
Apollinaire's awareness of the concept of violence in literature, 
as we have aefinea it in section one. In orier to ao this we shall 
ooniuot our examination in a reverse ohronological order, beginning 
with the writings of ,the period from I9I6 to I9I8. Our reasons for 
doing this are firstly that this period is the most fertile in 
statements a~out poetry, and secondly that we shall show that these 
statements ooincide to a great degree 'with the definition of the 
concept of' violenoe which we have given. We shall then return to 
the earliest statements made by Apollinaire and proceed from that 
point to examine any essential differences in his first ideas 
concerning poetry, tracing the evolution, if any, of those ideas 
up to the position which the poet takes up;in the last years of 
his life. Once we have shown what was Apollinaire's attitude to 
violenoe as a literary device, the way will be open for us to 
proceed to an examination of the poetry itself. 
The texts, then, which will concern us initially are :-
(I) - the speech which was publishet shortly after Apollinaire's 
d.eath in the form of a manifesto - "L'Esprit Nouveau et lea Poetes"; 
(2) the prologue to the play "Les Mamelles de Tiresias"; 
(3) - those poems in the seotion of "palligrammes" entitled "La 
T8te itoilee" which oan be oonsidered as an ars poetioa ; and 
(4) - the poem "Les Collines" whioh is to be found in the seotion 
"Ondes" of "Palligrammes", a seotion whioh oontains poems composed. 
before the outbreak of the war. We include this last poem with the 
others because it seems to us that the hypothesis advanced by Mr 
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Scott Bates (l) accoriing to which t~e poem belongs to the perioa 
1916-1917 is highly probable, and that further proof of this 
should result from the ensuing analysis as well as from the 
analysis of the poem in section ten of chapter three. 
In all of the works which we have named above, Apollinaire 
calls for a new poetry, completely different from the old, but 
nonetheless a poetry which will be a continuation of the traaitions 
of French poetry. Apollinaire considered that the only way in which 
a tradition coul• truly be continued was for it to be renewei, for 
in his view, the copying of old forms of art was not only pointless, 
it was totally irrelevant to the modern a.rtist. The following 
quotations concerning the painting of Andre Derain will show how 
clearly Apollinaire formulated this view : 
"Dans lee ouvrages d'Anclre Derain que l'on expose aujourd.'hui 
on reconnattra done un temperament audacieux et discipline. Et 
toute une partie recente de son oeuvre garde la trace toujours 
emouvante des efforts qu'il a fallu pour concilier ces ieux 
tenfl.ances." 
" ••• et lee audaces des peintres fran9ais durant tout le 
X!Xeme siecle sont avant tout des efforts pour retrouver la trai-
i tion authentique de l'a.rt." (2) 
Clearly a large pa.rt of the artist's role was, in the eyes 
of Apollinaire, to dare to take risks, and so, paradoxically, the 
way in which traiition was to be continued was by forgetting many 
of the things which were held to be an inalienable part of 
(I) "Les Collines - Dernier testament d'Apollinaire", R.L.M. !962, 
eerie Apollinaire no. I 
(2) Chroniques i'Art, p. 423 & p. 422 
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traiitional art and poetry, for one continues the spirit and not 
the form of art. Thus Apollinaire oould cry : 
"Et tant d'univers s'oublient 
Quels sont lee grands oublieurs 
Qui iono saura nous faire oublier telle ou telle partie du 
/mond.e 
OU est le Christophe Colombf a qui l'on devra l'oubli d'un 
/continent" {I) 
What must be left behind, what must be forgotten is what is old. 
The poet must always look for what is new, because the truth is 
always new and the poet through his experiments will reveal it. 
Apollinaire proclaims himself a poetio Aladdin offering new lamps 
for old : 
"Le poete, par la nature m3me de ces explorations, est isole 
dans le monde nouveau ou il entre le premier, et la seule consol-
ation qui lui reste c'est que lee hommes, finalement, ne vivant 
que de verites, malgre lee mensonges dont ils lee matelassent, il 
se trouve que le poete seul nourrit la vie ou l'humanite trouve 
cette verite." (2) 
We find that Apollinaire is not so much concerned with the 
role of the artist as a moralist, but rather as a seeker after 
truth because truth, to him, is the essential aspect of reality. 
There are here two basic strands of Apollinaire's thought which 
are woven together - the artist, the poet, is the creator of what 
is real, although not in any sense of formal imitation of nature 
and also all that is new is an essential part of what is real 
{I) "Toujours" O.P., p. 237 
(2) "J,a'Esprit Nouveau et lea Poetes" o.c., t. 31 p. 908 
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because it is something which has not been revealed to us before. 
Therefore the role of the poet is to look for the truth of new 
things, of new experience, ani to convey this to the reader. 
This is a God-like conception of the role of the poet as creator, 
and we find Apollinaire at pains to point out the importance of 
the creative role : 
"C'est que poesie et creation ne sont qu'une m8me chose ; on 
ne doit appeler poete que celui qui invente, celui qui cr,e, dans 
la mesure ou l'homme peut creer. Le poete est celui qui decouvre 
de nouvelles joies, fussent-elles penibles a supporter. On peut 
3tre poete dans tous lea domaines : il suffit que l'on soit ava.nt-
ureux et que l'on aille a la decouverte." (I) 
Such is the creative power of the poet that the images he 
creates have a prophetic force, for the creatures of the poet's 
imagination are, like Icarus' wings, the scientific realities of 
tomoDrow. The poet is like a mountain, able to overlook the plain 
of the future (hence the title "Les Collines") and predict what is 
to come : 
"Sache que je parle aujourd'hui 
Pour annoncer au monde entier 
Qu'enfin est ne l'art de predire" (2) 
But the poet's ability to do this is conditional upon his ability 
to be a genuine creator, and the key to this lies in breaking with 
the old, in order to reveal to the reader the new. This revelation 
of the new always comes as a surprise or shock to the reader and 
of this Apollinaire was fully aware, for, speaking of "l'esprit 
(I) Ibid. p. 907 
(2) "Les Collines" O.P.p. I7I 
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nouveau", he says : 
"Nous l'avons etabli sur lea solides bases du bon sens et de 
!'experience, qui nous ont amenes a n'accepter les choses et lee 
sentiments que salon la verite, et c'est selon la verite que nous 
lee admettons, ne cherchant point a rend.re sublime ce qui est 
ridicule OU reciproquement. Et de ces verites il resulte le plus 
souvent la surprise, puisqu'elles vont contre l'opinion communement 
admise. Beaucoup de ces verites n'avaient pas ate examinees. Il 
suffit de lea devoiler pour causer une surprise." {I) 
Clearly, Apollinaire is here describing one of the basic 
aspects of violence in literature as we have defined it. But not 
only does he recognize the effect of surprise the new will have upon 
the reader, he goes further, advocating the use of surprise as the 
principal means available to the poet, and iniicates that this is 
what distinguishes the new from the old in literature : 
"Mais le nouveau existe bien, sans etre un progres. Il est 
tout dans la surprise. L'esprit nouveau est egalement dans la surprise. 
C'est ce qu'il ya en lui de plus vivant, de plus neuf. La surprise 
est le grand ressort nouveau. C'est par la surprise, par la place 
importante qu'il fait a la surprise, que l'esprit nouveau se 
distingue ae tous lee mouvements litteraires qui l'ont precede." (2) 
The explorer-poet will, of course, be free, indeed will be 
forced, to create a new language, itself an instrument of shock, to 
be the vehicle for the new poetry : 
"A l'institut des jeunes aveugles on a demande 
N'avez-vous point de jeune aveugle aile 
(I) ''J.'Esprit Nouveau et lee Poetes" p. 906 
(2) Ibid. p. 906 
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0 bouohes l'homme est a la recherohe d'un nouveau langage 
Auquel le grammairien d'aucune langue n'aura rien a dire 
Et ces vieilles langues sont tellement pres ae mourir 
Que c'est vraiment par habitude et manque d'audace 
Qu'on lee fait encore servir a la poesie 
+ + + 
Mais ent8tons-nous a parler 
Remuons la langu.e 
Langone des postillone 
On veut de nouveaux eons de nouveaux sons ae nouveaux sons 
On veut des oonsonnes sans voyelles 
Des consonnes qui patent sourdement 
Imitez le son de la toupie 
Laissez petiller un son nasal et continu 
Faites claquer votre langue 
Servez-vous du bruit sourd de celui qui mange sans civilite 
Le raclement aspire du crachement ferait auesi une belle 
/consonne 
Les divers pets labiaux rend.raient aussi voe disooure 
/claironnants 
Habituez-vous a roter a volonte" (I) 
It is surely unnecessary to point out how surprising this passage 
would be to the literary audience of I9I8, or indeed to a present 
day one, but what is especially wort~ of note is that Apollinaire 
is perfectly willing to include in his poetry the vulgar, the 
ridiculous, even the disgusting, and not simply because they were 
(I) "La Victoire" O.P., p. 309 
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shocking, but because he believe& there was a place for them in 
the art of the twentieth century. "L'e:sprit nouveau" was for 
Apollinaire complex enough to embrace all aspects of moaern man, 
especially that side of him that hai hitherto been excluded from 
all art ; in this he openly acknowledges his predecessor Alfred 
Jarry : 
"Nous avons vu depuis Alfred Jarry le rire s'elever des 
basses regions ou il se tordait et fournir au poete un lyrisme 
tout neuf. OU est le temps ou le mouchoir de Desdemona paraissait 
d'un ridicule inadmissible? Aujourd'hui, le ridicule m&me est 
poursuivi, on cherche a e'en emparer et il a ea place dans la 
poesie, parce qu'il fait partie de la vie au m3me titre que 
l'heroisme et tout ce qui nourrissait jadis l'enthousiasme des 
poetes." (I) 
Clearly, Apollinaire is defining his position as one in which the 
ideas of good and bad taste are only relevant when they apply to 
the distinctions that his readers would make, so that certain 
images or words "in bad taste" would be shocking to them. The 
whole complex nature of man must be open to the artist to explore 
and if this is so then he will in consequence shock, even wound, 
by what he reveals ; but this only serves to prove the validity 
of what he is saying. To reveal the unknown, to give substance to 
the intangible, these are the tasks of the poet and his creative 
means is, above all else, violence. 
There is a distinction which Apollinaire himself does not 
make, and therefore presumably did not consider important, but 
which it is prudent to draw attention to here ; this is the 
(I) "L'Esprit Nouveau" p. 905 
distinction between surprise as a value, an end in itself, and 
surprise as a by-product, as it were, of something that is new 
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or unknown. If we consider the sequence which we quoted above, 
concerning the renewal of language, it is clear that Apollinaire 
saw both aspects of shock images as necessarily woven together, 
for language is a vehicle for the communication of the poet's 
ideas, but it is a vehicle which itself shapes and forms part of 
those ideas. Thus, in advocating the use of various noises, which 
are considered vulgar, as sounds in a new language, Apollinaire 
is seeking an identity of form and content. In other words, for 
Apollinaire, saying something new could just as well mean saying 
in a new way something which had been said before, as it could 
mean talking about something which was new in itself. 
Thus, while part of the new poetry is summed up in these 
lines from "La Jolie Rousse" -
"Nous voulons vous donner de vastes et d'etranges d.omaines 
OU le mystere en fleurs s'offre a qui veut le cueillir 
Il y a des f eu:x: nouveaux des couleurs jamais vues 
Mille pha.ntasmes imponderables 
Auquels il taut donner de la realite" (I) 
there is the other part which is more obviously brought out in 
the following quotation from "Les Collines" : 
"Et je pele pour mes a.mis 
L'orange dont la saveur est 
Un merveilleux feu d'artifice" (2) 
The surprise is a double value and is achieved by a double effect, 
(I) "La Jolie Rousse" O.P., p. 3!3 
(2) "Les Collines" O.P., p. Il6 
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for we react to the manner in whioh the poet describes the flavour 
of an orange as a firework, but the orange itself is a symbol of 
surprise, or rather of the imagery of surprise. This is seen not 
only from the faot that the above quotation is preceded by a 
sequence which is intended to be the result of the imagination 
transfiguring reality, which is then commented upon in the lines 
above (I), it may also be seen from the way in which Apollinaire 
speaks of the orange in the following quotations : 
"La fenetre s'ouvre oomme une orange 
Le beau fruit de la lumiere" (2) 
"Si l'on devra.it comparer l'oeuvre d'Henri Matisse a quelque chose, .....,.,, 
il faudrait choisir l'orange. Comme elle l'oeuvre d'Henri Matisse 
est un fruit de lumiere eclatante." (3) 
In both these images Apollinaire is revealing the impression he 
hai of the power of an orange to stand as a visual symbol of some-
thing striking, and when we are aware of this it is easier for us 
to see the full value of the orange in the image from "Les Collines". 
The distinction, then, which some would make between surprise 
as a value and surprise as a mere concomitant is not on the whole 
relevant to Apollinaire's work. But there are certain aspects of 
the use of shook tactics, which exploit surprise in a rather different 
way and of this usage it is right to say that the poet was using 
surprise as a weapon, for we find him employing certain lines, 
certain images in such a way as to increase the autonomy of his 
(I) cf. the analysis of these lines in Ch. 3 section IO pp.432-436 
(2) "Les Fenetres" O.P., p. I69 
(3) "Chroniques d'Art" p. 430 this might also be seen as evidence 
for dating the image from "Les Collines" as I9I6-I9I8. 
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poem, to free it from a possible interpretation by the reader. 
This particular aspect of the techniques of violence never found 
expression in Apollinaire's theoretical writing ani so the best 
place to discuss it is perhaps not here but in the chapters 
concerning the imagery. Suffice it to say for the moment that 
Apollinaire's love of strange and exotic words is perhaps an 
example of this. His early notebooks reveal various notes concern-
ing certain unusual words, some of ~ich appear later in poems, 
where their effect on the reader can only be to assert the indep-
endence of what he is reading from his own experience, which might 
otherwise become a restrictive factor in his interpretation of the 
poem.(I) 
Finally, we turn to an often quoted passage from the prologue 
to "Les Mamelles de Tiresias", which we wish to use in order to 
illustrate another aspect of Apollinaire's awareness of what we 
have called violence in literature, and we wish to examine this 
passage, as is not often done, in its context as part of a prologue 
to a play : 
"Le grand deploiement de notre art moderne 
Ma.riant souvent sans lien apparent comma aans la vie 
Les sons lee geetee lee couleure lee eris lee bruits" (2) 
Thie passage, as we have said, has often been quoted as a kind of 
apology for the discontinuous poetry which Apollinaire wrote, and 
clearly it does refer to the kind of poetic experience which he 
sought in poems euoh as "Lundi Rue Christine"(3), but it is not 
(I) "Le Brasier" offers a good example of such lines: of. Ch.2 seo.4 
(2) O.P., p. 88! 
(3) cf. Ch. 3 sec. 2(A) 
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often taken into consideration that Apollinaire is here ref erring 
to his idea of the theatre as embodied in a particular performance. 
This does not mean that we wish to restrict the significance of 
this passage, on the contrary, we wish to extend the ideas which it 
conveys. If we examine the lines quoted and the lines which immea-
iately follow : 
''La musique la cianse 1 'acrobatie la poesie la peintuf'e 
Les choeurs lea actions et lea decors multiples 
Vous trouverez ici des actions 
Qui s'ajoutent au drama principal et l'ornent (our underli-
Et l'usage raisonnable des invraisemblances" /~ing 
- then we find that the poet, concerned with the total effect of 
the play as a spectacle is quite prepared to incorporate some 
elements for their own sake, and the effect which he hopes to 
derive from these elements is one of surprise - one opposed to 
the strictly utilitarian attitude towards what takes place on 
stage in relation to the plot and main action. This is an attitude 
which is to be found in his poetry also. 
We find with certain lines of Apollinaire's poetry that 
they contribute to the total effect of the poem while being without 
apparent direct rela~ion to either the main theme or the general 
structure of the imagery. In a poem such as "Zone" {which, it is 
true, does not belong to the period I9I6-I9I8, but will serve as an 
example) we find a structure which lends itself to this kind of 
exploitation. The poet wandering through Paris is free to incor-
porate any detail of the scene before him as part of his poem with-
out it bearing any specific relation to the themes of unrequited 
love and the role of religion. Thus the lines such as 
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"Maintenant tu marches dans Paris tout seul parmi la f oule 
Des troupeau.x d'autobus mugissants pres de toi roulent" 
apart from being lines which situate the poet and which contrib-
ute to the humour of the poem, are also random details which 
contribute to the total effect of discontinuity, of fragmentation 
of experience. 
It is quite clear that the sum of all the aspects of poetry 
which we have found thus formulated in Apollinaire's writings 
contribute to a specific awareness of what we have called the 
concept of violence as a literary device in some if not all of its 
aspects. This is not yet the place to explore the differences 
which may exist between Apollinaire's theories and ours, for we 
have yet to examine the theories in action ; this will be done in 
chapters two and three in which we shall be analysing the imagery 
in its own right. F.rom this point we now turn to look at the 
beginning of Apollinaire's career as a poet - a period which, not 
. not 
surprisingly, doesAafford a great deal of theoretical writing for 
us to examine, but which we mEcy" nevertheless look at from a 
slightly different angle. 
Being born in the age he was, it would have been very strange 
inaeed if the poetry of Apollinaire dii not bear the marks of 
symbolism. And while we are not concerned to analyse in ietail here 
the question of whether or not Apollinaire was a symbolist poet, 
we are concerned to show to some extent the traces of symbolist 
ideas in his poetry. Apart from the fact that Apollinaire himself 
acknowledged a debt to the symbolist masters, in an article 
entitled "La Poesie Symboliste" which he published in 1909 in ".l!!-
fhalange Nouvelle"(! overleaf') - which is but one indication that 
by that time he had to some extent movei away from his symbolist 
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beginnings - other critics have shown in greater detail than the 
space available to us permits that the influence of symbolism 
upon Apollinaire was very strong. In particular S.I. Lockerbie 
has put forward a well argued case for the permanence of this 
influence upon Apollinaire : 
"Ce que je voudrais avancer, c'est que la jeunesse d' 
Apollinaire avait ete tellement marquee par sea lectures des 
poetes symbolistes que des le debut il etait acquis a une 
conception de la poesie qui en faisait surtout une chasse 
spirituelle. De la le fait que tant d'avenues poetiques lui 
etaient fermees ou ne le tentaient pas -poesie satirique etc 
( ••• ) quand il s'agit pour lui de faire oeuvre durable, de 
nous laisser un de ses poemes vraiment marquants, on le voit 
alors retrouver d'instinct la meme conception de la poesie, 
s'engager dans la meme avenue, et tourner autour aussi de la 
meme forme poetique, qu'il associait sans doute aveo tant de 
grandes entreprises symbolistes admirees a l'epoque de ses 
premieres lectures." (2) 
If this is the case, and few critics would differ at 
least on the point of the initial influence of symbolism, then 
we must not expect to find the young Apollinaire formulating 
any statements about poetry which differ radically from the 
doctrines of symbolism - especially anything as radically -;;-
different as the concept of/ 
(1) "C'est aux symbolistes que Verlaine et Mallarme ont transmis 
la tradition qui un moment etait devenue le Parnasse. Les 
symbolistes furent les premiers objets de nos enthousiasmes 
et tous ceux qui, depuis 1895, ont cree de la poesie doivent 
de la reconnaissance aux maS:tres aimes du symbolisme." 
(2) R.L.:M. 1963, serie Apollinaire no.2 "Alcools et le symbolisme" 
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violence in literature. Nonetheless, we shall see in the next 
chapter that even in his most symbolist poems the techniques of 
violence have smme part. 
What little literary and art criticism Apollinaire did write 
at the beginning of the century (for our purposes this means 1900-
1904) is largely marked by the eclecticism of its author's tastes, 
ani his willingness to appreciate artistic endeavour which was 
totally different from his own, a characteristic which he retained 
throughout his life. Which is not to say that he appreciated every-
thing equally because he had no taste of his own or that his 
position was one of ignorance ; on the contrary the ideas which 
were to shape the future development of his poetry and art criticism 
were already beginning to crystallise, and that largely as a result 
of his own reflection rather than external influences, as Breunig 
observes in his introduction to Apollinaire's collected art 
criticism : 
"Il faut croire qu'en fait de peinture et d.e sculpture, 
Apollinaire etait presque entierement autodidacte. A Paris en 1901, 
avant son depart pour l'Allemagne, il aurait assiste aux seances 
du College d'esthetique d'art moderne, a en croire Maurice Leblond, 
et c'est la vraisemblablement que sous l'influence au naturisme 
s'est affirme son attachement encore assez intermittent au"merveill-
eux moderne" qui quelque mois plus tarci lui fera evoquer la tour 
Eiffel devant la cathed.rale de Cologne."(!) 
Certainly, Apollinaire did not lack confidence in the art of his 
time, even before he saw what that art would be : 
"•••• notre epoque verra en France et en Algerie une floraison 
(I) "Chfoni,sues d' Ar~" Introduction (Breunig) p. 9 
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d'oeuvres belles, telles que seul le dix-septieme siecle harmonieux 
et,_·olassique sera comparable au vingtieme siecle plus harmonieux et 
plus classique, de m3me que seuls lee nobles efforts du seizieme 
siecle comptent au regard des efforts adm~rables 1 des tentatives 
grandioses du dix-neuvieme siecle."(I) 
It would perhaps not be inappropriate to justify briefly at 
this point our use of certain quotations from Apollinaire's essays 
and articles on painters and their work to illustrate his attitude 
to his own poetry. In fact many critics, Braque among them, have 
pointed out that Apollinaire most commonly saw in a work of art 
that which interested him personally, which was not always the 
most important aspect of that work in the eyes of its creator. 
This is a point to which we shall return, but it is clear from the 
frequent statements which Apollinaire made concerning the role of 
the artist/poet that he equated their functions although he was 
always careful to draw a rigorous distinction between the media in 
which they operate. Thus the foregoing quotation may ve seen as an 
expression of confidence in himself as much as in his contemporaries, 
and also, significantly as an expression of confidence in the new, 
in the possibilities which the artistic and literary schisms of 
the previous century had opened up for the present one. 
This first and important aspect of his later theories is the 
only one which we fina formulatei at this stage of hie career, 
although his poems themselves show evidence of a more complete 
kind that he was already working towards the effect of hie later 
style.(2) We should not, however, consider this surprising, as 
(I) "La Grand.e France" o.c., t.4 1 p. 773 
(2) cf. Ch.2 secs. I & 2 
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there exists almost no formulation of any poetio doctrine whatso-
ever among Apollinaire's writings of this period but then, how 
many young poets are confident or mature enough to begin their 
careers with a manifesto ; these tend to be more the result of 
schools or groups than of individuals working on their own, whioh 
was Apollinaire cs case. He had not yet established more than very 
tentative contacts with the literary milieux and in any case it 
was not really in his nature to be part of a school. This is some-
thing that can be seen quite clearly from "L'Esprit Nouveau et lee 
Poetes", which is not the manifesto of any group, but rather, when 
Apollinaire is generalising and not speaking about his own work, is 
an attempt to define the directions of modern art and literature as 
Apollinaire saw them in the work of his contemporaries - as well as 
his own poetry, of course. It should be remembered that this docu-
ment was written at a time when Apollinaire was being acclaimed by 
a younger generation of poets and if this has led certain critics 
to write that he appearei at that time as the leader of a group, 
then this is only true from an external pointbof view - that is 
from the literary critic's retrospeotive viewpoint or, perhaps, 
from the point of view of those young poets themselves, but not 
from Apollinaire's point of view.(I)overlea.f) 
However, to return to the period with whioh we are immediate-
ly concernei, this willingness to accept the "beau nouveau" is 
already present in the poetry which Apollinaire was writing in 
Germany : 
"D8me merveilleux entre lea merveilles du monde 
La tour Eiffel et le Palaia ie Rosemonde"(2)overlea.f) 
ani that, as we shall see, is an aspect of oonsiderable import-
anoe in the aesthetic ideas whioh he was later to tevelop. However, 
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of the variety of influences affecting his poetry, there was 
perhaps one, and this in no way a theoretical influence, which 
more than the others shaped his style and probably held up the 
development of his ideas. That influence was the overwhelming need 
he felt for as direct an expression as possible of his feelings 
arising from his unhappy affair with Annie Playden. It one looks 
at the poems which Apollinaire wrote from the time of their 
encounter to the moment when other influences began to exercise 
(I) cf. Aragon : "Pour avoir derobe le feu au ciel, l'arc-en-ciel, 
l'Heresiarque vient de mourir. Juste chatiment d'une vie qui 
se maintint toujours dans les royaumes defendus ae la ma.gie.( ••• ) 
La legende se creait autour de lui, nimbe dore qu'on voit 
aux cesars de Byzance. D'elle seule je me souviendrai, soucieu.x 
biographe de l'unique beaute qu'il semait sur sea pas, pour que 
perisse a tout jamais ce cadavre d'homme prive, et que subsiste 
au creux du ch8ne l'enchanteur Apollinaire dont la voix sans 
bouche exaltera lea adolescents des generations futures a la 
quete ardente et passionnee des essences inconnues qui mieux 
que lea alcools du passe enivreront dema.in." "Sic" jan.-fev.1919 
nos. 37-39 
But on the other hand,a.ware of Apollinaire's independence : 
Lucien Descaves (in the same issue) : "Il allait nulle part 
porte par la foule, et il ne cherchait pas a faire ecole, 
tellement il etait soucieux avant tout de conserver a see 
mouvements d'esprit leur aisance naturelle." 
(2) "Le DSme de Cologne" O.P., p. 538 
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a stronger olaim on him, that ie to s~ between !906 and !907 (I), 
one finds the presence of Annie inescapable. Forced into writing 
his poetry under the direct and powerful stimulus of an emotional 
need, he was left with little time to develop his ideas on poetry 
and the role of the poet. 
The result of this obsession with Annie was inevitable, 
though fortunately mitigated by the positive influence of Picasso 
and others ; Apollinaire's writing simply dried up as he founa 
himself possessed by a single thought, on which he had already 
produced several fine poems. Moreover his companions had no 
shortage of ideas, and he must have begun to feel himself inferior 
(I) of. Deo. p. 207 : "Apollinaire oonsidere oomme une epoque 
d'engourdissement la periode pendant laquelle toute sa poesie 
est nourrie de la pensee d'Annie - approximativement de la fin 
I90I a la fin I906. ( •••• ) Sauf quelques exceptions, aon 
inspiration, ironique ou sentimentale, le ramene oependant 
toujours au theme de la separation et de la solitude. A partir 
de !907, il se sent au oontraire une lme nouvelle. See ambitions 
anterieures, oes poemes si grandioses qu'il a dQ lee laisser 
inaoheves, nous n'en trouvons pas trace dans oe que nous oonn-
aissons de son oeuvre, mais ne s'a.girait-il pas du premier projet, 
qui semble si ambitieux, de l'Enchanteur Pourrissant, qui peut 
bien 3tre dit poeme? 
Il n'eet plus question maintenant ie satisfaire a un 
exoessif souci de perfection et a l'art poetique : la poesie est 
dans la vie m3me de l'homme, dans sa sensibilite, et dans le 
regard qu'il jette sur le monae. Experienoe oapitale, dans 
laquelle se deoouvrent lee veri tables valeurs poetiques. ,, 
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to them. During !906 and most of !907 he published nothing. Clearly 
he was undergoing a crisis of serious proportions, and when the 
"Revue Litteraire de Paris et de Champagne" sent him, as a ypung 
writer of some reputation, a questionnaire including an inquiry 
about his own work, he replied that he did not consider that he 
had written anything of any significance, and this at a time when 
he had already written "La Chanson du Ma.1-Aime", which he was not 
ashamed to publish about three years later when he had regained 
his confidence in himself. While he mccy have held certain ideas of 
what poetry should be, he never formulated them properly at this 
time, and tended tp consider all means of poetic expression equally 
valid, indeed his replies to the above mentioned questionnaire are 
wool~y and imprecise in all cases (I). 
The year !907 was for him a vigorous re-awakening and we 
shall attempt to show what new spirit came to him and how this 
found expression at this time in a period of extremely fruitful 
activity. In August of this year Apollinaire publishea the poem 
that was eventually to become "La Maison des Morta" under the title 
of "L'Obituaire", and. this was the public beginning to a re-launching 
(I) Consider the following : "Je suis pour un art de fantaisie, de 
sentiment et de pensee, aussi eloigne que possible de la nature 
avec laquelle il ne doit avoir rien de oommun. C'est, je orois, 
l'art de Racine, de Baud.elaire, de Rimbaud." If, in calling for 
an art, which has nothing to io with nature, Apollinaire seems 
to be already on the lines which lead to "surnaturalisme" and 
"surrealisme'', then the qualification which he puts on this 
statement does not really allow us to say that he haa gone far 
in thinking out his ideas. 
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of his career. "Lul de Faltenin" followed ·and then oame the year 
of 1908 in which he attemptei his most ambitious poems so far -
"Onirocritique", "Le Pyree" ("Le Brasier"), and "Les Fian9ailles"(I). 
At this time Apollinaire was assisting at the birth of Cubism, he 
was also in close contact with the neo-symbolist group of "La 
Phalange" in addition to these intellectual stimuli, in 1907 he 
met Marie Laurencin and his belief in love was renewed. In this 
intense atmosphere someone of Apollinaire's temperament could not 
fail to respond in a way just as intense. The richness and the 
density of the poems mentioned above is brought out in the approp-
riate section, but here we wish to see what ideas these poems hold, 
what expression there is in them of the ideas which are present in 
the various writings discussed at the beginning of this section. 
Apart from the form of the poem, which is an obvious affirmation of 
the poet's belief in free verse, we find the lines -
"Pardonnez-moi mon ignorance 
Pardonnez-moi de ne plus connattre l'anoien jeu d.es vers"(2) 
which, because they ask for pardon, are an indioation of the poet's 
intention to experiment with form. He is asking for the reader's 
indulgence in:the same way as he does much later in "La Jolie 
Rousse" : 
"Vous dont la bouche est faite a l'ima,ge de celle de Dieu 
Bouche qui est l'ordre meme 
Soyez iniulgents quand vous nous comparez 
A ceu.x qui furent la perfection de l'ord.re 
Nous qui qu3tons partout l'aventure" (3) 
{I) For an analysis of these poems see Ch.2 sec.4 
(2) O.P., p. 132 
(3) O.P., p. 313 
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But this (Les Fian9ailles) is not the first time that Apollinaire 
wrote in free verse ; therefore why should he choose to make his 
plea for indulgence in this poem? Undoubtedly it is because he 
was experimenting with far more than just the length of line and 
use of rhyme. In faot "l'ancien jeu des vers" should Jlei be taken 
to mean the old ideas of poetry in general and not just the rules 
of metre.etc. 
However, there is one difference between the quotations from 
"Les Fian9ailles11 and "La Jolie Rousse", and that is that the 
former is not at all definite as to what the poet is replacing the 
old poetry with. Admittedly "La Jolie Rousse" simply proclaims the 
role of adventure and this might well be a variety of things, but 
the rest of the poem is more specific, as has already been shown 
and as will be further discussed in a later section. "Les Fian9ailles 11 
does, of course, offer something in place of what the poet has 
discarded, but there is a much greater tentativeness about the whole 
poem. The line which follows the two quoted above states the poet's 
position as -
"Je ne sais plus rien et j'aime uniquement" 
- and it is from this love that he is drawing his new poetry. 
The next section of this poem begins with the lines -
"J'observe le repos du dimanche 
Et je loue la paresse 
Comment comment reduire 
L'infiniment petite science 
Q,ue m'imposent mes sens" 
- which are a clear statement of the poet's desire to achieve an 
expression of something more than a simple sensuous experience of 
the world. He praises laziness because there is no need for him to 
move around. The experience which he wishes to express is the 
experience of the imagination and this he can do seated in hie 
chair, as the following quotation from "Le Brasier" shows : 
"LS.-haut le theatre est bati avec le f eu solide 
Comma lee astres dont se nourrit le vide 
Et voici le spectacle 
Et pour toujours je suis assis dans un fauteuil" (I) 
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(And since the theatre is situated entirely within the realm of 
the imagination the "fauteuil" might as well mean his own armchair 
at home as his seat in the stalls.) 
Furthermore, in the section of "Les Fianc;ailles" following that 
quoted above, we find the following statement : 
"A la fin lee mensonges ne me font plus peur" (2) 
If we now draw together these various strands which we have isolated 
from their context, we can see that Apollinaire's preoccupations at 
this moment were to find poetic forms capable of expressing the 
experience of the imagination (which is embodied in these two poems, 
as will later be shown) and to liberate the imagination from the 
bonds it is held in by one's purely sensuous experience of the 
world and by the consideration that art should be an imitation of 
reality. By the statement that he is not afraid to lie, and by the 
example which he gives -
"C'est la lune qui cuit comma un oeuf sur le plat" 
Apollinaire intends to demonstrate that he is not concerned with 
those ideas about art which limit it to a purely representative 
(I) O.P., p. !IO 
(2) O.P., p. 134 
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function with respect to sensually perceived reality, or intell-
ectually digested emotion. This position is identical with that 
expressed in the following quotations from "Le Poete Assassine" 
"Il y avait encore d.ans l'atelier une chose fatale, oe grand 
morceau de miroir brise, retenu au mur par des clous a crochet. 
C'etait une insondable mer morte, vertioale et au fond de laquelle 
une fausse vie animait ce qui n'existe pas. Ainsi, en face de l'Art, 
il ya son apparence (the mirror is in the studio of Croniamental's 
friend L'Oiseau du Benin - generally recognised as Picasso), iont 
lea hommes ne se defiant point et qui les abaisse lorsque l'Art lea 
avai t el eves." (I) 
This aspect of the poet's thought, then, would seem to be one 
of the central pillars of his theories, running right through from 
the poem which L.C. Breunig has so astutely seen as Apollinaire's 
"Demoiselles d'Avignon" (2) with all that that implies about its 
relation to what follows it, to the last period of his life. It is 
an aspect upon which he throws further light at this period. 
Consider the following quotation from an article on the poetry of 
Jean Royere published in "La Phala.nge" of January I908 : 
"Nous n'avons pas besoin de verites ; la nature et la science 
en ont assez qui nous portent malheur. La poesie de Jean Royere est 
aussi fausse que doit l'etre une nouvelle creation au regard de 
l'ancienne. Quelle faussete enchanteressel Rien qui nous ressemble 
et tout 8. notre image." (3) 
(I) "Le Poete Assassine" pp. 47-48 
(2) "Apollinaire's 'Les Fian9ailles"' : Essays in French Literature, 
nov. !966. M,J. (Urtt~~rs1~ of \../estet"l'\ AH.t~h4) 
(3) o.c., t.3, p. 783 
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But as we have pointed out in the first section of this chapter, if 
one wishes to establish a poetic universe which does not depend 
upon the universe of our ordinary perceptions for its existence, 
then one has recourse to one of two methods, either one refers to 
another set of conventions, to a mythology, and this is what Royere 
does as Apollinaire is well aware -
"Et soeur nue de Narcisse, creature oertaine du poete, il ne 
se doutait pas de votre existence anterieure. Mais, triomphe de la 
fausaete, de l'erreur, de l'imagination, Dieu et le poete oree a 
l'envi." 
- his creatures are the creatures of myth and legend which he 
may modify, but whose existence is accepted by the reader because 
already established by a certain convention. The other method is 
the method which Apollinaire adopts, that of the lie, which by its 
nature is a violence, since it is contrary to what ·we know (the 
truth). Of course, one mas argue that there is a whole case to be 
made out for the writer as liar, which has nothing to do with what 
we have ohosen to oall violence, and this is quite true. However, 
Apollinaire's lies quite definitely fall into the category of viol-
ence as oan be seen from the line quoted as an example. By comparing 
the moon to a fried egg, Apollinaire is replacing the image we have 
of it by another which is calculated to make us laugh.(!) Just how 
the image functions, however, is not the subject of this section, 
but is examined in the appro~riate part of chapter two. 
This role of creator which Apollinaire thinks is that of the 
poet, and whioh we called a God-like role(2), receives just that 
(I) of. Ch.2 seo.4 pp. I3I-I33 
(2) of. p. I8-I9 
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qualification in the article on Royere, and. in August of the same 
year one finds Apollinaire developing the philosophical consequen-
ces, or some of them at least, of this consideration : 
"Le poete est analogue a la divinite. Il sait que dans sa 
creation la verite est indefectible. Il admire son ouvrage. Il 
connatt l'erreur qui anime sa. creature, fausse au regard de nos 
visions mais qui presente aux puissances momentanees une verite 
eternelle. Aussi l'organisme d'une creature poetique ne contient-il 
pas moins de perfection que celui d'une de celles qui tombent sous 
nos sens." (I) 
Th~s the experience which the poet offers us is just as valid as 
the experience of the world which is offered to us by our senses 
and the intellect. The poet's instrument of creation must then be 
the imagination, for if he is to attempt a creation in his own 
right, then he must not depend upon his senses - means of contact 
with the external world(2) - nor on his intellect which organises 
the information received frGm those senses. Thus the poet's 
function is to give an imaginative re-interpretation of the world 
and the experience of it. He establishes, in doing this, new truths 
for as the above quotation continues : 
"Chaque jour peut-3tre une volonte toute puissante change 
l'ordre des choses, contrarie lea causes et les effete et aneantit 
la souvenir et la verite m8me de ce qui existait la veille pour 
(I) o.c., t.3, p.802 
(2) cf. "Liens"O.P.p.167: "J'ecris seulement pour vous exalter 
0 sens 8 sens cheris 
Ennemis du souvenir 
Ennemis du desir'' etc. 
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creer une succession d'evenements etablissant une nouvelle verite. 
Tel est l'ouvrage poetique : la faussete d'une realite aneantie. 
Et le souvenir m8me a disparu." 
One notes the obvious influence of the neo-symbolists in the 
vocabulary, the Mallarmean concept of the poem as "la f aussete d 'une 
realite aneantie", but it is not our intention here to discuss the 
extent of that influence. Suffice it to say that the expression may 
derive much from the neo-symbolists, but as may be seen from the 
preceding pages of this section, the concept is Apollinaire's own. 
In fact, Apollinaire here seems to go beyond the desire to re-inter-
pret the world and appears to be according to the artist the powers 
to remake it. 
However, the important point is that Apollinaire insisted on 
the autonoDzy" of the work of art from the external world ; it had to 
exist in its own universe. This is clearly revealed in the following 
quotation, which is taken from an essay on Georges Braque, written 
in 1908 and later re-incorporated into "Les Peintres lubistes" in 
1911 : 
"Pour le peintre, pour le poete, pour lee artistes {c'est ce 
qui lee differencie des autres hommes, et surtout des savants), 
chaque oeuvre deviant un univers nouveau aveo see lois particulieres." 
(I) 
Also quite clear from this quotation is the fact that we are just-
ified in extending statements concerning the role of the artist 
{i.e. painter) to include the role of the poet, for while Apollin-
aire was always careful to distinguish between the works of poet 
and painter, he equated their functions. 
{l) "Chroniques d'Art" pp. 60-61 
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It would have been strange indeed if .the poetry of Apollin-
aire, under the stimulus imparted to it by all the intellectual 
and artistic activity whioh surrounded the poet at this time, had 
remained under the symbolist sphere of influence also. Thus one 
finds in the poems of !908 a desire to separate himself from the 
symbolist aesthetic, and to affirm the need for a new poetry. 
Clearly oertain traces remain, and all critics are unanimous in 
discerning the lasting importance of Apollinaire's early formation. 
Thus one finds certain contradictions in "Les Fian9ailles" and "Le 
Brasier", but especially the former, and these will be brought out 
in the analysis of the poem in chapter two, but their full signific-
ance will be remarked on in the conclusions to this study. 
The most obvious point at which Apollinaire separates from 
the symbolist approach to poetry is in his determination, which 
begins to ~anifest itself at this time, to find the matter of his 
poetry in the world about him, among the objects of everyday life. 
It might appear that there is a fundamental contradiction between 
this attitude to poetry and that elaborated on the preceding pages, 
the poetry of lies and falsehood, but this contradiction certainly 
did not exist for Apollinaire. If a poem such as "Zone" can be said 
to go out into the streets of Paris and find part of its subject 
matter there, it may also be said to transform that subject matter, 
as is readily apparent from any analysis of the poem·• (I) Apollinaire 
himself reconciled the apparently contradictory aspects of his 
approach and he readily saw the same reconciliation in the works of 
others, as is illustrated by his comment on "Le Defaut de l'Armure" 
by Albert Erlande (2) : 
(I) of. Ch.2 seo.6 
(2) O.C., t.3, p. 8I5 
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~ .. · 
"Puisqu'il est poetetil se serve done toujours de see quali-
tes poetiques, qu'il invente plus souvent, et que la realite ne 
soit pas pour lui un modele, mais tout au plus la matiere dont il 
a besoin pour produire comme un peintre a besoin de couleurs." 
This then is Apollinaire's attitude to the role of the artist, 
and if it should have led him to such errora of taste as preferring 
the now forgotten M. Albert Erlande to Zola and Maupassant 
"Je ne parle pas de Zola ni de Maupassant. 
Puisse-t-on etrangler leur souvenir dan~ un cul-de-sac. On 
en a assez de tout ce qui ne marque pas chez son auteur une imagin-
ation pleine d'inattendu. On ne sera jamais fatigue de la fiction, 
mais qu'est-ce que la fiction sans fantaisie?"(I) 
- he clearly reveals how he was thinking about the role of 
the writer and its effects upon his own writing were far more 
felicitous. 
There is one final aspect of this period which must be 
brought out in order to show how close to the ideas of the period 
I9I6-I9I8 Apollinaire had already come in I908, and that is his 
awareness of the nature and the function of the poetic image. The 
following quotation comes from "Les Troia Vertus Plastiques" which 
is ostensibly concerned with painting, but it most certainly applies 
to poetry and particularly to the poetry of Apollinaire himself : 
"En vain lee saisona fremissent, lee foules se ruent unanime-
ment vers la m6me mort, la science defait et refait ce qui existe, 
lee mondes s 1 eloignent a jamais de notre conception, nos images 
mobiles se repetent et ressuscitent leur inconscienoe et lea 
oouleurs, lee odeurs, lee bruits nous etonnent puis disparaissent 
(I) O.C., t.3, p. 8I5 
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de la nature." (I) 
Ignoring the poetic prose in which this statement is couched, 
there are two aspects of it which are of particular interest to us; 
firstly the insistence on the mobile nature of the image and second-
ly the effect which these images have upon us before disappearing. 
It is difficult, of course, to say that by mobility of the image 
Apollinaire meant precisely this or that quality which we may 
isolate in his writing, but certainly it is a qualification which 
fits lines of this sort 
"Un tout petit bouquet flottant a l'aventure 
Couvrit l'ocean d'une immense floraison" (2) 
- as indeed does the demand that the image should astonish us. In 
fact, what the above passage calls for is the kind of quality 
which Apollinaire accorded to the works of the enchanters and 
which he claimed to have recaptured in "Les Collines". (3) 
Having now outlined the similarities which exist between the 
theories, more or less formulated as such, of I9I6-I9I8 and the 
ideas of I907-I9o8, one must go on to ask whether Apollinaire 
held to these ideas constantly, or whether he allowed his restless 
mind to lead him elsewhere, possibly under the influence of a 
Delauna.y, or even a Picasso. To answer such a question we must 
look particularly at the period beginning in I9I2 and ending with 
Apollinaire's involvement with the war. This is a period in which 
he wrote a great aeal of art criticism as well as many poems. It 
is a period which saw the appearance of "Alcoole" and "Les Peintres 
(I) "C.hroniques d'Art" p. 56 
(2) O.P., p. I06 "L'Emigrant de Landor Road" 
(3) O.P., p. I72 
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eubistes" as well as the editions of "Les Soirees de Paris" under 
Apollinaire's direction. The year I9I3 also saw the publication 
of his "manifesto" "L'Antitradition Futuriste" and one might well 
draw many conclusions from his acceptance of the futurists as 
well as his reservations concerning some of their activities, and 
the distinction which must be made between his writing of the 
period and theirs. 
.... :_: It is obvious that the futurists' technique of "mots 
en liberte" is related to many of the experiments one finds in 
Apollinaire's poetry, in particular the early calligranunes, as is 
the opinion of M. Adema -
••• Marinetti et lea futuristes avaient inaugu.re lea 'mots " 
en liberte'. Son (i.e. Apollinaire) premier essai 4ans le genre 
s'inspire de ces tentatives diverses. 'Lettre-Ocean, ( ••••• ) est 
pourtant une fantaisie conoertee dont la diffioulte de lecture 
ooncourt a l'effet de surprise qu'il reoherche par prinoipe." (I) 
- but many of Apollinaire's friends, as well as later critics, 
were aware that the character of Apollinaire's so-called manifesto 
was more jocular than serious. 
"Le futurisme a vecu! C'est M. Guillaume Apollinaire qui lui 
a porte le coup fatal en signant le manifeste qu'on va lire •••• Il 
fallait trouver ceoi : 3tre plus futuriste que Marinetti ; M. 
Guillaume Apollinaire y a reussi ••• Le futurisme a vecu et cela 
vaut bien qu'on se rejouisse." (2) 
Thus Andre Salmon commenting upon his friend's "manifesto". 
(I) Idema (68) p. 242 
(2) "La Fin du Futurisme" in Gil Blas 3 aout I9I3 - quoted by M. 
Adema, in Adema (68) p. 228 
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And one is much tempted to agree with M. Aiema who, after quoting 
Salmon, goes on to conclude : 
"On peut se demander si, en effet, le dessein secret 
d'Apollinaire n'est pas, en outrant les termes, de demontrer 
l'inanite du mouvement auquel il reproche d'3tre une imitation, en 
litterature comme en peinture, des artistes fran9ais modernes." 
And in poetry who else could the Italians imitate but Apollinaire 
himself? We might well see, then, the "Antitradition futuriste" as 
a joke at the expense of the futurists who had picked up the destr-
uctive aspects only of Apollinaire's poetry, and thought they could 
build a new world with them. 
If in his article "Nos amis les futuristes"(I) Apollinaire 
ascribes the origins of the futurists' style to sources other than 
himself, namely -
"La nouvelle technique des mots en liberte sortie de Rimbaud, 
de Mallarme, des symbolistes en general et dM style telegraphique 
en particulier, •••• " 
- this is not to say that he did not see himself as preceding the 
Italians to some extent, but rather that he acknowledged, as they 
did not, predecessors in this line. The brevity of Apollinaire's 
comment on one of Marinetti's books of poetry should, for example, 
indicate how little he thought it worth analysing what Marinetti 
had to say ; yet Apollinaire does not dismiss the book, but then, 
he was seldom a destructive critic 
••• le livre de Marinetti, 'Zang Tumb Tumb', e'impoee a " 
l'attention par la nouveaute de la technique. C'est un livre 
d'expreesion metallique qui merite qu'on s'y arr8te." (2) 
(I) "Soirees de Paris" I5 fev. I9I4 
(2) "$oireee de Paris" I5 avr. I9I4 
o.c., t.3, p. 883 
o.c., t.3, p. 885 
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Apollinaire, then, clearly felt that the futurists had little 
to tea.ch him ; and one is obliged to conclude that he felt his own 
work to be superior to that of the futurists where there are simil-
a.ri ties which must have drawn his attention. (In fact, this is more 
or less the judgement of posterity which has confined the futurists' 
literary efforts to histories of literature.) 
The relationship with Del.aunay and Orphism is mu.ch more 
complex, and it oan neither be explained simply by the evidence 
which points to the greater part of Apollinaire's articles on 
Delaunay's work having been written by Delaunay himself, nor by 
limiting the possible influence of Delaunay to the poem "Les 
Fen8tres". When the evidence has been weighed up, one inclines 
toward the view which S.I. Lockerbie expressed in his analysis of 
"Les Fen3tres" -
"Aussi bien chez Delaunay que chez Picasso, Apollinaire aura 
done choisi lee elements correspondant le mieux a l'exigence qui 
eta.it au centre de son propre oeuvre." (I) 
- but the results, which are what interests us in this study, differ 
only slightly from the kind of poetry that Apollinaire was producing 
before his encounter with Delaunay (2). The real problem, in evalu-
ating the precise influence of Delaunay on Apollinaire's theories, 
is that at this stage in his career, a.s oan be observed from the 
avidence which we have quoted to support our argument concerning 
the period I908 onward, Apollinaire had not yet_ formulated his 
theories as theories or manifestos concerning his own writing, in 
the way that he did between I9I6 and I9I8. Thus while one may point 
(I) R.L.M. I966 no. 5, p. II 
(2) of. Ch.3 sec.I 
to certain concepts such as simultanism, which becomes ostensible 
in Apollinaire's work at this time, one has no genuine record of 
his ideas on the subject. Thus more is to be learned from a direct 
analysis of the poems of this period and this will be found in 
chapter three. 
The very fact, however, that Apollinaire was so attracted to 
Delaunay's painting as to baptise it "Orphisme", that he regarded 
what Delaunay was doing as a development of Cubism equalling in 
importance what Picasso was doing -
"De m!me, il y a dans la peinture moderne de nouvelles tend-
ances ; lea plus importantes me semblent 3tre, d'une part le cubisme 
de Picasso, d'autre part l'orphisme de Delaunay." (I) 
- indicates that there was something which exercised a great attr-
action for Apollinaire in Delaunay's work. But, if we consider that 
he was prepared to allow Delaunay to dictate to him the substance 
of several articles and then to correct and revise these articles, 
we must come to the conclusion that the painterly aspects of this 
new trend in art were less important to Apollinaire than the fact 
that Delaunay's paintings seemed to him to embody in plastic form 
certain of his ideas concerning poetry. 
Chief among these ideas is that of simultanism, and if 
Apollinaire is generous enough to take no credit for the invention 
of the term 
"Dela.unay, qui par son insistence et son talent a fait sien 
le terme de simultane qu'il a empru.nte au vocabulaire des futuristes, 
merite qu'on l'appelle desormais ainsi qu'il signe: le Simultane."(2) 
(I) o.c., t.4, p. 28I 
(2) Ibid. p. 353 
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- this is typical of his honesty in these matters, yet an analysis 
of his poetry, and indeed of his prose(!), reveals that there are 
important aspects of simultanism in his writing from very early on 
in his career. Undoubtedly, the encounter with Delaunay stimulated 
Apollinaire, and was in part responsible for his drawing together 
of various strands of thought which culminated in the writing of 
"Les Fen6tres" and "Lundi Rue Christine", but both these poems 
also have roots in ideas which Apollinaire recorded in his earliest 
notebooks(2). Thus, if one finds Apollinaire signing an .. article in 
which simultanism is disoussed(3), one may undoubtedly ascribe 
this formulation of the ideas to the influence of Delaunay (not 
simply because Delaunay is the subject of this article), but where 
Apollinaire's poetry is concerned, one must beware of seeing the 
hand of Delauna,y everywhere. 
Clearly then, Apollinaire's ideas remained essentially the 
same from the time of composition of "Les Fian9ailles" until the 
outbreak: of the war, or rather his involvement in it. As to the 
ideas he held during the war, it is extremely difficult to testify. 
One assumes them to be much the same as those which he expressed 
afterwards, and his poetry certainly points to this, even if, in 
his letter-poems, there is a good deal of simplification of style. 
In a letter to Madeleine, Apollinaire gives an indication that he 
falt the poetry which he had written shortly before the war was 
(I) of. Andre Fonteyne - "Apollinaire Prosateur" 
(2) of. notes to the edition of "Calligrammes" by Michel Deoaudin 
(ed. Club du Meilleur Livre.) of. also Ch. 3, seo. 2 on these 
poems and "Aoousmate" 
(3) e.g. "Realite, peinture pure" o.c., t.4, p.276 et seq. 
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aesthetically something quite different -
''Puis j'aime beaucoup mes vers depuis 'Alcools', il yen a 
pour un volume au moins, et j'aime beaucoup, beaucoup 'Les Fenetres' 
qui a paru a part en tete d 'un catalogue du peintre Delaunay. Ile 
ressortissent a une esthetique toute neuve dont je n'ai plus depuis 
retrouve lee ressorts, mais dont j 1ai avec etonnement retrouve 
l'expos' dans une de vos divines lettres." (1) 
- different from what he had written before or since. Thus we are 
faced with a situation which Apollinaire has not clarified for us; 
that is to say that his ideas, when they are expressed as such, 
during this period are much the same as those of the preceding years, 
but his poetry is, in his own estimation, more radically different 
from anything else he had written. 
On this evidence, and on the evidence of the poems of this 
period themselves, as they are analysed in chapter three, one mu.st 
concede that if the basis of Apollinaire's thinking had remained 
the same, then he had definitely begun to push his ideas a little 
further. The poem "Arbre", for example, displays what one might 
almost call a logical extension of the discontinuity and disparate 
imagery of the poems written some months earlier. Logical, that is, 
in the sense that the poet appears to be asking the question -
"If a poem may have images which are apparently unrelated, and still 
be a poem, then why can one not write almost any series of lines and 
images (this time without the unity accorded to them by their all 
beings things seen or overheard in a certain street at a certain 
time) and still have written a poem?" (2) 
(1) "Tendre comme le souvenir" (lettre du 30 juillet). 
(2) For a full analysis of this poem see Ch. 3, sec. (B). 
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One must also consider the statement taken from the letter 
to Madeleine in the light of what Apollinaire wrote after the war, 
before deciding that the period of "Les Fen8tres" is uniquely 
different from all other periods of his career. And one certainly 
cannot say that in a poem such as "La Victoire" Apollinaire did 
not rediscover some of the aspects of the former, although there 
are, to be sure, marked differences. The oalligrammes also must be 
considered with "Les Fen8tres" as poetry which certainly offers 
obvious differences from the rest of Apollinaire's work, but it is 
more significant to look at the similarities which they offer. (1) 
This consideration of Apollinaire's ideas and theories cannot 
really be separated from the texts, the poems, themselves ; and so 
it is best to conclude here what has been a rather summary examin-
ation of these ideas (of necessity so since the expression of them 
is also summary apart from the period 1916-1918) a.nd to pass on to 
an examination of the poetry. 
Finally, before leaving this discussion of the evolution of 
Apollinaire's ideas, perhaps the quotation which best typifies his 
attitude during the period 1913/14 is the following :-
"Point d'ideal : mais tout oe qui existe : moi-m8me, mes 
sens, mon imagination ; lee autres leurs sens, leur imagination 
lee choses, leurs aspects, leurs proprietes ; lee surprises, lee 
3~res qu'elles engend.rent et ce qu 1elles modifient •••• " (2) 
- which will be shown to be appropriate in the ensuing chapters. 
(1) of. appendix to Ch.3 
(2) Quoted in Adema (68) p. 245;Apollinaire's reply to a question 
"Quel est votre 'ideal d'art'?" put to him by John Charpentier 
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CHAPTER TWO : ALCOOLS 
SECTION ONE : INTRODUCTION 
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In this section we shall attempt to isolate and analyse the 
elements of violence in the poems published in "Aloools" and in 
the poems contemporary with this volume, which Apollinaire chose 
to exclude from it. We shall not be concerned with establishing a 
precise chronology of these poems, but shall rely on the work 
already done in this field by suoh eminent scholars as M. Adema, 
M. Decaudin and M. Breunig in their various studies. We shall, in 
fact, be attempting to trace the evolution of the techniques of 
violence in these poems, but as we have already seen from previous 
sections, Apollinaire's evolution was not constant, and was affected 
by a wide variety of stimuli. We shall therefore analyse the poems 
in groups which may be said to be roughly oontemporary, and in 
the chronological order of the periods represented by those groups. 
We propose, then, to begin this section with an analysis of 
the elements of violence conDained in the poem• composed in the 
main before or during I903, but excluding "La Chanson du Mal-Aime". 
The first and most striking characteristic of the elements of 
violence in these poems is that their obvious source lies in the 
poet's character. This is a point which we shall come across again 
aild again in the course of this study and it will emerge that 
violence in poetry is something that was profoundly natural to 
Apollinaire and not something artificially introduced into his 
poetry. As examples from the particular poems which concern us at 
the moment we mq take the sexual imagery of "L'Ermite" and also 
"Merlin et la vieille femme" : 
"Le/ 
"Le soleil oe jour-18. s'etalait oomme.un ventre 
Maternal qui saignait lentement sur le oiel" {I) 
110 Seigneur flagellez lee nuees du oouoher 
Qui vous tendent au oiel de si jolis ouls roses" (2) 
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The genesis of these images most probably lies in the sexual pre-
occupations of the adolescent that Apollinaire was when he wrote 
these poems ; certainly they fail to attain any kind of tra.nsoen-
denoe of the vulgarly sexual to become real shook images to the 
adult, sophisticated reader, although they are both more or less 
relevant to their contexts, there being especially a certain para-
llel between the condition of the hermit and the young Apollinaire. 
Similar types of images are to be found in the erotic poetry which 
Apollinaire published later in his life and it is interesting to 
note that when seeking to be scabrous he reverted to a very adol-
escent form of sexual morbidity (3). 
There is no doubt that the images from the two early poems 
were meant to shook, but there is no doubt either where their 
roots lie. However, there a.re elements of violence in the poems of 
this period which are more interesting to us. Elements which 
equally have their roots in the character of Apollinaire but which 
betray more permanent tendencies. 
The desire to shook is clearly seen in such images as 
"Le grand soleil pa.i:en fa.it mourir en mourant 
Avec les bourgs lointains le Christ indifferent" (4) 
(I) "Merlin" O.P., p. 88 
(2) "L'Ermite" O.P., p. IOO 
(3) of. for example "Julie ou j'ai pr&te ma rose" 
(4) "Passion" O.P., p. 532 
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Here it is especially the final adjective which is intended to 
strike home. True, one may say that the victory of the pagan sun-
god over the Christ is also meant to shook, but the real weight of 
the blasphemy is carried by the description of Christ as indiff er-
ent. Already Apollinaire is compressing the shook element into as 
compact a form as possible, knowing it to be all the more effect-
ive for this. One notes also the first traces of what was to be 
for Apollinaire a fruitful source of shook images - namely blasph-
emy. (This is as true of his prose as of his poetry - consider 
"J..'Heresiarque et tie.) (I) 
This desire to scandalise is also present in the poem "Le 
D8me de Cologne" : 
"Ton dernier arohiteote 8 D6me devint fou 
ga prouve olairement que le bon Dieu se f out 
De oeux qui travaillent a sa plus grande gloire" (2) 
But this poem also contains an image whioh is so fantastical, so 
strange, that it surprises and transports the reader to a completely 
different world : 
"Mais sois moderne et que tea pr3tres deifiques 
Tendant entre tee tours des file telegraphiques 
Et tu deviendras luth • • • • ·" (3) 
In this case the effectiveness of the image stems from1the fact 
that it is not just a simple comparison of the towers and the frame 
of a lute, the poet transforms the one into the other before our 
eyes as it were, and thus accords the image the power necessary to 
(I) On this point consult "Apollinaire Prosateur" by Andre Fonteyne. 
(2) "Le D6me de Cologne" O.P., p. 538 
(3) Ibid. 
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its success. Although it retains something .of the baroque conceit, 
it makes us laugh and is much more effective because it seeks 
neither to convey to the reader some strange correspondence between 
the two elements, nor is it a decorative image. Rather it is an 
image which rises out of the context of the description of the 
cathedral to become important in its own right. By contrast, such 
power is lacking in the following image, which retains the essent-
ial characteristic of a description -
"La source est la comme un oeil clos 
Pleura.nt avec de frais sanglots 
La naissance triste de l'eau" (I) 
- a description which, moreover, we might classify as baroque. 
But in "Le Larron" we find a similar yet significantly 
different image, still essentially baroque in its conception, but 
expressed with a brevity and force to be found in the later fantast-
ical imagery of "Alcools" : 
"Colonnes de clins d'yeux qui fuyaient aux eolairs" (2) 
The reduction of the columns of soldiers to blinks of the eye is 
striking and conveys the desired impression of the swiftness of the 
passage of time - yet one has to stop and think about the image, it 
cannot be said to create its own poetic world ( like the lines from 
"L'Emigrant" quoted in the first section of chapter one) but due to 
i·~s compression it does have considerably more force than the 
preceding example. 
If Apollinaire was not yet adept at creating the type of image 
which exists in its own world, he was already quite skilful at 
(I) "Elegie du voyageur aux pieds blesses" O.P., p. 337 
(2) "Le Larron" O.P., p. 9! 
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adding a destructive element which completely changes the effect 
of the image on the reader. This he did not without a certain 
humour which is more than a little anarchistic : 
"Tandie qu'au fil du Rhin e'en allaient des bateaux 
A vapeur (I) 
Clearly, this reveals a certain pleasure on the poet's part in 
pricking the romantic balloon ; the line-break neatly divides the 
sentence so that the first line presents a romantic picture of the 
Rhine which is destroyed by the transmutation of the boats, which 
one had pictured as sailing boats, into noisy steam ships. This 
tells us something about Apollinaire's nature his ready laughter 
and his abrupt nature were things which all his friends commented 
on, and the following quotation from Marcel Adema's biography will 
serve as a ready illustration {the context is the meeting of 
Apollinaire and Max Jacob) : 
"• •• 'Sans cesser son discours vigoureux sur lee empereurs 
romaine, dira Max Jaoob, et sans me regarder il me tendit ea main 
courte et forte {on pensait patte de tigre). Brusquement il se leva 
et nous entratna dans la nuit avec de grands eclats de rire ; alors 
oommenoerent oes interminables fl!neries qui pendant des annees 
furent quotidiennes ••• '" (2) 
Another of Apollinaire's friends of the period, and one whose 
nature would also delight in images such as the one quoted above, 
was Alfred Jarry. Undoubtedly his meeting with Jarry did much to 
confirm the presence in Apollinaire's poetry of just that humorous 
element which Apollinaire urged others not to forget in his 
{I) "Rolandseck" O.P., p. 35I 
(2) Adema (68) p. I06 
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manifesto "L'Esprit Nouveau et lea Poetes". Nor was the presence 
of that humour solely destructive, for if in the above quotation 
its point is being used to deflate the too ready sentimentality of 
the Rhineland scene, in the same poem we find this skilfully 
constructed image : 
"Sur la route bordant le fleuve et tachee d'ombre 
Fuyaient tremblant de peur 
Comme des chevaliers indignes lee autos" 
While there is obviously present here the same destructive element 
turned against the picturesque, there is also a comic vision which 
borders on the surreal. It is an image in which the two contrasting 
worlds are so integrated that the final result is the oreation of a 
new world altogether. The construction of the sentence which at the 
very last second transforms the image into this juxtaposition of the 
old world and the new, forces us to laugh, where a simple comparison 
would have had no effect at all. 
In these early poems this humorous element is the olearest 
indication we have of the violence of Apollinaire's style. As we 
have pointed out here and in the introduction, it is not merely 
destructive humour, although it must be partly this, it is creative 
as well. Occasionally his humour touches on that inspired absurdity 
which is to be found in "Les Mamelles de Tiresias" and perhaps even 
i1~ certain passages of "Les Collines" ; for if we compare this 
image 
"Un phonographe enamoure pour dix pfennigs 
Chanta l'amour a quatre voix de chanteurs morts" (I) 
with a verse from "Les Collines" which we shall have occasion to 
(I) "Mille Regrets" O.P., p. 53! 
examine at length in the following chapter 
"Tous sont morts le mattre d'h8tel 
Leur verse un champagne irreel 
Qui mousse comma un esoargot 
Ou comma un oerveau de poete" (I) 
would we not be justified in concluding that it was the same sense 
of the absurd, the same f oroe of the imagination which informs and 
vitalises both images, even if the former is undoubtedly more triv-
ial than the latter? The mainspring of both these images is their 
assault on common sense, their denial of the real, of the universe 
of cause and effect as we know it. By ascribing to the inanimate 
object the ability to fall in love, by continuing the action after 
he has begu.n with the phrase 'everyone is dead', Apollinaire is 
placing his poem well outside the scope of our normal apprehensions 
of reality and therefore denying us the occasion both to foresee 
what will happen and to let our own imaginations take over the 
poem. We are forced to accept the whims of the poet's imagination. 
Obviously the quotation from the poem written in the Rhineland is 
only the embryo of the later development shown in "Les Collines" 
but the essential is already there. 
This kind of anarchistic use of language has, of course, a 
ready-made vehicle in the pun, but strangely enough there are very 
few examples of really creative puns in Apollinaire's early work. 
Perhaps we can best illustrate our meaning here by comparing two 
examples. The first shows only a play on words which, while not at 
all forced or inappropriate to the context, is nevertheless fairly 
banal and uninspired -
(I) O.P. p.!76 & of. also Ch.3 sec.IO, pp. 449 -450 
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"L'entrelacs de leurs doigts fut leur seul laps d'amour" (I) 
- uninspired, because the pun does not rise above the level of 
decoration ; it does not oppose two meanings ascribable to the one 
sound ; it does not really change for us the meaning of the elements. 
On the contrary, this example -
"La tzigane sa.vait d'avance 
Nos deux vies barrees par lee nuits 
Nous lui d!mes adieux et puis 
De oe puits sortit !'Esperance" (2) 
makes use of the coincidence of sound to draw together two 
opposed attitudes ; the banal "and then" which seems to indicate 
that there can be no hope after the gypsy's doom-laden prediction, 
becomes the well from which hope is drawn. But because the pun ties 
the two things together, the reader realises that the hope which 
the poet does find, is a forlorn hope. The pun here says for 
Apollinaire what the paradox of the line from "Le Pont Mirabeau" 
said some years later : 
"Et comma !'Esperance est violente" (3) 
It does not seem excessive to us to insist on this essentially 
subversive aspect of this use of language, the violence that is 
done to the expectations already forming in the reader's mind by 
the metamorphosis of the word. If therefore the idea of the crea-
tive pun exists in Apollinaire's early work, this is an example of 
it. 
The choice of the poem "La Tzigane" to illustrate the fore-
(I) "Merlin" O.P., p. 88 
(2) "La Tzigane" O.P., p. 99 
(3) O.P., p. 45 
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going point serves us very well as a means of underlining one 
very important aspect of Apollinaire's early poetry in general, 
namely that it is for the most part in a fairly polished and 
accomplished style which on the whole owes very little to the 
concept of violence as we have defined it, and as Apollinaire 
himself came to consider it. The violence that is present in these 
poems remains in embryo form ; a line here, a line there, which is 
calculated to outrage, to shook ; the occasional fantastical image 
which rises out of its context to attain an existence in its own 
right a beginning of a use of language whioh distorts normal 
usage all this is but a promise of what is to come. If we consider 
"La Tzigane" as a whole, the example we have taken from it can be 
seen to be the only thing in the poem which is relevant to the ideas 
of violence which we are discussing here, and that the poem is a 
polished successful work of art of a more or less traditional kind. 
Thus while we insist on the importance of the elements of violence 
which we have isolated in the poems of the period under discussion, 
we do not wish to claim that they are paramount in this period of 
the poet's style or even as immediate hints of what was to follow 
as one might say the line of verse ex.tended to bursting point in 
an early poem such as "La Synagogue" is -
"Le vieux Rhin eouleve ea face ruiee~ante et ee detourne 
/pour eourire" (I) 
since it foreshadows the prosaic expression of "Zone". (Or 
perhaps one might also say the construction of the,poem "Les 
Femmes" from snatches of dialogue which may be seen as the ancestor 
of the "poemes-conversation" in "Calligrammes".) That is to say 
(I) O.P., p. II) 
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that the elements of violenoe are undoubtedly present, perhaps not 
fully developed, perhaps laoking the polish of their later develop-
ments, though not always, ana in this they are as worthy of our 
attention as all the other latent elements of Apollinaire's later 
poetry which have been discerned in his early work. 
In concluding this seotion we think it relevant to point out 
that all the poems which have been referred to here, with the 
exception of the three earliest, "Merlin et la vieille femme", 
"L'Ermite" and "Le Larron", are short poems and are confined to the 
brief lyrical expression of an experienoe. As such they present 
nothing like the challenge to Apollinaire's powers of expression 
that the "Chanson du Mal-Aime" must have offered, with its 
consequent stimulus to the development of the poet's technique. 
Thus we propose to examine that poem separately, in the next 
section. 
CHAPTER TWO 
SECTION TWO : LA CHANSON DU MAL-AIME 
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If' we have chosen to deal separately with "La Chanson" it 
is, as we have said, because it is a composition which must have 
presented a considerable technical challenge to Apollinaire and 
as such it was bound to have a radical effect upon the style of' 
the poet, especially given his age and the stage of' his evolution. 
On the other hand, while it is true that the poem was indeed a 
catalyst to his evolution, those elements in it which can be 
recognised as elements of violence will be seen to have evolved 
comparatively little, although his use of' surprise imagery, partic-
ularly in conveying the conflict of his feelings, does show a 
greater awareness of the potential of this aspect of his poetry. 
But violence here remains a tool of an aesthetic that is basically 
different from that which informed his later poetry.(!) 
The elements of violence, then, which we shall isolate in 
this poem will not appear to be major aspects of it, although their 
importance will be readily accepted. Generally speaking, for example, 
there are the many abrupt changes of tone f'or whioh the poet ia 
famous ; the numerous emotional volte-faoes which never allow the 
reader to settle into any one mood, and which prevent the poem from 
becoming too self-indulgent in its lament for a lost love. These 
olearly have their origin in the feelings of the poet, but it is 
especially the manner in which they are expressed that is inter-
esting and original. Soaroely has the reader had time to recognise 
(I) of. "Aloools et le Symbolisme" by S.I. Lookerbie in R.L.M., 
Nos. 85-89 1963 
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one emotion than it is coloured by another or even destroyed by 
the irony of the following phrase : 
"Et moi j 1ai le coeur aussi gros 
Qu'un cul de dame damascene" (I) 
The complexity of the emotions felt by the poet is expressed in 
the violence of his style which almost never leaves a pure image. 
Here we must consider the construction of the poem as a whole, for 
this is not at all a narrative poem, in spite of the many narrative 
and autobiographical elements contained in it. 
"Avec celle que j'ai perdue 
L'annee derniere en Allemagne" 
Anyone knowing the background to the poem might well suppose that 
this is simply a biographical detail thrown into the poem, because 
the poem concerns something which really happened to the poet, but 
surely these lines are just as valid when considered as an express-
ion of the temporal and spatial distance which separates Apollinaire 
from the woman he loved. One might also point to the existence of a 
spatial progression in the poem as being its narrative framework ; 
the progression from London to Paris, which can be equated with the 
temporal progression from presence to absence of the woman, but their 
importance is only secondary. The poem as a whole is a sequence of 
images which merge into one another, contrast with one another and 
even destroy one another, and as such their function is not narra-
tive but evocative. This being the oase, the image acquires a certain 
autonom.tous importance, as the universal expression of a sentiment, 
and it is this character of the image which is interesting to us. 
(In this respect the images of "La Chanson" may be seen as the fore-
(I) O.P., pp. 46-59 as are all other quotations from this poem. 
runners of the images of "Le Voyageur"(I).). 
"Malheur dieu pale aux yeu.x d'ivoire 
Tes pr3tres fous t'ont-ils pare 
Tes viotimes en robes noires 
Ont-elles vainement pleure 
Malheur dieu pale qu'il ne faut pas oroire" 
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The image, but for the irrestible rhythm of the poem, would rise 
out of its context and imprint itself indelibly on the reader's 
mind ; as it is, it is powerful, emotive, but it passes like a 
cinematographic image, to give way to another, the rhythm playing 
the role of the continuity of the film. The reader experiences a 
certain conflict as he is struck by the power of this image which 
seeka to hold his attention, while the rhythm and structure of the 
poem as a whole lead him onwards to the next verse. In the later 
poems where Apollinaire used "vers libre" this conflict is avoided, 
and the images are freer, more powerful because of it. 
The narrative thread of the poem, whioh is clearly recognis-
able, is continually interrupted. The reader is no more allowed to 
grasp the guide line of a story than he is allowed the luxury of a 
pure and sustained mood. We a.re not yet at the stage of "Les 
Fian9ailles", but clearly the way to this later development is being 
opened here. In this particular case it is the personification which 
makes the strength of the image, there is not yet present the elem-
ent of interior violence whioh is to be found in the later poems 
and which, as we shall see, is due to the handling of the language 
as often as to the nature of the image itself. We refer, of course, 
to images such as that quoted in the first section of chapter one -
(I) cf. Ch.2, sec.5, PP• I80-I95 
"Soleil oou coupe" 
whioh comes from the poem "Zone". It is obvious that in comparison 
the syntax of the verse from "La Chanson" is straightforward. 
One element of violence in the poem which immediately springs 
to mind is the episode of the Cosaques Zaporogues. Although the 
structure of the poem introduces this section as the reply of the 
Christian (?) cossacks to a Muslim sultan who demands that they 
submit to his overlordship, there oan be no doubt that it is 
intended to express Apollinaire's hate for the woman who has deserted 
him. The form of this passage, then, is extremely interesting to us, 
for it is not simply a case of Apollinaire saying "I hate you", 
but is rather an expression of that hate in terms which do not in 
any way spare the reader's feelings. The obscenity of this passage 
mccy be aimed only indirectly at the "faux amour" (since it is overtly 
addressed to the cossacks) but the reader, on the other hand, is 
brought into direct contact with it. He is made to feel the full 
force of the author's feelings. Its effect is undoubtedly thera-
peutic. By allowing himself to descend to the lowest level of insult 
the poet purges himself through this articulation of his hate, and 
purges the reader also, of the guilt which both he and the reader 
feel throughout the poem. Thus he allows the expression of his 
still remaining tenderness and hope that the woman will return 
"Ma.is en verite je l'attends 
Aveo mon coeur avec mon ame 
Et sur le pont des reviens-t-en 
Si jamais revient cette femme 
Je lui dirai Je suis content" 
- to be all the fresher and all the more tpuching. This is the 
importance of the episode of the Cosaques Zaporogues in the poem. 
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It is not an element of gratuitous violence.; on the contrary, its 
violence is a means of expression, as direct as is possible, of the 
feelings which torment the poet ; the reader is made to feel them. 
But it is none the less interesting to us for that. It is as clear 
and deliberate a use of violence as exists in Apollinaire's poetry 
up to this time. Having said this, it is important to note that 
this is a case of the violence of the poet's experience being the 
source of the violence of the imagery. 
There is another source of violence in the poem which we have 
already touched on. We have spoken about abrupt changes of tone, 
the continual upsetting of the reader's expectations. The subject 
matter of the imagery has a great role to play in this. We have 
already seen how the over-sentimental is quickly deflated -
"Le grand Pan l'amour Jesus-Christ 
Sont bien morts et lee chats miaulent 
Dans la cour je pleura a Paris" 
(which procedure we have already seen in the image cited from 
"Rolandseck" in the preceding section). But the reader's sensibil-
ity is also brutalised by the rapid switching from classical to 
modern to mythical elements in the imagery 
"Nous semblions entre lee maisons 
Onde ouverte de la mer Rouge 
Lui lee Hebreux moi Pharaon" 
- The effectiveness of this image lies in its strangeness and in 
its total unexpectedness, its weird juxtaposition of modern London 
and ancient ~pt. The spectacle of a drunken, scarred lout 
staggering out of a tavern is followed by the return of Ulysses to 
Ithaca and to his faithful wife. These disparate elements are 
assembled, each with its own evocative function, into a unity which 
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is that of the poem itself. Perhaps those oritics who thought that 
Apollinaire learned the art of collage from Picasso should have 
looked more olosely at "La Chanson" before pronounoing on the 
matter. The unity and harmony of the whole arises from its power, 
which welds together the many disparate elements whioh the poet 
has assembled. 
Thus while this poem may be oonsidered as the forerunner of 
poems like "Le Voyageur" and "Les Fian9ailles", it is also in one 
way the opposite of what Apollinaire was trying to do in these 
later poems, for as we shall see (I), the laok of oohesion among 
the various elements whioh compose those two poems has a very 
definite function to fulfil in them - namely to modify through the 
liberty and autonomy of the image the nature of the poem itself, 
the nature of the poetic experience. In "La Chanson" the poet does 
not seek the total independence of the image, but rather, by bring-
ing together the apparently unoonneoted images and then linking them 
by means of the rhythmioal and musioal struoture of the verses, he 
seeks to express the paradoxioal nature, the turbulenoe of his 
feelings. Thus verses like the following -
"L'amour est mort j'en suis tremblant 
J'adore de belles idoles 
Les souvenirs lui ressemblant 
Comme la femme de Mausole 
Je reste fidele et dolent" 
are rich in levels of oontradiotory feelings, as are the two 
juxtaposed verses below : 
"Jene veux jamais l'oublier 
(I) of. Ch.2, seo.5 and also Ch.2, seo.4 
Ma colombe ma blanche rade 
0 marguerite exfoliee 
Mon tle au loin ma Deairade 
Ma rose mon giroflier 
Les satyres et lee pyraustes 
Les egypans lee faux f ollets 
Et lee destine damnes ou faustes 
La corde au cou comma a Calais 
Sur ma douleur quel holocauste" 
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In other words, the use of what we have called techniques of violence 
is subordinated to the traditional lyrical needs of expression 
instead of becoming an instrument in the creation of a new lyricism, 
as they were later to be for Apollinaire. 
Nevertheless the beginnings of these important aspects of 
the poet's later style are clearly present in this poem, just as 
the construction of the poem from separate passages foreshadows 
the construction of "Les Fian9ailles", these passages having a 
relationship to one another which adds to the significance of the 
whole (I) ; e.g. the independent "Aubade" being the celebration of 
the love announced at the end of the preceding section as well as 
constituting the elegy that the following section destroys. 
Finally we may close this section by pointing out that the 
im~ges of real physical violence and suffering do not at all act 
in the same way upon the sensibility of the reader as do the violent 
transitions from one image to another, where the author has attempted 
to make the reader feel the paradoxical nature of what he is saying. 
For example, the translation of emotional suffering into physical 
(I) of. Ch.2, secs.4 & 5 
• 
suffering that is present in the following passage _ 
"Pour ohauffer un coeur plus glaoe · 
Que lee quarante de Sebaste 
Moine que ma vie martyrises" 
is effective in all the ways that the poet intends, but it does 
not shock or wound the reader. Nor could one say that this was the 
case with the verse which precedes the "Sept Epees" : 
"Sept epees de melancolie 
Sans morf il 8 claires douleurs 
Sent dans mon coeur • • " • • • 
If one speaks of violence with regard to "La Chanson", then one may 
say that these images contribute to the general atmosphere, but are 
much less violent for the reader than such passages as "Reponse des 
Cosaques Zaporogues". It is nonetheless proper to speak of violence 
in this poem, for as we have shown the poet employs various techni-
ques which clearly belong in this category - and no less interesting 
to us is the faot that an enterprise of this magnitude should have 
led him to employ almost all the aspects of violence that we have 
seen in the several poems already examined. 
CHAPTER TWO : SECTION THREE 
PICASSO AND MAX JACOB 
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"De la rencontre de oes trois hommes, de leur contact et de 
leur amitie va jaillir une esthetique nouvelle, un "Esprit 
Nouveau". Elle va ouvrir le second cycle apollinarien."(I) 
Thus Marcel Adema describes the meeting of Apollinaire and 
Picasso and the meeting between Apollinaire and Max Jacob. These 
meetings which took place towards the end of !904 were indeed to 
change the life and the thought of Apollinaire and were to have a 
profound and lasting effect on his poetry. In no way, however, 
should one assume, as did Georges Duhamel in the case of Jacob(2) 
and as others have done in the case of Pioasso, that Apollinaire 
was merely an imitator of what was new and exciting in the ideas 
and works of the two others. We have shown how even in his earliest 
poems there are the beginnings of a style which consciously and on 
an important scale exploits the concept of violence as a literary 
device and we intend to show that from this time onwards this 
aspect of the poet's style takes on more and more importance and 
that its exploitation becomes more and more ambitious in its goals. 
Clearly the meeting of these three men was the meeting of three 
minds whose ideas had much in common and who were all encouraged to 
(I) Adema p. 75 
(2) "Qui mieux est, je reconnais dans lea accents du poete d'Alcools 
des~nflexions de voix plus prochaines : celle par example de 
Max Jacob dont Apollinaire admire a coup silr l'invention et la 
science psychologique •• •" Criticism published in Mercure de 
France, !6th June I9I3. 
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pursue the further and more daring development of these ideas as 
a result of this meeting. 
Certainly immediate traces of the influence of both Picasso 
and Jacob are to be found in Apollinaire's poetry, but there are 
obvious reservations to be made about the importance of these more 
concrete influences. In this section we propose to examine the 
poems "Palaia" and "L'Emigrant de Landor Road" and to show from 
this examination that the success of the latter, which was in all 
probability written before the meeting {I) with Picasso and Jacob, 
is much greater than that of the former even though the former is 
intended as an exorcism of the kind of poetry that Apollinaire was 
writing under the influence of his feelings for Annie, of which 
group the latter was part. That this was the case and that this is 
an important factor in our consideration of the poetry of Apollin-
aire, is due to the fact that "Palaia" suffers too much from the 
undigested influence of Max Jacob. This can therefore be offered 
as a further proof of Apollinaire's originality in this field. 
"Palaia" is dedicated to Jacob and in its tone of burlesque, 
of pastiche, it is very much akin to his poetry and foreign to that 
of Apollinaire. In the whole of~Alcool~there is really only the 
poem "Clair de Lune"(2), apart from "Palaia", which seeks to be a 
direct burlesque of another mode of poetry. Furthermore, "Palaia" 
is an unfinished and imperfectly worked out piece, as ~.Decaudin 
shows 
"Nous en connaissons au moins quatre etats : lea trois versions 
(I) Dec. p. 170 
(2) o •. P., p. 137 e.g. "Les astres assez bien figurent lea abeilles" 
- the symbolism of scene is not taken at all seriously. 
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publies et un brouillon, tres rature, ecrit sur des feuilles 
arrachees a un registre ; il est inacheve ; le poete semble a 
bout de souffle et n'a pas encore trouve la resolution des jeux 
d'images auxquels il s'est abandonne. On le voit oheroher l'in-
attendu : juxtaposition de plusieurs registres d'images, allusion 
grossieretes de vocabulaires ••• "{I) 
and it is perhaps not too much to conjecture that the poem was 
proving so difficult to write because it was not only a form of 
renunoiatio~ of his past but because its form and expression were 
too foreign to the poet. 
If Madame Durry oould say 
"Un debut degrade, defait, nie 
par la fin, lea pensees et le reve changes en aliments oorrompus 
et b~res, l'allegorie narguee par l'allegorie, la correspondanoe 
par la oorrespondanoe, tout me prouve que le poeme met en aoous-
ation l'Ecole symboliste."(2) 
- we may also say that the poem is an attempt at exorcising the 
poet's own past, for how mu.oh of his early poetry, major pieoes as 
well as minor, is written in the symbolist style! (3) 
But let us examine the poem in more detail, and in particular 
the elements of violence which we may find in it. In the first place 
the poem falls into two distinct parts which contrast very strongly 
the first being bathed in the atmosphere of the symbolist allegory 
(personified thoughts seeking their goal in a mysterious palace) 
(I) cf. Dec. p. IIO 
(2) of. Durry vol. 2, p.46 
(3) cf .• s.r. Lockerbie "Aloools et le symbolisme" R.L.M., Nos. 85-
89, I963. 
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even though containing various hints that it should not be taken 
entirely seriously, the second very much farcical in tone, 
revealing that the palace contains nothing but trivialities, 
and containing an extremely grotesque banquet soene. As Madame 
Durry says : "••• le,vrai ohoo a ete donne au moment ou, du premier 
mouvement du poeme, on a passe au second, qui nie le premier."(I) 
But as we have said, the first part of the poem contains hints that 
it should not be taken too seriously : the poet's thoughts go bare-
foot, the background music is the croaking of frogs etc., and so 
the eff eot of shook is attenuated because some distance has been 
established already between the reader and the poem. The reader is 
not too involved in the poem precisely because these elements of 
burlesque are already present in the first half. And so, if Madame 
Durry can say of the second part 
"La critique du poeme s'est introduite dans le poeme et aveo elle 
tout a commence a pourrir sur plaoe."(2) 
We place certain reservations upon our agreement for the reasons 
given above. This element of interpenetration in the poem weakens 
the effects of shook and is noticeably absent from "La Chanson" 
which contains just as many conflicting and mutually hostile 
elements as "Palaia". But in "La Chanson" the irony the poet feels 
is made to act retrospectively on his self-pity whioh is allowed 
its own pure expression first : 
":Beauooup de oes dieux ont peri 
C'est sur eux que pleurent lea saules 
Le grand Pan l'amour Jesus-Christ 
(I) of. Du.rry, vol.2 p. 42 
(2) ibid. 
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Sont bien morts et lee chats miaulent" (I) 
On the other hand the all-pervasiveness of the light-hearted and 
mocking tone is precisely a common feature of the poetry of Max 
Jacob, it is a sort of self-defensive irony.(2) No doubt in seeking 
to separate himself from a part of his past Apollinaire had need of 
an ironic shell. 
But the poem does have this very serious level which we have 
indicated - this element of separation from the past. In the last 
stanza of the poem 
"Ah! nom de Dieu! qu'ont crie ces entrec6tes 
Cea grands p!tes ces os a moelle et mirotons 
Langues de f eu ou sont-elles mes pentec8tes 
Pour mes pensees de tous pays de tous les temps 11 (3) 
- the poet is clearly renouncing the ability, or the claim to the 
ability, to communicate to all men on things spiritual. He is 
abandoning the symbolist conception of poetry and is prepared to 
put everything into the melting-pot. Even so, within the poem is the 
same thread of shook tactics which may be discerned in the earlier 
poems and which he was to develop in his later ones. For if the 
major shook element of the poem, the contrast between the two parts, 
is not entirely successful, there are nonetheless the various irrev-
erences (Des r6tis de pensees mortes dans mon oe-rveau"/ the rhyme 
"entreo6te"-"penteo6te", "Dame de mes pensees au cul de perle fine" 
etc.) which are there to surprise the reader. Thus while the poem 
is in some respects a dead end, there are still these elements of 
(I) La Chanson du Mal-Aime, p. 50 
(2) cf."Le Cheval''quoted Durry op.cit. 2. p.28 
(3) Palaia, O.P., p.62 
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the later style to remind us of the direction his poetry was to 
take. 
In contrast, "L'Emigrant de Landor Road", although it is an 
earlier poem and one which forms part of the Annie cycle, shows 
that the poet was developing the element of violence in his style 
under his own impetus. In the very first stanza of the poem we 
find an image which is unique in the poetry of Apollinaire up to 
this date 
"Ce commergant venait de couper quelques tetes 
De mannequins vetus comme il faut qu'on se v6te" (I) 
and also an image which separates very nicely for us the strands of 
physical and literary violence, for although the image of decapit-
ation creates the mood of cruelty by one person to another, the 
fact that the image is introduced humorously and that the mannequin 
victims are not real people, means that we do not react to the 
image as we would to the experience (even second hand) of real 
physical violence ; nonetheless the image is an image of violence 
for it is totally unexpected and so strange that the reader is 
displaced, as it were, by the image, from his own world into that, 
unreal, of the poem. Certain critics, among them M. Decaudin, have 
said of this poem that Apollinaire is here masking his bitterness 
with humour, that he is hiding his real feelings as he hides the 
real significance of the poem in the title. This is undoubtedly so, 
but his real feelings are present in the poem, and can be guessed at 
by the reader even should he be ignorant of the significance of the 
title. (Landor Road was where Annie Playden's parents had their 
home, and where Apollinaire had called on her in London before she 
(I) "L'Emigrant de Landor Road" O.P., p. I05 
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left for America.) Undoubtedly also this fusion of surface humour 
and underlying grief and bitterness is brought about through this 
initial image. This is the real power of the image, that it can 
express real su.f'fering in an apparently humorous way, and its 
ability to do this depends on its unexpectedness, its violence 
being brought to bear on the sensibility of the read.er. If the 
whimsy and humour are already apparent in the first line of the 
poem 
"Le chapeau a la main, il entra, du pied droit" 
they in no 
way prepare the reader for the strangeness of the third which is 
all the more violent for ending on the word "t3tes", so that fleet-
ingly one has the impression of real violence before this is modul-
ated by the carry-over into the next line and "De mannequins ••• ". 
But we are not allowed to feel that real murders have taken place, 
for this would be really alien to the po~m's atmosphere ; therefore 
our reaction is to the fantastic quality of the image, to its 
strangeness. The poet has somehow tricked us into crossing the 
threshold with the comic figure he introduces in the first line, 
and we find ourselves in a disquieting world where : 
"Et des mains vers le ciel plein de lacs de lumiere 
S'envolaient quelquefois comme des oiseaux blancs" 
If this image has a certain logic of its own : the white of a hand 
that is waving becoming the white of a bird flying away : it is no 
less disquieting to the reader, not so much because it too is an 
image of the disintegration of the human body, but because it is 
removed from the normal world of cause and effect that we are 
accustomed to. It supports the previous image in giving a feeling 
of "depaysement" (I). And in this strange new world the bitterness 
{!)The term is Andre Fonteyne's, cf ."Apollinaire Prosateur" passim. 
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that lies behind the humour is apparent. The disintegration of 
the normal world is reflected in the beheading of the mannequins, 
in the hands leaving the arms that are waving them - one is temp-
ted to describe both these images as black humour but whatever 
' 
one calls them, it cannot be denied that they are a successful 
blend of pain and humour. 
The sixth stanza of the poem expresses quite overtly the 
pain which is only partly concealed in the images discussed above. 
Apart from the purely visual aspect which is lent by the difference 
in verse form and which serves to underline the stanza, as it were, 
the end words of the last two lines - victimes, enchatnees make 
the entire stanza mmre painful than humorous. Although again it is 
the strangeness of the image which makes it effective - the vision 
of the emigrant's past as a line of chained convicts looking at the 
beheaded dummies in the window of the tailor's shop, belongs to the 
fantasy world of the poem and might well seem absurd to the reader 
were it not for the way in which the poet has already drawn us into 
that world. Nevertheless this image carries its own elements of 
surprise and suddenness to force it past the reader's sense of the 
ridiculous and to turn any laughter on his part into a "rire jaune"; 
this task is performed mainly by the rhythm of the stanza which joins 
"Au dehors" to "lee annees", thus personifying the latter, before 
the reader has the chance to object; and the rhythm also in being 
more heavily accented in its phrasing, more staccato than the rest 
of the poem, carries the suggestion of the movement of a file of 
men chained together. In some ways this image also serves as an 
introduction to the next stanza, the personified years becoming 
personified days. 
This stanza leaves behind even the element of reality that 
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was present in the scene in the tailor's shop,but here again we 
are confronted with a mixture of pain and humour and suggestions 
of unfaithfulness in love. Here the strangeness of the "journees 
veuves", the rather exaggerated sadness of the "vendredis sanglants" 
and the humour of the last line, which sounds like some old country 
saying to explain bad weather, switch rapidly and in an almost 
arbitrary fashion the sensations communicated to the reader, and in 
so doing reveal the reality of the pain that lies behind the mask 
of humour, because each is shown to be some kind of mask as it is 
succeeded by the next the poet therefore implies what is behind, 
and this must be pain and unhappin~ss as this is the only common 
element of the imagery. But again we must insist that the ability 
to fuse these two apparently contradictory elements so that the 
reader is aware of them both, and the relationship which governs 
them, is due to the surprise element which springs the images upon 
the reader, and creates continuously the interior logic of the 
poem's own world where this fUsion is a truth. 
It is also worth remarking at this point that the entire 
stanza with only one minor modification ("C'etaient" replaces 
"viendront") is taken from a poem which Apollinaire had composed 
some years previously - "Adieux" (I). Again we see, as we saw with 
the "Auba.de" in the "Chanson", that Apollinaire was quite willing 
to use early poems as sources of material for others. Thie technique, 
for it is a technique, was to be developed to pl~ a very important 
role as in "Lee Fian9ailles" where as we shall see, the extracts 
taken from the earlier poems have a dual function to fulfil ; that 
is that they must not only be a part of the poem "Les Fian9ailles" 
(I) O.P., p. 332 
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in their own right, but must also stand as examples of the kind of 
poetry which Apollinaire is saying he has abandoll!Jd, for "Les 
Fian9ailles" does more effectively what the poet attempts to do 
in "Palaia". In the context of "L'Emigrant", however, the extract 
from the earlier poem is completely integrated so that the reader 
is not aware that it is taken from elsewhere. This is also true of 
the last stanza which is taken from the poem "Printemps"(I) which 
provided much of the material which Apollinaire used in "Les Fian-
9ailles". However, at this stage it remains a technique which is 
invisible to the reader - one might call it a stop-gap. 
In the tenth stanza there is an image which functions, as it 
were, at the wave of a magic wand : 
"Un tout petit bouquet flottant a l'aventure 
Couvrit l'Ooean d'une immense floraison" 
- it is a sudden transformation of the scene which is desoribea 
to us in rather over-sentimental terms, and its effect is rather 
like that of a oonjuror producing a rabbit from a top hat. We are 
surprised and delighted by it. It is a metamorphosis wrougpt by the 
enchanter, a role that Apollinaire never ceased to claim was his 
and one which was to be fundamental to his idea of "surnaturalisme" 
and "surrealisme" as when in a poem such as "Ocean de Terre"(2) he 




"J'ai bati une maison au milieu de l'Ooean 
Sea fen&tres sont lea fleuves qui s'eooulent de mes yeux"(3) 
These then are the images of violence in "L'Emigrant", they 
O. P., p. 556 
O •. P., p. 268 
of. Ch.3, seo.8, pp. 355 .;... 359 
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are indispensable to the success of the poem, they ere.ate the 
atmosphere which is essential if the poem is to communicate to the 
reader the poet's real feelings. It seems to us quite fair to say 
that this poem is far more successful than "Palaia" and that this 
is because "L'Emigrant" sprang directly from Apollinaire's own 
experience whereas "Palaia" is a pastiche, and also a poem which sets 
out to discuss aesthetics. We do not think it unjustified to see in 
this the hand of Max Jacob, chief among those who turned against 
Apollinaire the cry which he and others had used to disrupt the 
"Soireee de la Plume" "Toujoure trop eymbolistet". A third poem 
written about this time, "Salome"(I), may help to throw a little 
light on both these poems. In his book "Le Dossier d'Alcools", M. 
Decaudin has said of "Salome" 
"Cruaute inoonsciente et un peu folle, se resolvant dans une 
ritournelle comique, monde de fantaisie ; comme dans 'L'Emigrant de 
Landor Road', le jeu et l'ironie sont un masque a la douleur."(2) 
- indeed it is, but it is also a burlesque of a favourite symbolist 
theme, and while it is true that Apollinaire had never been a member 
of any symbolist group the fact that he wrote this poem as a mockery 
of their ideas seems to lend support to our hypothesis that he was 
subject to external pressures which made him want to dissociate 
himself from symbolism and its adherents. 
And so we see Apollinaire question his own talents in "Palaia", 
for in that last stanza he is not only rejecting the symbolie_t 
concept of poetry but also his own poetic abilities. He is about to 
enter a period of crisis during which he will publish nothing for a 
( I) 0. P. , p • 86 
(2) Deo., p. !40 
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whole year. And so the tone of "Palaia" is the tone of a_nother 
man : 
"La dedicace a Max Jacob eclaire l'inspiration de ce poeme 
publie pour la premiere fois en novembre 1905 dans la Revue Litt-
eraire de Paris et de Champagne. Apollinaire s'essaie a la fantai-
sie dont son nouvel ami lui donne, dans lee histoires qu'il raconte, 
des examples d'une liberte deconcertante."(I) 
And "Palaia" is the poorer poem for it. It is in many ways a retro-
grade step from the position reached by Apollinaire in "L'Emigrant", 
but it did not, as we shall see, send him off on the wrong path for 
good. 
Perhaps the principal diff erenoe which one may point to between 
these two poems, "Palaia" and "L'Emigrant de Landor Road", is that 
the former appears as a poem which has had its shock effects grafted 
on to it, in order to ridicule its theme, whereas the latter is 
completely unified ; its shock effects are an integral part of the 
poem, necessary to the expression of the poet's feelings. 
(I) Dec., pp. 109-IIO 
CHAPTER TWO : SECTION FOUR 
1907 - 1908 
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In this section we shall be concerned with the poems which 
Apollinaire wrote in !907 and 1908, poems more ambitious by far 
than any he had attempted up to this point in his career and which 
mark the end of the period of crisis which he had undergone since 
the unhappy end to his affair with Annie. During the time in which 
these poems were written Apollinaire met Marie Laurencin and became 
more and more interested in the activities of those painters who 
were included in the group of his friends and acquaintances. It was 
a period of intense stimulation for him, both intellectually and 
sentimentally and although he had already produced the majority of 
the poems which were eventually to make up "Alcools", most of the 
poems which he wrote at this time and indeed up to the publication 
of "Alcools", are among the most interesting in that book, whether 
by virtue of their ambitious nature ("Les Fiangailles") or by the 
simple perfection of their lyrical expression ("Le Pont Mirabeau"). 
However, the poems which shall concern us principally in this section 
are "Lul de Faltenin", "Le Brasier", "Onirocritique" and "Les Fian-
gailles". 
These poems represent by far the most significant development 
to date in Apollinaire's use of violence ; the perfection of his 
technique of juxtaposing apparently unrelated fragments is achieved 
in these poems and the importance of "Onirocritique" as one of the 
sources of surrealism, both Apollinaire's and that of the surrealists, 
is universally accepted. If at the same time Apollinaire was tempted 
by the. ideas of the neo-symbolists under Jean Royere, and these have 
left their marks upon his poetry, his own profound originality as 
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well as his dislike of schools made sure that his poetry remained 
his own just as much during this period as later in his career. 
We shall also explore in this section the influence of Picasso 
and the cubists on Apollinaire's poetry and shall show that while 
there are indeed certain important similarities between the two, 
Apollinaire was not merely trying to translate the plastic exper-
iments of the cubists into literary terms and indeed that the term 
cubist when applied to the poetry of Apollinaire is meaningless. 
We have already seen in the section dealing with "La Chanson" that 
Apollinaire was using what some critics have called the technique 
of collage some time before he even met Picasso, and the develop-
ment of collage as a pictorial technique did not come about for 
some time after that. 
We begin by looking at the poem "Lul de Faltenin", which 
Apollinaire probably wrote in November of 1907, and which in any 
case he published at that time. One immediate aspect which is 
shared by all the poems we shall deal with in this section is 
apparent on reading this poem, and that is its obsvurity. There 
are a variety of reasons for this obscurity but ohief among them 
is Apollinaire's desire to fuse as many levels of meaning as poss-
ible into his images and statements. Often an examination of the 
manuscripts of these poems reveals that Apollinaire rejected the 
first image he had created for something more obscure, more capable 
of carrying several levels of meaning : 
"On remarque aussi qu'Apollinaire, a mesure qu'il redige son 
oeuvre, va parfois du reel a l'irreel, de l'image naturelle a l'image 
plus metaphorique et eloignee de son point de depart. A la description 
evidente des deux vers : 
"Si lea bateliers ont rame 
Loin des recifs a fleur de l'onde" 
il a pref ere le tableau plus mysterieux 
"Si lea bateliers ont rame 
Loin des levres a fleur de l'onde" (I) 
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One also realises that the poet is constantly moving away from the 
real world into a world of his own ; but in this poem one misses 
the force that was present in the images of "L'Emigrant". There 
is a violence present in this poem, but it is much less effective 
in as much as it is merely the description of physical violence, or 
its results, perpetrated on the narrator of the poem : 
"Le sang jaillit de mes otelles 
Amon aspect et je l'avoue 
Le meurtre de mon double orgueil" (2) 
The various analyses of this poem (3) have shown all that Apollin-
aire is compressing into the character of the narrator, and have 
separated the sexual and spiritual levels of meaning that he was 
fusing together here. It is not our intention here to repeat the 
work that others have done in this field, and so we shall content 
ourselves with pointing out that what the poem has gained in 
complexity from this fusion it has lost in immediacy. In general 
what makes this poem different from "L'Emigrant" and the other 
poems which we shall discuss in this section is a unity of tone. 
It is true that the poem does contain elements of the unexpected 
(I) L.C. Breunig, "Le Manuscrit de Lul de Faltenin", Revue des 
Sciences Humaines, Oct.-Dec. I956, p. 403 
(2) Lul de Faltenin, O.P., p. 97 
(~) Br~unig,op. cit. and also "Le Flaneur des Deux Rives", juin 
1955, the articles of Scott Bates and of Rene Louis. 
("Loin des levres a fleur de l'onde"); images that are unreal 
(" ••• et le firmament s'est change tree vite en meduse"), but there 
is almost no variation of tone throughout the entire poem. Everything 
is bathed in an atmosphere of symbolic unreality which detracts from 
the potential of individual images. 
In fact we know that this poem was first published in "La 
Phalange" in November of I907, and this review was founded by Jean 
Royere to be the organ of the neo-symbolist movement which he had 
begun. We also know that Apollinaire greatly admired Royere and 
became greatly interested in certain of the latter's aesthetic 
ideas(!), in particular his ideas concerning falsehood and truth 
in poetry. But no group could long detain Apollinaire and only 
"Lul de Faltenin" and "Pipe"(2) among his poems remain to show 
their influence. 
"Le neo-symbolisme du groupe de la Phalange le seduit mais 
il a trop d'originalite pour suivre longtemps un lyrisme engage. Il 
cessera sa collaboration en !909 mais la frequentation de ce milieu 
de jeunes poetes l'aidera a degager sa propre inspiration •• "(3) 
We propose to pass on now to an examination of "Le Brasier" 
and also of "Les Fian9ailles" treating these two poems together as 
they both grew from the same first rough draft entitled "Pyree"(4). 





See Ch.I, sec.2 
O.P., p. 572 
cf. Adema (68), p. I2I 
of. nee.' p. !76 and also Breunig "Apollinaire's "Les Fianc;ailles" 
Es~ays in French Literature (University of W. Australia) no. 3 
Nov. !966, p. 1 
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violence as a literary technique and we propose to study them in 
detail. It is first necessary to remind the reader that at this 
time Apollinaire's writings on art a~d his interest in the plastic 
arts in general increased greatly with certain consequences for his 
poetry, as we shall see. 
"Le Brasier" begins with the poet's renunciation of his past. 
It is ritualised, described as though it were a ceremony, but the 
metaphorical nature of the fire, its complexity, is made clear 
from the start.(!) 
" • • • • • • • • le noble f eu 
Que je transporte et que j 1adore" 
This is not only because the description is metaphoric but also so 
that the element of cruelty that is present, especially in "De vives 
mains" may also be ritualised. There is nothing to shock us in the 
first two lines, so that the pun on "feu" which is strategically 
placed at the end of the third line, comes as even more of a surprise 
to us. It introduces a slight note of flippancy, a wry humour. The 
next line brings togetl;ter "Ce Passe" and "Cea t@tes de morts" 
without any intermediary so that we are forced to see the p~st, 
and perhaps not only the author's, as dead and completely sterile. 
The past th~t~s being destroyed is not only the poet's own immediate 
past but also the history of our civilisation, which is dismissed 
as just another skull. 
The second stanza begins on a note of irreverence which catches 
us unawares : 
"Le galop soudain des etoiles" 
The ancient theme of the cosmic dance is expressed with a humour 
( I) 0 • P • , p • Io8 
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which does not deny its validity, but which nevertheless serves to 
distance the reader from the remains of symbolist or neo-symbolist 
expression; .and imagery in the poem. And if the centaurs are chosen 
to represent the animal world here, there is no doubt a humorous 
element in their presence, as there is in the idea of "• •• des 
grandl plaintes vegetales". This distance that is created between 
'-..../ 
the reader and the terms of the poem, or this part of the poem, is 
not gratuitous. It serves as an indication that the means of expre-
ssion that the poet is using is part of the past that he is throwing 
in the fire. This is emphasised by the change of verse form in part 
two of the poem. The poet is approaching the "autrefois/J'ai fait 
des poemes selon des regles que j'ai oubliees" which is present in 
the manuscript "Les Paroles Etoiles"(I) and which was probably the 
very first draft of the ideas which were eventually to make up "Le 
Brasier" and also "Les Fian9ailles11 (2). In this respect it is worth 
noting that this first part of "Le Brasier" was almost certainly 
composed after the other parts as can be seen from the manuscripts. 
Hence its regular versification can be seen as a deliberate attempt 
on the part of the poet to express himself in a way from which he 
felt he had progressed. This is not just a simple distinction 
between "vers libr~' and regular verse for clearly Apollinaire had 
used "vers libr~' long before the composition of this poem. It is 
worth our observing here that the verse form that Apollinaire chose 
for this section of the poem is the verse form of "La Chanson du 
Mal-Aime", the form in which he had achieved such heights of lyrical 
expression. Now the very fa.ct that this section of the poem was 
(I) of~ Deo. p. 204 
(2) of. Dao. pp. I73-I77 and pp. 20I-208; also Durry t.3 pp. I62-I68. 
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composed after the other two sections leads us to think that the 
poet intended the change from regular to free verse should be 
seenaas significant. 
It seems to us that there is a parallel to be drawn here 
between Apollinaire's use of language in a way that betrays his 
awareness that he is using it as a tool and his heightened aware-
ness of the role of the artist as a creator who chooses to work in 
a certain medium, which arose from his increasing activities as an 
art critic. 
"Pour le peintre, pour le poete, pour lea artistes (c'est ce 
qui lea differencie des autres hornmes, et surtout des savants), 
chaque oeuvre devient un univers nouveau avec aes lois particul-
ieres." (I) And this was a conception of the approach to a work of 
art or literature that Apollinaire held constantly ~uring this 
period of great change in his poetry, for he wrote and published 
it in !908 and again in his book "Les Peintres cubistes" in I9II. 
"Matisse eat un des rares artistes qui ae aoient completement 
degages de l'impressionisme. Il a'efforce non pas d'imiter la 
nature mais d'exprimer ce qu'il voit et ce qu'il sent par la matiere 
meme du tableau, ainsi qu'un poete ae sert des mots du dictionnaire 
pour exprimer la m3me nature et lea m3mes sentiments."(2) 
This awareness is definitely meant to be awakened in the 
reader also, and it becomes increasingly clear when one examines 
"Les Fian9ailles", where the same effect is achieved by slightly 
different means. 
(l) 2hroniques d'.A;rt 1902-1918 (Ed. Breunig) pp. 60-6! (article on 
Br~que) 
(2) Chroniques d'Art 1902-1918 (Ed. Breunig)p.74 (article on Matisse) 
• 
Returning to the text, in stanza four the poet springs upon 
the reader a series of images destined to create an unreal· or 
' 
perhaps surreal, world ; flames grow like flowers, hearts hang from 
lemon trees and the stars which have bled are assimilated to the 
bodiless heads of women. The tone of this stanza is very different 
from the tone of the three preceding stanzas. Where the first three 
stanzas deal in metaphor which while different from our normal 
conception of the world can co-exist with it, the fourth stanza is 
a systematic destruction of reality as we know it, and quite defin-
itely supersedes this reality by the force of the images. In the 
first line the order of the words allows the reader's imagination 
to form a picture of flowers growing on a plain before replacing 
the flowers by flames ; by delaying the key word in the image to 
the end Apollinaire first calls to mind a picture of the reality 
which he wishes to destroy. This procedure is not repeated in the 
second line, but whereas it was necessary to reinforce the metamor-
phosis of flower to flame, this is not so of the Bosch-like quality 
of the image that is presented to us here. There is a certain echo 
of "Palaia" in the third line ("Pendez voe tetee aux pateres"), in 
this image which we cannot feel as cruel but which nevertheless 
violates all our concepts of reality. What is here being cast into 
the fire are the past loves of the poet, which have remained as his 
inspiration even after the physical absence of the women whom he 
wooed ; hence perhaps the fact that the heads are present while 
the bodies are not, although the image of the bodiless head and its 
identification with some stellar body recurs again and again in 
Apollinaire's poetry with many different functions. 
The final stanza has a magic quality which is an admirable 
climax to the section. Its mystery cannot be entirely penetrated, 
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but it seems to operate an identification between the poet's former 
self (the shift of the pronoun from "je" to "tu" is what separates 
past from present here) and the world as seen from the solar heights 
to which the poet, his present self that is, has now ascended in his 
identification with the fire which is consuming his past and which 
is at the same time the sun under which the poet's soul is exposed 
naked 
"Mon t!me au soleil se dev@t" 
Perhaps in the last two lines of the stanza the poet is seeing his 
former self illuminated by the rays of his sun-self from different 
angles in the way that the sun's rays striking rocks from different 
angles. can seem to make them move. In any case the imagery in this 
stanza depends for its efficacity and for its mystery on the unreal-
ity, the other-worldly quality which stems from the poet's discovery 
that by the use of language he may create a river which is'pinned' 
to a town. To the reader there is no association between the words 
"fleuve 11 and "epingle" but the poet has used the grammatical possib-
ility of their association to create his image, (the force of "eping-
le" is reinforced by the use of "fixe" in the following line which 
continues the image). The maintained existence of the world, surreal 
or unreal, of the poem depends upon this continuation of the violat-
ion of the reader's concepts of reality. It is a question of energy, 
if we may be permitted the analogy ; the poet's language must destroy 
the real world at the same time as he creates the unreal one, and he 
is thus committed to a proc~ss of continuous creation, a dialectic 
concept of the poet's role. 
On this subject, Breunig has much to say of interest : 
"Apoll.inaire 1 s biographers have amply described his spiritual crisis 
of I907-I908. Suffice it to say here that he was attempting like 
9I 
Picasso and Braque to evolve a new means of expression best summed 
up by the term "simultaneity", a word which did not gain common 
currency until around I9I2. His dedication of "Les Fian9ailles" 
to Picasso suggests that he was actually trying to adapt Cubist 
techniques to poetry. Efforts to substantiate this hypothesis have 
proved quite futile, but there is no doubt about the similarity of 
the goals. Apollinaire, like the two founders of Cubism, was, in 
the broadest sense, groping to reconcile multiplicity and unity in 
such a way that both would remain. It is fascinating to observe in 
his prose writings of I908 a tendency to think more and more in 
dialectical terms, constantly fusing antithetical concepts in neat 
paradoxes which would allow a quality to become its opposite without 
losing its identity : truth in the lie, clarity in obscurity, humanity 
within inhumanity, restraint within audacity, etc. 
"This mode of thought harmonized perfectly with Apollinaire's 
own character. His greatest fault was his inability to make up his 
mind, but from youth this indecisiveness, far from leading to apathy, 
produced an ebullient thirst for ubiquity. Why couldn't he be in 
all places at one time or in all times at one place? It was not 
until 1908, however, that he seems to have had the revelation that 
as a poet he did not ~to choose, that, instead, he could fuse. 
And "Les Fian9ailles", I believe, is the dramatic expression of that 
revelation." (I) 
If we have quoted at some length from L.C. Breunig's article 
on "Les Fian9ailles" it is because we have several points to make 
in relation to it, and because as we have already pointed out it is 
not possible to treat these two poems, "Le Brasier" and "Les Fian9-
(I) Breunig, "Apollinaire's Les Fian9ailles" pp. 2-3 
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ailles" , separately. Firstly, it seems to us that the statements 
which we have made about Apollinaire's use of language in "Le Brasier" 
and which are also relevant to "Les Fian9ailles", illustrate one 
way in which Apollinaire was approximating the Cubist researches 
for a more conceptual approach to painting, bearing in mind that 
Apollinaire never ceased to emphasize the difference between the 
two media. Where the Cubists fragmented an object into a series of 
independent planes, Apollinaire fragmented language into levels of 
meaning and effect ; and where the independent planes in a cubist 
portrait such as Pioa.eso's "Nu a la Draperie" which he painted in 
!907 still combine to make up the object of which they are part, so 
Apollinaire's images retain a composite identity. But the parallel 
must not be pressed too far; Apollinaire was not a cubist poet. 
The similarity which exists is rather one of intention of the artist, 
than one of the finished works ; and in as much as the means which 
Apollinaire used to achieve his ends were images of violence as we 
have defined them (in as much as they impose upon the reader a 
reality which is not the reality of his own perceptions and in as 
much as this is often achieved by the subversion of the normal 
functions of language, or indeed the destructions of these functions 
as when two words are simply placed together and inter-react by 
virtue of their juxtaposition) so Apollinaire's technique cannot 
be regarded as an imitation of the cubists' techniques for we have 
shown that elements of it are present even in his earliest poetry 
and that it corresponded· to something basic in his character and 
mode of expression. 
Secondly, if Apollinaire was creating a fusion in his poetry, 
of past and present, here and there, it was a limited· one for it 
was in fact a continuous recreation of himself, as there was a 
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continuous creation of the poetic universe, and this depended upon 
a continuous destructi~n of his past self, in as far as that self 
is seen as an object. It is significant that this motif continues 
in his poetry right up to his death and is paralleled by the claim 
as in "Les Collines", that maturity has succeeded lost youth 
"Au-dessus de Paris un jour 
Combattait deux grands avions 
L'un etait rouge et l'autre noir 
Tandie qu'au zenith flamboyait 
L'eternel avion solaire 
L'un etait toute ma jeunesse 
Et l'autre c 1etait l'avenir" 
+ + + + 
"OU done est tombee ma jeunesse" 
Thirdly, to re-iterate a point which is developed at greater 
length in chapter one, this reconciling of opposing characteristics 
within one image or expression is a basic part of what Apollinaire 
saw as the essentially creative function of the poet; he was much 
later to write to Madeleine Pages : 
"La poesie est (m3me etymologiquement) la oreation. 11 (I) 
and in a poem a month after the above letter 
"Et le poete est cet observateur de la vie et il invente les 
lueurs innombrables des mysteres qu'il fait reperer." (2) 
Two or three months previoue to the above quotations, in a long 
letter, he spoke of his poetic achievements to his new fiancee : 
(!) ie~dre ~omme le ~ouvenir,{Letter of !Ith August !9!5~ 
(2) Ibid. !0th Sept. !9!5 
' ' 
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"Je vous ai dit que 'Vendemiaire' etait mon poeme prefere 
d'Alcools. J'y eonge, le plus nouveau et le plus lyrique, le plus 
profond ce sont ces "Fian9aillee" dedieee a Picasso dont j'admire 
l'art sublime ( ••• ) et nul doute qu•aveo "Le Brasier" il ne eoit 
mon meilleur poeme sinon le plus immediatement accessible." (l) 
Thie last quotation reveals not only that Apollinaire still 
thought highly of "Lee Fian9ailles" several years later, but also 
that he must have regarded them as having achieved just that state 
of poetic creation which he saw as the essential quality of poetry. 
Clearly what Apollinaire was attempting to achieve in these poems 
was very dear to him and was still relevant to his ideas on poetry 
some eight years later in hie career. We propose at this point to 
pass on to an examination of some parts of "Lee Fian9aillee" to 
underline what we have said about the f iret section of "Le Brasier" 
and to substantiate our claim that these remarks are also relevant 
to "Lee Fian9ailles". This done we shall return to the remaining 
sections of "Le Brasier". 
The whole of the first section of "Lee Fian9ailles" is taken 
from a poem which Apollinaire probably wrote in 1902, "Le Printempe". 
There are only one or two minor modifications to this passage as it 
appears in "Les Fian9ailles" and the most important of these is the 
elimination of the fourth line of the first stanza which identified 
the mysterious "oiseau bleu" of line three as the "Rrince charmant 
du oonte et de tendre aventure" (2) •• It is also worth noting the 
change in the third stanza where the third line in the original is 
"Tout !'horizon palpite ainsi que leurs paupieres". Thia becomes in 
(I) Tend.re comma le :Souvenir, (Lett.er of 30th July 1915 (p. 74)) 
( 2) 0 • p. ' p • 5 56 
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the version used in "Les Fian9ailles" - "Lee villages lointaine 
sont comme leure paupieres" - another example of Apollinaire moving 
from the obvious to the mysterious as he reworked his poems. Thus 
at the beginning of the poem we are confronted with a description, 
in regular verse form with the exception of the missing last line 
from the first stanza, of a tender pastoral love scene in which 
certain mysterious elements serve to lend an air of strangeness. 
We are also left to wonder why the f iances are described as 
"parjures". 
The next section creates an abrupt break ; a complete change 
of tone, rhythm and content. An examination of the early manuscript 
versions of the poem (!) reveals that the first section of the 
final version was not present at all in any of the drafts of the 
poem. So then, we can see that Apollinaire intended this section to 
play a role similar to that of the initial section of "Le Brasier", 
and this is amply borne out in the fourth section of the final 
version : 
"J 1ai eu le courage de regarder en arriere 
Les cadavres de mes jours 
Marquent ma route et je lea pleure 
Les uns pourrissent dans lea eglises italiennes 
Ou bien dans de petits bois de citronniers" (2) 
The poet is underlining for us the role that the first section has 
been called on to play ; it is a part of his past. If it is not 
fully obvious to the reader that this section is an extract from 
a previous poem, it is at least obvious that it is written in a 
(I) cf~ Dec., pp. 204-2o8 
( 2) 0 • p. ' p • 130 
style which predates that of the rest of the poem. It is true 
that this may not even emerge fully from the contrast between 
the first section and the second and subsequent sections, but 
there can no longer be any doubt after the above quotation, 
especially as it is followed by the section beginning : 
"Pardonnez-moi mon ignorance 
Pardonnez-moi de ne plus oonnattre l'anoien jeu des vers" 
L.C. Breunig has said in his analysis of the poem : 
"The unwary reader has no way of lmowing, for example, that 
large segments of the work are taken from older unpublished poems, 
whereas in Apollinaire's own mind their presence was, I believe, 
of major importance." 
We would agree that the presence of these segments is of major 
importance in the poem and also that the role which they were 
playing in Apollinaire's mind is much clearer than it is to the 
reader ; but we cannot agree that the reader has no way of knowing 
that the first section in particular has the special significance 
of standing for Apollinaire's past. Breunig goes on to say : 
"In a poem the very subject of which was the change from an 
old style to a new what could be more appropriate than the insert-
ion of earlier pieces in a! ~new context". (I) 
Again we agree, but again also we insist that this is in some 
measure communicated to the reader. Let us compare the integration 
of another stanza from "Le Printemps" into "L'Emigrant de Landor 
0 
Road" (2) with the use of previously oomJt.sed sections in "Les 
Fian9ailles" and we shall immediately see that it was Apollinaire's 
(I) Both quotations from Breunig:"Apollinaire's Les Fian9ailles" p.3 
(2) of. section three, pp. 78-79 
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intention that these sections should be seen to be what they are. 
This stanza, the final one in the poem and therefore the 
more important for its position, is completely integrated into the 
poem and the reader has no way of knowing that it is taken from· 
another poem, indeed he is not intended to know. 
"Gonfle-toi vers la nuit O Mer Les yeu:x: des squales 
Jusqu'a l'aube ont guette de loin avidement 
Des cadavres de jours ronges par lea etoiles 
Parmi le bruit des flots et lea derniers serments" (I) 
At the most elementary level, the verse form of this stanza is 
the same as· that of most of the rest of the poem. Moreover its 
imagery is in harmony with the imagery of the rest of the poem 
(the emigrant is already at sea, his past has already been seen 
as "journees veuves" and "annees ••• enchatnees") and what is 
more the tone of the stanza is entirely fitting to the climax of 
the poem. 
On the other hand the section from "Les Fian<;ailles", coming 
as it does at the beginning of the poem, introduces not only a 
mood and an atmosphere but also images of a much more traditional 
type than are to be found in the rest of the poem, particularly 
such images as : 
"Et lea roses de l'electricite s'ouvrent encore 
Dans le jardin de ma memoire" (2) 
Thus while it may be fair for Breunig to say that the extracts 
from previous poems that are present in "Les Fianc;ailles" are of 
greater significance to Apollinaire than to the reader, for after 
(I) O.P., p. !06 
(2) O.P. 1 p. I3I 
all Apollinaire was aware of their exact context in the poems 
from whioh they had been taken, and probably also his feelings 
and ideas at the time when he wrote these poems, it is not true 
that the reader is unable to see that the initial section at 
least is included as an example of Apollinaire's early style, 
and that consequently, the rest of the poem is in some me~sure a 
comment upon it. 
We may also see as evidence in support of this the fact 
that Apollinaire changed the order of the fragments in the manu-
script "Les Paroles Etoiles" (I) so that the seotion which was 
formerly the fourth in the final version comes after the first 
and now begins : 
"Mes amis m'ont enfin avoue leur mepris 
Je buvais a plains verres lea etoiles 
Un ange a extermine pendant que je dormais 
Les agneaux lea pasteurs des tristes bergeries 
De faux centurions emportaient le vinaigre" (2) 
The first line of this section may quite fairly be seen as reflect-
ing back on the previous section so that the poet is saying, "If 
this is the kind of poetry I write then my friends are right to 
admit their scorn." And reading the first line in relation to the 
rest of this section - my friends admitted their scorn because "Je 
buvais etc ••• ". The poet's approval of his friends' action is 
easily discerned in the following lines : 
"Un ange a extermine pendant que je dormais 
Les agneaux lea pasteurs des tristes bergeries" 
(I) cf •. Dec., pp. 204-205 
(2) O.P., p. !29 
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What the poet is saying here, not without a wry humour, is that 
the world changed and the pastoral/symbolist images of the next 
line were no longer appropriate to the condition of modern· man, 
but he was not aware of this change and continued to write in 
these terms. But the lambs and shepherds also combine with the 
next line 
"De faux centurions emportaient le vinaigre" 
- to present a tableau in which the birth and death of a Christ 
figure are laid before the reader. There is however a note that 
jars in this image, the centurions are described as false. If the 
persecutors are false, then it follows that the martyrdom is also 
false; i.e. in attempting to convey spiritual truth through the 
perfection of his poetry (the symbolist concept of the role of 
the poet) the poet-Christ is martyred, but because these truths 
and images are no longer relevant to the modern world, the martyr-
dom is not of any value, no salvation is achieved by it. 
This interpretation becomes even more obvious when the 
original version of this section is examined 
"Mes amis, ne oraignez pas de m'avouer votre mepris 
J'ai l'orgueil de me souvenir de mes souhaits glorieux 
(J'ai rave) de poemes si grandioses que j 1ai du lea laisser inaoheves 
Moi-meme j'ai tente de rythmer 
Paree que mon souoi de perfection 
Depassait mon gout meme et lea forces d'un seul homrne 
(Puis j'ai reoonnu que chaque moment porte en soi sa propre perfection) 
Mais j'ai eu cette force ce gout et oette science 
Et je me suis endormi 
Un ange a extermine pendant mon sommeil 
Les agneaux, lea pasteurs des tristes bergeries. 
De faux centurions emportaient le vinaigre 
Les geux mal-blesses par l'epurge dansaient 
Puis apres la fuite et la mort de mes verites poetiques 
Je m'eveillai au bout de cinq ans ••••• " {I) 
IOO 
It is clear that the scorn of his friends is levelled at the kind 
of poetry that Apollinaire used to write {one may even see in the 
lines "Mais j'ai eu ••• bergeries" a direct reference to the 
poem "Le Larron", given recent interpretations of this poem such 
as that of Scott Bates, (2) because it is no longer relevant to the 
modern world. But whereas in the original version this section 
follows the section beginning "Pardonnez-moi mon ignorance ••• ", 
in the final version it follows an example of this very kind of 
poetry, complete with religious symbolism in the second stanza. 
And here, perhaps we see the reason for the suppression of the fourth 
line of the first verse -
"Prince charmant du conte et de tend.re aventure" 
- for if Apollinaire had admitted that this section was only a 
fairy tale, a playful fantasy, as is abundantly clear in the 
original from this line and the third last verse, he would have 
been deprived of the ability to make the blue bird stand as a 
rather precious and mysterious symbol, which the rest of the poem 
would show to be irrelevant to the modern world. 
Finally, by saying -
"Etoiles de l'eveil je n'en connais aucune" 
- the poet is obviously admitting that the stars which he had been 
(I) cf. Dec., p. 205 
{2) of. Scott Bates, "The identity of Apollinaire's Le Larron", in 
French Review, October I966. 
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drinking (line 2) are the poetic truths which belong to the world 
of the poetry of spiritual quests and this in the "Paroles Etoiles" 
version is beyond any doubt identified to the poetry he had been 
writing up to this time : 
"Puis apres la fuite et la mort de mes verites poetiques 
Je m'eveillai au bout de cinq ans • • " • • • 
Thus, after this somewhat lengthy development we think it quite 
clearly demonstrated that the initial sections of "Le Brasier" and 
"Les Fiangailles" have the same role to play, namely, to stand as 
examples of the kind of poetry that Apollinaire is renouncing in 
these two poems. If we have gone to such lengths to develop this 
point, it is because we wish to show now that the other sections 
of both poems exploit on a large scale the techniques of violence, 
and that the insertion of these sections into the two poe-ms in 
itself conforms to those techniques. 
Let us now return to the remaining sections of "Le Brasier". 
The only thing that links the second section to the first is the 
continuation of the imagery of fire. There is a discontinuity 
between the lines that is not smoothed over as it is in the first 
section by the regularity of the rhythm and verse form. The poet 
here is undergoing martyrdom, not a false martyrdom like that 
already discussed in "Les Fiangailles", but a real one. The 
destruction of his past is carried right up to the present moment 
so that, in this auto da fe, the poet is undergoing a continuous 
process of self-regeneration, by being the fire which consumes 
his own past. Thus he is able to say -
"Je suffis pour l'eternite a entretenir le feu de mes delices"(I) 
titians 
(I) O .P., p. !09, and all other quot,(:_: from this poem. 
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Through his martyrdom the poet achieves new life, and assumes the 
powers of creativity and prophecy that he makes so central to his 
great poem "Les Collines". On the whole this section serves as a 
transition from section one to the final section in which the 
techniques of violence come into their own. 
Having separated himself from the rest of mankind the poet, 
in the third and final section of the poem, will exploit images of 
surprise and mystery in order t9 maintain the role of one who is 
initiated into the secrets of the universe. The section opens with 
a vision of the sun crossing the sky, but a sun which, because of 
its associations with light and flame, is the future, hidden from 
man but open to the poet's gaze, because of the martyrdom which he 
has su.ff ered and is suffering, should he dare to lift his eyes to 
see. These three opening lines follow logically in both tone and 
content from the preceding section ; but the fourth line comes as a 
complete surprise, where the reader might expect the poet to draw 
back the curtain and reveal the future, he finds 
"Nous attendons ton bon plaisir 6 mon amie" (I) 
There is no clue as to the identity of the "amie", she has not 
previously entered into the poem, and, indeed, in the third stanza 
of the first section the poet seemed to have renounced love and 
women as a source of inspiration for his poetry : 
"L'amour est devenu mauvais" 
Nor is there any further reference to this mysterious woman in 
the remainder of the section. One may suggest various meanings 
for the line, but none can be ascribed to it with any degree of 
certainty, nor do we think that the poet intended this line to be 
(I) O.P., p. !IO 
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understood in the normal sense of the word. (Of course, those with 
a detailed knowledge of the life of the poet are entitled to see 
in this line a reference to Marie Laurenoin whose meeting with the 
poet in !907 did muoh to help him out of the period of crisis which 
he had undergone, but this is purely marginal to the poem.) The 
function of this line is surely to upset the reader's expectations, 
to do violence to his ideas of what the evolution of the poem ought 
to be. If we look at the visual presentation of the poem on the 
page, and this is something that is important in Apollinaire's 
poetry before he began composing oalligrammes, we oan see that the 
first three lines of this section represent one movement, that the 
fourth line breaks abruptly from this and stands in isolation, as 
do the fifth and sixth lines, while lines seven to eleven are put 
together in the form of a verse. These three isolated lines are all 
there to do one thing principally and that is to interrupt the 
flow of the poem, to surprise the reader, to aot rapidly on him, 
which is why they are eaoh only one line images ; there is no time 
for any development. 
"J'ose a peine regarder la divine masoarade" 
This line introduces a note of fear which has hitherto been absent 
from the poet's confident aooeptanoe of his martyrdom and the 
destruction of the past. It is suddenly made clear to the reader 
that the poet's entrance to the world of esoteric lalowledge is a 
difficult and dangerous one, that he who dares to look upon the 
gods risks being blinded. Perhaps now, in retrospect we may see in 
the preceding line a plea for support from the poet to his "amie". 
"Quand bleuira sur l'horizon la Desirade" (I) 
(I) of. "La Chanson" O.P., p.54 - "Mon !le au loin ma Desirade" 
onoe again the presence of the woman as a haven of security. 
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With this line the reader is confronted with a "cri de coeur" the 
t 
poet's longing for the promised land. Again we are surprised, for 
the tone of the poem, the praise of fire and its virtues of puri-
fication have led us to believe that the poet has joyfully accepted 
his fate, that he has raised himself to the level of the Gods. 
Thus with three quick thrusts the poet has completely dis-
orientated his readers and although these three lines may be seen 
to have some other function i.e. the expression of the poet's 
feelings in his situation, it must be clear that their principal 
function is to take the reader aback, to surprise him rather than 
to convey information to him. Having done this the poet now begins 
to translate his Promethean experiences : 
"Au-dela de notre atmosphere s'eleve un the~tre 
Que construisit le ver Zamir sans instrument" 
We know from an article that Apollinaire wrote about his friend 
Andre Salmon, what the "ver Zamir" meant for him -
"Le ver Zamir qui sans outils pouvait b~tir le temple de 
Jerusalem, quelle saisissante image du poete." ((!) 
- and Madame Durry has elucidated the sources of this image in an 
article (2), therefore we do not propose to duplicate her work 
here; but, in any case, if the precise nature of the "ver Zamir" 
remains obscure to the reader of the poem, there can be no doubt 
of the efficacity of the image as an illustration of the powers of 
creativity in a non-physical sense, and hence by extension of the 
creative powers of the imagination. It is not, then, the exotic 
element that is introduced by naming the "ver Zamir" that interests 
(I) o •. c. t.3 p.822 (article in Vers et Prose, juin-ao:Clt 1908) 
(2) !p. Table Ronde, avril I955 no. 88, pp. I38-I4I 
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us specifically here, al though this has its role to pl.ay in the 
surprise that the reader feels on being confronted by this image; 
but rather the unreal aspect of the image. 
"Au-dela de notre atmosphere ••• " 
these first words seem to transport us back to the "hauteurs ou 
pense la lumiere", to the spiritual world of the opening of this 
section of the poem; but the following - "s'eleve un the~tre" -
strains the imagination, forces it into a mental picture of some 
kind of theatre suspended in a void (an image which is more read-
ily conceivable to us in this second half of the twentieth century). 
Then the next line destroys all remaining connections with reality 
and the image leaves the visual plane to remain in the mind of the 
reader as a sensation, as a presence of something created rather 
than as a picture which can be related to something we know. The 
image is a demonstration of the creative power of the poet and of 
the unreal aspect of· his creations; later the poet will call them 
"surnaturel" and later still "surreel". The evolution of his 
theories had already reached the definition of "surnaturalisme" 
before he began to use the word itself, as is made clear in chapter 
one, section one, and as is also apparent from the following quot-
ation contemporary with the composition of "Les Fian<;ailles" 
"Le poete est analogue a la divinite. Il sait que dans sa 
creation la verite est indefectible. Il admire son ouvrage. Il 
connatt l'erreur qui anime sa creature, fausse au regard de nos 
visions mais qui presente aux puissances momentanees une verite 
eternelle. Aussi l'organisme d'une creature poetique ne contient-
il pas moins de perfection que celui d'une de celles qui tombent 
sous nos sens. Et bien que le poete soit agite au hasard, la 
fatalite domine sa creature. 
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Chaque jour une volonte toute puissante change l'ordre des 
choses, contrarie lea causes et lea effete et aneantit le souvenir 
et la verite meme de ce qui existait la veille pour creer une 
succession d'evenements etablissant une nou~elle verite. Tel est 
l'ouvrage poetique : la faussete d'une realite aneantie. Et le 
souvenir m~me a disparu. La comparaison est impossible. La vie et 
la verite sont indeniables." (!) 
Thus Apollinaire defines in prose the complex nature of poetic 
truth as he tries to express it in the form of poetry in "Le 
Brasier". 
This fantastic image of the "ver Zamir" is followed by three 
lines which return us to the apparent world of our own perceptions, 
the intention of the poet being to make us feel the separation of 
the world of the poem, his world and ours : 
"Puis le soleil revint ensoleiller les places 
D'une ville marine apparue contremont 
Sur les toits se reposaient lee colombes lasses" 
A peaceful picture of the ordinary world where the sunlight is not 
the terrible burning, purifying light that the poet endures but 
the gentle illumination of the landscape. This image surprises us 
by its very lack of force, by the power of understatement almost. 
Perhaps also, in situating his town by the sea the poet intends to 
express the distance which lies between the "paquebot et ma vie 
renouvelee" and the town from which nonetheless these new phenom-
ena are just visible but not comprehensible as the sun is visible 
to, yet far beyond the reach of, the tired doves resting on the 
rooftops of the town. The poet's metaphorical flight carries him 
(I) La Phalange, ao«t 1908, o.c.t3.p.798 
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well above the physical flight of the doves. Having momentarily 
returned us to the world familiar to us, the poet immediately 
whisks us away again : 
"Et le troupeau de sphinx regagne la sphingerie" (I) 
Here not content with surprising us by the introduction of the 
sphinxes, the poet also refuses to allow our idea of the sphinx 
to influence the image, for he presents them as a herd or flock 
returning to the fold, under the care of the herdsman, and in so 
doing he achieves a note of humour in an image which in its mult-
iple appearances in European literature has not been at all conn-
ected with anything except the tragic and the dramatic. That is 
not to say that the poet destroys the classical associations of 
the image, rather he achieves a fusion of these elements which is 
astonishing to us. Little wonder that in the near future the poet 
was to take as his device "J'emerveille!" As to the meaning of 
the image, it is the essential characteristic of the sphinx to be 
an enigma which perishes when the solution is found (perhaps the 
poet is offering us an auto-destructive image!) and perhaps the 
poet is the herdsman who parades them before us but who also shep-
herds them back to the fold. That is to S'\Y that the sphinxes are 
most probably symbolic of the mystery and also the violence of 
the poet's images. 
The next two lines present us with a picture of the contin-
uous flux of creation and destruction of the universe that is 
unexpected in a man who died before these theories of the universe 
became fashionable in our century. The impossible theatre (accord-
ing to the laws of the universe as we know them) is composed of "le 
{I) U. "L'Enchanteur pourrissant" 
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feu solide" - even the material is beyond the grasp of the imagin-
ation as the stars are beyond our physical reach. 
The passage which follows exposes the limitations of the 
poet and of his bid for knowledge of the "divine mascarade". We 
are reminded that the martyr's pyre, to which there has been no 
direct referenoe in this section, consumes, and that the poet is 
accomplishing an act of self-immolation. The poet's flight, as we 
saw in comparison to that of the birds, is metaphorical; he has 
reached the regions "ou pense la lumiere" while sitting in his 
seat 
ti Et voici le spectacle 
Et pour toujours je suis assis dans un fauteuil 
Ma tete mes genoux mes coudes vain pentacle 
Les flammes ont pousse sur moi comme des feuilles" 
The poet, immobile in body, has soared to the heavens in spirit, 
but this cannot be done with impunity. The magic figure of the 
pentacle, in which the enchanter may conjure up presences that 
are not of this world, is in vain formed by the poet. He is con-
sumed by his own imagination - "Les flammes ont pousse sur moi 
comme des feuilles". Thus in achieving his vision of the future 
the poet destroys himself, he has gone beyond the limit of his 
powers. 
"Des acteurs inhumairis claires betes nouvelles 
Donnent des ordres aux hornmes apprivoises" 
Who are these strange creatures to whom the futti.re belongs? Might 
we not see here the release of the powers of man's subconscious 
mind, which for the moment the poet fears, which for the moment 
he sees as monsters of the id? The image remains mysterious, of 
another world, but if we compare it with this image from "Les 
Collines" -
"Profondeu.rs de la conscience 
On vous explorera demain 
Et qui sait quels 3tres vivants 
Seront tires de ces abtmes 
Avec des univers entiere" (I) 
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might we not conclude that Apollinaire is talking about the same 
thing, but that whereas in "Le Brasier" he feels the power of his 
imagination failing, and his confidence in his ability to sustain 
his new vision of the world weakens, in "Les Collines" he can say 
" • • • • • • voici le temps 
OU l'on connattra l'avenir 
Sans mourir de sa connaissanoe" (2) 
So that if "Le Brasier" ends 'With an image of death in the pursuit 
of this knowledge this is not the final word that the poet has to 
say upon the subject, but rather that having come so far he feels 
unable to continue. But the phoenix will rise from the ashes. This 
final section is in some ways a declaration of the setting at 
liberty of the imagination. This is visible not only in the 
content and imagery of the poem but also in the jumps from one 
passage to another that the reader's imagination is forced to make. 
There is already something of the character of automatic writing 
in this section of the poem, although the manuscripts leave no 
doubt that this effect is a deliberate one and not the effect of 
hasard and free association~ Nevertheless the final section of 
this poem is clearly a "succession d'evenements etablissant une 
( I) 0. :p • , p • I7 2 
(2) O.P., p. I74 
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nouvelle verite" and in order for it to be this the poet must in 
his own words - "(aneantir) le souvenir et la verite m3me de ce 
qui existait la veille"; and it is here that we have shown that 
the violence of his imagery is central to the poem's aspirations. 
Without this violence the unreal, or surreal, world of the poem 
would be caught in the net of the reader's conscious perceptions 
of reality, and would look, as does any fish out of water, absurd. 
The power of the images, the power of the poem as a whole is the 
persuasive power of violence, and this is also true of "Les Fian-
9ailles" by considering the appearance of the poem in the volume. 
It consists of nine separate sections each of which is printed on 
a separate page, although this space is by no means necessitated 
by the length of the sections. Therefore, although in the final 
version of the poem the sections are not numbered, it is clear 
that the poet intended each section of the poem to stand as an 
independent and complete whole first of all and then as a part of 
the poem in relation to the whole poem and to the other parts. 
This is an important consideration, for as we have already seen 
the relationship of the first section to the second has a very 
important role to play in the meaning of the poem. Clearly, if 
the poet had not allowed the reader to assimilate the first 
section on its own, then the effect of contradiction obtained 
from the second section would have been considerably attenuated, 
and the poem as a whole would have lost in tension and in energy. 
This contradiction which the poet establishes between sections 
of the poem is carried over into the sections themselves often so 
that one line contradicts or modifies another, but always the 
author allows each line, or group of lines, its own integrity 
before introducing the element calculated to change the reader's 
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attitude to what he has just read. We shall examine this proposit-
ion in detail to show that the poem depends for its success on 
this violence, for no element of the poem destroys any other 
completely, therefore the conflict is renewed each time we turn 
to the poem. 
As we have already examined section one in some detail let 
us now begin with section two. (Section one being, as we have said, 
the introductory section in which one is faced with the enigmatic 
description of the fiances as "parjures", and in which the poet 
deliberately increases the mystio and mysterious note of his 
rather precious verses.) In the first nine lines of the section 
there is absolutely no carry-over from one line to the other ; 
each line is heavily end-stopped (except line three) and eaoh line 
changes in imagery from the previous one even if one can establish 
a connection between lines three, four and five : 
"Un ange a extermine pendant que je dormais 
Les agneaux lea pasteurs des tristes bergeries 
De faux centurions emportaient le vinaigre" 
This broken rhythm, this disoonnected imagery has a very definite 
effect on the reader's sensibility ; a calculated effect : that of 
depriving him of any hold on the poem and instead establishing the 
poem's hold over him. Line two does not follow from line one nor 
line three from line two etc. but this does not mean there is no 
relationship between them. The very fact of their physical prox-
imity establishes this relationship just as the relationship of 
one section of the poem to another is established by the physioal 
proximity of these seotions within the poem as a whole. Clearly 
there is a connection between these two things and just as clearly 
this is what must be understood by the term juxtaposition when it 
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is applied as it has been by almost all critics to the poetry of 
Apollinaire. 
Thus while one is surprised to find the line 
"Je buvais a. pleinrverre lea etoiles" 
coming after the first line, one nevertheless has to establish a 
relationship between them, and the surprise one feels is increased 
when one discovers that the most readily understood relationship 
between these lines is a causal one. By simply juxtaposing these 
two lines, Apollinaire has, as it were, been able to insert an 
unwritten because in between them. But by not writing this because 
he has at the same time left the relationship of the lines much 
more open, and so given each line a kind of liberty and autonomy 
which increases the surprise that the reader feels on reading them. 
As we have said, because the two lines are juxtaposed, the reader 
quite readily establishes a relationship between them, but the poet 
has no intention of allowing this to happen too easily, as this 
would simply replace the old imposition of a meaning by the poet 
on the lines by a new imposition of meaning by the reader, which 
would immediately destroy the liberty with which he has endowed 
his lines. So Apollinaire reinforces the break between the lines by 
the break between images. Where one image does not follow from 
another, but rather contrasts and conflicts with it, the reader is 
f oroed to accept the autonomy of each before any relationship can 
be established between them. 
Thus in the lines -
"Etoiles de l'eveil je n'en connais auoune 
Les bees de gaz pissaient leur flamme au olair de lune" 
- by mentioning the "Etoiles de l'eveil" the poet first calls to 
mind a picture of the morning stars, before denying it, and then 
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because these two lines are linked by rhyme, the gas-lights become 
the poet's morning stars, and his awakening is to the ugliness of 
the city which is described in the following lines. This is even 
clearer in the manuscript Les Paroles Etoiles (I) : 
"Je m'eveillai au bout de cinq ans (et suivit) une nuit 
/citadine 
Les bees de gaz pissaient leur flamme au clair de lune" 
But here the conflict of the "Etoiles de l'eveil" and the gas-
lights is lacking, and the manuscript draft is unquestionably 
weaker. 
The imagery of the first section, of the poetry of the poet's 
sleep, is in sharp contrast with the imagery that follows his 
awakening 
"Des croque-morts avec des bocks tintaient des glas 
A la carte des bougies tombaient vaille que vaille 
Des faux cols sur des flots de jupes mal brossees 
Des accouchees masquees fetaient leurs relevailles" 
This contrast is made more poignant and meaningful when one is 
aware that these lines are also taken from an early poem, "Les 
Villas sont pleines", (2)which Apollinaire probably wrote about 
a year after "Le Printemps", from which the first section is taken. 
In this case we think that L.C. Breunig is justified in saying 
that the reader cannot be aware of the extra significance this 
would have for Apollinaire (3), but nonetheless he oan be fully 
aware of the contrast between this kind of imagery and the imagery 
(I) cf. Deo., pp. 204-5 
(2) o.r., p. 563 
(3) cf. Breunig, "Apollinaire's Les Fian9ailles" p.3 
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of the first section, and indeed of the first part of this section. 
And the establishment of this conflict is clearly the poet's intent-
ion. 
The ugliness of the city is here not limited to an expression 
of the quality of the environment, but is carried into the inhabit-
ants of the city as well, hence the morbid note arising from the 
introduction of the undertakers and the presence of the prostitutes, 
although this latter revelation of the face of love is not as 
heavily insisted upon as it is in "Les Villas sont pleines". The 
opposition of "Les ombres qui passaient" to the fian9es of the 
first section is clear. This is not, however, the only way in which 
these lines are intended to act upon the reader; Apollinaire still 
intends to astonish us and to keep an element of mystery. This he 
does by changing his original versions of the fourth and second 
last lines of this section so that from being 
"La ville aux feu.x de nuits semblait un archipel" 
and - "Mais a mes yeux de m~le horreur je me rappelle" 
- they become -
"La ville cette nuit semblait un archipel" 
and - "Et sombre sombre fleuve je me rappelle" 
In the first case he has removed the middle term which explains 
the bringing together of a town and an archipelago, so that the 
resulting image loses its visual aspect to become a metaphor of 
the isolation of the individual within the group, but at the same 
time it acquires an element of surprise and mystery which increase 
its suggestive powers.In the second case the banal "Mais a mes 
yeux de m!le horreur" is replaced by the mysterious "Et sombre 
sombre. fleuve" which seems to combine the darkness of. the night 
with the image of the islands in the sea which divides them from 
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each other. Yet so unexpected is the introduction of the dark 
river that its effect is multiplied by its strangeness and mystery. 
Thus the second section seems to contain the kind of poetry 
which is to be preferred to the example given in section one, both 
by the poet's friends and the poet himself now that he has awaken-
ed and is aware of the angel's passage. If we say seems it is 
because this indeed is the impression that the reader takes from 
this passage, but the poem does not end there. 
It is, then, all the more surprising that the third section 
should begin with an affirmation of the poet's inability to express 
himself. Having seemingly achieved the kind of expression which 
would seem appropriate to the modern poet, the inhabitant of the 
city, the poet goes on to say 
"Je n'ai plus meme pitie de moi 
Et ne puis exprimer mon tourment de silence" 
So, in retrospect the latter part of the second section can also 
be seen as just another kind of poetry which is irrelevant to the 
poet's situation, especially as the imagery seems to be a rejection 
of women as a source of inspiration - "Les ombres qui passaient 
n'etaient jamais jolies". Because of this tension, this contra-
diction which arises between one section and the next, we feel it 
necessary to reserve our agreement on Breunig's statements concern-
ing the passages inserted from previous poems. For again, if the 
origins of this passage (lines 9-I8) are not exposed to the reader, 
he is nevertheless capable of seeing that they serve as an example 
of an outmoded style. 
This is all the more obvious as the first line of section 
three would seem to correspond to the first line of section two, 
and so should be seen as an admission by the poet that his friends 
are right to mock him. And if the poet is still caught in a 
"tourment de silence", then whatever the contrast between what 
he has written in the first section and what he has written in 
the second section, the latter is no more relevant to him now 
than is the former, hence, no doubt, the fact that Apollinaire 
chose his extracts from poems which are roughly contemporary. 
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The metamorphosis of the next line, which deprives the poet 
of his ability to express himself, is a mysterious one and one 
which eludes any direct explanation. However, linguistic studies 
of symbolist poetry reveal the word "etoile" to be, by frequence 
of its appearances, one of the key words of symbolism. And in 
P. Giraud's index to the vocabulary of "Alcools"(I), we find that 
it ranks third among the key words of "Alcools". Yet it is only 
very infrequently to be found in the poems composed after "Les 
Fiangailles".(2) In this light it does noD seem outrageous to 
suggest that Apollinaire was aware of the heavy burden the word 
is made to bear in symbolist poetry and that here he is using the 
word as an example of a word that has been worn out by overuse and 
(I) ff. P. Giraud 11 Index du vecabulaire du symbolisme - I" , 
Paris, (Klingsieck) I953. 
(2) In fact, of all the poems included in "Alcools" and composed 
after "Les Fiangailles" the only times the word "etoile" 
appears l';.e in the following line from "Zone" in which it has 
almost a note of description about it 
"Ile ont foi dans leur etoile comme lea rois-mages" 
(the "Ila" in question being the poor emigr~ts in the 
G~e Saint-Lazare) and also in "Poeme lu au mariage d'Andre 
Salmon". 
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by association with poetic aims which he now rejects. Certainly 
this would be consistent with his use of the word in line two of 
the preceding section. But this would be rather beyond the compre-
hension of his readers and so he cannot have meant this to be the 
only function of his metamorphosis. What he is saying,is then, 
perhaps explicable in the light of the following lines : 
"Tous lea mots que j'avais a dire se sont changes en etoiles 
Un Icare tente de s'elever jusqu'a chacun de mes yeux 
Et porteur de soleils je brClle au centre de demc: nebuleuses" 
These lines can be interpreted in the sense that the poet's words 
have changed to stars and so become something that is beyond the 
reach of humanity, as he himself now is as the bearer of fire which 
will destroy anyone who approaches him and is destroying him at 
the same time. 
The very scale of the imagery here is surprising to us after 
the meanness of the city streets, and the feeble vulgarity of their 
illumination. Here we are seeking the poet consumed by the fire of 
"Le Brasier". After this description the poet seems to say that 
his powers have deserted him and that he had for a moment seen 
himself as Christ at the second coming, worshipped by the dead and 
heralding the end of the world only to find that it is his own end 
that is rushing upon him. The tone of the whole of the passage is 
surely that of self-irony; ·the poet is mocking the seriousness 
with which he regarded himself and his poetic ambitions previously. 
The grandeur of the imagery is in that case not to be taken serious-
ly either, and so by the last line of the section the poet trans-
forms its meaning for us, and rather than indulging in self-pity 
as Margaret Davies has suggested (I), the poet is in fact destroying 
(I) cf. Margaret Davies, "Apollinaire-" p. I5I 
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the megalomaniac dimensions of his old ambitions. 
However, after the Apocalypse not all has been destroyed, 
for the next section opens on a note of cool self-analysis which 
explains many of the poem's difficulties. The manuscript entitled 
"Les Paroles Etoiles" had the third section of the final version 
in first place; this following fourth section came in second place. 
This order helps to oonfirm the interpretations we have advanced 
of section three and will advance for section four, for it shows 
that section three was originally to play the role that is played 
in the final version by the extract from "Le Printemps" (i.e. to 
make us aware that Apollinaire ~ a bad poet) and consequently 
section four in being a self-analysis which admits to past weak-
nesses is meant to make us feel that the poet has achieved some 
sort of maturity. 
So the first line -
"J'ai eu le courage de regarder en arriere" 
in its calm matter-of-factness switches the reader away from the 
cosmic vision of the preceding section, and creates the distance 
necessary for him to see it for what it is, should this not already 
be apparent to him. Again the poet is refusing to allow us to 
remain in any one mood, to allow us to see in only one light anything 
he says. The poem is a commentary upon itself in the same way that 
a piece of "faux bois" incorporated into a collage is a comment 
upon the imitation of wood (or anything else for that matter) in 
art, as well as being a representation of wood. We offer this as 
an analogy and not as an indication that Apollinaire was applying 
Cubist principles to poetry - in any case the collage had not been 
invent.ad at the time of composition of "Les Fianc;ailles". 
The tone of this section is that of self-analysis, as we 
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have said; it is also the familiar confessional tone of much of 
Apollinaire's poetry as we have already seen in "La Chanson du 
Mal-Aime", for example. 
"Adieu faux amour c<;mfondu 
Avec la femme qui s'eloigne 
Avec celle que j'ai perdue 
L'annee derniere en Allemagne 
Et que je ne reverrai plus" (I) 
The similarity is not only in the tone, but also in the inclusion 
of biographical detail which because of its unknown quantity effect, 
as far as the ordinary reader is concerned, lends a poignance to 
the imagery, which is in any case rather too sentimental. From 
across the threshold of maturity the poet is looking back at his 
youth, including his love scenes in the lemon groves that have 
served as material for the poetry of the kind in the first section. 
But at the same time these lemon trees serve also as a symbol of 
the new immediacy and intensity that the poet is attempting to 
achieve in his poetry 
'' • • • • • • de petits bois de citronniers 
Qui fleurissent et fructifient 
En meme temps et en toute saison" 
The word which springs to mind in connection with this image is 
simultaneity, and clearly the germ of much of Apollinaire's later 
thinking is present here. Returning to our consideration of the 
poem as a whole we may say that Apollinaire intended its various 
sections to exist simultaneously with one another. That he is here 
juxtaposing his past, his present and his future, so that as well 
(I) O.P., p. 48 
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as writing a poem about the problems of writing poetry, he is 
presenting a simultaneous portrait of himself. Once again we find 
that Apollinaire arrived at the concept before he arrived at the 
word which he was eventually to use to describe it and as we shall 
see in our discussion of 11 9alligramme~it was his own ideas of 
simultaneity which were relevant to Apollinaire's discussions of 
Delaunay's paintings and to his own poems of that period. Here, of 
course, the idea of simultaneity is not fully developed, we must 
not forget that the poet describes his past as -
"Les cadavres de mes jours" 
whereas in a truly simultaneous poem his past would have been a 
living presence in the poem, which it is in "Les Fian9ailles 11 only 
in the sense that the examples taken from his past in the form of 
poetry must be alive enough to maintain the source of conflict 
between the sections of the poem which is the poet's principal 
weapon of surprise. 
The section ends on a very complex image which may be seen 
as the kind of poetry which will enable the poet to express himself: 
"D'autres jours ont pleure avant de mourir dans des tavernas 
OU d'ardents bouquets rouaient 
Aux yeux d'une mul~tresse qui inventait la poesie 
Et lea roses de l'electricite s'ouvrent encore 
Dans le jardin de ma ment>i re" 
Although the poem ia about the writing of poetry this is the first 
time that we actually encounter the word "poesie" (it does not 
appear at all in "Le Brasier") and this is not without significance. 
The first three lines quoted above may be taken as an expression of 
the weepy sentimentality and the temptation to open sensuality to 
which the poet is prey, especially when his faculties are impaired 
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through drinking. If the poet has not put a capital at "poesie" 
he has nevertheless used the word in an ironic context ; the 
"ardents bouquets" and the "muHttresse" are represented as 
sensual elements which "invent" poetry, and even in spite of the 
preceding line which should warn us that this statement is not 
to be taken at face value, the presence of the word poetry itself 
is such that we are led to believe that these are the sources of 
poetry, of his poetry which the poet is laying before us. But, the 
final two lines of the section olash so sharply in tone and in 
quality (the modernity, even vulgarity of the "roses de l'electr-
icite" cannot but contrast with the "ardents bouquets") that no 
sooner is the image created in our imaginations than it is destr-
oyed. The opposition of the sensual/potentially symbolic to the 
brash and modern which here has a quality of suddenness and sur-
prise which is created by the order of the words and their gramm-
atical forms, i.8. "Les roses de l'electricite" is more effective 
than "lea roses electriques" would have been because the former 
locution allows the image of the rose to form in the reader's 
imagination before transmuting it to the strange image which the 
poet is using to change our understanding of the section. The fact 
that the "roses de l'electricite" are meant as images of the modern 
world is made even clearer from an examination of the text of "Les 
Paroles Etoiles" wh~ch reads : 
"Aux yeux d'une mul~tresse qui inventait la poesie de 
/l'electricite 
Et, lee roses (des bees de gaz) poussent encore au jardin 
/de ma memoire" 
Obviou~ly, in the transition from this draft to the final version 
the poet has changed considerably what he is saying, and if he has 
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rejected the close, perhaps too close, association of the roses 
and the gas-lights, he has nonetheless retained the element of 
similarity between them, by transferring the "de l'electricite" 
to the roses. This, of course, also changes what he was saying 
about the poetry invented by the "mula:tresse" which in the final 
' 
version, loses its associations with the modern world but acquires 
thereby a more sensual element through its simplified associations 
with the "mula:tresse". Undoubtedly the final version is more surpr-
ising than the original, for whatever unusual value might have been 
present in the phrase "la poesie de l'eleditricite", is more than 
made up for by the surprise which the poet creates in the juxta-
position of the two conflicting images. 
By relegating the symbols of the city to his memory, the poet, 
while admitting their continued presence in his mind, is rejecting 
the role of the "poete citadin". He is not content to describe the 
city as writers of previous centuries have been the poets of the 
oountryside. Implied in this rejeotion of these two types of poetry 
is the idea of the present maturity of the poet which will find its 
expression elsewhere. That is to say not in the kinds of poetry 
symbolised in the images described above, but at the same time in 
the complexity of the passage as a whole. His poetry will be the 
poetry of surprise and juxtaposition of seemingly unrelated 
elements which refuses to allow the reader the comfort of a recog-
nisable genre, or of a simple and sustained mood. Duality of 
function is the key to this new. imagery, arising from the autonomy 
of the elements which allows the "arden:bs bouquets" and the "roses 
de l'electricite" to be themselves as well·a.s conflicting elements 
of the complex whole. Our analysis here, we think, goes beyond 
what the reader can really be expected to seize by himself at this 
point, although we think that we have expressed no more than 
Apollinaire intended to express here. Perhaps the connections 
between the elements of this last part of the section are not 
quite as inevitable as the poet intended to make them (the "Et 
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les roses" is probably a bit weak) and consequently one has to try 
harder to grasp the significance of this section than should be 
necessary. 
The next section of the poem, the fifth, begins by asking 
our indulgence ; the resemblance to the ".Ayez pitie de moi" of 
"La Jolie Rousse", in tone at least, is inescapable. We cannot 
really take either at its face value; in this case not only is 
there the contrast with the significance of the end of the pre-
ceding section but there is also the fact that we have now read 
four sections of the poem and are beginning to see how the poem 
as a whole is functioning and what makes it different from the 
"ancien jeu des vers" which the poet has forgotten. There is also 
implied in the word "ancien" the idea that it is no longer relevant 
to anyone in the twentieth century to write poems in this manner. 
At the same time the poet may be genuinely asking our indulgence 
for this new form of poetry ; after all it is highly experimental 
and is breaking with a tradition which has survived for hundreds 
of years. 
Declaring this, then, the poet is making a tabula rasa for 
himself to begin the creation of ,the new poetry -
"Je ne sais plus rien et j'aime uniquement" 
- he is adopttng the position of the artistic primitive whm has 
nothing but his love to express. Clearly the love which he has to 
expre~s is not simply his attachment to a woman but rather a 
sentiment of which the whole of humanity is the object, which is 
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the love of life itself. 
The section begins with three lines of statement bare of 
' 
imagery, so that the fourth line with its visual element carries 
all the more weight, but this line compared with a similar one 
in "Le Brasier" -
"Dans la plaine ont pousse des flammes" 
is weak. It is weak because the image of the flame has not been 
given the development in this poem which it received in "Le 
Brasier", and so the metamorphosis of flower to flame here seems 
to be purely destructive, whereas we assume the poet to be saying 
that the flowers, elements of the real world, are to him only the 
material for creation, in the sense that the flame is the symbol 
of the power of his imagination, which transmutes them. This may 
become clearer from the next two lines in which the poet assumes a 
God-like attitude to creation 
"Je medite divinement 
Et je souris des etres que je n'ai pas crees" 
Again the first line of these two is felt much more if it is 
considered in the light of a similar statement in "Le Brasier" 
"Descendant des hauteurs ou pense la lumiere" 
In saying "Je medite divinement" the poet is according to the 
creatures of his imagination the same status as is possessed by 
those creatures created by God, or the creator of the visual 
universe. Hence the fact that the poet can afford to smile at 
those beings whom he himself has not created for he knows that 
they are no different from the ones which he can and does create. 
But the next three lines place certain limitations on the poet's 
crea t i.ve powers : 
"Mais si le temps venait ou l'ombre enfin solide 
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Se multipliait en realisant la diversite formelle de mon 
/amour 
J'admirerais mon ouvrage" 
The poet seems to be say~ng that the creative powers which he has 
just claimed apply only to the realms of his imagination and that 
he has not yet been able to render these shadows solid, by endow-
ing them with poetic form. Thus his love, his motive power, has 
outstripped his poetic abilities, and so the note of apology at the 
beginning of the section comes to seem more genuine. 
This section as a whole seems less powerful than the pre-
ceding ones ; its tone is for the most part the fairly flat tone 
of a direct statement and as such does present a contrast with the 
preceding section, does take on the authority of one speaking calm-
ly after the efforts of sections two, three and four, but it has 
more need of being followed by the reader than were the other 
sections which seek to impose themselves on the reader. That is 
not to say that it is a failure ; the poet is here achieving his 
eids by understatement (in the tone) which is all the more effect-
ive because of the tensions of the rest of the poem. Nevertheless 
this does mean that this key section does not depend upon violence 
to achieve its ends ; but then the techniques of violence have to 
be combined with other technical means if the paet is to achieve 
breadth of expression in his work. 
The next section, the sixth, has no original in the "Paroles 
Etoiles" manuscript, in which the preceding section was followed 
by the section which became the second in the final version. It 
is almost a shock in itself to find that the poem does not end on 
the qu~lified note of self praise 
"J 1ad.mirerais mon ouvrage" 
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- but not only does it continue, it does so with a statement 
which seems so totally irrelevant that it takes the reader com-
pletely by surprise 
"J'observe le repos du dimanche 
Et je loue la paresse" 
If one can see in the first line a continuation of the poet's 
view of himself as God, resting on the seventh day, what is one 
to make of the second line, where he praises one of the seven 
deadly sins? And this is followed by the earnestly expressed 
question -
"Comment comment reduire 
L'infiniment petite science 
Que m'imposent mes sens" 
meaning perhaps how can he go beyond the experience of the 
world which is imposed on him by his senses? If this is so, then 
why does he use the word "reduce"? Perhaps so that the experience 
of the imagination may become more important. Surprise has again 
become the principal element of the imagery. We cannot for the 
moment penetrate the meaning of these first lines, and so we read 
on discovering the poet's strange description of his senses. The 
description of the first of these leads us through so many similes 
that we cannot find their common factor and the identity of the 
sense escapes us. But the fmagery communicates to us an impress-
ion of vastness, and cyclical change which leads us to think it 
timeless, and then we find this strange and disturbing image : 
"Il vit decapite sa tete est le soleil 
Et la lune son cou tranche" 
We oa~ot escape the impression of an almost hysterical act of 
self-immolation, such as that which takes place in "Le Brasier", 
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which leads to some kind of communion with the universe. But there 
seems to be some kind of diohotomy existing between the sun and 
the moon images, by which the poet expresses a liberation of self 
leading to knowledge, his head has become the sun looking down 
upon the earth and other men and so seeing all that they can and 
will do, while the decapitated body remains as the moon, a dead 
planet which can only reflect the light of the sun. 
"Je voudrais eprouver une ardeur infinie" 
This line obviously plays on the double meaning of the word "ardeli.r" 
which is both a passion and a real burning, the desire to be consum-
ed and the act of self-consumption as in "Le Brasier" where the poet 
is at the same time both the body consumed by the flame and the 
flame itself. This seems to reflect back on the sun/moon image and 
reinforces the idea that the moon and the discarded bmdy are being 
set aside in the quest for the experience which the poet desires. 
Now we find the sense of the first two lines becoming clearer, for 
if the poet is relying upon his head to provide his experiences 
then there is no need for him to move, his mobility is the mobil-
ity of the imagination, as it is in "Le Brasier" : 
"Et voici le spectaole 
Et pour toujours je suis assis dans un fauteuil" 
And so, also in retrospect, we see the meaning of the question 
which the poet puts in lines three to five, for if he desires to 
limit his experience of the world through his immobility, then he 
is logical in trying to reduce his purely sensual experience of 
the world to the advantage of the imaginative experience of it. 
In this light the following images which describe his senses are 
relatively easy to understand, although nonetheless surprising 
for this : 
"Monstre de mon ou!e tu rugis et tu pleures 
Le tonnerre te sert de chevelure 
Et tea griff es repetent le chant des oiseaux" 
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The poet's hearing is monstrous because it gets in the way 
of his appreciation of the sounds of his imagination, and probably 
also because it gets in the way of the sounds of his own poetry 
and the comparison is unfavourable to them ; what poet can hope 
to roar like thunder or sing like the birds? Hence the wounding 
power of the latter, expressed through "griffes", the magnificent 
surrealist vision of the former, in which the poet is clearly 
pointing his own way out of the dilemma he describes. There can be 
no doubt that these images by their total unexpectedness, by their 
complete strangeness strike the reader's sensibility so that he 
finds the vision which they create inescapable. In other words, 
the poet's imagination has created an image which is as natural in 
its own world as is thunder or birdsong in the normal world of our 
experience, and so the poet by renouncing any attempt at imitating 
the sonorous effects of thunder and by turning to his imagination 
offers us a new experience. 
What, then, do we make of the next line? : 
"Le toucher monstrueux m'a penetre m'empoisonne" 
Is the poet not saying here that he cannot escape the sense of 
touching something as he can block his ears? So the knowledge of 
the external world which is usually brought to us by our physical 
contact with it becomes a poison which contaminates the imagination. 
Even the eyes cannot escape, for by closing them one does not 
cease to see, but rather obtains a release from the real world that 
is mor~ intensely visible : 
"Mes yeux nagent loin de moi 
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Et lea aatres intacts sont mes mattres sans epreuve" 
The direot and obvious statement of this must be avoided however, 
the image must still surprise the reader if the identity of form 
and content is to be maintained, and it seems fair to us to say 
that this is the case with this image with its echo of "La Chanson 
du Mal-Aime" 
"Voix lactee 8 soeur lumineuse 
Des blancs ruisseaux de Chanaan 
Et des corps blancs des amoureuses 
Nageurs morts suivrons-nous d'ahan 
Ton cours vers d'autres nebuleuses" (I) 
The use of the word "nagent" seems to bring out the similarity of 
shape between eyes and fish which adds to the strangeness of the 
image, as the fish also are out of their element. 
We should not fail to note the significance of the use of 
the word "astres" in the next line, for its value is to contrast 
with "etoiles" in the previous sections so that there should be 
np ambiguity about the identity of the stars here ; they are real 
hence the description of them as "intacts" - untouched, that is, 
by the stain of symbolic value. Moreover they are untouched by 
the senses and hence superior to;the poet. This line then would 
seem to be an admission of the limitations of the imagination, 
as the perceptions of imaginative experience work through the 
medium of the senses even when turned away from the external 
world. (i.e. one "sees" things with ones eyes closed etc.) 
"Et lee astres intacts sont mes mattres sans epreuve 
La b8te des fumees a la t3te fleurie 
(I) O.P., pp. 48 1 53 1 58 
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Et le monatre le plus beau 
Ayant la saveur du laurier se desole" 
Resulting from this is the sadness of the poetic sense which is 
the "monstre le plus beau". Might one not also legitimately see 
in the "astres intacts" the words themselves, the medium of the 
poet which he can never make as pure as paint or sound the media of 
his fellow artists? If the "etoiles" of the preceding sections were 
not only symbols but examples of symbolic functions in poetry also, 
are the "astres intacts" not the persistent level of the linguist-
ic element of poetry as well as the persistent level of vision 
which is present in the imagination even if the eyes are closed? 
This seems to us to be the most logical interpretation of this 
passage in view of the poet's initial desire to reduce his sensual 
experience of the world as he could reduce the mobility of his 
body to replace it by the mobility of his spirit, and also in 
view of the sadness of the "bete des fumees a la tete fleurie", 
a magnificently surreal image of the poetic sense which is here 
closely identified with the imagination. (!) 
The success or failure of this section turns upon the power 
of ·the imagery to persuade the reader that the imagination is indeed 
the fertile source of creativity that the poet is claiming it to 
be. So in this section, in radical contrast to the preceding one, 
the poet has made his imagery as violent as possible. Why else 
should he introduce the qualification of "du dimanohe" in the 
first line, other than through a desire to shook by its proximity 
(I) of. Breunig's "Apollinaire's Les Fian9_ailles" pp. 2I-22. It 
seems to us that Breunig's conclusions do not here follow 
from what he is saying. 
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to the praise of laziness, for there is no other reference to 
religion in the section? The totally disconnected points of 
comparison which are offered for the first of the poet's senses, 
are surely there primarily to be a souroe of surprise. The para-
dox which introduces the strangest image -
If Il vi t deoapi te • " • • • 
must surely destroy any lingering comparisons with reality. And so 
to the final images which have completely transcended reality and 
which merit the qualification of surreal. The ultimate contradic-
tion which assails the reader is the note of sadness and the admiss-
ion of partial defeat on which the section ends. 
In its turn this sadness is contradicted by the beginning of 
the next section as the poet takes the only step left open to him 
in his desire to surpass reality. -
"A la fin lea mensonges ne me font plus peur" 
He will lie, he will oppose his statements of the nature of things 
to our perceptions and he gives a superb example in the following 
line 
"C 1 est la lune qui cuit comme un oeuf sur le plat" (I) 
This line which he has taken from the poem referred to earlier 
"Les villes sont pleines" where it is placed in a context which 
severely limits it -
"Les meurt-de-faim le·s sans-le-sou voyaient la lune 
Etalee dans le ciel comme un oeuf sur le plat" (2) 
(I) Our interpretation is completely opposed to that of Margaret 
Davies (Apollinaire p. 155) which seems to us to be based on 
a _simple misunderstanding of the French. 
( 2) 0 • p. , p • 56 3 
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is not intended as a metaphor in the normal conception of the 
word, nor is it meant to communicate to us some truth Platonic 
' 
or otherwise, which lies behind the phenomena moon and fried egg 
as we may perceive them. On the contrary, it brings together these 
two things so that we may be aware that they are totally different 
while the poet is comparing them, thus demonstrating the power of 
the poet, the power of his medium, language. (It is surely on the 
verbal level that we can accept this rapprochement, as a visual 
comparison will really bring out the differences where language 
identifies the two things, binding them by the power of the verb.) 
So the image becomes an example of an alternative world, and the 
degree to which it can surprise us will be the measure of its 
viability. Thus if the imagination has its limitations, the poet 
can supersede them by recourse to language which will allow him 
to juxtapose the essentially disparate. The consequences of such 
a step are clear the poet may then attempt to evoke surprise as 
a value in itself, knowing that the reader's reaction will then be 
akin to the child's sense of wonder when faced with the world and 
thus attempt the restoration of man's lost innocence ; or the poet 
may try to use the violence of his technique in the simultaneously 
constructive and destructive fashion which we have noted with 
regard to previous images of violence in Apollinaire, i.e. both 
destroying the old world, that of the reader's perceptions, and 
substituting for it the new, that of the poet's imagination, the 
most probable result of this being the stimulation of a comparison 
between the two, which further underlines the autonomy of the 
world of the imagination. 
The application of these ideas to the image in question.allows 
us to say that the role of such an image is not to reveal the mystic 
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link between the moon and a fried egg, but rather to make us see 
that the difference between them lies in ourselves so that only 
in abnormal oircumstances can we identify the two phenomena as 
the starving beggars do in "Les villas sont pleines". But our 
imagination may make this leap and we may choose the experience 
of the alternative worlds of the imagination in preference to 
that of our learned responses, which leads us to one of the 
fundamental principles of surrealism as it was to develop in the 
hands of Apollinaire's successors. 
This, then, is the new poetry which Apollinaire was creating, 
and if we are not overwhelmed by its audacity and its fundamental 
break with tradition, then it is to us that the poet is apologis-
ing in the fifth section of the poem, and it is we whom he will 
describe as 
"Vous dont la bouche est faite a l'image de celle de Dieu 
Bouche qui est l'ord.re m3me" (I) 
in "La Jolie Rousse", which many see as his final testament. 
The philosophical position of the poet is logically unassail-
able, for if we assume that God is dead then the keystone of 
universal oraer is removed, and so the creations of the imagination 
are on the same plane as the perceivable universe and if we do 
not assume the absence of God then we may see the creations of the 
imagination as inferior but do not necessarily reject them and so 
need not be antagonistic to the poet, as he indicates in "La Jolie 
Rousse" : 
"Nous ne sommes pas vos ennemis" 
The ambiguity of the poet's attitude towards religion is as implicit 
(I) O.P., p. 3I3 
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then in this poem as it is explicit in "Zone". 
This development should have made quite clear the capital 
importance of this section of the poem. Following on from line 
two we find that the poet has once again made a leap which com-
pletely overtakes all logical connection 
"Ce collier de gouttes d'eau va parer la noyee" 
- and we are now worlds away from the preceding line. Who is the 
drowned woman and why is she being offered the cruelly ironic 
decoration? The questions of course find no answer but that does 
not mean that the image has no function other than that of surpr-
ising the reader. The necklace of drops of water, the kind of 
thing we may see on a spider's web after a shower, is something 
ephemeral and beautiful. It is the kind of perfection which each 
moment is in itself although doomed to disappear, it is also the 
symbol of the imagery of the poem itself which is sequential as 
one moment succeeds the previous one. This necklace is being offered 
to the dead woman, who is of course not real but is rather the 
poet's old loves - his old inspiration and hence his old poetry. 
Thus the grandiose image of the drowned woman (with its Shakes-
pearian overtones of Ophelia) is superseded by the necklace of 
water-drops, beautiful, ephemeral and commonplace instead of a 
necklace of rare and precious stones ; for if the necklace is 
placed upon the dead woman then it is something that outlasts 
her - and by the link of water, destroyed her. 
Even without these depths, which may be disputed, the image, 
in following the statement about lies, is also to be seen as an 
example of poetic truth rather than an empiric truth, and there-
fore, as a creation of the imagination, this offering. of the 
necklace, which has the three essential qualities of beauty, 
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banality and ephemerality, to the dead woman, acquires this 
dimension of ritual in which the past is offered the tribute of 
the present ; but the cruel irony is inescapable, and so the 
present is seen as superior to the past. 
"Voici mon bouquet de fleurs de la Passion 
Qui offrent tendrement deux couronnes d'epines" 
The same idea of a gift which brings pain is present here in this 
image which also re-introduces the idea of martyrdom present in 
section two. The double meaning of "Passion" is clear and the 
image is constructed so as to have a sting in the tail which is 
destined to take us by surprise. Until the words "deux couronnes 
d' epines '' the image ·seems to have overtones much more erotic than 
religious. In expressing this image as an offer the poet is saying 
- here are the beauties which I have made out of martyrdom (that of 
either sacred or profane love); they offer crowns of thorns. The 
possibilities of interpretation are multiple, but the important 
thing to remember here is that the statement is a lie i.e. a poetic 
or imaginative truth and as such is valid only within the poetic 
ffi&t 
universe, solwe must see this statement as meaning martyrdom 
continues as long as the imagination seeks it. 
The next line continues the imagery of water, but makes it 
more immediate to the poet's own person the rain which fell a 
short time ago is inescapably linked in our minds with the neck-
lace which adorns the drowned woman and so the same relationship 
of past to present pervades the lines which directly concern the 
poet. His past is with him - the past of bad poetry in a worn out 
style, but he is working towards something new, his own salvation, 
which ~e expresses with his own humorous note in the next line 
"Des anges diligents travaillent pour moi a la maison" 
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Another lie which is a truth, for if we understand this statement 
in the light of the poet's remarks about the irrelevance of 
physical mobility to the flight of the imagination then we may say 
that the angels are literally figments of the poet's imagination 
which do their work whether or not he is physically absent - yet 
we cannot take such a statement literally, so it is a lie. To 
describe the poet's exploitation of paradox as systematic, however, 
would be to underestimate his technique ; for by a constant variat-
ion of tone the poet prevents the reader from accepting simply 
that the section is merely paradox. F,ach image comes as a surprise, 
and the humour of this particular line is what catches us unawares. 
The next two lines create a very strange impression 
"La lune et la tristesse dispara!tront pendant 
Toute la sainte journee" 
The image of the moon returns associated with sadness as it was in 
the preceding section. But by ending the line at "pendant" the 
poet surprises us with the next line for we expect a different 
period to be the time of the moon's invisibility, although the day 
is logical enough. Thus the daytime is the time of the sun, the 
time of the liberated imagination, and the time of happiness. Why 
should night eclipse this new aesthetic? The implication is undoubt-
edly that the moon and sadness will re-appear at night. We are 
given no answer ; the question is left hanging in mid-air like the 
second of these two lines. The night may be metaphoric, it may be 
real, it is most probably an acceptance of the fact that the imag-
ination must come down to earth, such as we find in the preceding 
section. The colloquial overtone of the second line echoes the 
humour as well as the idea of salvation present in the image of 
the diligent angels. 
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The next line begins by picking up the last : 
"Toute la sainte journee j'ai marche en chantant" 
This we know was Apollinaire's method, or one of his methods, of 
composing his poems and here it carries with it this idea of 
composition thanks to the preceding image which associates the 
day with the period of creativity. The section closes on an 
ambiguous image which may be seen as the poet describing humour-
ously the reaction of someone who has seen him walking past sing-
ing to himself, and suddenly we see ourselves as that woman, 
because we have watched the poet in the process of composing the 
poem as we have followed the poem's contradictions and conflicts. 
There is, however, a note of sadness which arises from our being 
given the viewpoint of the woman and so seeing the poet retreating 
into the distance and surely the reason for the presence of the woman 
in the poem is to remind the reader that he, like her, is an out-
sider in this matter. Can the poet be saying that his imagination 
is again carrying him beyond our reach, or more likely, that because 
the imagination cannot work unhindered he is slipping away from us 
- an interpretation which is supported by the phrasing which isol-
ates the words "M'eloigner en chantant". Th~ poet goes off compos-
ing his poetry and we are left behind. So the section ends, but 
the poem continues. And once again we are confronted by a contra-
diction within the section itself for as it began on a note of 
affirmation of courage and power, it ends on a note, not of defeat, 
but of compromise ; Apollinaire is aware that in this new style he 
may not always take the reader with him. The poet still lacks the 
confidence which he displays in "Les Collines" 
"Je dis ce qu'est au vrai la vie 
Seul je pouvais chanter ainsi" (I) 
( I) 0 • P • , P • 17 5 
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Nevertheless he begins the next section simply by throwing 
out the new poetry and leaving it to stand or fall by itself, so 
he could not have been entirely without confidence in it. When 
we pass from section seven to section eight, there is a measure 
of physical continuity which derives from the poet's motion - at 
the end of one section he walks off down the street, at the beginn-
ing of the next he turns a corner ; but what he sees on turning the 
corner makes a complete break. Some sailors appear, who have not 
hitherto been present in the poem and who are not mentioned again 
although the decor of this section is that of a port. 
"Au tournant d'une rue je vis des matelots 
Qui dansaient le cou nu au son d'un accordeon" 
There is nothing essentially surprising in the appearance of the 
sailors themselves, they are for the reader simply what the poet 
is seeing as he walks along. Yet the fact that the walk continues 
at all after the sadness of the end of the last section is surpris-
ing and there is, of course, a great contrast in tone in the natur-
al gaiety of this image of the dancing sailors, a contrast which 
is made sharper for its sudden appearance. The reader feels this 
image to be a detail which the poet has observed and which he has 
incorporated into the poem ; if its meaning is not entirely clear 
it is at least obvious that it is there to contrast poignantly 
with the end of the preceding section. It is external, compared 
with the subjective imagery of the lines which precede it and 
also those which follow it : 
"J'ai tout donne au soleil 
Tout sauf mon ombre" 
~gain the ppet is clearly exploiting a rupture in the tone 
of the poem to surprise the reader. The sun is inevitably 
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associated with the line "Il vit decapite sa tete est le soleil" 
from the sixth section, and so the reader interprets this line 
as meaning that the poet has given everything to his desire to 
create except his shadow. A curious reservation! If the poet has 
given his body how can his shadow remain? By the juxtaposing of 
these four lines of the first verse, the poet manages to suggest, 
in spite of the lack of all logical connection, that the image 
of the sailors dancing is something to do with his shadow. Can it 
then be a remembered scene which the poet has introduced to begin 
this section? We know from a study such as that of Madame Durry (I) 
that for Apollinaire the image of the shadow stood for his past 
as the image of light stood for his future. Althoueh this is clear 
from a study of his poetry as a whole in which one feels the 
accumulation of striking images such as this -
"Tenebreuse epouse que j 1aime" 
- from "La Chanson du Mal-Aime" in which the woman is made inescap-
ably into a figure from the poet's past by the use of the word 
"tenebreuse"; this is not immediately clear in the context of this 
image and this poem. Nevertheless through the connection of the two 
images which is brought about by their juxtaposition, the idea that 
the poet is referring to his past dawns upon the reader. (The change 
of tense from past definite to the perfect undoubtedly helps here.) 
From the unusual context arises the idea that the image of the 
sailors dancing is a memory, and one which has not been offered to 
the fire. The image does not yield its secret ; it is not meant to. 
Yet in the light of factors external to the poem there can be no 
doubt that the poet in this image of the sailors sees himself as 
(I) cf. Durry, t.3, pp. I9I et seq. 
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he was as a child. 
Consider this quotation from Adema'e biography : 
"Une photographie des deux freres, que je possede, en porte 
egalement temoignage. Elle a ete executee par Roberto Peli, Via 
Farina, no. IO a Bologna. Guillaume a de longs cheveux lui 
tombant sur lee epaules et porte deja le costume marin qu'affeot-
ionnait sa mere et dont elle vGtira longtemps see deux file." (I) 
Adema is discussing the fact that Apollinaire first came to France 
at the age of three and then returned to Italy, so that clearly 
there are two primary associations here for Apollinaire ; firstly 
the arrival in France and secondly his family background - both 
linked with the idea of the sailor's costume. Consider also this 
image from "Le Voyageur" 
"Deux matelots qui ne s'etaient jamais quittes 
Deux matelots qui ne s'etaient jamais parle" (2) 
Was this not for Apollinaire an image of himself and his younger 
lrother Albert? This becomes even more obvious in a later image 
from the same poem : 
"Deux matelots qui ne e'etaient jamais qui-ttes 
L1atne portait au oou une chatne de fer 
Le plus jeune mettait see cheveux blonds en tresse" (3) 
Photographs of Apollinaire and his brother at an early age show 
both with abundant long hair! 
So in this image of the dancing sailors Apollinaire was 
putting his past and its secrets - his illegitimate birth, the 
(I) of. Adema. (68), p. 23 
(2) o.~., p. 79 
(3) O.P., P• 80 
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identity of his father, his mother's scandalous career of which 
he was ashamed - perhaps all this is compressed into this tanta-
lising image - for the poet. But it is not revealed to the 
reader. As we have said, however, the image appears as a secret 
memory, the one thing that Apollinaire holds back from the 
creative fire, and his impulse to tell of his life and experiences 
and yet still hold back the key which reveals the intimate biogr-
aphical details is a well observed element of his poetry. The 
effect of the image then, is to create both surprise and mystery. 
The first line of the next verse details certain elements of the 
port scene and ends on a note of humorous ridicule : 
"Les dragues lea ballots les sirenes mi-mortes" 
The first two elements are real, the sirens mythical (or real 
ships' sirens emitting a dying wail), so there is already a contr-
ast before the unexpected adjective which destroys the romantic 
associations of the lure of ships, the voyages to distant lands. 
True the poet describes the sirens as only half-dead, and so an 
element of the temptation persists, but it carries no conviction 
one flaw in the lure is enough to annul its effectiveness and so 
the image of the next line does not carry the reader with it on 
an imaginary voyage -
"A l'horizon brumeux s 1enfon9aient lea trois-m~ts" 
- but rather represents the impossible voyage, the one which the 
poet will not make because he is too aware of the problems. So 
for him there is no fair wind to carry him away to foreign lands.-
"Les vents ont expire couronnes d'anemones" 
- the heavy scent of the flowers is more than they can bear ; the 
elements of the real world are cancelling one another out and so 
the poet turns to his imagination -
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"O Vierge signe pur du troisieme mois" 
Virgo is the third of the signs of the Zodiac relating to the 
summer and was also the sign governing Apollinaire's birth ; so 
that here the poet is declaring that this was his destiny to be 
tempted by the sirens but to see through them and to pref er the 
purity which is that of his governing star. 
In this stanza we have moved from the dock scene to the 
scented delicateness of the last two lines (which Apollinaire 
borrowed from his early poem "Le Printemps" and which this time 
he has integrated without intending the reader to notice anything 
except the change in tone). The immobility of the sixth section 
is allied now to purity which as we shall see is the purity of 
the martyr. 
"Templiers flamboyants je brule parmi vous" 
Thus the final section begins on the martyr's pyre and in it the 
poet will unite all the themes of the poem. This first line 
identifies him with the Knights Templar in their martyrdom, and 
the poet, elevating himself to the rank of a Christian saint, 
claims the power of prophecy - he is now sure of his powers even 
if he is destroying himself to achieve them : 
"Templiers flamboyants je br1ile parmi vous 
Prophetisons ensemble 8 grand mattre je suis" 
We have isolated these lines because Apollinaire by abolishing the 
punctuation has freed the words from a set order of associations 
in the same way that he has freed his imagery. The original 
published version of the second line read : 
"Prophetisons ensemble, 8 grands mattres, je suis 
Le desirable feu • • • " (I) . . 
(I) cf. Dec., p. 203 
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The elimination of the punctuation together with the change from 
the plural to the singular of the phrase "6 grands mattres" has 
had the effect of creating a retroactive association of the "je 
suis" with the "6 grand mattre". The poet returns to the tone of 
the second section of "Le Brasier", and not only identifies him-
self with the martyr but with the fire as well and this time he 
does go on to create a visionary tableau which only he can achieve 
through hie act of self-immolation. Thus the "vous" in line three 
seems more to be addressed to the reader than to the grand master : 
" • • • • • • je suis 
Le desirable feu qui pour vous se devoue" 
The poet this time will reveal to us the fruits of his experience. 
The next line exploies with meaning like the firework that is 
described in it. The repetition of the adjective "belle" lays heavy 
emphasis upon it 
"La girande tourne 6 belle 6 belle nuit" 
The reduction of the fire to a display of fireworks is not trivial-
ising it - the line takes us by surprise and ie the very essence of 
ephemeral beauty that Apollinaire is proclaiming ; the statement 
deleted from the final section of "Les Paroles Etoiles" (I) : 
"Puis j'ai reoonnu que ohaque moment porte en soi ea propre 
perfection" is here rendered perfectly in the form of an image 
which is much more oonvinofng than a bare statement, and doubly so 
because of its unexpectedness. 
We cannot fail to think of the remarkable image in "Les 
Collines", which has already been analysed in section two of 
chapter one : 
(I) of. Dec., p. 205 
"Et je pele pour mes amis 
L'orange dont la saveur est 
Un merveilleux feu d'artifice" 
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Many commentators, including M. Decaudin (I), have said that in 
this poem Apollinaire turns away from the search for perfection 
in poetry to find his material and inspiration in his everyday 
surroundings. This is certainly true, although it is more borne 
out by the imagery of his later poetry than the imagery of "Les 
Fian9ailles 11 itself, but the really important point is that made 
by this crucial image - namely that each moment in ita burning 
beautiful actuality is to be accepted in itself, as one accepts 
the ephemeral beauty of an exploding firework. The whole aesthetic 
structure of the poem is based upon this concept - the separating 
of the sections to allow each to stand on its own, joined only to 
the others by their proximity, just as one moment is joined to 
the previous one and the next one, but whole in itself also. 
This freeing of the atoms of poetry, if we may be permitted 
the analogy, increases the possible number of combinations as was 
demonstrated on a simple level with the words in line two of this 
final section. And now the first line of the second verse enunci-
ates the theory : 
"Liens delies par une libre flamme Ardeur" 
(I) cf. Deo., p. 207, "Il n'est plus question maintenant de satis-
faire a un excessif souci de perfection et a l'art poetique. 
La poesie est dans la vie m8me de l'homme, dans sa sensibil-
ite, dans le regard qu'il jette sur le monde. Experience 
capitale, dans laquelle se decouvre lee veritables valeurs 
poetiques. 
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The paradox of the "Liens delies" contains the essence of the 
technique ; violent in itself, it violates all our normal con-
ceptions of the functions of language and of the way in which 
a poem is written and understood. By undoing the bonds the poet 
releases the energy of the poem ; by suppressing conventional 
associations the poet makes possible new and surprising ones. 
Freedom and experience are the essence of the new poetry which 
the poet is offering in place of the imitation of the ordered 
universe. 
But once again the poet's confidence seems to fail him, he 
is still obsessed with the idea of martyrdom, believing it necess-
ary to destroy himself in order to achieve this overwhelming 
experience of liberty : 
" Ardeur 
Que mon souffle eteindra 0 Morta a quarantaine 
Je mire de ma mort la gloire et le malheur 
Comma si je visais l'oiseau de la quintaine" 
The interpretations of these lines are many, some even going so 
far as to profess to see in the end of the second line a prophet-
ic reference to the poet's death at almost forty years of age! Is, 
in that case, the breath referred to in the first part of the line 
the poet's last, and therefore the sense of the line that Apollin-
aire is the last of those who will be able to reveal the new, the 
future to us? We cannot ignore this possibility. On the other 
hand the line could be interpreted as meaning that the poet will 
extinguish the flame, i.e. will make it no longer necessary to die 
in order to achieve this transcendental experience, and the "Morta 
a quar~ntaine" could be those who died forty together like the 
martyrs of Sebastopol to whom he refers in "La Chanson du Mal-Aime". 
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Whatever interpretation we place upon this line it retains some-
thing of the esoteric quality of oracular pronouncement, as 
indeed it is meant to do. 
The next two lines are heavy with erotic overtones which 
themselves are shot through with violence. If the second line is 
more explicitly sexual than the first then at least in retrospect 
we cannot escape the double meaning of "mort" in the former. The 
image is admirable, the brevity and absolute self-sufficiency of 
orgasm, with the presence of real death and the violence of the 
medieval jousting game, is the ideal image of the poetic experi-
ence which Apollinaire is offering. (!) 
The last verse returns us to a decor similar to that of the 
opening section but transformed totally by all that the poet and 
ourselves have experienced : 
"Incertitude oiseau feint peint quand vous tombiez 
Le soleil et !'amour dansaient dans le village" 
The image of the "oiseau de la quintaine" is continued ; but it 
is not a real bird and this is seen when the target is hit and 
it falls. By associating it with his hesitations Apollinaire 
shows that it is difficult to avoid uncertainty but he is shown 
to be right on achieving his goal - for the bird is seen to be 
painted when it falls. This calls to mind the image of "La 
Chanson du Mal-Aime" -
"Malheur dieu ptUe aux yeux d' ivoire 
+ + + 
Malheur dieu qu' i1 ne faut pas croire" (2) 
(!) The sexual meaning of the image is made clear in Dec., p.208 
(2) O.P., p. 54 
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in which temptation is also very powerfully expressed and reject-
ed ultimately. Rid of temptation to draw baok from this new and 
demanding creative role, the poet is now free to reveal the 
identity of the couple whose betrothal is being celebrated 
"Le soleil et l'amour dansaient dans le village" 
Love, whioh has been the poet's sole support throughout the trials 
of the poem is now allied to the sun, the freed imagination, and 
the result is 
"Et tea enfants galants bien ou mal habilles 
Ont b~ti ce bftcher le nid de mon courage" 
The "tea" undoubtedly refers to the poet, and his children are the 
parts of this poem whioh, polished or roughly finished, go to make 
up the whole poem, the poet's testimony of his new powers, his 
ordeal by fire. 
There is in the second line of this ·last verse a note of 
na!ve happiness which lends a kind of innocence to this crucial 
image which seems to surpass all the struggles which the poet has 
undertaken in order to achieve this union upon which his new poet-
ry is founded. But we should not forget that it is only a betrothal 
which is being celebrated and not a wedding - the poet himself was 
not sure enough of his own strength to announce the indissoluble 
union of his two driving forces, the sun and love. 
After this lengthy analysis of "Les Fian9ailles", in which 
we have attempted to bring out the meaning of the poem so as to 
make absolutely clear the role and importance of the images of 
violence which are present in the poem, it is obvious that this 
poem more than any other that has been considered to date was for 
Apolli~aire the one in which he forged a new poetic technique, the 
one in whioh he attempted to bring about his own sik-itual rebirth 
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by destroying his old self. Strangely the image of the Phoenix is 
absent from the poem for it is the image which would seem most 
suited to the role which Apollinaire had set himself in his task; 
perhaps it is a measure of how diffioult this task was for him 
that the image of the Phoenix does not appear - Apollinaire was 
not oertain that he was to survive as a poet this self-inflioted 
fire. Thus, although there is a hint that Apollinaire sees himself 
as the Phoenix in the final line, the emphasis on courage reveals 
his uncertainty about the rebirth that should follow. 
We now turn to one of the most difficult texts which Apollin-
aire ever wrote but one which is also absolutely essential to an 
understanding of the progress of his poetry during these orucial 
years ; that is to say "Onirocritique" (I). Any analysis of this 
prose poem must begin with the title which means the critique of 
dreams. As we have already seen in this seotion Apollinaire was 
greatly concerned at this time with the status of the poet as a 
creator, as a rival to God ; and there could be no more natural 
consideration for him than that of dreams, for when a man is dream-
ing he creates an entire universe in which the laws of his waking 
existence have no part. To dream is to recreate the world in one's 
own image. Understandably then, we find Apollinaire attempting to 
analyse this process ; or so it seems. In fact this poem is not 
an acoount of a dream at all, it is probably not even a deliber-
ately induced hallucination. 
What Apollinaire is attempting to do here is to act as though 
he were dreaming and to create a universe which bears no relation 
to the one we know. So if there is here a kind of "dereglement des 
(I) O.P., p. 37I 
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sens", it remains at the linguistic level ; that is to say that 
the poet when he says - "lea vallone ou lee pommiere chantaient" 
did not really hear, or dream he heard, or think he heard apple 
trees singing, but rather chose to write this as something that 
is outwith the normal experience of any man and so place himself 
on the level of creator of a universe which has its own laws. 
May we not say then, that the poem rather than being a dream, 
is a parallel to a dream, and therefore a critique or analysis of 
dreams to the extent that it is a commentary upon them by being 
the same action taken in full consciousness? Thie is what we 
intend to show in the following pages, and also that the poet 
depends upon techniques of violence for the ability to create hie 
unreal universe. 
Let us consider the opening of the poem : 
"Les eharbone du oiel etaient si proches que je oraignais 
leur ardeui·. Ila etaient eur le point de me briller". 
In the very first words we come upon a statement which rune counter 
to our normal perceptions of reality "Les oharbons du ciel"; but 
it does more than that : it destroys all possible ideas of scale 
how big is a being to whom the stars are like lumps of coal? The 
poet has grown to fill the space between earth and slcy' ; or has 
the sky fallen? Whichever image the phrase evokes it is clear that 
we are no longer in the world as we know it. In this case, although 
the image comes as a surprise to us we cannot really speak of viol-
ence ; rather the poem begins as does a dream, by surrounding us 
with the abnormal in such a way that it seems normal. The real 
shooks and surprise come later. 
Thus the introduction of the next sentence expresses some 
kind of opposition to the opening -
"Mais j'avais la conscience des eternites differentes de 
l'homme et de la femme." 
- where no logical opposition exists. The timelessness of the 
dream is linked to the eternal masculine/feminine dichotomy of 
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the universe. Already the reader has no anchor left to attach him 
to reality. By suppressing all logio, as we know it, and by trans-
forming normal objects into something different while allowing 
them to retain enough of their original identity to be recognis-
avle as what they are, the poet has created the dream atmosphere. 
This conflict between lalowing what a thing is and what we observe 
it to be in a dream is the essential detail of the alternative 
universe, i.e. we may while dreaming see an animal {for example) 
and yet know that that animal is in fact a door, and treat it 
like a door ; thus we are combining two different awarenesses of 
the same object which cannot possibly be combined when we are 
awake. This is what Apollinaire does in the first words of the 
poem. We know that "Les charbons du ciel" are stars but by using 
the word "charbons" Apollinaire forces us to accept the co-exist-
ence of these two contradictory realities, thus creating a dream 
through the use of language. 
In the same way he uses such phrases as "des grappes de 
lunes", so that we may speak of a violation of reality, as the 
linguistic apprehension which we have of suoh images oannot be 
reconciled with observable reality as we know it. But this is, 
of course, not the only way in which the poet maintains the 
dream-universe. He also makes free use of metamorphosis which by 
its very nature is outside our knowledge of the properties of an 
objeot.- "Arrive au bord d'une fleuve je le pris a deux mains et 
le brandis. Cetta epee me desaltera~ We think it mistaken to try 
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to see in this kind of image the type of metaphor which is meant 
to reveal something in the nature of a hidden reality between the 
two terms. The metamorphosis of one object into another is meant 
to surprise the reader and it does this by bringing together two 
completely unrelated objects. The possible element of similarity 
between these two objects, river and sword,i.e. they are both 
s:ilvery, is pushed into the background by the attribution of the 
qualities of one to the other and vice-versa it is the river 
which is brandished and the sword which slakes the poet's thirst. 
Two more important elements of the dream atmosphere which we 
encounter in the poem are the multiplication of self and the 
spectacle of unreal violence. Both these aspects are joined in the 
following image : 
"Centuple, je nageais vers un archipel. Cent matelots m'accue-
illirent et m'ayant mene dans un palais, ils m'y tuerent quatre-
vingt-dix-neuf fois." Because the personality of the narrator is 
only present in the grammatical context, i.e. the person of the 
verbs, the reader has no image to multiply by a hundred other than 
his own, but this is not possible to the imagination of a waking 
person. Clearly also the destruction of ninety-nine of the narrat-
or's selves is intended to exploit the inability of the conscious 
person to assimilate the dream combination of emotions of danger 
and security ; of facing destruction and knowing oneself to be 
safe. 
It seems to us that it is by now clearly established that 
the poet is deliberately attempting to keep his dream world free 
from the reader's grasp ; that he is constantly springing upon 
the reader an image which eludes all assimilation to normal expe-
rience and so forces the reader outside the boundaries of his 
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normal experience, so that all knowledge he has of the world of 
the poem springs from the poem itself. Every line of this text 
provides us with examples which we could quote, but what we wish 
to do here is to establish the poet's methods rather than to anal-
yse in detail this poem which would lead us into the province of 
the psychologist. This done, there is an obvious parallel to be 
drawn between the poet's technique in "Les Fianc;ailles" and his 
technique in this poem. That parallel lies in the use of images 
which surprise the reader and in so doing destroy the world as he 
knows it in order to create the unreal world of the poem. 
The significant difference between the two poems lies in the 
fact that in1 ''Onirocri tique" the poet allows no contact at all with 
either reality or with statement, so that the poem must stand or 
fall entirely upon the success of its imagery, whereas in "Les 
Fianc;ailles" although the images are frequently called upon to 
operate in their own world they are meant to communicate meaning 
of some kind to the reader. For example, the key images of the 
final section of the poem -
"Et la girande tourne 5 belle 5 belle nuit 
Liens delies par une libre flamme Ardeur 
Que mon souffle eteindra 0 Morta a quarantaine 
Je mire de ma mort la gloire et le malheur 
Comme si je visais l'oiseau de la quintaine" (I) 
these images although freed £rom reality, whether visual, funct-
ional or even the reality of syntax and hence outwith the normal 
realm of the reader's experience are there to convey to the reader 
(I) 0. P., p. !36 
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the nature of the poetic experience which the poet is undergoing 
as he writes "Les Fian9ailles". 
On the other hand the imagery of "Onirocritique", although 
there are certain thematic expressions which run through the poem 
such as -
"Mais, j'avais la conscience des eternites differentes de 
l'homme et de la femme" 
- which might seem to lend a dimension of meaning to the text, the 
imagery is in fact, as we have said, a recreation of dream and ther-
ef ore carries no level of meaning that is discernible to anyone 
other than a psychiatrist. The imagery of "Onirocritique" is, then, 
an entirely closed experience, whereas the imagery of "Les Fian9ai-
lles" is an open one. That is to say that in "Les Fian9ailles" the 
images remain a medium, a greatly changed and liberated medium, 
but still a vehicle of communioation although the communioation 
really depends upon the liberty of the image. Thus the road which 
the poet explores in "Onirocritique" is largely a dead end, because 
it carries to its ultimate conclusion the freeing of the image, and 
leaves only the dimension of surprise. In creating the pristine 
world of the dream Apollinaire is fulfilling his boast - "J'emer-
veille" but he does not seem to have considered that the poet 
' 
should be able to adopt the role of God to the extent that each of 
his creations should become an entirely new and unrelated universe. 
Thus "Les Fian9ailles" represents in some ways a step back from 
the position.of "Onirocritique" ; the poet now feeling that alth-
ough each poem, each work, represents its own world, the experience 
which it gives us must in some way be related to our own lives. 
This is clearly seen in the later poems which he composed as we 
shall see in the following sections. 
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It must surely now be obvious that the progress accomplished 
by Apollinaire from "La Chanson" to the poems of I907/8 entails a 
fully conscious development of what we call the techniques of 
violence. Where the rhythm and melody of the "Chanson" to some 
extent smooth the transition from one image or section to~the next, 
the composition of the poems discussed in this chapter dispenses 
with these and indeed the impact of the poems depends upon the 
harshness and the unexpectedness of the juxtapositions. It is also 
very important to note that whereas love and various women do come 
into these poems in certain ways, one cannot compare these poems 
to any of Apollinai~e's earlier love poetry ; their intentions and 
aspirations are quite different. So that we note that, as with the 
composition of "La Chanson", when Apollinaire needed to find a 
greater depth of expression, when his poetic range was being 
extended, he turned in a corresponding degree to the techniques of 
shock, of juxtaposition, rather than logical development, to 
violence - in other words to what was most original in himself. 
CHAPTER TWO : SECTION FIVE 
OTHER POEMS 
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In this section we shall deal with the remaining important 
poems in "Alcools" with the exception of "Zone" for reasons which 
we shall set out in section six of this chapter. This means that 
we shall be dealing with poems whose composition was ~pread out 
over a period of three years which marked Apollinaire's career as 
a writer and brought him into the public eye, not only in the way 
in which he would have desired but also as the alien accused of 
stealing the Mona Lisa from the Louvre. During this period also 
Apollinaire intrigued the readers of "Les Marges" by writing a 
column under the name of Louise Lalanne from January I909 to 
January I9IO. This and other amusements which he and his companions 
allowed themselves acquired for him the reputation of a member of 
a group primarily concerned with "mystification". Had he allowed 
this reputation to pass uncontested it might have done even more 
harm than it actually did. Apollinaire, never having been anyth~ng 
but a serious writer where his poetry was concerned, clearly had 
no desire to see his hard won new poetry dismissed in this fashion 
simply because it was not " le plus immediatement accessible". 
The extent to which Apollinaire established himself as a 
writer in this period may be seen from a list of his publications 
up to the year I9I3. Beginning in I909 he published "L 1Enchanteur 
f!,9urrissant", "L'Heresiarque et tie.," "Le Bestiaire ou Cortege 
d'Orphee", "Les Peintres t'.ubistes" and "Alcools". Also during 
this period he helped to found and edit "Les Soirees de Paris", 
as well as writing his regular "La Vie a.necdotique" for the 
"Mercure de France". To add to his notoriety he was known publicly 
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as the champion of the Cubists, even before the publication of 
his book, which in any case he intended to call "Meditations 
Esthetiques" as Marcel Adema has shown.(I) But this public assoc-
iation with the Cubists did nothing for Apollinaire's reputation 
as a serious poet although he never abandoned his friends and was 
always ready to come to their aid. Many people have subsequently 
accused Apollinaire of jumping on the Cubist bandwagon and of 
purveying the ideas of men whose paintings he was incapable of 
understanding. It should be remembered that Apollinaire won himself 
far more enemies than friends by his defence of the Cubists and 
that he suffered many things which would probably never have 
happened to him had he not been known as their friend. Also, as 
early as 1907, he was insisting that there could be no relation 
between poetry and painting, so far was he from trying to climb 
to fame on the backs of his painter friends : 
"Il n'y a pas de rapport de la litterature a la peinture, et 
je me suis efforce de n'etablir a cet egard aucune confusion." (2) 
If we have gone to the trouble to state these things it is 
because we wish to show that Apollinaire was during this period, 
as in any other, writing poetry which was fundamentally his own, 
and which, although difficult, was not intended as either a joke 
or a literary imitation of cubism, both of which be has been 
accused of. 
The poems which we shall be dealing with are "Cortege", 
"Poeme lu au mariage d'Andre Salmon", "Vendemiaire", "Le Voyageur" 
and "Cora de Chasse". We shall be considering these poems as 
(I) of. Adema (68), p. 2I4 
(2) Chroniques d'Art, o.c., p. 84 
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continuing the techniques developed in "Les Fian9ailles". We begin 
by examining "Cortege". (I) 
"Oiseau tranquille au vol inverse oiseau 
Qui nidifie en l'air 
A la limite ou notre sol brille deja 
Baisse ta deuxieme paupiere la terre t'eblouit 
Quand tu leves la tete" 
The poem begins with an image which surpasses the limits of our 
visual imagination. If we are able to go as far as seeing a bird 
flying upside down we cannot follow the poet in the other details 
which he adds. It is almost certain that this is also true of 
Apollinaire's own visual imagination and therefore what he is 
describing to us here is a non-visual image entirely dependent upon 
language for its existence. Madame Durry has spoken of an "inspir-
ation verbale" and compared it to similar images called for by 
Andre Breton (2). But she also says, and we would agree with her, 
that if the image eludes us visually it does not entirely escape 
our imagination. This image seems to communicate directly with our 
subconscious mind. We seem to grasp the image yet we cannot visual-
ise it. Here Apollinaire has achieved an image which is created by 
the words themselves ; he has endowed his language with a creative 
power which overcomes the barriers of ·rational comprehension ; he 
has achieved the perfect shock image. 
The image thus implanted in the reader's mind, the poet 
changes rapidly the subject and uses the first person : 
"Et moi aussi de pres je suis sombre et terne" 
(I) O.P. 1 p. 74 
(2) cf Durry, T.3, pp. I77-I78 
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Not only the introduction of the "moi" but also the use of the 
word "aussi" come as a surpri·ae to the d rea er. The poet is ident-
ifying himself with the bird, and as a man he is only something 
which gets in the way of the light : 
"Une brume qui vient d'obscurcir lea lanternes 
Une main qui tout a coup se pose devant lea yeux 
Une vo1lte entre vous et toutes les lumieres" 
But he will not remain as a block in the way of the light he 
himself will become a source of light among the shadows : 
"Et je m'eloignerai m'illuminant au milieu d'ombres 
Et d'alignements d'yeux des astres bien-aimes" 
Once again the poet announces the theme of transformation of 
self. Through the new poet~y he is becoming a giver of light to 
men. Thus we understand the poet to be saying that from close up, 
he looks just like any other man, but as a poet he launches him-
self through the imagination to the stars like a comet giving off 
a brilliant light. 
The next verse is a repetition of the first with certain 
very significant changes which are very necessary to maintain the 
power of the image to surprise us. The first change in the wording 
is delayed as long as possible in order to increase our surprise 
in the third line the poet has changed the grammatical order so 
that the change in the subject is the last thing we notice in the 
line. And that change of subject assimilates the poet's memory 
to the earth ; but might we not ask whether the poet is not here 
using the word "memoire" to mean that which is remembered rather 
than the faculty of memory? 
We recall the images of the poems in the previous section in 
which the poet identified himself with the sun and moon. In addition 
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there is the 1 ine in the second verse beg1· nni· ng "J ' "l · · " em e 01gnera1 ••• 
which suggests that the poet is leaving the earth behind and this 
is taken up again by the following lines of this stanza : 
"Baisse ta deuxieme paupiere 
Ni a cause du soleil ni a oause de la terre 
Mais pour ce feu oblong dont l'intensite ira s'augmentant 
Au point qu'il deviendra un jour l'unique lumiere" 
These lines assimilate the essence of the first two stanzas so , 
that now the bird is dazzled by neither the sun nor the reflecting 
earth, but by the luminous comet which is growing brighter and 
brighter and which is the poet, or perhaps, in keeping with the 
imagery of "Les Fian9ailles", the poet's .·liberated imagination. 
The last line shows that the poet is no longer retained by fear, 
for he claims that the only light will eventually be himself, i.e. 
that he alone will be able to reveal things as they really are. 
The details of the imagery of these lines border on the 
absurd - the idea of a bird nesting in the air and even the line 
"Baisse ta deuxieme paupiere" although there may well some ornith-
ological foundation for this. This does not, however, prevent the 
imagery from functioning on a serious level as we have already 
pointed out. This is part of the surprise, and Apollinaire was to 
accord it a place in his poetry in the same way as he did any 
other emotion : 
"Nous avons vu depuis Alfred Jarry le rire s'elever des 
basses regions ou il se tordait et fournir au poete un lyrisme 
tout neuf ." (I) 
It is also, of course, part of the strangeness of the image, which 
(I) L'Esprit Nouveau, p. I4 (ed. 1948) 4'lsc:> '" O.C. t.s. 
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is what lends it its power. We may say, then, that the whole of 
these three verses forming a first part of the poem exploit the 
techniques of violence in different ways, and depend upon them 
for their success. The "surreal" image, the abrupt change of tone 
and of person, the integration of the humorous into the essentially 
serious, all these factmrs are deliberately exploited and not 
simply for the purpose of surprising the reader, but to make a 
poem, unique in style and original in expression. 
Although there is no separation of the sections as in "Les 
Fiangailles", there can be no doubt that the next lines represent 
a completely new departure. There is a change of tone to the tone 
of almost light-hearted banter : 
"Un jour 
Un jour je m'attendais moi-m~me 
Je me disais Guillaume il est temps que tu viennes" 
We might almost have been reading a new poem, so different is this 
section from the preceding one. In spite of their light-hearted 
tone, however, these lines introduce a serious theme - the quest 
for identity, for self-knowledge that comes with maturity. The 
lines which follow develop the poet's knowledge of others, his 
powers of divination which allow him to know their nature and their 
future 
"Je les connais par lea cinq sens et quelques autres 
Il me suffit de voir leurs pieds pour pouvoir refaire ces 
/gens a milliers 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
La monnaie des aveugles les mains de muets" 
The effect of this variation is to prevent the idea arising that 
the poet is working towards any kind of a climax. The random choice 
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of detail, the variation of the emotive values 
of the details 
combine to prevent the building up of 
any suspense, so that then 
the claim which ends the list appears 
even more extravagant 
"Il me suffi t de toua ceux-la" 
pour me croire le d.roit 
De ressusciter lea autres" 
This is the power of the poet! He 
can recreate reality from the 
tiniest and most banal details. He 
oan reasuscitate others, that 
is to say give to what is past and therefore a new life in his 
poetry. 
This statement is followed by yet another surprise and one 
which reveals an essential part of Apollinaire's nature : 
"Un jour je m'attendaia moi-m3me 
Je me disais Guillaume il est temps que tu viennes 
Et d'un lyrique pas s'avan9aient ceux que j'aime" 
By postponing the words "ceux que j 1aime" to the last possible 
moment the poet allows the expectation to develop that it is his 
real self which he is about to introduce at this point, and there-
fore identifies those he loves with his real nature. The extent to 
which this was true of Apollinaire's character may be seen from 
this passage from Marcel Adema's excellent biography : 
"ll est de toutes lea reunions, de tous lea comites, entre 
autres avec Gide, Bouhelier, Canudo et quelques autres du "Comite 
d 1 initiatives the!trales" qui organise a l'Odeon des lectures de 
pieces d'auteurs nouveaux ; ( •••• ) On le voit d.ans toutes lee 
expositions, dans tous les cafes litteraires, aux dtners des revues, 
aux conferences de sea amis, a croire qu'il a re9u des fees le don 
d'ubiquite. Il disparatt parfoia plusieurs jours sans qu'on sache 
ce qu '.il est devenu, puis revient, toujours joyeux compagnon, 
disert, brillant, dissipant par son rire les reproches, entrainant 
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las uns et lea autres chez Picasso, a la "Closerie", part out ou il 
peut se sentir entoure, ecoute, depla9ant sa deja corpulente 
personne avec une surprenante vivacite." (I) 
He was clearly a gregarious person who needed to be among friends, 
and who identified himself with his friends. 
But the poet does not leave us with that simple impression of 
his nature, he was far too complex a person for that. The next line 
contradicts this impression which, there can be no doubt, he 
deliberately created : 
"Parmi lesquels je n'etais pas" 
The line surprises the reader, contradicts the previous ones, but 
does not destroy their effect. Apollinaire is giving an idea of the 
complexity of his personality by revealing these two conflicting 
aspects of it as conflicting truths. He did identify himself with 
his friends, but he was also himself and nobody else. 
Possibly, also, the poet was not among the group of his 
friends because he was the whole group more than any one person in 
it. This is an interpretation which is in harmony with the theories 
of the "Unanimistes", the "poetes de l'Abbaye" with whose ideas 
Apollinaire felt a certain sympathy at this time (2). 
There now begins a movement which is much more sustained and 
unified in tone than the preceding lines and which introduces a 
totally unexpected scheme of imagery : 
"Les geants couverts d'algues passaient dans leurs villas 
Sous-marines OU lea tours seules etaient des tles 
Et vette mer avec ies clartes de sea profondeurs 
Coulait sang de mes veines et fait battre mon coeur" 
(I) cf. Adema (68), p. I55 
(2) cf. Dec., p. 128, and also Adema (68), pp. 159-!60 
--
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After all the things and people which Apollinaire has enumerated 
in the lines 19-40 of the poem, it would be no great surprise to 
meet with giants ; but he is not content to introduce human giants, 
they are the giants of the sea bed, although the setting is such 
that they take on some semblance of human form in our imagination. 
Then the third and fourth lines quoted above again transform the 
scene, firstly by a paradox -
"Et cette mer avec lea clartes de sea profondeurs" 
which to us in this age of undersea exploration and photography 
may conjure up a picture of oblique shafts of sunlight penetrating 
the sea-water, but to the reader~ of Apollinaire's day would not 
even have this contact with reality ; and secondly by transforming 
the whole image into a metaphor of the depths of the human conscious-
ness 
"Coulait sang de mes veines et fait battre mon coeur" 
We are suddenly once more in the presence of those disquieting 
creatures who invaded the consciousness of the poet in "Le Brasier": 
"Des acteurs inhwnains claires b~tes nouvelles" (I) 
- and who personify the unknown elements of the subconscious mind 
which as we have seen the poet is prepared to face with much greater 
equanimity in "Les Collines" some eight or nine years later : 
"Profondeurs de la conscience 
On vous explorera demain 
Et qui sait quels ~tres vivants 
Seront tires de ces abtmes" (2) 
Already in this image from "Cortege", Apollinaire is accepting the 
(!) Q.P., p. IIO 
(2) O.P., p. I72 
-
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presence of these creatures with much less fear than in "Le Brasier"! 
He is prepared to learn from them the language of his poetry - a 
language of much greater liberty than the traditional language 
of verse. The next lines reveal an image of mankind which, apart 
from the manifest associations which it has with the ideas of the 
"Unanimistes" also develops the idea that in the liberations of 
the unconscious mind, the depths of the hu.can personality, lies 
the way to understanding between men ; and since this understanding 
between himself and others is what the poet seeks, he speaks the 
langU.age of these strange peoples : 
"Puis sur terre il venait mille peuplades blanches 
Dont chaque hornme tenait une rose a la main 
Et le langage qu'ils inventaient en chemin 
Je l'appris de leur bouohe et je le parle encore" 
But as these peoples are parts of himself, in that they are 
the creatures of his imagination, the language that the _poet speaks 
is that of a dialogue with himself ; and the clear object of any 
dialogue with oneself is self-knowledge. Thus, in finding out what 
one is, one is seeking knowledge of the future since the act of 
self-interrogation in contributing towards the formation of self 
and so the final answer ia what one will be - from the point of 
view of the participants in the dialogue. And so the poet inter-
weaves with the idea of knowledge through the liberation of the 
unconscious the idea of knowledge of the future. This is of para-
mount importance in our understanding of Apollinaire's poetic 
aims. It is clear in "Les Collines", not only in the lines already 
quoted -
"Profondeurs de la conscience 
On vous explorera demain" 
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- which clearly link the two ideas 
' but also in many other verses 
in the poem such as the f ollowitjg 
"Voici le temps de la magie 
Il e'en revient attendez-vous 
A des milliards de prodiges 
Qui n'ont fait nattre aucune fable 
Nul ne lea ayant imagines" (I) 
• 
Apollinaire's theories about the poetic imagination which invented 
the image towards the reality of which science struggled in the 
distant future (2) are here made an example of this theme. What 
can be brought forth in the form of images from the unconscious mind 
( and how close Apollinaire is here to the Freudian theories of the 
expressions of desires) will be images of the future since man will 
apply himself to the fulfilment of his desires ; and all that man 
creates by science which has not been foreseen by the poets is a 
failure on the part of the poets, for the future, for Apollinaire, 
is inescapably bound up with the buried parts of human nature. 
We shall see how the poet develops this in the final verse of 
the poem, but for the moment we return to the next lines which 
continue to develop the image of the "cortege" which gives the 
poem its name : 
"Le cortege passait et j'y cherchais mon corps 
To\l'S ceux qui survenaient et n'etaient pas moi-m@me 
Amenaient un a un lea morceaux de moi-meme 
( I) 0 • P • , p • I7 2 
(2) cf. "L'Esprit Nouveau" - the poet's imagination created 
Icarus thousands of years before the scientist created the 
aeroplane, ilte scientific equivalent. 
On me b~tit peu a peu comma on eleve une tour 
Les peuples s'entassaient et je parus moi-m3me 
Qu'ont forme tous lea corps et lea choses humaines" 
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These lines make clear the faot that Apollinaire was not among 
the people of the procession, because he was the sum of them, 
which, while perfectly in keeping with unanimist ideas was also 
in keeping with Apollinaire's ideas about the relationship of the 
writer to the universe and to his imagination as he expressed it 
in "Les Fian9ailles" and, indeed, is expressing it here. Whether 
one considers these people in the procession to be Apollinaire's 
friends or simply figments of his imagination, they are both 
aspects of himself, not only because they are human, but also 
because they fall within the sphere of his cons~iousness and so 
may be recreated by his imagination. 
So we come to the two final verses of the poem, each a 
quatrain of alexandrines, and in these verses the poet speaks 
directly of his ideas on past and future and of his relationship 
to them : 
"Temps passes Trepasses Les dieux qui me f orm~tes 
Je ne vis que passant ainsi que vous pass~tes 
Et detournant mes yeux de ce vide avenir 
En moi-m@me je vois tout le passe grandir" 
Much to our surprise we find ourselves faced with a volte-face on 
the part of the poet. He seems to be saying that he is the sum of 
what has happened to him, just as much now as he will be when dead. 
This leaves no room at all for the role of the imaginayion. Rather 
than someone who contains the potential future, he is the sum of 
History, of the development of mankind! 
"Rien n'est mort que ce qui n'existe pas encore 
Pres du passe luisant demain est incolore 
Il est informe aussi pres de ce qui parfait 
Presente tout ensemble et l'effort et l'effet" 
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The poet does not even seem to want to develop the role that the 
imagination would play in a reconstruction of the past! This is 
not an ending which is meant to shock us. It is not a final twist 
of the argument to finish on a:·note of surprise. In our opinion it 
is an ending composed later than the rest of the poem - it certain-
ly is not present in the laiown manuscript versions (I) - and one 
which is intended to dismiss the poem which the poet no longer felt 
like continuing, partly because he was no longer interested in the 
unanimists' ideas and possibly also, because he had already achieved 
a complete poem along these lines in "Vendemiaire" which we shall 
also be dealing with in this section. How else can we regard an 
ending whioh is so far removed from the brilliant ideas and images 
with which the poem began ; an ending which in fact reminds us of 
the ending which he wrote for his version of "Salome"! (2) We may 
also cite as evidence in support of our views the tone and language 
of these two verses which sound rather like a burlesque of the 
poetry of the nineteenth century dramatists, especially in the use 
of the second person plural of the preterite tense as a rhyme which 
underlines its ridiculously pompous sound. There is also the fact 
that the views expressed in these verses are totally out of keeping 
with the ideas of any of the other poems to be dealt with in this 
section or with those of the poems considered in the preceding 
section. 
(I) cf. Dec., pp. I26-I27 
(2) cf. Ch.2, sec.3 
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It may perhaps be argued that here 1·s th of ano er example 
Apollinaire lacking the courage to carry to the fullest develop-
ment the implications of his ideas concerning the subconscious 
and the role of the poet as a Mage and prophet, but we think it 
unlikely. It remains a mystery to us why a poem which begins on 
such a note of sublime shock to the consciousness of the reader, 
and which develops the use of violence as do "Les Fian9ailles" 
and "Le Brasier", should end on such a note of banality both in 
its imagery and in its content. Unless as we have suggested the 
answer lies in Apollinaire's separating himself from the poets 
of the "Abbaye" group. 
;,,, 
"Ce rapprochement vers "l'Unartsme" va etre de courte 
duree, Apollinaire a trop d'originalite pour se plier a un 
dogma.tisme d'ecole. ( ••• ) D. y aura bient8t des incidents, 
l'article d'Apollina.ire a.ttaquant "L 1Armee dans la ville" et, 
plus ta.rd, 1 1ereintement d 1Alcools par Duhamel marqueront, defin-
i tivement, leur desaccord doctrinal • • • " (I) 
"Cortege" was not published until November of I9I2 (2) and 
it is possible that having failed to finish the poem at the tmme 
when he wa.s most sympathetic towards the views of the unanimists, 
Apollinaire did not wish to continue the line of thought which he 
was developing in the poem, but did not wish to discard so effective 
and so brilliant a. text, so wrote a.n ending to the poem which wa.s 
intended a.a a. tongue in cheek "expose" of the una.nimists' ideas. 
In a.ny case we have seen that that pa.rt of the poem which we 
consider to be most successful continues the exploitation of the 
(I) of. Adema. (68) p. !60 
(2) cf. Dec., p. I24 
techniques of violence which the poet developed in "Les Fianc;ailles" 
and so we pass on to the next poem which we wish to consider, namely 
"Vendemiaire" which with "Cortege", originally entitled "Brumaire•, 
was to have been part of a sequence of poems:on the theme of 
"L'Annee Republicaine". 
"Vendemiaire" opens on a note which recalls Villon's "F.reres 
humains qui apres nous vivez". 
"Hommes de l'avenir souvenez-vous de moi 
Je vivais a l'epoque OU finissaient lea rois" (I) 
It is a beginning which could be seen as containing a certain 
literal truth at the time of the poem's composition. But it is 
also a beginning which associates Apollinaire with the kings, as 
he associated himself with the prophets in othe~ poems. The kings 
are no ordinary mortals as we oan see from line four : 
"Et trois fois courageux devenaient trismegistes" 
The poet does not seem simply to be ref erring to courage in the 
face of suffering giving strength ; the line has distinct over-
tones of magical powers and the poet seems to be claiming these 
for himself, as he has done in "Cortege" and other poems which we 
have analysed. 
The next verse changes the tone to that of lyrical descrip-
tion and in the second line introduces the metaphor which is to 
form the basis of the poem : 
"Que Paris etai t beau a la fin de s.eptembre 
Chaque nuit devenait une vigne ou les pampres 
Repandaient leur clarte sur la ville (et 18.-haut)" 
The theme of the poem is a Dionysiac orgy in which the poet finds 
(I) O.P., p. !49 
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communication with the entire universe. As in the above lines he 
transforms everything into vine, grape and then wine which he 
drinks so that he boasts towards the end of the poem 
"Je suis ivre d' avoir bu tout l 'univers" (I) 
The unanimist basis of the poem is clear, but what interests us 
principally is the extent to which the poet develops the imagery 
in terms of the techniques of violence in, say, the numerous meta-
morphoses which are present in the poem. If we take the lines from 
the second stanza quoted above as an example, we find them sadly 
lacking in force and much more traditional in nature than the 
images of "Les Fian9ailles" or of most of "Cortege". To look more 
closely at the problem, we remark that the poet in the line -
"Chaque nuit devenait une vigne ou lea pampres" 
- has used a word to link the objects, which are concerned in the 
metamorphosis, which destroys the potential element of surprise 
in the transformation in spite of the distance which separates 
the two terms. The use of the word "devenait" is what different-
iates a metamorphosis such as this from the example discussed in 
the analysis of "L'Fmigrant de Landor Road" 
"Un tout peti t bouquet flottant. a 1 1 aventure 
Couvrit l'Ocean d'une immense floraison" (2) 
The suddenness has been taken out of the transformation and this 
is what makes the image so acceptable in spi~e of the fact that it 
is difficult to think of a night as a vine. And so the assimilation 
of the "pampres" and the other details into the metaphor are also 
easily acceptable ; the image ha~ lost its force! 
(I) O.P., p. !54 
( 2) 0 • p. t p • !06 
Ji\1.rther on we find the lines -
"J'ai soif villas de Franoe et d'Europe et du monde 
Venez toutes oouler dans ma gorge profonde" 
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whioh by virtue of its Gargantuan scale does retain something 
of the power to surprise the reader, but is still.very weak in 
comparison with lines such as : 
"Les geants couverts d'algues passaient dans leurs villes 
Sous-marines OU lea tours seules etaient des !lea" 
We cannot escape the conolusion that the poet by introduoing his 
potentially very surprising basic metaphor in a non-violent 
fashion has lost most of his power to astonish the reader, so that 
even a line such as -
"Cea grains miraculeu.x qui aux treilles chanterent" 
which would not have been out of place in "Onirocritique", is 
considerably weakened in its effect because it is simply a part 
of the general image of the poem. This consideration enables us 
to underline the importance of the surprise image, such as those 
discussed in "Le Brasier" -
"Nous attendons tonbon plaisir 8 mon amie 
J'ose a peine regarder la divine mascarade 
Quand bleuira sur 1 1horizon la Desirade" (I) 
- the principal function of which is simply to surprise the reader, 
to maintain his astonishment. In the case of "Vendemiaire" one has 
only to announce the theme of the poem and the nature of most of 
the imagery follows automatically from there. This is not at all 
true of a poem suoh as "Les Fian9ailles", or even of "La Chanson 
du Mal-Ai'me". That is not to say that "Vendemiaire" does not have 
(I) of. Ch.2, seo.4, pp. !02-!03 
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its surprises, but seen in its place in the perspective of the 
development of Apollinaire's poetry, it seems as though, having 
used the techniques of violence as a crowbar to prise apart the 
well cemented traditional relationships of the components of 
poetry, Apollinaire was content, in writing this poem, to revert 
to an only slightly loosened poetic structure. 
Such elements of violence as there are in the poem, and many 
of these find very close parallels in poems such as "Zone" and "Les 
Fian9ailles" where they are exploited to their fullest extent, are 
very much underplayed : 
"Les metalliques saints de nos saintes usines" {I) 
this line is an example of the type of image to be used to such 
great effect in "Zone", and in fact the passage from which it is 
taken is developed in a way very similar to the section of "Zone" 
beginning : 
"Et change en oiseau ce siecle oomme Jesus monte dans 1 1air" 
There is a mingling of modern, mythical and almost blasphemous 
imagery in eaoh. Let us consider the passage from "Vendemiaire" 
in detail : 
"O Paris nous voici boissons vivantes 
Les viriles cites ou degoisent et chantent 
Les metalliques saints de nos saintes usines 
Nos cheminees a ciel ouvert engrossent lea nuees 
Comme fit autrefois 1 1 Ixion meoanique 
Et nos mains innombrables 
Usines manufactures fabriques mains 
Ou les ouvriers nus semblables a nos doigts 
(I) O.P. 1 p. I.50 
Fabriquent du reel a tant par heure 
Nous te donnons tout oela 
Et Lyon repondit tandis que lea anges de Fourvieres 
Tissaient un ciel nouveau avec la soie des prieres" (I) 
r13 
The passage begins on a note of defiant modernism typical of the 
poetry of the industrial city, but also typical of Apollinaire in 
that he chooses to introduce the religious comparison. This is 
followed by the phallic image of the factory chimneys which provoke 
the comparison with a mechanical Ixion (who fathered the centaurs 
in attempting to rape Hera who transformed herself into a cloud}. 
In these lines we have many of the elements of Apollinaire's shock 
tactics - the mixing of modern and mythical imagery, the sexual 
metaphor in an almost gratuitous context, the introduction of 
religious imagery in a near-blasphemous context, all these are 
familiar or soon-to-be-familiar elements of his poetry. Their 
effect here is to create an island of shock and surprise which 
radically modifies our impression of the poem so far. We are not 
impressed by the image of the city as something whioh the poet 
will consume, but by the surprising nature of the images them-
selves, - they rise out of their context to become almost a short 
lyric on the modern city in their own right and in a style typical 
of Apollinaire. 
Then the lines "Et nos mains ••• " to "Fabriquent du reel 
add a new dimension to the passage. The human and mechanical 
elements are all confused and melt into one another in the line 
"Usines manufactures fabriques mains" 
- and this is achieved by the simple expedient of abolishing the 
(I) O.P., p. !50 
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punctuation. ("Vendemiaire" was the first poem which Apollinaire 
published without punctuation so that this state of the poem is 
previous to its publication in "Alcools"). (I) 
In the next line we are completely surprised by the adject-
ive "nus" applied to the workers and the comparison of them to 
fingers. The poet is maintaining the image-complex of human, 
industrial and sexual components which he has established in the 
opening lines o~ the passage, while at the same time continuing to 
surprise us. Why are the workers naked? Why are they like our 
fingers? There are certain political interpretations of these 
lines which would not only be possible but obvious in the work of 
a marxist poet ; yet these interpretations are just as obviously 
impossible in the context of Apollinaire's poetry. We cannot, of 
course, supply any direct answer to the questions. All we can do 
is remark that the effect of the imagery is to create a comparison 
between the industrial energy of the city and the sexual drive of 
the human beings. (There is an interesting parallel here to Apoll-
inaire's comparison of war to the "terrible amour des peuples", 
but this will be discussed later in the relevant section of 
"Calligrammes"). 
And so the passage ends on a note of irony with the words -
"La soie des prieres" which cannot possibly be taken as a serious 
image in its religious implications, but which must rather be seen 
as a humorous extension to the religious parallel of the third 
line of the passage. In this passage, then, we have the use of 
the techniques of violence with an efficacity that is only 
tempered by the fact that they appear grafted on to the poem as a 
(I) cf. Dec., p. 224 
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whole. They are indeed an excellent example of Apollinaire's 
awareness of the complexity of modern man and his environment and 
are not irrelevant to the poem as a whole, yet we feel that when 
they are seen in the context of the entire poem, they represent 
a passage whose promise has not been fulfilled in most of the 
rest of the poem. Indeed the line -
"Fabriquent du reel a tant par heure" 
introduces the possibility of the same kind of discussion of 
the mechanistic nature of reality compared to the suppleness of 
the worlds of the imagination such as they are embodied in the 
imagery of the passage, yet this remains as an implication rather 
than as a developed aspect of the·passage. 
Let us compare the next passage with the one which we have 
just analysed : 
"Desal tere-jroi Paris avec lea divines paroles 
Que mes levres le Rh8ne et la Sa8ne murmurent 
Toujours le meme culte de sa mort renaissant 
Divise ici lea saints et fait pleuvoir le sang 
Heureuse pluie 8 gouttes tiedes 8 douleur 
Un enfant regarde lea fen3tres s'ouvrir 
Et des grappes de tetes a d'ivres oiseaux s'offrir" 
The comparison of the second line fails to surprise us because it 
is part of the general image of the poem. It does not impress us 
in the way in which the image of the poet as a sun burning between 
two nebula does in "Les Fian9ailles" (I) The paradox created by 
the word order in the third line appears forced and the image of 
the rain of blood in the next is hackneyed. As to the image of the 
( I) 0. P. 1 p • !30 
final line, it compares very badly with similar images in "Les 
Fian9ailles" and, as we shall see, in "Zone". (I) 
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Where the scale of the imagery and the terrible thirst of 
the poetic imagination really do begin to impress us is in the 
final lines of the poem : 
"M d · on es qui vous ressemblez et qui nous ressemblez 
Je vous ai bus et ne fus pas desaltere 
Mais j'ai connu des lors quelle saveur a l'univers" 
We find more conviction in these lines than in most of the rest 
of the poem, which is fitting for a climax, in a way, but reflects 
badly on the poem as a whole. The power of these lines seems, to us, 
to spring from the idea of the worlds "made" in the image of someone. 
In this line we rejoin the anthropomorphic concept of the mind's 
experience of external reality that is present in the penultimate 
section of "Cortege". We find ourselves faced with the consideration 
of the poet's ability to absorb the external world and, by implic-
ation his ability to recreate it imaginatively. This is unfortun-
ately absent from most of the poem, with the noticeable exception 
of the passage on the "villas du Nord" which is analysed above. 
Whatever our conclusions about the success or failure of 
"Vendemiaire", it is obvious that it exploits to a much lesser 
degree the techniques of violence developed in "Les Fian9ailles" 
and used in the other poems which we shall now analyse. 
We pass on now to an examination of the "Poeme lu au mariage 
d'Andre Salmon". The poem begins with a curious negative construct-
(I) "Les Fian9ailles": "ll vi t decapi te sa t3te est le soleil 
Et la lune son cou tranche" (o.P. p.132) 
"Zone": "Soleil cou coupe" (o.P. p. 44) 
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-ion, (I) the effect of which is to establish the statements which 
the poet first wishes to parade before us, then to deny. There is 
no great degree of surprise involved in this construction a 
' 
fairly common rhetorical device, but the statement which really 
interests us, what the poet did say to himself, is postponed as 
long as possible thanks to this construction ; and as the inter-
vening possible statements present a certain gamut of possible 
reactions to the situation, all of which are by no means banal, 
the final appearance of the line which continues the opening state-
ment appears as the climax to a long cheer, or acclamation being 
by virtue of its content a very agreeable surprise. 
It is typical of Apollinaire that he should insert into his 
list of possible reactions to the sight of Paris draped in flags 
a line such as : 
"Ni lea maisons flambent parce qu'on partira pour ne plus 
/revenir" 
- which is a sudden and unexpected association of the colours of 
the flags with the colours of flames followed by an explanation 
which is not at all a likely one to spring to mind at the sight 
of the decorations ; in other words the image is a shock image, 
used purely to upset the reader's forming expectations. 
This is also true of the line -
"Ni m3me on a pendu ceux qui ne savaient pas profiter de la 
vie" 
_ which, given that the context of the celebrations is announced 
in the title of the poem, is an even less likely thought. These 
images and the others in this opening sequence are in some ways 
(I) O.P., p. 83 
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a justification of the claim which Apollinaire makes in the tenth 
line 
"Je sais que 1 1 seu s e renouvellent ceux qui sont f ondes en 
/poesie" 
in that they are re-presentations of the same scene through the 
imagination of the poet, while we the readers know from the begin-
ning the reason for the flags and bunting being hung out. 
There is no great degree of violence, or even simple surprise 
in this opening passage, but there is the exposition, indicated 
above, which is the rationale of the techniques of violence that 
the poet has evolved. This is developed in the second part of the 
poem, in which Apollinaire reveals a basic part of his technique. 
The description of himself and Salmon in what was undoubtedly the 
cellar where the "Soirees de la Plume" were held takes on a 
special signific~nce in the line -
"Epris eprie des memes paroles dont il faudra changer le sens" 
in which Apollinaire looks back not only on their youth but also 
on their belief in a poetry which is no longer valid, indeed a 
belief in a language which is no longer valid. The way out of their 
dilemma is through laughter, but also through a rejection of banal 
reality 
"Trompes trompee pauvres petits et ne eachant pas encore rire 
La table et lea detix verres devinrent un mourant qui nous jeta 
le dernier regard d'Orphee 
Lee verres tomberent se brieerent 
Et nous appr!mee a rire" 
The apparent humour of the line describing the demise of the table 
and glasses does not conceal its very serious content - reality, 
for the poet, is dead. And humour has found its rightful place in 
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poetry which is also serious poetry • .From this point the next 
passage follows, for its contents not only illustrate the charm 
and fantasy of Salmon's poetry, on which Apollinaire wrote at 
length in an article published in "Vera et Prose", a few months 
before the composition of this poem, (I) they are also illustrat-
ions of what poetry finds "a travers la raison", that is to say 
they are "surreal" images. 
Apollinaire's recreation of the Shakespearian scene is none 
the less moving for being fantastical 
"Je le revis au bord du fleuve sur lequel flottait Ophelie 
Qui blanche flotte encore entre lea nenuphars 
Il s'en allait au milieu des Hamlets blafards 
Sur la flute jouant les airs de la folie" 
In fact the point which Apollinaire wishes to make is that the 
image, which is detached from reality, is its own reality and 
th.rough the repetitions of pallor "blanche ••• nenuphars • • • 
blafards", allied to the combination of death and madness, which 
are both understated, (Ophelia is still floating and Hamlet's 
madness is translated by the melancholy music of the flute), the 
poet creates a very unreal image which despite its unreality conveys 
the truth of the situation. Thus while we do not feel the image to 
be violent, in spite of its ignoring the laws of the universe which 
we know, we do see this image as depending on the same ideas as the 
techniques of violence ; but perhaps because Apollinaire wished to 
create something light, in the style of his friend, he has avoided 
the stronger turn which his own imagery was taking at this time. 
Now comes the fourth and final passage of the poem in which 
(I) "Yers et Prose", juin-aoftt 1908 o.c. t.3, p. 822 
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Apollinaire takes up again the negative construction which he 
employed in the first. As in the first section the negative con-
struction is in no way meant to modify the truth of any of the 
statements which the poet is making, although the line -
"N. 1 parce que nous avons tant grandi que beaucoup pourraient 
/con£ondre 
nos yeu.x: et les etoiles" 
- may be taken ironically, when we think of "Les Fian9ailles"! 
The poet repeats his statement about the powers of poets 
which leaves us in no doubt that he has retained the poetic ambit-
ions which are apparent in the poems discussed in the last section 
"Ni parce que fondes en poesie nous avons des droits sur les 
paroles qui formant et defont l'Univers" 
- and which also makes clear to us his preoccupation with the power 
of language. In fact this line might be seen as an explanation of 
the image which opens "Cortege". 
In conclusion we may say that this poem provides us with 
more evidence of Apollinaire's thoughts at this period than of 
actual images, but as we have shown his ideas here are consistent 
with the use of violence as a literary device. This poem also 
reveals Apollinaire's concern with reconsidering his past in terms 
of something from which he now feels himself to be completely 
separated. To the experience of "Les Fian9ailles" is added a new 
confidence which is apparent in this poem. It is also interesting 
to note, in passing, that at this time he dedicated a copy of his 
prose work "L'Enchanteur Pourrissant" with this verse 
"A mon ami Jean Seve 
Auquel j'ai lu pour la premiere fois 
L'Enchanteur en 1900. I1 etait le premier 
I8I 
A qui je conf iais mes ideas 
Personne ne connut ce testament 
De ma premiere esthetique avant lui" (I) 
- a further indication that Apollinaire felt that he had achieved 
the break with the old style of writing that is the aouroe of the 
t . . "L F' · 11 " ension in es 1an9a1 es • In comparison the calm and restrained 
style of the "Poeme lu au mariage d'Andre Salmon" points to a 
considerable increase in his confidence. 
We now turn to "Le Voyageur" (2) which is a much richer source 
of images relevant to our discussion of violence. In this poem 
Apollinaire returns to the techniques of violence to such an extent 
that the poem is incomprehensible to those who are not prepared to 
follow him in his liberation of the image. 
The poem begins with an isolated line 
"Ouvrez-moi cette porte ou je frappe en pleurant" 
- which straightaway brings the inevitable unanswered question 
which door? We may reflect that the title should offer some illum-
ination here - the traveller is knocking on a door which clearly 
will not open for him. He is shut out, but from what? No answer is 
given to us, certainly not in the next line -
"La vie est variable aussi bien que l'Eu.ripe" 
which again is isolated. But there must be some connection between 
these two lines, otherwise they would not have been placed one after 
the other. Apollinaire is using the technique of juxtaposition to 
create a link whioh lies beyond the province of logical connection, 
while at the same time using the space between the lines to set each 
(I) cf. Adema (68) p. I62 
(2) O.P., p. 78 
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down as a statement whole in itself. The reference to the Euripe 
if somewhat learned does not really obscure the meaning of the 
line - the fact that it is a stretch of tidal water in which there 
are as many as fourteen changes of direction in a period of twenty-
four hours may not be at our fingertips, and so we may lose some 
of the force of the image, but the image gains in mystery while 
retaining the sense of something that is greatly and frequently 
variable through a kind of reversal of the comparison, by which 
the variety of life is transferred to the other term. 
The poet has deliberately severed these two first lines 
from all connection with logic, has deliberately deprived them of 
any introduction which might make them more comprehensible, in 
order to give them a maximum of force in their action on the reader's 
mind. Out of their juxtaposition arises the understanding that the 
door which is closed to the traveller is the one which shields the 
key to life, which in its variety is incomprehensible as a whole 
and so must be accepted in its instantaneous nature, however much 
desire the traveller, who is, of course, the poet in this case, 
but in fact anyone living as well, may have to discover the pattern 
which links all the disparate elements which go to make it up. This 
is consistent with the thought expressed in "Les Fian<;ailles", not 
only in the concept of poetry that is put forward in the manuscript, 
deleted in all probability because it was too direct and explicit 
"Puis j 1ai reconnu que chaque moment porte en soi sa propre 
/perfection" 
This is also the rationale of "Le Voyageur", both in its 
imagery and its form, for what Madame Durry has called the "Leit-
motiv .du souvenir" (I) is, as we shall see, a series of memories 
(I) cf. Du.rry, t.3, p. I49 
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which are juxtaposed without logical connection in the poem, each 
being a moment in its own right, to be accepted as such, and yet 
also making us feel the need to find the connection which ties it 
to the others (a connection which is suggested by the juxtaposition) 
now that the purely sequential link of time has been removed by 
the simultaneous existence accorded to them by memory. But, the 
opening lines are there to mock us. The door will not be opened, 
we shall not find the key and the only pattern discernible is the 
pattern imposed by the poem which is in itself an echo of the 
seemingly disconnected sequence of the events we live. 
Thus the next lines break with the first two and present us 
with an image which we may interpret in terms of Apollinaire's 
life, but which still presents an enigmatic face to us as we cannot 
resolve its relationship to the other images of the poem except in 
the terms already mentioned (I) 
"Tu regardais un bane de nuages descendre 
Avec le paquebot orphelin vers les fievres futures 
Et de tous ces regrets de tous ces repentirs 
Te souviens-tu" (2) 
If we interpret the "paquebot orphelin" as being Apollinaire. him-
self as a child, and the "fievres futures" as the various intoxic-
ations of his subsequent existence, what do we make of the clouds? 
(I) We are reminded here of the lines from "Le Brasier" 
"Et le troupeau de sphinx regagne la sphingerie 
A petits pas Il orra le chant du p~tre toute la vie" 
- the poet/sphinx-herd is parading his mysteries before us and 
then returning them unsolved to the fold. 
(2) O.P., p. 78 
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Are they not just the image of that very element of mystery which 
we cannot penetrate? The poet is maintaining the element of 
mystery and surprise. 
There is perhaps a tenuous connection with the next passage, 
in that it too is concerned with images from a sea voyage, but 
such is the sureeal quality of these lines that we are in no doubt 
that we are confronted by a totally different memory 
"Vagues poissons arques fleurs surmarines 
Une nuit c 1 etait la mer 
Et les fleuves s'y repandaient" 
The first line may be seen as traditional metaphors linking the 
objects named through their physical similarities, waves being the 
common term, but the suppression of any connecting words or even 
punctuation greatly increases the power of the images. This pres-
entation of the image acts as a build-up to the mysterious and 
powerfully evocative image in the next two lines ; in simply 
enumerating the elements of the image in the first line the poet 
is involving the reader in them much more ; he is creat1ng a total 
atmosphere from them and then plunging the reader into the profund-
ity of the next image. Sea and night are united to create an envir-
onment of which each is part but neither is the whole, and in this 
environment we are aware of the various currents that are the rivers 
flowing into the sea, which might well be a symbol of memories 
creating the illusion of continuity through the direction they 
have, yet there are more than one, therefore there is no clear 
direction ; but we cannot explain what they are ; the image sur-
passes our conscious understanding of it. Perhaps it is the 
unconscious mind itself, the source of the poetic image in which 
case there is a significant confrontation to be made with the image 
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from "L'Emigrant de Landor Road" -
"Un tout petit bouquet flottant a l'aventure 
Couvrit 1 10cean d 1une immense floraison" (I) 
- and the "Vagues - - - - fleurs surmarines". The transformation 
in each case springs from a total involvement with the sea on the 
part of the poet, if, that is, the sea/night represents the uncon-
scious mind. Thus the waves and flowers are visible on the surface, 
but the connection lies in the depths, the unconscious, of which 
we are aware but which we cannot fathom. This is a clear demonstration 
of the indivisibility of form and content in this kind of poetry 
which Apollinaire is creating. 
The next line situates the image as a memory, but there is a 
change of person, the "tu" present at the end of the last passage 
becoming "je". This serves to underline the apparent lack of conn-
ection between the images and the events in the poet's mind, but as 
we cannot fail to see that they both refer to the same person, the 
fact that a connection exists is also brought out ; but again the 
sequential identity that would be conferred by a belief in contin-
uing time being the important link, is denied. That is to say there 
is a simultaneous existence of past and present in the poem, the 
sum of which is the traveller ; but how, or why this identity is -
established is the mystery we cannot solve. 
The next passage begins with a temporal designation which 
makes it clear that it is a memory, and with a verb of motion that 
is consistent with the poem's basic metaphor of a journey (in fact 
the most basic metaphor in literature, and here given a new twist 
by the destruction of the normal sequence of time and by the 
( I) 0. P. , p • I06 
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possibility of the reversal of that sequence implied in the ima.ge 
of the directional changes of the tidal waters). There are also 
certain elements in the description which are undeniably present 
in order to surprise the reader, to transform the scene from an 
ordinary one into one which has special significance for the poet 
(perhaps) an4 mystery and shook for the reader : 
"Un soir je descend.is d.ans une auberge triste 
Aupres de Luxembourg" 
The beginning might allow us to think of somewhere we kllow, to 
impose on the i11l8.819 our own. memery or imagined scene ; but this 
is impessible after the next line : 
"Dans le fend de la salle il s 1envolait un Christ" 
The similarity of a Christ with •utspread arms te a bird. with 
outspread wings may eventually dawn upen us, but there can be no 
doubt that the poet has chosen this 4esoription not to reveal any 
link between the twe, but te shook us. oaoe again the poet has 
chosen te use a religious image in a near blasphemeua manner as a 
seuroe ef ahook. (This image is also a clear forerunner of a whele 
passage in "Zone" which we shall examine in the ae:rt section.) 
There is also the presence ef the ferret an4 the hedgehog 
in the next twe lines which we find slightly disconcerting, an4 
which definitely situate the im~e outsiae our own memories, as 
4oes the final line •f the passage : 
"Et tei tu m'avais oublie" 
Is this the "tu" mentioned earlier, the poet? Is it a. weman whe 
lovea him? Characteristically there is no answer, the 4eta.il 
remains mysterious. But it contributes to the strange sad note 
ef this scene. It also serves as a. deliberate c•ntraat with the 
first line ef the next passage -
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"Te souviens-tu du leng orphelinat d.es garea" 
- which again contributes te the imagery of travel. It weuli net 
be teo difficult to find a whele series of episeie• and incid.eats 
in Apellinaire's life to which these "memeries" oouli be said. to 
correepona, but it seems to us that the important thing is not te 
show the real inciients which lie behini the images in the poem, 
f'or if' these images are not convincinc in their own right then 
the peem is a complete failure. Therefore we oensiier it suffic-
ient to indicate that certain of' the details in the poem are 
undeniably autebiographical, and the others probably se. The 
crucial matter is whether or not the reader has grasped that the 
poem is a series of' mem•ries and that the justit'ioation for their 
juxtapesition is that they are the fragments ef experience which 
the mind recalls in defiance ef' temperal orier and oemprehensible 
pattern. Therefore the traveller is the poet net oaly in the sen•e 
that meat of' the memories are cencernei with jeurneys he has macle, 
but alee because he is travelling in time, in reaching back inte 
the pa.st in which these memeries exist. 
The peat's objective, then, must be to make the reader feel 
these memories as he iees, vividly but incemprehensibly cennected. 
Te io this he is expleiti~ the techniques of' vi•lenoe, not only 
to cause surprise, but alee to force the read.er to accept these 
images as they are set out and net as he may meclit'y them in terms 
of his own experience; in ether worcls he is ignering altogether 
the id.ea ef' askinc the reader te suspend. his disbelief and instead 
f'ercing the experience on him. This is the function of' the unreal 
•r unlikely ietails such as : 
"Nous traveralmes des Tilles qui tout le jour tournaient 
Et vemissaient la n.uit le soleil cl.es jeurnees" 
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The peet is net attemptiD£ to find. a vivid. way of saying somethine 
he remembers se that it may appear poetic ; he is trying to destroy 
the connections between his images ani the reader's experience of 
reality. 
This passage ends on a very str&Jl&'e call by the peet : 
"O matelots 8 femmes sembres et vous mes oempap••s 
Souvenez-vous-en" 
Who are the people whom he mentions in these lines? In an earlier 
sectien we have already iiscussed. the idea that the image of the 
sailors was associated in Apollinaire's mind with the image of 
himself and his younger brother on their travels reuna France, 
Italy and Belgium, but te what extent is this apparent in the 
poem te the read.er with no knowledge of the facts of Apollinaire's 
lif'e? Clearly the reader cannot be at all aware of the existence of 
a yoUJlger brother, ther is nething in the poem to suegest this to 
him. But in the "Nous traverslmes" of this passage he is tela 
quite clearly that thepeet is not alone. This is net.enough, hewever, 
te make him identify the poet with the "matelets", but the next 
passage is effective enough to make him feel this, even if at the 
ena ef this passage the sailers are seen simply as part ef the 
im&£ery ef travel. 
Whe the:a are the "femmes sembres"? They are exactly what the 
peet iesoribes them as, shadowy creatures, inhabitants of the 
d.eaain ef memory. And. the poet's companions? Who else but the 
readers of his poem. Thus the peet is telliB£ us te remember, te 
experience as !!,. aees the memories, the fragments of a life which 
he has set eut for us in such a way that we must "remember" them as 
theugh they were ~ur ewn memeries, but intact, ae the poet remembers 
them and not changed by eur ewn experiences. 
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"Deux matelets qui ne s'etaieat jamais quittes 
Deux matelots qui ne s•etaient jamais par le" 
The first line gives a P•ignant picture of inseparable cempaaions, 
the secend brings an astonishing moaifioation. But in the moment 
we read that first line we cannot escape the idea that the peet 
is one of the two sailers. There is ne logical reason for this, 
it seems to us that it arises from the juxtaposition ef the twe 
passages. As an image of companionship, the image is too immeiiate 
and tGo deeply felt not to be the poet's own experience. But what 
are we te make of the second line? We cannet interpret it rationally 
- it imposes on the iiea of the two inseparable c•mpa.nions the 
feeling that the bend which held them together is strong enough te 
ae so in spite of their inability to communicate to each other. 
(The great difference in the characters of Apollinaire and his 
brether sprin.t to mind as ioes the fact that they unierwent together 
all the vicissitudes of their chiliheea ani youth.) This mute bond 
which holds the sailers tegether must surely be something very 
strong. We might hazar4 a guess that it is a blooi relatienship, 
but this is not a full explanation by any means. Once again the 
peet is creating a deliberately mysterious image. The next line goes 
even further : 
"Le plus jeune en mourant tomba sur le cite" 
The iescription might be that ef a fallin&' statue! Once more we are 
faoea with an image which we cannot explain rationally, but which 
takes us by surprise ani leaves an inescapable impression en our 
minas - the death is not necessarily a real one, the yeunger sailor 
has become for the other an inert and lifeless thing which simply 
keels ever on its siie. The image ef companionship is now shattered. 
The memory is tinged with bitterness. 
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There f ellews an eveoatien of remembered. ietails which are 
unoennectei but which accumulate te give the picture Gf the last 
line of the passage -
"Les villas que j'ai vues vivaient cemme des folles" 
altheugh the poet is net simply seeking te present a memory-image, 
he is again exploiting the possibilities of surprise which can 
arise from the juxtaposition of two contrasting elements : 
"Sonneries electriques 4es gares chant aes moissoneuses" 
The shock which we receive from the justification ef the harsh seund 
of the electric bells and the song ef the reapers (it is highly 
unlikely that the "meissoneuses" are mechanical reapers, given the 
date of the poem) reminds us of the ka.leidoscepic nature Gf memory. 
Unrelated images are brought together so that we feel there is 
some link, but we cannot fina it. 
There is also the strange description of the bridges -
"Cavalerie des ponts " • • • 
- which is clearly intendei to take the reaier by surprise, as it 
takes a simple visual element ani translates it into a whole image 
of hustle and bustle. (I) In this, this image is very similar to 
the epening image of "Zene" in which the poet has seleoteG. a minor 
visual aspect ef the scene in orier to give a whele new interpret-
at io• of it. This is also true of the line : 
"Te seuviens-tu des ba.nlieues et d.u treupeau plaintif ies 
/paysages" 
The peet is usin&' the surprise image as a weapon to prevent the 
reader assimilating the details he remembers te similar 4etails in 
(I) All the details in this passage are present in "Zone" where 
their effect is similar. 
his ewn experience, even if the reader dees eather a certain 
general impression. 
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The next four verses, quatrains of regular, rhymed alexan-
drines are taken from a previeusly compesed and unfinished iraft 
of another peem (I). There is a complete change of tone and atmos-
phere in these verses ; they have a dreamlike quality : 
"Les oypres projetaient sous la lune leurs ombres 
J'eooutais oette nuit au declin de l'ete 
Un eiseau la.ngoureux et toujours irrite 
Et le bruit eternal d'un fleuve large et sombre" 
There is a soothing music in these lines and a lengthening effect 
leading to an opening vista (of the eternal) which shows how well 
Apollinaire could exploit the regular metres and put this to gooa 
effect in a "vers libre" compesition. If the element of mystery 
is still present in the line -
"Un oiseau langoureu:x: et toujours irrite" 
- the element of surprise has disappeared except for the surprise 
we feel on being faced with the transitiGn from the previous 
passage te this dream-like one. The development of the scene over 
the four stanzas offers us no clue as to;its meaning. The mystery 
deepens with each verse ani in particular with the third : 
"Alers sans bruit sans qu'on pat voir rien de vivant 
Ceatre le ment passerent des ombres vivaces 
De prof il ou soudain tournant leurs vagues f a.ces 
Et tenant l'ambre de leurs lances en avant" 
We are dealillf: here with another kind of unreality, with a world 
of dreams that reminds us of Plato's example of the man who spends 
(I) of. Dec., p. I06 
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his life ohainei between a fire ani a wall of a cave on which are 
thrown the shadows of people who pass between him and the fire 
but whom he never sees, so that his iieas of reality are cendit-
iened by his experience, in which aha.tows are more real tha.n 
people. Within these verses these shaiows are as real as any Gther 
people who appear in the poem, and just as mysterious. Thus, first-
ly by preserving the secret ef these dream images and secenaly by 
imparting to them the same sadness which permeates the images of 
rememberea reality; the poet is equating the two existences which 
he has in this poem, the existence within the world of dreams and 
the existence in the real werld, from neither of which can he draw 
a ceherent pattern which explains the whole of existence. The sad-
ness of the world ef cireams is maae crystal clear in the f eurth of 
the verses written in alexand.rines : 
"Et ces ombres barbues pleuraient humainement" 
The shadows weep as humanly as real people, as does the poet knock-
ing en the door behini which lies the key to the diversity of 
experience. The arbitrary nature of the experience of &reams is 
also shown to be identical to that ef memery -
"Les embres contre le ment perpendiculaire 
Granaissaient eu parfois s'abaissaient brusquement" 
sometimes the images are large an.a clear, semetimes small and 
indistinct. 
The comparison which we maie with the Platenic image was not 
just an arbitrary memery ; it seems te us that the implications of 
this p~em and the nature of the shook image itself all run counter 
te the idea that there is a truth, Platenic or ether, which lies 
behina perceptible reality, and to which we may aspire. The sad.ness 
of the dream-figures, the sadness ef the memories, the sadness of 
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the poet all stem from the taot that our apprehensions of reality 
are fragmeDtary and remain so in spite ot memory which provides 
an extra dimension of experience for ua.{I) Therefore, we our-
selves are fragmenta.17 beings, living from one moment to the next 
with no guarantee of continuity, and the fragments of the past 
which memory preserves fer us do not succeed in making us contin-
uous since memory is also fragmentary and only seems to establish 
a continuity, as do the images of this poem but we cannot penetrate 
to that continuity ; it too is behind the do.or. Before continuing 
our analysis of this poem we should like to examine certain images 
in Apollinaire's poetry which refer to memory. Apollinaire saw 
memory- as a rag-bag of recollections without either rhyme or reason: 
"Ila formant ausai dee crochets et l'on y suspend mille choses 
Comme GD fait a la memoire" (2) 
true, there is nothing original or unusual in this, but among 
these recollections were some which suddenly oome to life with 
great visual intensity i 
"Soudain 
Rapid• comma ma memoire 
Les yeux se rallumerent" (3) 
Finall.7 the arbitrar7 Jlature of the associations ma.de by nature and 
the auboonsoious mind are clearly seen in this quotation -
"Des musettes bleues des oasques bleus des oravates bleuas 
des vareuaea bleues 
Mo"ceaux 4u ciel tissue des souvenirs lea plus piira" {4) 
(\ 
(I) of. Ch.2 1 aeo.4, pp. 126-128 
(2) "Le Palaia du Tonnerre", O.P., p. 254 
(3) ".La Maison d.es Morta", O.P., p. 66 
(4) "Le Palaia d.u Tonnerre", O.P., P• 255 
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- and of oouree in the famous image from "La. Chanson du Mal-Aime" 
in whioh it ie compared to a storm-tossed boat : 
"Mon beau navire 8 ma m4Smoire 
Avons-nous aasez navigue 
Dane une onde mauvaiae a boire 
Avona-nous aseez divagu' 
De 'ia belle aube au triste soir" (I) 
In the 1 ight of thee e examples there can be no doubt as to Apoll-
inaire• a conviction of the fragmentary and arbitrary nature of 
remembered experience. Therefore we may say that Apollinaire's 
shadowy figures, like his imagery, are diametrically opposed to 
the Platonic concept of the universe and it should also be 
obvious that the shock image and the technique of juxtaposition 
are ideally suited to the expression of Apollinaire's ideas. 
To return to the tinal lines of "Le Voyageur", then, we 
find that the idea of discontinuity of personality is expressed 
in the line : 
"Qui clone reconnais-tu sur ces vieilles photographies" 
Whoever is to be seen on the photocraphs which the poet is 
considering, whether it be himself as a child, as M. Deoaudin 
suggests (2), or someone else, the peet oan still recognise no-
one, since the subject of the photograph has changed and memory 
oannot ensure the continuity of that person's existence. Thus the 
question of the next line, needs to be reinforoed by an insistence, 
"Do you remember • • • , you !2 remember • • • " : 
"Te souviens~tu du jour ou une abeille tomba clans le feu 
(I} O~P., P• 47 
(2) of. »40., p. 133 
C'etait tu t'e• souviens a la fin d.e l'ete" 
The peet new re-introauoes the image et the, twe sailers, 
perhaps the description ef them here is what is befere him on 
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the photegraph, in any case the poet renders the image very concrete 
by the inclusion of two simple details : 
"L'a!ne portait au cou une chatne de fer 
Le plus jeune mettait ses cheveux blond.a en tresse" 
The effect of this is te impart te the image a clear definition 
which would then seem to contradict the idea that memery cannot 
provide a strong enough link with the past, but these lines are 
followed by the repetitien ef the twe epening lines of the peem, 
this time in reversed order. Thus the frustratien of the traveller 
is re-affirmed, he remains outside the door, and the poem ends en 
the statement : 
"La vie est variable aussi bien que l'Euripe" 
It seems to us fair to say that the theme of this peem lies 
as much in the spaces in between the lines as it does in the lines 
themselves ; that is te say that the discentinuity of the technique 
expresses the discontinuity ef human experience. Therefore the 
success of the peem depenis upon the violence of its form, and the 
violence, or surprise of its content, and this to a greater extent 
than perhaps any other poem we have considered. so far except "Les 
Fian9ailles". 
We n•w prepose to examine two ether poems of the perioa in 
order to show to what extent Apollinaire had aeveloped the tech-
niques of violence during this period. The first of these, "!909", 
we shall show, depends entirely upon these techniques for its 
existence as a peem. The seceni, "Cora de Chasse", we prepose to 
compare with an earlier short lyric, "La Tzigane", in erder te 
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shew quite clearly the difference maie 07 the techJaiques ef vielence 
te a peem written on a fairly similar theme te the early lyric, 
which we have already shewn ewes only very little te these tech-
niques. (I) 
The poem "1909" (2) falls neatly into twe parts, the first 
of which is a description, light in tene, of a pretty, fashien-
ably-dressea woman ef whem the poet says : 
"Elle etait si belle 
Que tu n'aurais pas ose l'aimer" 
This description, with seme repetitions, fills feur verses after 
the third ef which is i•serted the iselated line 
"N'entend.ra-t-en jamais senner minuit" 
There is no apparent explanation for this line, it does not have 
any apparent link with the description which surrounis it. 
The second half ef the pGem is in complete contrast to the 
first in all respects. To the description of the beautiful yeung 
la~ is oppesed the line : 
"J'aimais les femmes atroces d.ans lee quartiers enormes" 
and there follews an evocatioR of the vitality ef the inaustrial 
city and. its inhabitants which is taken. frem a draft· of the poem 
"Vendemiaire" (3). After this the poet closes with the lines : 
"Cetta femme etait si belle 
Qu'elle me faisait peur" 
This is the whole of the peem. We can find no meaning on the sur-
face, but the structure ef the poem is such that the meaning arises 
(I) cf. Ch.2 1 sec.I 
(2) O.P. 1 P• 138 
(3) of. Deo., p. 210 
from the opposition of the images. The violent difference that 
exists between the first and second halves of the poem is what 
gives meaning to the poem ; and the poet, in preferring the 
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second to the first image, is saying that hie poetry must be 
inspired from the new beauty ef the iniuetrial world. Everything 
depends on the confrontation, the juxtaposing of the two contra-
dictory images (the beautiful laiy that the poet is afraid to love 
and the "femmes atroces") which is, of course, one Gf the basic 
techniques of violence that the poet had developei. (I) 
A premonitory note of the contrast is to be found in the line: 
"N'entenara-t-on jamais sonner minuit" 
- which, it has been suggested,(2), is meant to convey to t~e reader 
that the young woman is Cinderella and that she will be dressed in 
rags at mid.night, so that the beauty of the description is a false 
beauty. This may be true, but should the reader fail to make this 
association in his mind, the effect of the line is to surprise him 
and to make him feel uneasy in the presence of this description. 
The line does carry tne suggestion that at micinight something 
important will happen, and fer the mement the description of the 
young woman lies between the reader and the revelation of what 
this is. This again is in perfect conformity with the techniques 
of violence as we have defined them and shown them in operation 
in Apollinaire's poetry. 
We now pass on to a consideration Qf the poem "Cera de 
(I) For a similar interpretation see M. Decaudin : Obsourite et 
composition chez Apollinaire - Cahiers de l'Asseciatien Inter-
nationale des Etudes Fran9aises,March I963, no.IS, pp.II9-I25_ 
(2) Ibia. p. I25 
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Chasse" (I). This poem consists of two verses of five lines each 
and a final couplet. There is no apparent link between either of 
the verses and the couplet, or between the verses themselves. Only 
the title seems connected to the final couplet, that is, legically. 
In fact the poem is an integrated whole in whioh the relationship 
of the parts becemes clear through their juxtapositien. There is 
no apparent logical link from the first stanza to the second, yet 
the seoond stanza is a oommentary on the first because it is 
plaoed after it. And the same is true of the final couplet in 
relation to each of the stanzas. The surprise, the violence, lie in 
just that ; the juxtaposition of these apparently unrelated images; 
and not in the presentation of the images themselves. 
The poem begins with a very moving and suggestive image 
"Notre histoire est noble et tragique 
Comme le masque d'un tyran" 
The image may be original but its form is perfectly traditional. 
The next three lines may be slightly obscure, but they are in no 
way violent : 
"Nul d.rame hasardeux ou magique 
Aucun detail indifferent 
Ne rend notre amour pathetique" 
The pathos ef their leve a.ff air does net derive from anything 
except its really tragic dimensions. Then comes the next stanza, 
based en a draft of two lines omitted from the "Chanson du Mal-
Aime" (2), which evokes Thomas de Quincey drugging himself with 
opium in order to find again the memory of his lost love Anne : 
(I) O.P., p. I48 
(2) of. Dec., p. 2I8 
"Et Themas de Quincey buvant 
L'opium poisen doux et chaste 
A sa pauvre Anne allait revant" 
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Te the clear mask of classical tragedy in verse one is oppesed 
the blurred and pitiful attempt to escape reality through drugs. 
But the stanza closes oa two lines which seem to equate the two 
conflicting images : 
"Passens passons puisque tout passe 
Je me retournerai souvent" 
All is ephemeral, therefore the experience of dream or drug is to 
be equated with the clearest apprehension of reality. 
And now the final couplet brings us back to the title and also 
shows that the images of the first a.nd second stanzas are of equal 
value as memory cannot be trusted to preserve experience in any 
case. (Surely the final proof if it were needed of Apollinaire's 
belief in the discontinuity ef the human personality). 
"Les souvenirs sont cors de chasse 
Dont meurt le bruit parmi le vent" 
Again the image is perfectly traditiGnal, perhaps not even original, 
yet the structure of the poem makes it profoundly Griginal. It is 
another example Gf a poem whose meaning is te be found only in the 
"jeu d'images" ; in the fact that the images bear ne apparent relat-
ion to one another and hence previie the source of the poem's 
energy in their con:f'lict. 
When we compare this poem with the short lyric, "La Tzigane", 
of similar length and of similar theme we have a perfect demonstr-
ation of the evelution which Apellinaire's poetry has undergone. 
This poem may contain images which are surprising or mysterious : 
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"Et l'oiseau bleu perdit sea plumes" {I) 
- but on the whole it functions in an entirely traditional way; 
the imagery illustrating the theme, very successfully, in a way 
which iepends upon the reader's sensibility grasping their signif-
icance and feeling the sadness of the poem. Whereas the poems 
whioh depend on the techniques of violence force the reader's imag-
inatien to make unaccustomed leaps to link Qne thing with another, 
or present him with an image so unexpected that he cannot control 
the poem, but is forced te allow the imagery to act upon his imag-
inatien in its ewn way. 
In this period, the~, which follews the very ambitious poems 
of 1907/8, we find no poems of comparable ambition and although we 
find the ever-present readiness to accept and try out new ideas 
i-m 
(Un~sm) we als0 find the equally constant refusal to write poems 
accoriing to any programme. The calm confidence of the tone of the 
"Poeme lu au mariage d'Andre Salman" would. seem to be justified by 
the way in which the poet has developed the techniques of ViQlence 
so that whole, and wholly successful, poems now depend upon them. 
If these poems are at first sight varied enough, we oan, however, 
discern a certain continuity of themes in most of them : a quest 
for self-knowledge which is (inevitably) in Apollinaire's case 
linkei to the love of a woman - whether she be real or imagined, 
lest er newly found - or even seen only in passing. 
(I) o.r., P• 99 
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CHAPTER TWO : SECTION SIX 
"ZONE" 
Ill this section there remains enly "Zene" te be discussed.. 
There are several reasens for iisoussing this poem apart from the 
others which may have oommen points of inspiration and imagery ; 
the pr~ipal of these is that Apollinaire has often been accused 
of degrees of plagiarism in the writing of this poem, ranging 
from the essay by the Belgian, Rebert Goffin (I), acceriing to 
which, "Zone" was directly inspired by Cencirars' peem "Piques a 
New York", to the much more reasoned and reasonable examination 
of Madame Durry which shows that while it is possible that Apoll-
inaire was influenced by Cendrars' peem, it was enly superficially 
and that the modernity of "Zene" lies in characteristics that are 
unquestionably typical of Apellinaire (2). Mere recently, Marcel 
Adema, in his rewritten biography of Apollinaire (3), goes so far 
as to state : 
"Il est certain maintenant que "Zone" ne fut pas composee 
apres lea "Piques"." 
The irrefutability of the proofs which Adema puts forward is 
perhaps not complete, but nevertheless, a careful examination of 
the poem shows that the truth lies definitely in that direction, 
although it may not be pessible to be any more positive than is 
Madame Durry, who appears to be referring to the same evidence as 
Adema. All that we have had to say about violence and its develop-
(I) Entrer(;en Poesie,(Gand) 1948, A l'enseigne du chat qui p3che 
(2) of. Durry, t.I, pp. 235 et seq. 
(3) cf. Adema (68) pp. 224 et seq. 
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-ment in Apollinaire's werk te date, has pointed to originality 
of teohnique oorresponding to the character of the poet and to his 
conception of the world. In this section we shall show that this 
is also true of "Zone", and that therefore it is mest unlikely 
that any possible influence of Cendrars ceuld have been of any 
great impGrtance in the composition of this poem which Apollinaire 
chose to put in a position of prime importance in his volume, and 
that after the publication of "P!ques". 
In addition to these authorities we might add that it is 
obvious to anyone who has heard or read the text of Cendrars' 
radio conversations (I) that he preferred the picturesque to the 
true when relating any story (2) 1 as can be ieduced from the 
restrained footnote in Marcel Adema's biography concerning the 
death of Apollinaire and Cendrars' version of the story (3). 
Let us now pass to an examination of "Zo11e" in which we shall 
endeavour to isolate the elements of violence in the poem and point 
out their importance to the structure as a whele. The poem begins 
(l) ~laise Cencirars Vous parle, Oeuvres Completes (Denoel) t. 8 1 
1965. 
(2) On the occasion of a visit to the archives of the Maison de 
la Radio we had the opportunity to speak te a producer who 
had known Cenirars and had interviewed him on mere than one 
eocasion. We were offered the opinion that Cendrars often 
when telling a story allowed himself to forget the truth 
totally in the interests of the "artistic" effects of his 
anecdote and frequently ended by believing himself what he 
had said. 
(3) cf. Aiema (68), P• 341 n. 
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o• a statement which, being the first line of poetry in the velume, 
carries the value of a poetic oreio : 
"A la. fin tu es las de ce mend.a ancien" 
The statement offers immediate links with the title of the poem ; 
the "Zone" may be either this old. world. ef which the poet is 
tlte. 
proclaiming himself te be tired (f er~tone Gf the first line is 
unquestionably that of dialogue with self) or, perhaps, the zone 
into which he has passed on leaving the old world, an act of which 
the first line may be the herald. But even with these possibilities 
of meaning clear frem the beginning the line has a certain surprise 
value, the "A la fin" lending it the tenor of a sigh that seems 
more apprepriate to the end of a meditation than to the beginning, 
and perhaps because it seems to carry as well the implication that 
there is somewhere else for the peat t~ go. (One oan also appreoi-
ate Apollinaire's delight in beginning his first published oellect-
ion with these w•rds.) That somewhere (the zene?) would by implic-
ation be net only what is to fellow in this poem, but in the whole 
ef the velume, as the choice of position of this poem is ascribable 
neither to ohronolegioal erder ner t• lack of intention on the 
pGet's part. (I) 
The manuscript which is centainea in the netebook begun under 
the title "Annee Republicaine" offers twe variants ef th.is first 
line (2) : · 
"Je n'ai jamais vecu que dans un mende ancien" 
this version is score4 out, a.na 
"Je suis eoCu.re de vivre en oe;mend.e ancien" 
{I) of. Ch.2, last section. 
(2) cf. Dec., p.77 
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- both of which make it clear that the poet's intention was to 
begin his poem with a renunciation of tuie old world and which seem 
to be situated on either side, as it were, of the final version; 
the former being a more direct statement of fact about the situation, 
the latter being more concerned with the expression of the poet's 
feelings, in this case much stronger than the feelings with which 
the poet leaves us in his final version. The disgust o~ the manu-
script version gives way to weariness in the final version. From 
this weariness it is no leessurpris ing to go on to the humour of 
the next line, but indeed even more effective: 
"Ber~re -0 tour Eiffel le troupeau des ponts b3le ce mat in" ( 1 
The shock and surprise of this line resolve themselves in humour, 
we have no choice but to laugh. The "Bergere" following on the note 
of the "monde ancien" makes us think of a shepherdess such as one 
finds in the pastoral lyrics of the eighteenth or seventeenth 
centuries, and no sooner is this image evoked than we are forced 
to accomodate it with the Eiffel tower. There is no word of compar-
ison, no exiression to make a simile, nothing but the juxtaposition 
of these two really incongruous elements, which forces us to identify 
the two. Andre Billy in his introduction to the Oeuvres Poetiques(2) 
has spoken of Apollinaire as a baroque poet; and M. Decaudin has 
reminded us (3) of Hugo's line -
"Le patre~promontoire au troupeau de nuees" 
-but in neither the baroque conceit nor in the line from Huge. do 
(1) O.P. P• 39 
(2) pp. XLIV~XLV : without reference to this line, it is true. 
(3) Cf. Dec., P• 77. The line should read :"••• au chapeau de nu$es". 
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we find what is obviously the basis ef Apollinaire's image - the 
sudden identification of two disparate elements which makes the 
reaction of the reader inevitable - laughter. Faced with the 
juxtapesition of two elements whioh we oannot assimilate one to 
the ether and yet have to, the enly possible reaction is laughter; 
whereas with Huge's image there is a precise peint of similarity 
which enables us to accept the image, even if we de find a degree 
ef humeur in it; and whereas with the bareque cenceit humeur is 
net at all the tesired result. 
In this image Apollinaire is trying to make us aware of how 
ridiculous it is to try to live in the medern werla while thinking 
o~ writing in terms of the past. This image is exactly the same 
kind ef image as that crucial ene discussed at length in the 
sectien dealing wi:bh "Les Fian9ailles" -
"C'est la lune qui cuit comma un oeuf sur le plat" 
that is to say that the peet is bringing together two completely 
disparate objects, which shooks us, not in order to reveal some 
hidien similarity between them, whether we equate this with a 
Platonic truth 0r reality or not, but to make us aware of the tiff-
erenoe whioh exists between them. 
The ferce of the image lies in its oompression, its simple 
juxtapesition, the result of which is the identification of the two 
objects, and through this we become aware of the riiiculous nature 
is 
of the ancient world where it/used as a means te the understanding 
of the experience ef moaern man. The comparison Gf the Eiffel 
tewer overleoking the bridges of the Seine to a shepherdess over-
looking her flock rests on a minimal similarity, like the image 
from "Le Veyageur" - "Cavalerie des pents •• •"• In fact ene might 
say that the image reduces the ele.ments which it presents to us to 
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a kini-•f visual skeletea, as it were, in whioh a vertical line 
represents the tewer/sheperiess, aai a series ef herizental lines 
represent the sheep/brid.ges, but when we try t• see eae in terms 
•f the ether, the inevitable reaul.t is surprise a.ad laughter, 
altheu~h this in no way prevents the image frem function~ in 
a serieus manner. (This is ala• true ef the image quetea abeve 
frem •Le Veyageur", in which the commen facter seems te be a 
kind. of arch, ant •f the image frem "Les Fian9ailles"- "C'est la 
lune qui cuit cemme un eeuf' sur le pl.at", in which the common 
facter weuli seem to be a circle.) (1) 
H•w the next line takes this iaentity ef the ola werl4 an& 
the present worli as a fact in saying-
"Tu en as assez ae vivre clans l'antiquite greoque et 
remaine'' 
-when it is olear t• us that the peet is net living in ancient 
Greece er Rome. Putting •urselves in the position of a reaaer 
ef the first eclition of the first velume~by a oontemperary, we 
can see n• reason fer the poet saying that he lives in a worli ef 
Greek ana Reman antiquity, especially when he has alreaay mentio-
nea the ~iffel tewer. We can see ne reason that is unless the 
peet is speaking of a way of l•oking at the worlcl, rather than 
•f the werla itself. {We surely 4G net see simply a banal re-
ference t• the classical ant neo-olassical decoration ef Paris). 
(1) Couffignal makes a similar point about the image from "Zene" 
in his analysis ef the "montee au Ci'el" in the 
1 
"Z•ne"a'Apellinaire • p. 5 (Archives Guilla1.tme Ap 0 111n~1re n• 4) 
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4Jli se we fini in the first few lines et the first poem the exter-
nal isation of the poet's feelings that is typical of his peetry •. 
Thus the zene ef the title may be an area as much metaphorical.as 
real; it may be as much the poet's feelings about the worli as 
the world itself. 
The f eurth line centinues the description ef the contempora-
ry worla as old-
" Ici mime lea automebiles ont l'air d.'8tre anciennes" 
-and a.gain the ietail empleyed couli nGt to the oentemporary rea-
ier be ene which proved the point, but on the contrajzy' ene which 
indicated even more plainly that the poet was not speaking ebjeo-
tively • In this case the poet is using the surprise image te 
contradict the sense ef his words; n• man ef 1913 oGuli possibly 
oensider motor oars te be ancient, and so weuli be surprised by 
the line, eventually realising that the peat oeuld net be speak-
~=ing about the external worli in a purely objective fashien. 
On top •f this the next tw• lines ceme as an even greater 
oentraiiotion in terms, an.i even greater surprise-
"La religion seule. est restee toute neuve la religion 
Est restee simple oemme lee hangars ie Pert-Avia1ion " 
the peet has ohesen the eliest possible aspect •f civilisation 
ani ieclarei it te be the newest, (ani vice-versa) cemparing it 
fer simplicity to simplest form ef shelter {ani yet the most 
meiern)whioh probabl.J: existed in Paris at this time, the airfiela 
ftaJJg&l:S. But what m•re unexpectei, what mere astenishing oempa-
risen ceula he have chose•? Her is the image entirely free 
trem the suspioiea ef blasphe1D7. 
Clearly, Apollinaire's iatention in this peem is to shock us ; 
to establish in eur imaginations a series ef images which centra-
iict all our normal apprehensions of reality. Ani se, possibly, 
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the zone of the title will at least oentain the zene et new expe~ 
ience to which the poet will introauoe us in his poem. 
The next paragraph, (this is perhaps the best description et 
the verse groupings whioh Apellinaire uses in this poem), plunges 
into the theme •t modernism, ani in the terms ef the things which 
the peet o•nsiiera motera perhaps threws an irenio light upon the 
references te religiin,er, perhaps the faot that the poet feels 
himself detachei trem religion, unable te confess his sins, inii-
cates that hewever medern Christianity might beoome itis still 
irrelevant te him altheugh he is never tree trem its temptatienw 
"Et toi que lea fen8tres observant la hente te retient 
D'entrer d.ans une eglise et d.e ;!y oonfesser oe matin" 
As yet we oannet quite tathem the poet's feelings tewaras religion, 
but already we have an iaea of their cemplexity arising frem the \ 
ambiguity of lines like the above in which the s~•e the poet 
feels ooula be either the shame of the sinner er the shame of the 
atheist whe is still temptei by the ceaselations efferei by reli-
gien. In. this poem as in. many ef the others whioh depeni upon the 
aesthetics of surprise an4 violence we find mystery ani ambiguity 
eoing hand in hana with the shook image. The next twe lines 
have very iefinitel7 the form of an artistic, as well as poetic, 
manifesto ana ne-ene reading them can fail te see the germ of the 
oalligrammes already present .-
"Tu lie lee prespectus lee catalogues lea affiohes qui 
ohantent tout haut 
Veil& la peesie oe ma1;in et pour la prose il y a lea 
jeurna.ux" 
The sheck value ef these lines may have been semewhat aimiJLished fer 
us by the faot that they became the crede ef at lea&t •ne mevement 
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in the arts since the ieath et Apellinaire,·but we must net unaer-
estimate the eff eot ~hat they had at the time of their p\iblioation, 
especially appearing on the first page et the volume. 
The biea that poetry is to be f ouni in the worli areuni ene 
ani net in any "poetic" term et expression •r sentiment is, then, 
the modernism which is eppGsei to the Gli worli, the wGrld et paste-
ral imagery. 
The next para.graph takes up this iiea, in its language as well 
as in the objects namei; we have ne way of checking this, but 
these lines pr•bably centain the first use et a word. like "stene-
d.actylographe" in poetry! There is ne attempt te make the street 
seem what it is not, the poet recognises the note et a striaent 
vulgarity that is present-
"Les inscriptions des enseignes et des murailles 
lee plaques les avis a la fa9en des perroquets criaillent" 
-an& yet he says that he loves the grace of this street-
"J'aime la gr!ce cie cette rue industrielle" 
The violence that is done here te the reader's sensibilities is 
exactly that which the scene itself weula do tQ them, especially if 
the read.e~ere, like the peat, sensitive eneugh te find the beauty 
that is in the scene. Of course, the shook also arises from the 
fact that the poet is saying that ~e likes the scene he is descri-
bing, aaa frem the implicatiens of the passage which are that the 
scene described is the epitome of modern beauty as the newspapers 
ana posters, catalogues ani prospectuses are the poetry and prose 
of the modern age. There is alee the implicatiQn that, having che-
-old-
sen these things the poet has cut himself eff f.rem the worla, anQ 
the only part et the old world, f Qr which he has cenf'essed his 
lassitude, which has remainea meaera eneugh te tempt him, is Chrisiia-
nity. 
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In that case, the "gr4ce de cette rue ind.ustrielle" has be-
ceme for the poet an alternative to religion. This is censistent 
with the conception of the nature of human· experience which is the 
basis of "Le Voyageur", for if the poet were to return te his Chris-
tian faith, then although he would net be granted the secret of life, 
; he woula not have to weep as De knocked on the door, for he 
wouli believe that that secret was in the hanas of Christ in whom 
he would have placed his trust. 
Thus the next section begins 
"Voila la jeune rue et tu n'es encore qu'un petit enfant" 
Is this net the expression ef some kind of opposition; on the one 
hand the "jeune rue", on the other, the poet as a child, i.e. when 
he still believed in Christ? The application ef the adjective 
"jeune" t• the street surely makes this oppesition clearer and mere 
poignant-the street is the symbol of a new acceptance of life, 
which is young, but young in the sense that it is new rather than 
in the sense that it is innocent and pure. Thus the next passage 
is an evocation of the purity ef the faith of the poet's childhooi 
and the name which the poet introduces in the third line of the 
paragraph is really the name et his oldest friend, his child.hood 
compa.gnion, te whom "Calligrammes" was to be dedicated, posthumous-
ly. 
Frem line thirty~three to line thirty-nine the poet builds up 
te a climax using a construction which recalls the litany, repetiti-
ve to an almost(· hypnotic point and denomihating aspects of religion-
"C 'est le beau lye que tous nous cultivons 
C'est la torche aux cheveux roux que n'eteint pas le vent 
C'est le file p4le et vermeil de la douloureuse mere 
C'est l'arbre toujours touffu de toutes lee prieres 
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C'est la double potence de l'honneur et ie l'~ternite 
C'est l'etoile a six branches 
C 'est Dieu qui meurt le vend.redi et ressusoi te le d.imaaoblt .. :;" 
-the last line is a climax •f religieus belief, the dividing lines 
between Christians ani nen-Christians, the mystery of the resurreo-
timn Gf Christ, and it is followea by one ef the most daring and effec-
tive of all Apollinaire's blasphemous images-
"C •·est le Christ qui monte au ciel mieux que lea aviateurs 
Il detient le record du monde poµr la hauteur" 
The icon is shattered, the faith of childhood is destr~yed, Christ 
is ne longer a God who died to save mankind and ascended to Heaven, 
but the holder of the werld altitude record! Which is in its way, 
-not-
a very modern blasphemy andtinapprepriate to the poem. 
The next pa~~aph begins with two very strange lines-
"Pu.pille Christ cle l'oeil 
Vingtieme pupille des siecles il sait y faire" 
Mme. Du.rry has suggested that there is a pun here on Christ and 
"cristallin" (1) , but puns are only effective in poetry when-..,they 
are obvious, etherwise one of the meaning& escapes- at least this 
is true of Apollinaire's poetry.{2) These two mysterious lines 
offer a multiplicity of meanings, none of which can completely exhaust 
their possibilities. They remain mysterious and surprising. There 
is, however, an interpretation which parallels the ideas of "Les 
(I) Durry, Tl, p.287 
(~1 Cf. J.C. Chevalier, Appllimaire et le oalembour; Europe nov-deo 1966 
pp.56-75: •(le oalembour ne vit que de oontextes soulignes.) 
.. 
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F . · 11 tt It ian9a1 es , Le Veyageur" and the other important poems of the 
period; that is that the pupil of the eye, its oentre, is here be-
ing equated with Christ the centre of Christian religion, and that 
each is being equated with an historical view-point in the second 
of the two lines. Thus the eye, threugh Which we observe the world, 
and Christ, through whom Christians come to see the world, are now 
both brought into the context of the twentieth century -
"Et change en oiseau ce siecle comma Jesus monte d.ans l'air" 
In what sense may this century be said to be rising into the air? 
In the sense that it is the century of the aeroplane, and also in 
the sense that a century, seen in retrospect presents a certain 
view of man, and the present century, at the time cf compesition of 
this poem, was just beginning &ni so the view of man which the twen-
tieth century is to present is just becoming visible • And so we 
see three things which give us a conception ef reality, the eye, 
Christianity, and the histerioal viewpoint represented by the nex 
century, rising inte the air to survey what is belGw, the world ani 
its inhabitants. There is alee the implication that since the eye 
gives a false view ef reality then so does Christ -this even more 
ebvious to the reader who is aware that Ap&llinaire is the champion 
of the cubists, 
Now the poet presents Christ frem the poi:nt·•ef view of the 
ciemons in Hell-
"Ils orient s'il sait volar qu'en l'appelle voleur" 
-b~t the fact that these words are put into the mouths et devils 
ietracts neither from the seriousness of their content nor frem 
their ability to shook. (The obviousness of the pun here should be 
an indication that Apollinaire did not reall~ intend the pun Mme. 
Durry has suggested in the first line of this paragraph.) 
What Christ has stole• frem the p0et is his irmoeeace aaci:~ 
also perhaps his ohild.hooa, since the faith of the chili is one 
thing that separates him from the man. 
But now the lines which follow present us with a prQblem-
"Icare Enech Elie Apelleniua d.e Tqane 
Flo1;tent autour du premier aereplane'' 
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-f Gr if we identify the beings named in the first line of the 
above quetation with the angels mentionei in the precediD.&' line, 
then we are forced te identify Christ with the first aereplanelc. 
On the other ha.ni it is more likely that they are not to be itenti-
fied with the angels and that,~therefore we have two aistinct and 
consequently opposing greups in the sk;y. Therefore the meiernism 
•f religion is a spurious madernism. Or it is possible that in 
identifying Christ with the aeroplane Apellinaire is himself meier-
nising Christ, that is to· say raising te the level et a Gei the twen-
tieth century; but as it is essentially the twentieth century as 
seen by Apellinaire, his oenception ef it, then what the poet is in 
fact doing is equating himself xith Christ se that the tableau 
which follows is the celebration •f the oensciousness et the peet/ 
Christ. The"volante machine" is the medern censoiousness, the 
peet its persenifioation. 
From these sublime heights the next paragraph drops the reader 
into the iepths et a real despair. There is a total rupture in 
beth tone and content. For the first time the theme et unrequi-
ted leve is intreduced into the poem; and if the interpretation 
which we have given ef the ~bove passage is valid, as we think, 
then the sheck which this transition causes us is se much the greater. 
"Maintenant tu marches ians Paris tout seul parmi la foule" 
The orowd ef flying creatures surrounding the triumphant poet has 
become the crowd of the city streets among which he is isolated 
and lonely. 
"LI . d I angoisse e 1 amour te serre le gosier 
Comme si tu ne devais plus 8tre aime" 
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The reason for the sudden plunge is made explicit. If the poet 
has Christ-like attributes, he is still human and still liable to 
be wounded by love. 
Now the next lines give a much more personal twist to the 
temptations of the consolations of religion-
11 s-i tu vivais dans l'ancien temps tu entrerais dans un 
monastere 
Vous avez honte quand vous vous surprenez a dire une priere" 
The change of person distances the poet's self; increases his ob-
jectivity in speaking about himself. So the poet brings out the 
contrast between his temptations (first line) and his determination 
to remain modern (line two). The next line expresses the constant 
nature of the conflict as the poet returns to the second person 
Singular and laughs at himself as he mentions almost in passing the 
fear of hell which must have been a reality to him at some time in 
his life as he passed from a devo~t child to a non-believing adult-
"Tu te moeiues de toi et comme le feu de l'Enfer ton rire 
petille 
Les etincelles de ton rire dorent le fondr. de ta vie" 
-but the sparks, the ephemeral points of light and fire, that arise 
from this conflict light up the poet's memoriesc (One is reminded 
of the "girande" in the final section of "Les Fian9ailles"). 
Now, sudde~lyj-the poet freeze~ his pa~t, and lo&ks on it as objecti-
vely as on a portrait-
"C'est un tablaau pendu ians un sombre musee 
Et quelquef ois tu vas le regard.er de pres" 
This sudden ltmmobility centrasts sharply whith the exalted metion 
~ 
of the previous paragraph. But the iiea of the past as something 
fixed in an image which may be iispassienately examined fits in· 
with the conceptien of this poem, as the poet chooses various de-
tails from his past and integrates them into the structure of the 
peem. 
The compesition of the poem is becoming clear to us; it is the. 
new familiar pattern of composition by juxtaposition ef blocks which 
conflict with one another, of images which change rapidly from one 
thing te another, of abrupt changes of tone. 
New the poet brings us right up into the present, joining ~he 
opening view of Paris te that of the preceding paragraph where he 
first intred.uoed the theme ef "l'angoisse de !'amour"-
"Aujourd.'hui tu. marches dans Paris lea femmes sent 
ensanglantees 
C'etait et je voud.rais ne pas m'en souvenir c 1etait au 
tieclin de la beaute" 
The sudaen externalisation ef the poet's feelings that takes place 
in the adjective "ensanglantees" introduces a note of bitterness 
as distinct from the note ef pain and suffering that is present in 
the preceding paragraph. But the next line is far more surprising 
te us; if the decline of beauty is situated in the past it means 
that it.has already iisappeared from the world.. However, the 
juxtaposition ef these two lines associates the disappearance e:t 
beauty with the women described in the first line; and. therefore 
we see that the beauty which has disappearei is a beauty that the 
poet believed in-the fid.elity of women. 
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The next paragraph returns t• the theme ef religion but wl).th 
a vulgarity that recalls the oheap icons et plaoes ef pilgrimage, 
nevertheless the poet describes his sufferings frem love rather 
than the tempi$tions toward religion as-
"L'amour dont je souffre est une ma.laciie henteuse" 
and the persistence et the ima.ge, of love itself or et the woman 
whG has left him, is what makes him continue to live in anguish 
ana prevents him from sleeping at nights-
"Et 1 1 image qui te possede t·e fai t survivre da.ns 
l'insomnie et dans l'ango~~e" 
-where this descriptien would seem more appropriate t• the pulling 
towards Christianity that he feels~ Out of this intermingling of 
the two themes arises the idea that the poet is identifying them 
as the same thing, a.ni the happiness which has evaded him in profafle 
~' ~ love , he sees as exactly the same as the happiness of sacred. 
love, each of which is still a streng temptation to him but which 
he re'jects. Thus the image which pursues him is ambiguous-
"C'est teujeurs pres de toi cette image qui passe" 
-the Virgin or a lost love! 
What now follfOWS is a sequence ef memories, situations from 
the poet's past all brought into the present by the vivid. "te voici", 
or use of the present tense. Throughout the sequence is the impli-
catien ef the presence of this image which is the source of the poet's 
anguish; he seems te be saying, "I was here and ·':here and here and. 
here, and always there was the image which haunts me".-
"Nous regard.one avec effroi les poulpes des prof ondeurs 
Et parmi lee algues nagent les poissons images du Sauveur" 
The Mediterranean, scene of his child.hoed, and the image of Christ. 
"Et tu observes au lie'hi d'ecrire ton conte en prose 
La oetoine qui dort dans le coeur de la rose" 
His travels in Europe and the unhappiness ef his love fer Annie 
was to bring him (i)-
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"Epeuvante tu te vois dessine dans lee agates de Saint-Vit 
Tu etais triste a mourir le jour OU tu t'y vis" 
A religious experience which brow:tksadness and fear. 
And so on; the Dutch girl who is unfaithful to her fianoe, 
his arrest in Paris which led to the religious poems written in the 
Sante. All these temptations, all these experiences are brought 
together te be simultaneously present, just as the poet's past 
sufferings through love are identified with his present-
"Tu as souffert de l'amour a vingt et a trente ans" 
But the poet now appears to have attained some kind of wisdom frem 
his sufferings, some degree of self-knowledge-
"Tu as fait de douloureux et de joyeux voyages 
Avant de t'apercevoir du mensGnge et de l'lge" 
The lie may be the lie of religion or the lie of love, most likely 
it is both. Now the poet has reachei a point where all his feel-
ings, all his problems are present, and this is translated by the 
switching of pronouns, so rapidly that the reader c~ot escape the 
image of the poet both past and present in simultaneous presence , 
before him-
"Tu n'eses plus regard.er tee mains et a tous moments je 
voudrais sangloter 
Sur toi sur celle que j'aime sur tout ce qui t'a 
epeuvante" 
(1) One is reminded of Blake's "O rese thou art sick''. 
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The weariness of the beginning of the poem has become a muoh mere 
profeund self-pity and the implication of possible escape to anether 
world has disappeared entirely. We are prevented from rejecting 
the poet's self-pity as a ahall•w emotion by the violence of the 
technique employed and also by the profundity that is added through 
the dimensions of religious experience. 
There f ollowa an evocation of emigrants in the Gare Saint-La-
zare which recalls the poem "L'Emigrant de Landor Road", and. the 
'(\., 
forlorneas of their hopes is translated in lines such as this-
/\ 
"Ila esperent gagner de l'argent dans l'Argentine" 
-which seems to leave us ne choice but to see them as nalve, and 
by extension the poet as nat•ve also, should he hope te escape hie 
difficulties through travelling. Thus ve find eurselvea reconai-
daring the area designated by the Zene of the title; it is a zone 
through which the poet is travelling an emotional zone seen at times 
as a real geographical ene. In this respect the "Zone tranche" of 
the Jura between France and Switzerland and containing elements 
common te both- might well have provided the title for the poem (1)-
for constant in "Zene" is the opposition between old and. new, faith 
and lack ef it, love and betrayal etc.-the impression of a middle 
ground between a future that is nowhere made clear in the poem 
and a past/present that is felt evertllelmingly, is strong. 
The futility of trying to escape is brought out in the line-
"Cet edredon et nos r6vea sent aussi irreels" 
-in which the reality of the eiderdewn is transposed into the 
(1) On this peint see Adema{68) pp. 205-206. 
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domain of unreality as it is a symbol of what the emigrants are try-
ing to take with them frem their old life to the new, but we can no 
more take what we want from our past than we can make our dreams 
real. Nor, it is apparent, can Apollinaire take his childhood 
faith into the future. The past dictates itself through •ur memories. 
The follewing fragments are proof of this as the poet, in need of 
consolation is cGnf'rented by memcrries which only pain him, so that 
he exclaims-
I 
"Et tu:bois cet alcool brillant cemme ta vie 
Ta vie qua tu bois comma une eau-de-vie" 
And so the poem ends in solitude and self-pity, but a self-pity 
which~s ennobled by the poet's capacity to feel pity for others-
"J'ai une pitie immense pour lee coutures de son ventre" 
Dawn is appreaching, the tinkling ef milk-oans gives a tinny eche 
te the "cloche rageuse" of the industrial street at the beginning; 
then suddenly the poet inserts the lines-
"La nuit s'eloigne ainsi qu'une belle Metive 
· C' est Ferdine la fausse eu Lea l •attentive" 
-•f course, the identity of the women mentioned is not revealed 
te us, but this d0es not prevent us from s~ing them as symbolic 
of the women who have betrayea the poet. The particularity which 
the poet intreduces by naming the women is simply an element of 
surprise. 
The poem draws to a close with a picture ef the poet returning 
home to sleep among his "inferior· .. ·Christs", his statues which have 
lost their ieity and are no longer tempting. But the end of the 
poem comes with an image which is the most powerful in the poem. 
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The regularity of versification disappears, all attempt at ferm ani 
logical connection tisappear alee-
"Adieu Adieu 
Soleil oou coupe" 
The image ~f. the rising sun is juxtaposed with that ef a decapi-
tated neck; the traditional image ef renewal, rebirth and hope is 
assimilated to an image of death and despair (1). The broken ~thm 
created by the repetition of sounds produces an effect almost of 
incoherence. The poem ends upon a shock image ~ich is evidence 
of the profound originality of Apollinaire not only in this poem but 
also in his style; for if M. Decaudin has pointed out th~t Hugo had 
written a line-
"Je regardais rouler cette tete ooupee 
-it lacks the devastating power of Apollinaire's image which is far 
mere violent; violent not only in that it violates normal use ef 
language, abolishing all syntactic links to create another kind ef 
link that is unbreakable, but also violent in that it offers the rea-
der no way of approaching it that could attenuate its strength. 
The physical proximity of words "soleil "·· a.n~ · "oou· coupe" is absent 
in Hugo, it is all that is present in Apollinaire. 
Thus we see that "Zone" depends upon the aesthetics ef violence 
as we have shown them to be elaborated in the poetry of Apollinaire 
from the time ef compesition of"l'Emigrant d.e Land.or Road". 
Therefore whatever we may consider the status of the poem to be in 
relation to Cendrars' "Plques a New York" we cannot deny that it has 
its place in the line of Apollinaire's development at the time ef its 
(1) Dawn is alee here assimilated to sunset; time past to time 
present 
composition ant so cannot be seen as a straightforward piece of 
plagiarism. There is nething in Cendrars' poem to approach the 
violence of Apollinaire's. (1) 
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(l) It is astonishing that Ceuff ignal shoul4 not go further than he 
does in his assertions ef the impertance ef the eriginal elements 
•f Apollinaire's poem (in 1 "Zone"d'Apollinaire' pp. 25-30). He 
also appears to ignore the evidence offered by Aiema{0p.oit.) 
and Deoaudin {op.cit.) for the dating of the original manuscript 
of· the poem. 
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CHAPTER THREE : CALLIGRAMMES 
SECTION ONE INTRODUCTION -"LIENS" 
We propose to analyse in this chapter the poetry which Apollinai-
re wrote between the time of publication of ·~Alcoels" and his cieatla. 
The choice ef the dates of the periods covered by "Alcools" and. 
"Calligrammes" dees not mark for us a fixed point of change in the 
evolution of the poet ("Liens", the first poem of 119alligrammes", 
was published a few days before the appearance of "Alooels") but 
simply serves as a convenient dividing line. As "Calligramme~' is 
a volume which is arranged in more or less chronological fashion, 
we shallldeal with the sections of the volume in the order in 
which ~he poet set them out, with enly one or two minor modifications, 
and also with the poems to Lou and to Madeleine in their apprGpriate 
place, as well as the small pamphlet published. in 1917, "Vitam Impen-
dere Amori". 
Apollinaire himself underlined that bis second volume of poetry 
was a continuation of his first, and tried to indicate this in the 
d.ates which he assigned to ".Qalligrammes". This is one of the 
things which we intend to demonstrate in this section, in which we 
shalli analyse "Liens", a poem which although included in the section 
"Ondes", ·is marked by its presentation in italic :t)l>as separate frem 
the rest of that section, and which is intended as an introduction 
to the volume. (It is surely superfluous~te point eut ~he importantE 
~! of type setting in a volume such as 11palligrammes"). ~Ld.••s'-1.net 
only sets out the poet's aesthetic preoccupations in "Calligrarnmes", 
it may also be regarded as a summary of what the poet had achieved 
in "Alcools". It is an "art poetique" set at the beginning of the 
book to which "La JGlie Rousse" responds at the end. 
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"Liens", as the title announces, is a poem about links or 
bonds. We have seen in our analyses of poems such as "Les 
Fian9ailles", "Le Voyageur" eto., how the poet deliberately abolished 
oertain established links in his poetry, syntactical, logical and 
formal, and in so doing in fact increased the number of links which 
could exist in his poetry. Stated a~ a simple formula this process 
is quite obviously-where no definite link is stated, all links are 
possible. And, as we have also seen, this can be taken even one 
step further, so that two objects placed next to each other with no 
definite relationship between them stated, ca:nbeoome se linked as to 
be identical. We quote, for the sake of brevity, but one example-
"Soleil cou coup~~~ 
-from "Zone". This is what has been designated qli.ite simply as the 
teohnique of juxtaposition, but it is als0, as we have demonstrated, 
,violence perpetrated on the sensibility ef the reader, and in some 
cases, such as the one above, a viole•oe do•e to the la•gu.age itself. 
Now for the first time we find Apolliaaire stating quite speoifio~a-
" lly that this.{the way i:n. which he writes, aad he demonstrates the 
statements in the images he uses in this poem. The title, then, 
"Liens", leads us straight into the first line-
ttcordes faites de eris" (1) 
"Cordes" are ebviously links, aad a ory may establish a link between 
two people, but it is obviously a logioal impossibility that cords 
could be made from cries. It is clear, then, frem the first line 
of the poem that logic has no place in what the poet is saying, just 
as it has no place in the technique which he is using. There is 
(i) O<)P. p. 167 
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also in the first line a slight leaning towards one ei two possi-
bilities which are present in the title, namely that a bond ma1 be 
good or bad, and that usually when ene is tied to something, this is 
bad. But the metaphorioal quality given to the cords prevents this 
from being in~Jvitably the case, while leaving the suggestion intact. 
"Sons de cloches a travers 1 1Europe" 
The second line is linked to the first bY the continuation of the 
idea ef sounds serving as a link, it is also an example of a n~n­
ooncrete link. It also provides a setting in which the first two 
lines renew their ambiguity; for the o~oasions on which there iB 
a ringing of bells and people crying in the streets are of two basic 
kinds, when more than one country is involved-they are either war, 
or some form of celebration of peace··i , the signing of a treaty per-
haps. Thus the idea of good and bad is continued. 
The third line is eve:n more compressed than the first two,.. 
"Siecles pend.us" 
There is nothing·except the proximity of the second and third lines 
to link the hanged or hung (the image carries both senses) centuries 
~ith the sound of bells in the preceding line. Yet this link is 
firmly established.. The bells, being in some oases hundreds of 
years old, may be said to be hanging centuries. Therefore, they 
are in a way the symbols of those centuries (in this partiicular inr-
.stanoe) and the link that is created here is the link between image 
and reality; the poet is commenting on his own technique! But this 
is not all : for "pendus" contains the senses of both hung and hanged, 
contains both good and bad aspects of the same thing. If the cen-
turies are hung, this represents a continuation of time; the oontanua-
tion of the presence of the object, bell, being at the same time the 
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continuation of the reali::tY, century-time, ef which the object is the 
symbol. Thus the bells are a presentation of the si..multaneity of 
past and present. But, if the bells are hanged, that is to say 
the centuries, then , the past is destroyed by the prese~t; it is 
executed. In which case the sounds of the bells may b~ interpreted 
as memories, fragments of the past. All of this, however, depends 
upon the identification of the centuries with the bells, and thi~ 
is possible not so much through the adjective "pendus" being applied 
to the centuries, but thrQugh the juxtaposition of the two lines. 
That is to say that the link is created through the suppression of 
links, fi'or the pendus" would not have been enough to create the link 
had the lines been separated, and the juxtaposition of the lines 
renders superfluous the use of a specific link such as "flUi" which 
would have been possible in this case i.e. -
"Sons de cloches a travers l'Europe 
Qui stnt des siecles pendus" 
But this precision would have destroyed the possibility of the 
link which exists between the "Siecles pend.us" and Europe. Which 
link makes possible the interpretation Europe • arrested time, this 
being an introduction of the historical dimension of place, i.e. in 
the presence of old buildings a place may contain both past and pre-
sent. This is theref:.ore another link that is set up, that of time 
and place. Or there is the possibility Eu.rope = iestroyed time, 
which may be interpreted in many ways; for example, the present 
state of Europe is due tG> various wars, which fits in wi:.th the occa-
sion i-or the ringing of bells and people shouting; or the present 
existence of Europe denies its past of which theieare only echoes in, 
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say, historical monuments-denies that is in the sense that the 
present is onlyene of the possibilities of the past, and therefore 
is a denial o~ some aspect of it, or, denies in the sense that modern 
democratic Europe is the denial 0£ feudal monarchical Europe. 
The next verse begins-
"Rails qui ligptez l:es nations" 
-which is a reprise of the linear bond of line one9 as well as being 
something specifically modern and hence a contrast with the preceding 
lines. A railway line may ef course be used for peacef uJ. communioa-
tion and travel or for sending treops. 
This image is radically modified by the following one-
"Nous ne sommes qiie deux ou trois itommes" 
-which is associated to the linking rails by the juxtaposition of 
the lines. We think immediately on reading this line of the few 
who formed the artistic Avant-garde of Europe and the internatiO.nal 
character of the gronp, but this is not essential to the poem. 
What the poet is saying is that the links between nations are formed 
by only two or three men. But then the next line creates a paradox-
"Libres de tous liens" 
-a parado~ which is the very essence of this poem aneff the style 
which the poet has developed; when one is free of bonds, then all 
bonds are possible. And the next line suggests the creation of these-
"Donnons_.nous la main" 
This verse also continues the bonds and opposi tions''ef the preceding 
one, for, the link between those who are free from all libk:s is a 
present one, one which the poet wJ{ishes to create now. But the free-
dom of those who are to create these links must include freedom from 
the past, from its links and oppositions, there~ere the present is in 
opposition to the past, but is also in a way a continuataon of it 
for it too is te be an establishing of links,as the past was. 
The establishing of new links, of oou~se, implies the destruction 
of the old; the present destroys the past, and implicit in this is 
the idea that the present will in its turn be destroyedi the twenti-
eth century will join the nineteenth as a hanging bell. 
!:~ 
Which ideB.-
of course, yet another link. 
The next line is a complete change of imagery-
"Violante pluie qui peigne lee fumees · " 
-but still a statement of the same idea, as it represents the lines 
of rain (links of one kind) passing through the clouds of smoke 
(links of another) ~n the same way that a comb passes through hair. 
Thus the rain is violent because destructive, yet also violent becau-
se creative, the links which it creates being new and unexpected. 
This image is surely a summary of all the aspects of violence in 
literature! 
The linear-spacial aspect of this image is continued in the 
next line which returns us to the initial image-
"Cordes" 
-and which also by its juxtaposition implies that the rain and the 
"fumees" are cords, i.e. links. 
But the simple linear quality that is already implicitely 
challenged in the complexity of the first line is surpassed complete-
ly by the third,-
"Cordes tissees" 
-which establishes a web, which makes possible communication from 
anyone point to any other. (This is undoubtedly implied in the 
century/bell/sound complex of the second verse.} The idea of commu-
nications becomes explicit in the next line-
"C~bles sous-marina" 
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-which re-introduces the temporal aspect of the poem as the undersea 
communications links are a phenomenon of the present age. 
There is a complete contrast to this in the following line-
"Tours de Babel changees en ponts" 
The tower of Babel was built by men at a time when all men spoke the 
same language, and so in that respect was the result of a link be-
tween men, and was an at~empt to reach God, i.e. was intended to be 
a link. The result was of course the destruction of the tower by 
God and a curse upon men whioh led them to speak different languages 
thus preventing them from communicating with each other. Therefore 
the tower of Babel was finally the destruction of a bond. B\lt in the 
poet's image, the towers of Babel are changed into bridges (horizon-
tal links instead of vertical; links between men instead of links 
between Man an4 God)which are also links-the implication of the choi-
ce of Babel(instead of just plain towers)is that the towers become 
~ links, and this through their destruction. This is again the 
equation:where no links are specified all are possible. It is also 
a paradox in another way, as it sees that what divides mankind, also 
binds it, i.e. languages. 
This first allusion to Man's relationship with God is followed 
up by a very strange and powerful image; a juxtaposition of two appa~~­
rently unrelated things which are this time linked by a hyphen-
"Araignees-Pontifes" 
The image clearly comes as a shock to the reader who may find the 
identification of the Pope to a spider blasphemous, but it is not 
necessarilysG. True the spider builds its web to catch its prey, and 
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and true the idea of a web of oommunioation, a system of multiple '· 
links, is here being compared to the brotherhood ef the Christian 
faith with the Pope at its head; but the fact that the imageL is in 
the plural may s~ggest that the reference is notneoessarily a direct 
one to Christianity. But clearly a large measure of the image's ~ 
shook value derives from the vision of the Pope as a spider whioh 
it conjures up and as the latter is inseparable from Christianity, 
so the former is generally considered to be a predator, rather than 
simply an ingenious builder. 
But the "Pontifes" continues the reference to bridges in the -. 
preceding line just as the image of the spiaers seems to fit with 
t( 
the "Co'p.es tissees", and so the implication of the image may be 
that any system of links leads inevitably to a centre or some kind 
of focal point at which there sits the spider/Pope i.e. he Y.ho cons-
tructed the links for the purpose of devouring whatever came into 
contact with them; he who is the substitute for God; he who is 
the builder of bridges (Pontifex). The image may be interpreted 
in many ways, but whatever meaning one puts upon it, i; is clear 
that it points to some kind of centre existing for the oe-ordination 
of links and/or the information that these links bring -this may be 
either good or bad. It is obviously bad if the poet sees the Popes 
as spiders, at the centre of the web of Christianity, devouring the 
adherents to the faith; it is just as obviously good if what the 
poet is describing in ~ach man at the centre of his web of links 
with the world and his fellow men, that it to say his senses, devou-
ri~g~he information which that ~b brings Di:m; or, of course the im~ 
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~may be all of these things plus the intermediate stages, i.e. 
the Pope as the co-ordinater of Christianity ani eaoh of us as the 
devourer of our fellow human beings with whom we form links. 
As a result of this, the following line-
"Tous lea amourewc qu'un seul lien a lies" 
-is seen asua simple link , which neverthe.~less binds many people 
together, as opposed to a web with a centte. Therefore love has 
no spider to devour us. Therefore love is the bond which ought to 
bind us. (An idea which Paul Eluard would have appreciated).) 
Tne next verse concerns-
"D' au tre s liens plus tenus" 
-such as the light, shafts of which might be seen as oerds-
"Blanos rayons de lumiere 
Cordes et Concorde" 
It should not be overlooked that white light is composed of all the 
colours of the spectrum, and therefore light is a sum of colours 
bound together. In the same way, "Concorde" might be a play on 
words equivalent to "Cordes tissees" or several cords woven together. 
Light can also be a link, of course, in the way in which it is in 
a painting, i.e. by illuminating the objects in a painting from a 
certain angle, one is using light to create a dimension in which the 
objects are all present and hence linked in this way. Light may be 
a link in the sense that all who are in the sun's light share that 
in common; or in the sense that all men need the light of the sun 
in order to live. As to the "Cordes et Concorde", a harmony is an 
obvious bond. One also thinks ef the Place de la Concorde which is 
the meeting place of many streets. ~ should these be tenuous? 
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It is more probable that they are subtle. 
The next verse breaks completely from this list of bonds-
"J 1 ecris seulement pour vous exalter 
O sens o sens cheris" 
-but reveals a bond of another kind- that is of the writer to his 
senses. The poet declares that he lf.ri tes only for the exaltation 
of his senses and then ealls them-
"Ennemis du souvenir 
Ennemis du desir 
Ennemis du regret 
Ennemis des larmes 
Enllemis de tout ce que j'aime encore" 
The senses are the r~·enemie s of memory because we experience the 
world through our senses and each experience may replace or des-
trGy a memory; at the same time memories are due to our sensual 
experiences therefore the line is a paradox, and this is true of the 
following lines also. The senses are the enemies of desire {which 
surely cannot exist without them) because they are alien to the 
n 
prol~ation of any single desire , and because when~hey are satis~ 
fied, desire disappears. The senses are the enfiiiies of regret(which 
again surely cannot exist without the senses) because they are open 
to new experiences which may dtstroy regret. ~hey are the enemies 
of tears because they are open to new happiness • 
The "enmity" is in each case paradoxical, for the senses are 
the authors of the experiences named. In this the poet reveals to 
us something of the nature of the bonds; a bond may also destroy 
what it joins, as well as creating something new from the two ends 
which it links. 
Thus the author, at the centeE of his web of sensory ~onnections with 
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the world, is celebrating these links in his writing, at the same ti-
me as he is saying that they are the enemies ef all he loves because 
a, 
they constantly lead to sGmething new. This is almostAreversal of 
the metaphor as the spider is now bound by his web, or the pontiff 
separat·ed from God by bridges he has built which are of course his 
towers by which he might hope to reach God. That is to say that 
the senses impose a lateral sequence, in which one experience sue-
ceeds, and therfore destroys the preceding one; whereas the poet 
seeks a vertical or simultaneous experience in which one thing is 
added vo another. 
The exaltation of the senses is achie~ed through writing 
because the poet may abolish all links which establish a linear 
relationship (a cause and effect relationship at its simplest) and 
attain the state in which desire and satisfaction are present at the 
same time. In other worlds through the abolition of simple links 
between two things the poet may achieve their identification. 
This most important poem seems to us to be the continuation 
of a revealing line from "Les Fian9ailles"-
"Liens delies par une libre flamme Ardeur" 
-in which, it will be remembered the "libre flamme" represents the 
power of the liberated imagination. The abolition of links, their 
untying, creates new links, in fact, the maximum level of identifica-
tion and the result of this is the "ArdeV'fl""" which is experienced by 
both reader and poet. It is inh this way that we consider this 
poem "Liens" to be a poem of violence; firstly, that is, in the abo-
lition of logical links- we have only to think of the first line-and 
secondly in its creation of the maximum possible number of links--,:,~ 
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through its liberation of the imagination. For the reader the 
imagination may be said to be freed by the images of the poem from 
the restrictions of his consciousness and his own experience so 
\ 
that he experiences the •Ardeur" of a consummated experience which 
is not of his own making. Therefore his experience of the poem 
is a violent one to the extent that he has been forced, by the 
abolition of links which may be followed logically, to accept an 
imaginative experience of which he is not the author. This is 
the aesthetic of "Calligrammes" and also that of certain of the 
poems of "Alcools" after "L'Emigrant de Landor Road". 
CHAPTER THREE: SECTION TWO 
ONDES: (A) LES FENETRES AND LUNDI RUE C·HRISTINE 
I• this section we are going to deal with the remainder of 
the poems g.rouped by Apollinaire in the section ef"Calligrammes" 
entitled "Ondes". 
We shall begin by analysing "Les Fenetres" and "Lundi rue Chris-
tine" which we are considering together because of similarities 
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in intention which will be clearly demonstrated. For the moment 
we may limit ou~selves to the statement that both poems are 
"poemes-conversation", as they have been called, and we shall 
attempt to show wh~t this means as well as how m\$3-h the idea 
owes to the concept of violence in literature. 
Apollinaire was later to write of "Les Fen6tres" (1) 
"Puis, j'aime beaucoup mes vers depuis "Alcools", il yen a 
pour un volume au moins et j 1aime beaucoup "Les Fenetres" qui a 
paru a part en tete d'un catalogue d~ peintre Delaunay. Ila res-
sortissent a une esthbtique toute neuve dont je n'ai plus depuis 
retrouve lea ressorts, mais dont j'ai avec etonnement retrouve !'ex-
pose dans une de vos divines lettres." 
We shall endeavour to show in what way the aesthetic ~ these poems 
was new, and shall later discuss the degree to which Apollinaire 
turned away, voluntarily or involantarily, from it. We do not, 
however propose to attempt a precise definition of what "Orphisme" 
was for Apollinaire, although we shall have occasion to refer to it. 
(1) Tendre comme le souvenir, letter of 30 th July I9I5,o.c.-:.·. T.4 
p. 493 
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Instead we refer the reader to the articles ef S.I. Lookerbie (1) 
and J.G. Clart¥(2) on the subject of these poems and of Orphism. 
We begin with "Les:. r-en@tres", this being the poem which most 
ttie 
of all has led toAsupposition that Apollinaire was attempting to 
repeat in literature the experiments of his friends in the domain 
of the visual arts. In this case the fact that the painter Re-
bert Delaunay created a series of paintings entitled "Les Fen3tres" 
at the time when Apollinaire composed this poem, has led to the 
often repeated claim that the poem is the literary counterpart of 
the paintings. There are indeed certain undeniable ·connect ions 
between the poem and the paintingfl~; 
(1) Le R8le de l'imaginatio()J, dans "Calligrammes"-1, R.L.M., n°s 
146-149, 1966; also Qu'est-ce que l'Orphisme d'Apollinaire, Col-
loque de Stavelat,J-965. 
(2) A refutation of Lockerbie's analysis of "Les Fen3tres" in 
R.L.M. 1968, series on Apollinaire no.7. We cannot agree with 
po~try 
what Clark says as our analysis of Apollinaire's A lends itself to 
the support of most of Lockerbie's ideas and furthermore, Clar4k'e 
article is more than a little exaggerated in its claims that there 
is a colour structure in the poem which exa~tly parallels that of 
Delaunay 1 s painting. We would remind him of Apollinaire'statement-
"Il n'y a pae de rapports de la peinture a la litterature"-publiehed 
in an article on Matisse, La Phalange, 15 Dec., 1907, O.C. t.4 p.84. 
We know that the first publioatien of the poem was in January 
1913 edition of "Poeme et Drame"(l), buth that it also appeared 
the same year in the catalogue to the exhibition ef paintings 
given by Delaunay in German1 and in all probability the poem 
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was commissioned by Delaunay for that pu~rpose • There are also 
conflicting anecdotes about the composition of the poem, ana the 
version given by Delaunay, his wife and Cendrars has it that 
Apollinaire composed the poem in Delaunay's studio, certain ob-
jects in the poem, such as the "vieille paire de chaussures jaunes 
devant la fen3tre" belonging to either Delaunay or his wife; ano-
ther version has it that the poem was composed, with the help of 
some friends in a cafe. It is, oe course, possible that the~e 
is an element of tru,th in each story, but whichever tale we choose 
to believe, it. is certain that Delaunay and his wmrk had some in-
fluence on the poem. 
For s. I. Lockerbie, "Les Fen3tres" is the prime example of the 
poemecree"(2) and owes more to Apollinaire's idea of what Delaunay 
was attempting to do than to what Delaunay considered to be his 
task and achievement-
"Aussi bien chez Delaunay que ohez Pivasso, Apollinaire aura 
done choisi lee elements corresporulanti.:·le mieux a l 'exige?J.ce qui 
etait au centre de son propre oeuvre. En meditant leur example 
il a pu imaginer un art qui a la fois participerait de toute la 
nouveaute exoitante de la revolution picturale, et satisferait 
cette soif de predominance lyrilfU.e dont sont marques sea plus grands 
(1) O.P. p. 1079 
(2) Lookerbie; "Les Fenetres" in R.L.M. 1968? sen es on Apellma.tre ,,.a 7. 
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poemes. Dans cet art la mesure de son genie serait d'abord le 
bouleversement qu 1il aurait produit dans le monde ordonne de la 
realite normale; mais ce iesordre ne serait finalement qu'une pre-
miere etape vers la creation d'une nouvelle structure dynamique qui 
lui permettrait de s'imposer et de r~ver au sommet de son oeuvre."(!) 
It is certainly true that "Les Fen3tres" shares many of the 
characteristics of the poetry which Apollinaire had written previous 
to his meeting with Delaunay and hie interest in Orphism. A glance 
at the poem is sufficient to persuade that the poet had completely 
abolished any idea of logical continuity from one line to the next. 
Consider the f olloKing lines-
"Du rouge au vert tout le jaune se meurt 
Quand chantent lea aras dans lea for!ts natales 
Abatis de pihis 
Il ya un poeme a faire sur l'oiseau qui n'a qu'une aile" (2) 
There may be a connection between the one-winged bird of the last 
line and the "pihis" or there may not, but apart from that possible 
link between two of the lines, we think it perfectly fair to say that 
h 
there is neither i:fYr'tle nor reason in the order of the lines themselves-
and that is clearly what the poet inteQded. Yet no-one could possi-
bly claim that this is something new in Apollinaire's poetry. What 
is different is that the poet seems here to be restricting himself to 
(1) Lockerbie, R.L.M. 1968, series on Apollinaire n° 7. p.11 
(2) O.P. p.i6e 
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the role of destroyer rather than being the destroyer of the world 
we know and simul~aneoue creator of a new world as he is in "Lee 
Fian9ailles", "Le Voyageur" etc. We are not faced here with the 
juxtaposition of disparate elements which create for us an unexpected 
and surprising image. 
That is not to say that surprise is abs~et from pthe poem, 
clearly the unexpected element remains in the content of each line, 
but this time the abolition of links between the lines and between 
the images has been carried a stage further than in poems such as 
"Liens". We cannot even say that all the images in these lines are 
.h 
things which might have been seen fro~ a window, ,ether that of De-
launay's studio or not. For Lockerbie the poem falls into two basic 
parts, of which the first is intended to destroy any coherence of 
perception and the second to reconstitute it.(l) But t*e segme.nts 
of the poem are not separate as are the sections of, say, "Les Fian-
9ailles"; rather they are interwoven. (2) In our opinion Locker-
bie's analysis of the poem is a very revealing one and to which we 
lend our support. 
The two distinct movements in the poem are, as we have said, in-
terwoven; the first movement cons~sts of three large segments-name-
ly the lines 2-9, 14-18 and 19-26 (the distinction between the latter 
two being, for Lockerbie and for us, that 19-26 is not composed of 
fragments of conversation, although its effect is fragmentary; the 
second movement of the poem begins with the first line-
"Du rouge au vert tout le jaune se meurt" 
(1) Lockerbie, R.L.M. 1968, series on Apollianire n° 7. p.11 
(2) O.P. p. 168 
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-which gives an impression of unified movement, and is continued 
in the lines 10-13 and again taken up at the end of the poem. 
In fact it seems to us that the lines which have this fragmenta-
ry or destructive function are not different from va·rious lines 
which have quoted in our analysis of the poems of "Aloools", the 
function of which is to take the reader by surprise and prevent 
his imagination from constructing from a poem a co~erent picture of 
reality which conforms to his own experience. 
as-
For if a line such 
"Voila une jolie jeune fille parmi lea jeunes Turinaises" 
-present a picture which is perfectly realisable to the imagination 
of any reader, even one who has never seen Turin or its inhabitants, 
.its context is such that it is the irrelevance of the image to what 
preceded it or follows it that is important. And an image such as/::'-
"Le pauvre jeune homme se mouchait dans sa cravate blanche" 
-bears the instantly recognisable stamp of the shook images as we 
have seen it in "Le Veyageur" ~1. for example 
"Sonneries electriques des gares chant des moissonneuses"(l) 
-even though the content of the two lines is quite different. 
Now, according to LGoterbie's reading of the poem, the opposing 
movement is that of a reconstruction of reality by the poet, so that 
the end of the peem 
"Du rouge au vert tout le jaune S.e meurt 
Paris V~couver Hyeres Maintenon New York et les Antilles 
La fenetre S.'ouvre comme une orange 
Le beau fruit de la lumiere" 
(1) O.P. p. 79 
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-is "Une seule volonte ••• reunissant tout ce qui avait ete frag-
, I ' 
mente". 1 i. ·' And in this "reorganisation superieure" ef the world 
the simultaneous presence of past and present (the pun on Hyeres 
Maintenon is inescapable), here and there is, or seems to us no dif-
f erent from the reorganisation of the world which is attempted, and 
in our opinion achieved, in such poems as "Les Fian9ailles 11 , "Zone":., 
"Le Voyageilr", and others. The fact that in this poem we are dea-
ling with the key image of light, which being white contains all the 
colours of the spectrum (1), does not basically alter the fact that 
the poet had previously attempted a reconstruction of the universe 
in ~ther poems, and achieved it without recourse to the image of 
light, which is no doubt due to the influence of Delaunay (2). We 
must, however agree with Lockerbie 's contention that th·,f.s reorgani-
sation of the world is achieved in "Les Fen3tres", and moreover, 
it is perhaps of a different order, even if only slightly, to that 
of his other poems. 
<i. 
The crucial point here s~ms to us to be that the images of 
shock by means of which Apollinaire destroys reality have no dimen-
sion of reality of theit own in the way that images such as-
(1) Cf. "Blanca rayons de lwniere" -Liens O.P. p. 167 
(2) An examination of Delaunay' writings of the period (Du Cubis-
me a l'Art abstrait) and his corrections of Apollinaire's , 
8~icles and other texts on his (Delaunay's) ideas leaves no 
doubt on the matter, !Alt there is no space here to develop this. 
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"A la fin les mensonges ne me font plus peur 
C'est la lune qui cuit comma un oeuf sur le plat 
le collier de gout.tea d' eau va parer la noyee" (1) 
-have and are meant to have, as we have already seen. This 
brings us to the consideration of these lines (2-9;and 14-18 in 
particular) in more detail. According to at least one of the anec-
dotes(2) concerning the composition of this poem Apollinaire used ):1 
phrases chosen at random by himself and his friends to make up at 
least part, if not all of the poem. It is to be doubted, in 7view 
not only of Delaunay's version of the matter, but also of Loc3erbie's 
% analysis which reveals the coherent and well thought out structure 
of the poem, that Apollinaire tock no pains at all in the composi-
tion and organisation of his poem. So, if, in fact, parts of this 
Ii 
poem do consist of random remarks, ~ther chosen by Apolli~a.ire or 
simply of'fer··;d by his friends, it is most likely that these parts 
of the poem are the parts to which are assigned the destructive func-
ti on. 
If this is so, then the lines in question are meant to be to-
tally objective representations of a reality that is no~ that of the 
poet's world of imagination, but a part of the universal domain. 
This is surely what Lockerbie intends to indicate in his reference 
to them as"bribes de conversation". It is true that the reference 
to the mythi~al birds
1
pihis,rather betrays the hand of Apollinaire 
in the composition of these lines, and moreover few, if any, of the 
(1) O.P. p. 134 
(2) That told by Andre Billy, for example. 
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of the lines present an ordinary image or scene which might have 
been observed by anyone; but their objectivity lies in their 
random presentation; their incoherence which has been linked to 
that of juxtaposed fragments of many different conversations, on-
ly partially overheard. And it is this that differen•iates them 
. oj-
from most of the simple surprise images of the poems/("Alcools". 
Thus Lockerbie concludes -
"Jusque-la, dans les grands poemes d'Alcools, c'etait dans les 
profondeurs de la conscience, dans les reveries et le long vaga-
bondage lyrique, qu'il avait cherche l'unicite de son moi. 
Dans "Les Fenetres" toute cette force de reverie est projetee au 
dehors, et trouve sa satisfaction dans la creation d'un assembla-
ge de fragments qui, dans une grande mesure, semble jouir de sa 
vie propre." (1) 
And we would agree with him in this respect, but we cannot 
go on as he does to say that "Les Fenetres" -
"concilie ainsi, par un tour de force etonnant, toute l'asp~-
ration lyrique et spirituelle des meilleurs poemes d'Apollinaire, 
et toute la complexite des nouvelles formes picturales qui avainnt 
excite son admiration." For even if we asswne that Apollinaire 
has found here a literary equivalent of Delaunay's pl~stic expe-
riments, we cannot say that in making his images of shock more 
objective, more external, he has succeeded in surpassing the achie-
of 
vements l°'f the great poems~ "Alcools". Our criticism is precisely 
that by depriving his shock images of a powerful reality tof their 
owft·~~Apollinaire has weakened his ability to convince us that the 
(1) Lockerbie "Les Fenetres" in R.L.M. 1968 p. 18-19 
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artist is the creator of hi.S universe. The flaw which renders 
this poem less effective a demonstration of the power of the artist 
to reshape the world in his own image, is the separation of the 
destructive and creative functions of the imagery. Thus , to 
w'"' take only one of the most recent examples we have dealt(in this 
study, the line-
"Cordes faites de eris" 
-at one and the same time destroys the reality of cords as we know 
it and substitutes for it the reality of links or bonds, which is 
the reality of the poem. 
Significantly, Apollinaire's reorganisation of the universe in 
such a way that the dimension of ·~ime is present as well as place 
depends upon a pun which has less force and creati~ power than 
such a pun as that already discussed in "La Tzigane"-
"Nous lui d1mes adieu et puis 
Et de ce puits ~ortit l'Esperanoe" (1) 
w;ther it is due to the influence of Delaunay, or wtther it is simpl~ 
that Apollinaire was attempting to explore further the possibilities 
of violence in literature,it seems to us that in this poem he is less 
successful in his translation of the role of the poet as creator than 
in "Les Fian9ailles". The dimension that is lacking from this poem 
is the dimension of surreality whtrhhe achieves so successfully in the 
major poems of ".Alcools" written after 1906. 
We pass on to an examination of "Lundi rue Christine" in which 
we shall attemP:,to show that Apollinaire was attempting much the same 
thing that he attempted in "Les Fen3treC, but in a more modest pere~~ 
spective. It is of this poem, above all others, that the phrase 
(1) O.P. p.99 
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"poeme-conversation" is used and it is immediately obvious to the 
reader why this should be so. -
"La m~re de la concierge et la concierge laisseront tout 
passer 
Si tu es un homme tu m'accompagneras ce soir 
Il suffirait qu'un type maintint la porte cochere 
Pendant que l'autre monterait" (1) 
In these three lines we are so obviously reading fragments of con-
versation that there is no dimend.ion of surprise left. Certainly 
we are a long way from the surreal image which creates its own 
universe. 
It must not be supposed that this was a new direction 
imparted to the poetry of Apollinaire by the experiments of the 
painters who surrounded him; for if it is true that these fragments 
of conversation are meant to be the literary equivalent of the 
fragmented planes of cubist painting,or the simultaneity of 
Delaunay's canvases, and this is by no means sure, it is also true 
that Apollinaire had been interested since his youth in composing 
poems from overheard remarks and sounds. The poem "Acousmate"(2) 
bears adequate testimony to thid. desire -
"Paix sur la terre aux hommes de bonne volontt 
Les maria voudraient agir l'outil n'a pas de manche 
Sur les doigts de cet homme on voit des taches d'encre 
Les hommes et lee FEMMES tous insermentes" 
- as does the following note copied probably from a dictonary into 
(1)0.P. P• 180 
(2) O.P. p. 671. This is undoubtedly an early poem - cf. note O.P. 
P• 1148 & also O.P. P• 513. 
an early notebook-
"acousmate : "bruit de voix ou d' instruments· qu·•,on croi t 
entendre dans l'air" (1) That is not to say that the influence 
of his friends counted for nothing in his return to this idea, 
but it does, of course, forestall the criticism that this poem 
is simply a literary imitation of certain deye..l.opments in the 
visual arts, and as such shows a lack of originality on the part 
of Apollinaire. 
Of course it would be extremely easy to be bored reading 
just any fragments of any conversations, so Apollinaire hass 
taken care to find amusing or ~ntriguing snippets whioh hold 
our attention, and even inserts ironically the line-
"~a a 1 1air de rimer" 
-where there is no rhyme at all. The surprise element is not 
entirely absent from the :1»em as we can see in lines such as 
the following-
"Six glaces s · 'y devisagent toujours" 
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Ana' the following line must sound ironic to the ears of any reader 
who has not grasped the principle on which the poef'ft is constructed-
"Je crois que nous allons nous embrouiller encore davantage" 
"Lund-:i Rue ClJ,ristine" iJ·s, then an attempt to give a portrait 
of a place by noting down remarks overheard there at a certain time. 
It may be argued that the result could apply equally to almost any 
street on almost any day of the week, but this is not really the 
point. The point of this peem is that the poet is not really its 
author- the words are not his words and the selectiotff them is 
left mainly to chance,if not entirely. 
(1) Cf. M. Decaudin-presentation of Calligrammes in the edition of 
the Glub du Meilleur Livre, & also Le Flaneur des Deux rives,n°4 
P• 39 
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The poet, in other words, is att_empting to endow his poetry with 
objectivity that is due to the action of chance. We have no way 
of knowing, obviously, how much the poet did actually leave to 
chance, many of the remarks in the poem seem too amusing not to 
have been deliberately chosen. But in that case the poem may 
well be the equivalent of the 8 objet trouve" and as such a demonstra-
tion that the power of the poet to recreate the universe is such 
that simply by pointing to an object or a remark, he is focussing 
our attention upo~ it and thus, as it were, giving a real existence 
to it. However, as the title indicates, Apollinai~e is not here 
trying to focus~ our attention simply on the stailements which he 
ha v1$ noted in his poem, but rather on the whole that he is pre sen-:., 
ting to us. In other words, Rue Christine on Monday consists of 
all these diverse ~nd unrelated sounds- or rather this is our aural 
experience of it. In this light we may say that this kind ef poetry 
is a far stricter imitation of reality than many other that Apolli-
n~ire has written up to this time. 
One cannot but think of the lines from the prologue to "Les Ma-
melles de Tiresias" (1) 
"Le grand deploiement de notre art modeJ:ne 
, 
Mariant souvent sans lien apparent oomme dans la vie 
Les sons les gestes les oouleurs les eris les bruits" 
-and o~ the lines from - "L'Esprit Nouveau et les Poetes"-
"Beaucoup de oes verites n'avaient pas ete examinees• Il suf-
fit de les devoiler pour causer une surprise".(2) 
(1) O.P. p. 881 
(2) O.C. T.3 p. 906 
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It this not what Apollinaire is doing in this poem? He is 
pointing to something that has been under our noses all our lives 
and surprising us by doing so. His "Lundi rue Christine" is an 
amalgam of sounds and phrases which we are surprised to find jux-
taposed in a poem, but which we accept in life without paying 
any attention. (1) 
It is inconaevable that Apollinaire should have created such 
a poem without first having gone through the evolution which we 
have indicated in "Alcools". But it seems to us that this poem 
is not su much a poem of violence as a poem of simple surprise. 
(Nothing can shock where there are no conventions left to break, 
as in this poem.) The difference lies in the fac·~ that in "Lundi 
Rue Christine" we are surprised by the existence of something 
which we normally overlook, whereas in poems such as "Liens", "Le 
Voyageur", "Zone", "Les Fian9ailles", the poet is s.ubstituting ll-7.-t"-i 
another reality for that which we know, and he does this by destroy-
ing the latter at the same time as he creates the former, s9 that 
the violence of these poems is that of .an experience which is bot 
{v 
only thrust upon us,inst~d of being offered to us, but also one which 
contradicts our knowledge of the world. 
The link between these two kinds of poetry is there for us 
to see, but it seems to us that the basic pre-occupation of the 
author in the poems discussed in this section is t·Wi th what Lockerbie 
has called the "poeme-cree" (2) : 
(1) This is called an "objectal" quality by Renaud (Lecture d'Apol-
iinaire; Ed. L'Age d'Homme, Lausanne, 1969 p. 320 & note) who 
compares it to Duchamps"ready-mades". 
(2) Op. cit. passim. This is clearly also supported by Renaud's ana-
lysis(op.cit.). Unfortunately Renaud does not seem to haveh at 
the time of writing, of Lockerbie's studry -or at last he makes 
no mention of it~ 
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the autenomous, external, poetic oject as opposed to the true 
creation of the imagination that we 4ind in the great poems of " 
"Alcools", and, as we shall see, in the later poems of "Calligram-
mes". 
CHAPT~R THRL~ : SECTION THREE 
ONDES (B) 
In this section we propose to analyse the poems "Arbre", 
"Sur les Propheties", "Le Husicien de Saint-Merry" and "Un 
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fantome de Nuees", leaving aside "A travers l'Europe" for reasons 
which we shall make clear when we come to deal with it, also leaving 
out "Les Collines" as this poem belongs to a later period, which we 
shall fully demonstrate in the relevant section, and the calligram-
mes themselves which we intend to discuss in one section for all of 
them. The :dour poems which we shall be discussing in this section, 
then, were published between i•iarch 1913 and May 1914. Unlike the 
poems of "Alcools", most of the poems in 119alligrammes" were publi-
shed fairly soon after their date of composition, and so we consider 
it appropriate to deal with these four poems together yet separate-
ly from ".Les lPenetres" et "Lundi Rue Christine" as none is an attempt 
at a"poeme-conversation". (1) 
We begin with the poem "Arbre" which was in fact published in 
"Le Gay S9avoir" before "Alcools" had finally been published • 
From the beginning we find in this poem the same lack of connection 
between lines and the same apparently arbitrary arrangement of images 
which we have shown to be the trait most characteristic of the techniques 
(1) Renaud (op.cit. p. 343 et seq.) does make a tenuous attempt to 
describe "Arbre" as a kind of "poeme-conversation" but then 
recognises the essential differences. 
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of violence in Apollinaire's poetry from 1907 on -
"Tu ohantes avec lee autres t andis que les phonographes galopent 
OU sont les aveugles ou s'en sont-ils alles? 
La seule feuille que j'aie cueillie s'est changee en plusieurs 
mirages 
Ne m'abandonnez pas parmi cette foule de femmes au marche 
Isp~han s'est fait un ciel de carreaux emailles de bleu 
Et je remonte avec vous une route aux environs de Lyon: " (1) 
There are several elements of the above passage which immediately 
claim our attention; firstly, the lines are all strongly end-stopped, 
making of each a definite unit; secondly, this isolation of the 
lines is carried on in the imagery; thirdly,the presence in the 
last two lines, of two place names which recalls the ideas of simul-
taneity of "Les Fenetres"; fourthly, the change of person from the 
"tu" of line one to the "je" of the last line. All of these features 
we have already seen in other poems. We note also the metamorphoses 
of the third line,:· which may suggest to us that the following lines 
are the mirages in question. This line is also the only line in 
the opening verse, -or paragraph, which offers any connection with 
the title of the poem. 
Let us now examine these lines in detail. The first line carries 
both a note of humour (in the use of the word "galopent") and a note 
of modernism (in the introduction of the recently invented "phonogra-
ph" or gramophone). These notes combined give us an awareness of a 
scene which the poet is describing (in scant detail), that to us, in 
the second half of the twentieth century is rendered more vividly by 
the "galopent" than by the !t;odernistic impact of "phonographes" espe-
cially as the latter term is now little used. Nevertheless we must 
attempt/ 
(1) O.P. p. 178 
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to itdlgine the effect of the line at the time of its composition 
and it seems fair to us to say that it is a kind of banner warning 
that the poet is modern above all else in much the same way that 
the mention of pylons was in the poetry of the twenties in England. 
Would it then be going too far to say that the poet is using the 
word i•phonographes" for its shock value? It is certain that there 
were many people who read poetry at the time who wou~· have consi-
dared it a daring modernism, but perhaps most of those li.Able to 
read Apollinaire's poetry would not think so- they would be more 
likely to react to the use of "galopent",the more so since the 
"galop" was a popular dance at that time. They would ih all 
probability find it mildly surprising and funny, in exactly the 
same way as the much earlier description of a gramophone-
"Un phonographe enamoure pour dix pfennigs 
Chanta l'amour a quatre voix de chanteurs morts "(l) 
-which in fact is probably more effective in rendering the won-
derful qualities of the new invention. 
Perhaps the effect of mod.e-rnism for which Apollinaire 
was trying here has, paradoxically, been preserved by the fact that 
he has used a word which has become obsolete to describe an object 
which has become commonplace and so our attention is drawn to some-
thing which otherwise might have passed as unnoticed as, say, a 
reference to steel in the poetry of Pope. This allows us to see 
clearly one of the dangers inherent in the desire to be modern, 
especially when this is coupled with a desire to be aggressively so-
(1) O.P. p. 531 
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the poem has been overtaken by the development of science. 
Apollinaire was of course aware of this as we can see frem the 
following quotation which was written some years later than the 
poem here under discussion_ 
"O mon amie h!te-toi 
Crains qu'un jour un train ne t'emeuve 
Plus" (1) 
To return to the passage under consideration, is there not, in 
the use of the pronoun "tu" an almost automatic sign to the reader 
that the poet is dealing with a memory? Certainly the poet in using 
"tu" is referring to himself (2) and this immediately shows a certain 
distance betWlien the self writing the poem and the self present in 
the image-a distance which is closely paralleled by that of memory, 
0 
and there are precedents enough in Apollinaire's ~ms to support our 
assumption, although one cannot state categorical!~ that the first 
line is in fact something remembered rather than something imagined 
or even experienced at the moment of writing. In this context the 
next line may seem to relate to the first- were the others in the 
first line perhaps blind, either really or metaphorically? But 
if this is so it is a connectinn whichc.C\rises solely from the jux-
taposition of the two lines and nothing else. Even if it is so, 
it is a most tenous connection and we are forced to submit to the 
(1) O.P. p. 310 
(2) Renaud (op.cit. pp. 343 et seq.) makes a case for this being 
Cendrars. His interpretation seems reasonable, but it seems 
to us that the lines that may refer to Cendrars or his acti-
vities-except the allusion to the 'prose"-really integrate 
into the poem in another way. 
disparity and the illogical quality of the passage. 
The third line, however, offers us an image which, allied 
to the title, might give us a definite point of .riew with regard 
to the structure and style of the poem-
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"La seule feuille que j 1aie cueillie s'est changee en plusi-
eurs images" • 
The poem is entitled "Arbre" and here we have a reference to the 
picking <!I a leaf. The action is not, however,simple, for the 
leaf undergoes several possible interpretations of this- we may 
see the trees referred to as Poetry and therefore the leaf as the 
way in which the poet has chosen to write, the ideas of matamorph1-
osis and illusion fitting this inte~pretation very well; or, we may 
see the trees as the tree of evolution anf therefore the leaf as 
the poet's experience of the world (in its place in the history 
of humanity) and again the ideas of illusion and metamorphosis are 
in harmony; or, seeing the first three lines in very close connec-
tion with one another, we may think that the tree is this poem 
itself and that the leaf is the initial image of the peom which 
is then'-hanged into the others, these being only illusory; this 
last interpretation has the merit oi offering an expl&natio~ of 
the word"seule"that is internal. Of course it is by no means 
unlikely that all three interpretation given abcive are included 
simultaneously in the imagery of the poem and its title. (1) 
Let us consider the three last lines of the paragraph in the 
light of all these interpretations. If the first interpretation 
is correct, then the images given in these lines are examples of 
the illusions or mirages of the poet's style, each image in turn 
destroying its predecessor and therefore revealing it to be an 
(1) Not the least weakness in Renaud's (op.cit.) interpretation 
is the fact that he gives no consideratio") to the poem's 
title 
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an t.llusion • If it is the second interpretation which is the most 
relevant to the poem, then these lines are memories of the poet 
(events or things which he has experienced) and again the way which 
they succeed each other without apparent bond between them is e·~idence 
of the illusory nature of experience and memory. In the case of the 
third interpretation, it is necessary to suppose that the first line 
calls forth the second and that thethird line is a commentary on this 
·process which is continued in the last few lines. Cle~ly none of 
these three possibilities excludes the other two; in fact all three 
possibilities fit together very well. 
The first line of the next paragr~ph lends support to the iaea 
that we are dealing with memories-
"Je n 'ai pas oublie le son de la cloche:bte d 'un marchand'.i 
de coco d'autrefois" 
-and the content of the line is a comment on the way in which memory 
functions, the negative construction underlining the absurdity of the 
fact that the poet remembers still this detail of the past (probably 
childhood). The next line, however, introduces a new dimension-
"J'entends deja le son aigre de cette voix a venir" 
-for the line: seems to imply that the sound of the voice is that of 
the merchant in the previous line, and therefore that past and present 
are the same thing, or, at least are simultaneously present, in the 
poem. This is emmediately modified by the next line which continues 
the grammatical construction-
"Du camarade qui se promenera avec toi en Europe" 
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- and identifies the voice, but in so doing, because of the relation-
ship established between the first and the second lines, suggest 
that the "camarade" and the merchant are one and the same person 
and therefore the past and the future are simultaneously present 
in the poem. 
The final line 
"Tout en restant en Amerique" 
-adds the possibility of simultaneous presence in different places~ 
which we may consider was already hinted at in the last two lines 
of the first paragraph. Again this is all in harmony with both the 
function of memory and the creation of a poem. 
The next paragraph beginning as it does with the evocation 
of a child, is also consistent with the idea that the poem is com-
posed of memories. Moreover the imagery of this paragraph def ini.-
to 
~ely intendsA~Voke a strong emotional reaction fro@ the reader, 
and it does this by juxtaposition 
"Un enf ant 
Un veau depuuille pendu a l'etal 
Un enfant" 
The unreality of the preceding lines is suddenly interrupted by 
the savage vision of a butchered calf which by its proximity to 
the word "un enfant" becomes the child itself. The poet is here 
the 
combining the effects ofAtechnique of violence with those of violent 
imagery - that is to say that by stripping his phrase of any word of 
comparison or any superfluous expression the poet forces us to accept 
the identification of the child and the butchered calf, and by ch~ing 
the butchered ·calf as the other half of the juxtaposition the poet 
is seeking to make his image as repugnant as possible, for he does 
not limit himself to describing the calf as one o• a butcher's stall 
he goes further and underlines that its stomach and entrails have been 
removed. Thus what renders the sight of a butchered calf more accept-
able to us in reality, i.e. lack of entrails, heart, etc. in the con-
text of identification with a child renders it more horrible; but still 
the poet does not refer to the act of real ph)'sical violence, to the 
actual butchering of the calf, in order to obtain his effect. 
The next line drops very quickly from the emotional peak of 
the beginning of the paragraph - "" 
"Et cette banlieue de sable autour d 1une pauvre ville au 
f 
fond de l'est" 
- but inevitably some of the sadness whivh the previous image in-
duces is carried over into this one. (This may be even more so if 
one sees in this line a reference to the town of Stavelot where 
Apollinaire an~· his brother were abandoned by their mother without 
any moaey - but this is not apparent from the context of the poem). 
The next line haa~a gentle note pf humour, perhaps even irony (1) -
''Un douanier se tenai t la comme un ange" 
But this becomes rather more savage in the following line -
"A la porte d'un miserable paradis" 
- which suggests that there is no goal worth travelling to. We 
cannot escape the .s~i;1arities with "Le Voyageur" in this poem. 
Apart from the construction which might lead one to think that the 
two poems were composed at exactly the same period, there are the 
( 1) Is Apollinaire thinking of the Douanier Rousseau, and his portrait 
of the poet with his muse (Marie Laurencin )? In which case perhaps 
the "miserable paradis" is what he thought of the immortality which 
being painted by Rousseau offered him. Cf. "Inscription pour le x 
tombeau du peintre Henri Rousseau Douanier" O.P. p. 654, which was 
published only one moath a~eB this poem. 
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images of travel which:-ii,are perhaps li>mplicit in the lines ending 
the first paragraph, in the naming of places, and which are given 
a prominent place in the second and now the third ; for even if 
one were to averlook the odea of a voyage undertaken to the "ville 
de 1 1est", the f~ line of the paragraph can leave no doubt, ani 
it by association reflects upon the preceding lines-
"Et "0e ~oyageur epileptique ecumait dans la salle d'attente 
des premieres" • Thus, here just as in "Le Voyageur" we have the 
ideas of childhood and journeys associated with pain. 
The next paragraph begins in a very cryptic way-
"Engoulevent Blaireau" 
lt't la Taupe-Ariane" 
-and if the preceding paragraph gave some kind of emotional ref eren~~ 
.· point to which we could refer the varied imagery, ~his paragraph 
opens in a way which deprives us of any hold upon the--poem at all. 
Why should one associate a nightjar and a badger? Perhaps because 
they are both nocturnal creatures? Perhaps because there is a simi-
larity in their colouring? The difference~ between the two are sure-
ly far greater than any possible resemblances. And what are they 
doing here, in the poem? . The next line is even more mysterious. 
There are two possible meanings of "Ariane", one of which may offer 
us some slender clue to the reason for its presence. "Ariane 
can of course mean the aryan lands, the Eastern part of the old Per-
sian empire, including Afghanistan, and this is Where the town of 
Ispahan is situated. Is this, t~n,~:.ano.th8:u"refezence to a place 
and hence to a journey? If so, what associations are there with 
"La Taupe"? Clearly "Ariane" must mean Ariadne as well as the 
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Aryan lands, and so perhaps the connection lies in the fact that the 
mole is a constructer of labyrinth ~ Ariane was the one who helped 
Theseus to find a way out of the labyrinth in Crete llJ. holding one 
end of a piece~~tring which Theseus paid out as he went to see the 
Minotaur. (Possibly these are images of the poetic process). 
So, perhaps the poet is dealing in synthesized opposites here - the 
swift and free-flying bird i:s juxtaposed with the stolid, burrowing 
badger; the blind and ugly mole with the beautiful Ariadne who re-
presents freedom. Is, this, then, another dimension of simultanei-
ty? (1) Tne next paragraph offers no clue, but is another abrupt 
change of imagery and tone-
"Nous avions loue deux coupes dans le transsiberien 
Tour a tour nous dormions le voyageur en bijouterie et lDGCi. 
Mais celui qui veillait ne cachait point un revolver arme" 
These lines are a direct reference to the "Prose du Transsiberien et 
de la Petite Jeanne de lt"Tance" of Blaise Cendrars, but what is their 
place, what their function 1itn Apollinaire's poem? They continue the 
theme of travel and show a different aspect of it. Turn about, the 
two people travelling keep watch-the danger as well as the roftlanoe 
of distant lands is present here. But this is not the sole function 
of these lines. As we have saia they ref er directly to a poem by 
Cendrars although they are not a quotation; can we not then see them 
(1) It is certainly true that this poem is clearly much more organi-
sed than "Lundi Rue Christine" and that much of the structure 
seems to depend on the pairing of opposites. 
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them as another aspect of simultaneity (1). If past, present and 
future, here and there can all be brought into the same plane within 
a poem, why should the poet not bring together two different poems 
as both are part of the corpus of Poetry which has a past present 
and future, a here and there in the same way that the existence of 
any man may be said to have. This is surely consistent with the 
idea that the tree of the title is the tree of Poetry. 
The next paragraph begins with a line which might have been taken 
straight from "Zone" -
"Tu t'es promene a Leipzig avec une femme mince deguisee en 
homme" 
- and the following line sounds like a bitter aside which has the 
effect of varying the tone and the emotions evoked in the reader. 
Clearly in these two lines Apollinaire is looking back into 
his past and making a comment on his exper~ence, ·even if it is on-
ly a rapid aside, and so the third line of this paragraph 
11Et il ne faudrait pas oublier les legendes" 
- may be sefi both as a reference to legends about Apollinaire's 
own past as well as to the past in general; or perhaps the legends 
are the comments which he wishes to place under the mental pictures 
which he conjures up in the poem. (Certainly we are much more 
aware of the fact that he may have been referring to legends about 
his own past if we are familiar with the poet's biography.) 
The following line begins with a name which is that of a minor 
(1) Renaud.(op.cit. p. 332) points out that Apollinaire might be 
returning the compliment Cendrars paid him by quoting him 
in the '!In"ose". 
personnage in the "Roman de la Rose" - a witch who controlled 
men's dream -
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"Dame-Abonde dans un tramway la nuit au fond d'un quartier 
desert" 
- but situates that figure in a very modern context which again 
recalls the tone and setting of "Zone". 
"Je voyais une chasse tandis que je montais 
. Et l 'ascenseur s 'a.rretai t a chaque etage" 
These lines offer us no clue as to the identity of "Dame-Abonde", 
in fact they ~ake her appearance a vision such as might have been 
momentarily revealed to the poet and then hidden again as the 
lift doors opened and then closed. What is the hunt which the 
poet saw? And did he see it as he was boarding the tram or as 
he was going up the lift? Do these three lines perhaps represent 
a legend which Apollinaire is creating? In which case we find 
ourselves faced with a poet as a maker of legends which is not 
an uncommon role for modern poets to adopt. In fact the principal 
impact of these lines· as with much of the poem, is in the mystery 
they create - a mystery to which we feel·the poet holds the key. 
Other than the theme of travel there is nothing which the reader 
can find in the poem as a unifying structure except the opposites 
which are largely geographical and it is surely fair to assume that 
the poet intended this to be so. Often his images seem to be a 
comment upon the structure of the poem itself, as in the case 
of the third line of the poem 
"La seule feuille que j'aie cueillie s'est changee en plusieurs 
mirages" 
- and also in the case of the last line of this paragraph -
"L'ascenseur s'arretait ~ chaque etage" 
The poet, if this is the case , seems to be saying that the 
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writing of the poem and perhaps even of poetry in general, consists 
of a series of related yet disjointed images such as the views seen 
at different levels of the same building from a lift stopping at eve-
ry floor. This interpretation would ma~e of this very obscure poem 
another "art poetique", in which case it seems to us that the poem is 
a relative failure in comparison with "Liens" for example. (The peem 
is clearly too much the deliberate result of an author's hand to as-
pire to the status of "poeme-cree" like "Lundi Rue Christine".) 
It is possible that Apollinaire wished to create a poem which would 
consist of images related to each other principally by the fact that 
they are all part of the same poem, in the same way the G:b.he leaves 
and the branches of a tree are related principally to each mther 
through the tree. Clearly, this entails his pushing a little fur-
ther the ideas developed in "Les Fian9ailles", as he was doing in 
other directions in other poems such as "Les Fen3tres" and "Lundi 
Rue Christine" about this time:·;. 
:!'" It seems to us, however, that~this poem, Apollinaire is allowing 
his imagery too much liberty~ so that as the lift doors open and 
close, we are by no means sure that we are still in the same buil-
ding! The surpriae that we feel on reading many of the lines is 
much less effective in this poem where there is no uniftas thread; 
it is as though the trunk of the tree has been removed and we are 
left with the leaves and brancges. Let us, however, finish our 
analysis of the rest of the poem befmre we conclude about the poet's 
intentions. The next paragraph gives us a series of situations in 
IA 
which the poet finds the same image re'*'ring~ , there being no link 
whatsoever between any of the situations and this being the puet's 
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intention, we deduce that he is obsessed by the image. But whose 
image? It could well be his own as he is already almost certainly 
referring to himself in the second person singulaD in this poem; 
or it could be the image of someone whom he has loved and wbo has 
left him, a common enough theme in the poetry of Apollinaire. 
h- 'rhis obsessive returning of the same image is interrupted 
$}larply by the line 
"Ce beau negre en acier" 
-a strange and inexplicable image which might have come from a 
science-fiction novel ·of the future. 
· > which haunts the poet. Or is it? 
Surely this is not the ima.te 
Might-
"Ce beau negre en acier" 
-be the plate from which an etching has to be printed? And might 
that etching not be a portrait of a woman whom the poet has lost 
and whose image returns to haunt him whereever he looks? Or the 
image could be the poet's own. Thus this mysterious line might 
well corresponB to something quite concrete in the poet's mind al-
though Lts function is principally to mystify the reader and to 
preserve the unknown quanti.ty 1 the concealed identity of the other 
or self that the p~oet sees everywhere. 
The poem ends with a passage which contains lines that would 
not have been out of pl.ace in "La Chanson du Mal-Aime"-
" Tout est plus triste qu'autrefois 
Tous lea dieux terrestres vieillissent 
L' univers se ~nt par ta ~ix" 
Tne note of elegiac sadness would seem to suggest that there is a 
lost love involved, but there is probably more also. The poem ends 
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with two lines which recall the "acteurs inhumains claires bates 
nouvelles" of "Le Brasier" -
"Et des etres nouveaux surgissent 
Trois par trois" 
There are many interpretations which one might put upon these new be-
ings, not least among them that, coming in threes they are creatures 
for whom love has been reinvented. They also reflect back on the 
preceding lines and lead us to see that the poet was not merely 
being mysterious when he concealed the references to a lost love, 
but was also putting something else in to the image - his own past 
self. 
This poem seems to us to be rather confused in comparison with 
much of the poetry which Apolli~aire had written since 1907. It is 
not simply that he was attempting something more ambitious here 
and was forced into obscurity by the desire to compress as many 
levels of meaning as possible into as few words as possible. The 
poem is vague and confused because it seems to be about almost every-
thing that was in Apollinaire's mind at the time, and by removing 
the key to the poem, which is his own experience, Apollinaire has 
left the reader with a poem which he feels has a meaning but which 
he cannot penetrate. In other words, what Apollinaire has done is 
not to give independ·ence to his imagery, but rather to remove the 
central point of refe~ence which is his own experience, and try to 
make of what is left the imagery of a poem. This would seem to us 
to be a further exploration of the techniques of violence which in 
this instance fail. It fails because after we have submitted to 
the shock and surprise which the disparity of the imagery and tone 
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cause us, we are left with nm amalgamation of the diverse elements 
such as we experience in , say, "Le Voyageur". 
We pass on now to "Sur lea propheties", our primzipal interest 
in this poem being that one of the characteristics of Apollinaire's 
new poetry, from "Les Fiangailles" to "J .. es Collines" is the claim to 
be able to foresee the future in terms of the embodiment of th1ima.-
gination. Since ApolliA.a.ire is dealing here with prophecies of a11·: 
kinds there is a certain interest in examining what he has to say 
about them. 
0 
The ~m falls into two parts, the first of which is mo+.e or 
leas an enumeration OF the various ways in which fortune-tellers 
and such like people claim to be able to see the future. The se-
cond part, adressed to Andre Billy, is a justification of the claim 
that the future is visible tm us; justification , that is to say, 
rather than demonstration. According to the poet, interpreting 
the future is simply-
II .......... une fagon d'observer la nature 
Et d'interpreter la nature 
Qui e.st tres legitime" (1) 
This statement is at variance with what Apollinaire says elsewhere 
about the role of a poet as a prophet, for if we examine his state-
ments on this matter we find that the poet foretells the future by 
hiagining something which science later invents. We might even say 
that he is dealing in self-fulfilling prophecies; for example his 
theory that Icarus is the fruit of the imagination of a poet later 
given substance by the invention of the aeroplane- it is clear to 
us that both Icarus (as a symbol of man who can fly) anv the aeroplatte 
De are the products of Man's desire to fly, and that moreQver the ima.-
(1) O.P. P.187. 
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gination can more readily fulfil: any desire than can the conscious 
mind. 
This poem then should not be considered as offering any really 
relevant clarification of Apollinaire's theories of prophecy as 
they are set out in,~. for example, "Les Collines". The one other 
point of interest which there is for us in th!~s poem, is that there 
is no attempt to create a prophetic image. We think of the "ac-
teurs inhumains" from "Le Brasier" and of the vision of "Les Fian-
9ailles" which bi>th offer certain affinities to the case of a poem 
dealing, or purporting to deal, with knowledge of the future; and 
we shall later see that the climax of "Les Collines" consists of just 
such a sequence of images. In all these cases ApolU.na.ire depends 
upon the technicz_tAes of violence, but as we ha~e observed in our 
analysis of"irbre", of the "poemes-conversation" that he was to 
a certain extend attempting to go beyand these techniques, might 
we not see in his failure to exploit them here a lack of a sense 
of direction in his writing~ We have already quoted Apollinaire 
as saying that his "poemes-conversation" were a new departure in 
poetry, and at the same time he was experimenting with his calli-
grammes; it is therefore clear that he did not feel that he had 
achieved everything which he wished to in his exploitation of the 
techniques of violence, although neither the calligrammesnor the 
"poeme-creelhaa:-Lo.o.kerbie calls it would have been conceivable 
without the primary dislocation of the poetic structure that is ... _. 
exploited in such poems as "Les Fian9ailles". 
The two remaining poems which we wish to consider in this sec-
t ion have in common an element of narrati-ge form and an element of 
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aaraati~• ~II.it• a1IJl a~ .~ .... ~ ~ fantasy and whimsy which is not with-
out its charm, but both seem to us to be relatively minor pieces in 
comparison with the ambition of "Les Fen3tres" or the calligrammes, 
particularly "Let:bre-Ocean", as we shall see. 
"Le Musician de Saint-Merry" bears certain resemblances to 
"Cortege" and begins with a line dlich recalls one passage from "Les 
Fian9ailles'u.. 
"J'ai enfin le droit de saluer des etres que je ne connais pas" 
(1) 
-recalls the line from the fifth section of "Les Fian9ailles"-
"Et je souris des etres que je n'ai pas crees" 
-and perhaps the comparison is not inappropriate, as we shall see. 
The notes to this poem in the Pleiade edition give two anecdo-
tes concerning Apollinaire's visit to the church o~ Saint-Merry 
each of which suggests that this process of allowing the imagination 
to be stimulated by place was quite important to Apollinaire. 
Perhaps it is to the fact that the poem owes its inspiration to the 
church and the atmosphere of the quarter, that the first line is 
due. The creatures whom the poet greets and whom he has not crea-
ted, in fact does not know, are people seen in and around the church. 
Thus the first verse of the poem-
"J'ai enfin le droit de saluer des etres que je ne connais 
pas 
Ila passent devant moi et s'accur.iulent au loin 
Tandie que teu·t· ce"]que j 'en vois m' est inconnu 
Et leur espoir n'est pas moins fort que le mien" 
-aapears as an attempt similar to that of the "poemes-conversation" 
to create a poem which owes little to the perso¥nality of the poet. 
(1) O.P. p. 188. 
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In fact, the next verse puts a rather different perspeotive 
on this consideration -
"Je ne chante pas ce monde ni lee autres 
Je chante toutes les possibilites de~moi-m@me hors de oe monde 
et des astres 
Je chante la joie d'errer et le plaisir d'en mourir" 
From these lines it is clear that the poet's right to greet those 
whom he does not know arises from his coffiplete confidence that his 
poetry springs from his own imagination rather than from the out-
side world. It would seem that the poet considers that the time 
which he foresaw, or rather wished for in "Les Fiangailles" has 
come 
"Mais si le temps venait oil. l'ombre enfin solide 
Se multipliait en realisant la diversite formelle de mon amour 
J'admirerais mon ouvrage " (1) 
Thus the faot that the poet may have seen something in the area 
round the church of Saint-Merry which seems to hie friends to have 
some relation to the theme and imagery of the poem, is, in fact, of 
very little relevance. Apollinaire himself is stating quite cate-
gorically that his poetry is the product of his imagination, and 
therefore that whatever external featurea are incorporated into 
his poetry are completely transformed by his imagination. 
If we insist on this point it is because, far from being another 
attempt at creating a poem external to the personality of the poet, 
and consequently a parallel to "Lundi Rue Christine", this poem 
is a product of the poetic imagination in the same sense that the 
(1) O.P. p. 132 
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latter poems of "Alcools" as well as the latter poems of "Calligram-
mes" are. ,._ This seems to us to be an important modification of 
S.I. Lockerbie's division of the poetry of "Calligrammes" into two 
periods, that of the years 1913-1914 and that of 191'-1918,(1) but 
at the same time it is the confirmation of both Loekerbie's hypothe-
sis and our OW?}. , that the eventual poetic goal of the poetry of 
"Calligrammes" is the same for all the poems in the volume, even 
if the routi tak9' are often considerably different from o~e another. 
The tone of the lines which follow the last passage quoted is 
that of whimsical fantasy into which the poet injects only one note 
of real mystery-
"Homme Ah! Ariane" 
in this description of the mysterious piper. But even this is noj 
too difficult to interpret (the women, like Ariadne by Theseus, are 
being led away to be later abandoned) and so cannot really be consi-
dered as an image of surprise. 
However, there is an abrupt change of construction and of tone follo-
wing the line-
"Il s'en allait terriblement" 
-and the poem expands to take in not only a much wider region of 
Paris than the area already mentioned, but,,aleo parts of Germany as 
well- "Puis ailleurs 
A quelle heure un train partira-t-il pour Paris 
00000000000000000000000000000000000 
Ailleurs 
Elle traverse un pont qui relie Bonn a Beuel et disparait 
a travers PUtzchen" 
(1) Cf ."Le r8le de !'imagination dans Calligrammes" byS.I. Lom.kerbie 
in R.L.M. series on Apollinaire n° 51 1966. 
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The scale and structure of the poem are radically altered here 
and the effect of this is to introduce a new dimension to certain 
of the lines in the first half of the poem. What we have read so 
far is a description of a kind of pied piper in a certain are a of 
v 
Paris- suddenly j;he scene is transformed, but not to any definite , · 
place; the poet simply introduces the dimension of "ailleurs". Then 
comes the introduction of specific places - an archipelago near 
Indonesia and the former capital of the Belgian Congo - but most 
important here are the lines -
"A ce moment 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
En m@me temps" 
Apollinaire is introducing his ideas of simultaneity; the poem re-
assembles events taking place all over the world at the same time. 
The poet also adds a note of mystery in the line 
"Mission catholique de B8ma qu'as-tu fait du sculpteur" 
u. (might there not be here some reference to a piece of African sculp-
ture which the poet knows and which he considers to be in a style 
lost to those Africans who have been converted to Christianity?) 
There is also the question of the identity of the woman in the 
line 
"Elle traverse un yont qui relie Bonn a Beuel et disparal:t 
a travers Ftitzchen" 
as the poet makes no attempt to give us any sort of answer to these 
s.e mysteries, it is clear that he is not trying to present a series 
of parallel stories or evnnts, but rather is ue~ng these brief views 
of other places in much the same way as the "Roi-Lune" listens to the 
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sounds of different parts of the world in Eis cavern, by playing 
the keys of his wonderful magic instrument. (1) But there is no 
need for us to look outside the poem for a "musicien"- can we not 
see that the young man playing the flute is the poet himself and 
that the tune which he is piaying is the poem, his music being an 
imaginative experience of the world which allows him to use notes 
from different harmonies, if we may use such an analogy to descri-
be the different zones of the world. Consider the lines 
"Il s'arreta au coin de la rue Saint-Martin 
Jouant l'air que je chante et que j'ai invente" 
-are these not sufficient a hint that if the flautist is not the 
poet himself ,then he is at least the poet's creature? Furtherma. re 
there is the warning given by the poet in the second verse tha~ 
he is not writing about the external world but about the possibili~ 
ties of himself. 
Unlimitaiited magical powers are not, however, what the poet is 
·'--./ 
claiming; indeed he immediately reminds himself and us of some of 
his wimitations-
"Dans un autre quartier 
Rivalise done 8 poete avec les etiquettes des parfumeurs 
-although one cannot be oblivious to the note of irony that is pre-
sent here. Clearly th4poet is alluding to the powers of suggestion 
which the names of certain perfumes have for their users if not for 
everyone. And he, in a few words, ar a few linee is trying to 
suggest as much as possible of the feeling of "ailleurs". 
The next lines present a kind o~ summing up of what has been 
done by the poets -and end on a call for unity among the avant-garde(?) 
(1) Cf. "Le Poete Assassine" pp. 129-136. 
' . : 
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which reminds us of "Liens"-
"En somme 8 rieurs vous n'avez pas tire grand-chose 
des hommes 
Et a peine avez-vous extrait un peu de graisse de leur 
mi sere 
Mais nous qui m&rons de vivre loin l'un de l'autre 
Tendons nos bras et·sur ces rails roule un long train de 
! 
marchandises" 
-but in fact the force of the expression "qui mourons de vivre 
loin l'un de l'autre" is such that one wonders w~ther there is not 
another dimension to this verse also. If so it is surely the 
familiar yearning for a woman who has left him. Perhaps this the 
w6ma~ referred to in the line quotbd on the preceding page. This 
idea would certainly fit with the next line~ 
"Tu pleurais assise pres de moi au fond d'un fiacre" 
And in this context the train of women following the young man 
appears almost as a kind of wish fulfilment, but one of which 
the poet is conscious, f,or he has already said that he is writing 
about the possibilities of himself? Therefore, if he is constant-
ly deserted by women he loves, it is certainly another possibili-
ty o~ his existence that he should<1lfrresistibly attractive to 
them, and take his revenge upon them by spiriting them away at the 
end of the poem-which ending reveals to a great degree the irony to 
which the poet is subjecting himself in the poem. 
The next line identify the lost love with the peat's self as 
in "Arbre"-
"Et maintenant 
Tu me ressembles tu me ressembles malheureusement" 
-and the image which follows fixes the poet and his love in an 
immobile unexpected way-
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"Neus nous ressemblons comme dans !'architecture du siecle dernier 
Cea halites cheminees pareilles a des tours" 
There is one further reference to the external world and then 
the poem returns to the procession of the women following the pied 
piper-
"Et tandis que le monde vivait et variait" 
-and the poem ends with a synthesis of the poet's pain(surely for 
his lost love) and the last notes of the music which has lured away 
all the women of the quarter-
"O nuit 
Toi ma douleur et mon attente vaine 
J'entends mourir le son d'une flftte lointaine (1) 
The basic narrative structure of the poem has been transformed by 
the surprise images of the section beginning-"Puis ailleurs"- and 
what the poet has made of the poem is ai~simultaneous complex of his 
own emotions, impressions of the area round the church and fragments 
of the external world which bear no relation to the theme of the 
pied piper or of the sadness of an abandoned lover. The dimension 
which Apollinaire has added to this poem is partly that of the poem-
object, the thing distinct from its creator, but it is mostly acknow-
ledgement of an exterior reality which is not as important either for 
us or for the poet as the imaginative reality of the poem. 
(1) Cf. "Une dame penchee a sa fenetre m'a regarde longtemps m'eloi-
gner en chantant" - "Les Fian9ailles" -same mood of sadness 
brought about through distance. 
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We pass on now to an examination of "Un fant8me de nuees", but 
we shall have more to say about the poem-object and its place in 
Apollinaire's poetic theories in our discussion of the calligrammes. 
As we have said, this poem has a basic narrative structure which 
concerns the poet going out into the streets to watch some acroba.f:5 
t;es perform on the eve of the 14th of July. There are aspects of 
the poem which might recall Picasso's pink period paintings of cir~ 
cus performers, but neither of these facets of the poem <-cl'S what 
interests us principally. For the purposes of this study, the most 
interesting aspect of the poem is the way in which the poet transfor-
ms his narrative from something quite simple into something much 
more subtle, and the degree to which he does this through the use 
of surprise images. 
In fact, one might be forgiven for thinking that Apollinaire 
had written this poem very early in his career, for he does employ 
surprise images in this poem but his use of them is extremely mo-
dest, almost as if he were not sure of their potential. The first 
departure from the straight-forward narrative tone comes in the lines-
"Poids f ormidables 
Villas de Belgique soulevees a bras tendu par un ouvrier russe 
Halteres noirs 
de Lon~y 
et creux ·qui ont pour tige un fleuve f ige 
Doigts roulant une cigare~te amere et delicieuse comme la vie(l) 
It must be admitted that the pun is not particularly funny, 
even in the context of the Russian's worker's presence. It does 
however alter the tone of the poem if only slightly. The next two 
lines perform a metamorphosis which adds nothing to our knowledge of 
the weights and which might almost describe as gratuitous were it 
not for the fact that through these changes the poet is not really 
(1) O.P. p. 193 
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attempting to describe the object at all but rather is, as it were, 
offering us his own side-show. ~1he spar by which the dumbbells 
are lield becomes in turn a "fleuve-f ige" and a cigarette rolled in 
the fingers of the weight-lifter. The first of these two metamorpho-
ses gives an impression of the strength involved in the lifting of 
the dumbbell~, this is the kind of strength which can hold back 
rivers; the second gives an idea of a certain outlook on life which 
is almost certainly th•t of the performers. Thus the imagery in ·t 
these lines ia not meant to tell us about the weights but about the 
people whom the poet is watching. 
The surprise involved in these images come firstly at their appa-
rent gratuitousness, and then also in -the terms. of the imagery-"fleu-
ve fige" carries a considerable surprise value, and the comparison 
"amere et delicieuse comme la vie" is clearly unexpected. 
On the next page we find an isolated line which interrupts the 
slightly morbid direction that the pv~m has taken as Apollinaire 
concentrates on the description of the performers-
"Les bras lea bras partout montaient la garde" 
-the line is situated between the end of the description of the tuber-
cular bloom in the complexion of the old man and the beginning of the 
description of.""' the second "sal timbanque" who has certain rather mys-
terious attributes as we shall see in a moment. To whom then do the 
arms belong? To the old man? To the other acrobat? To the crowd 
surrounding them, perhaps ? It is not really important, in fact. 
What is important is the image of arms involve~ in disciplined move-
ment, through which we become aware of the physical activity which 
for this man is staving off dea~h. Should he cease to perform, all 
that he has left to db is lie down.and die. This is brought home to 
f. 
us much more through this sudden, strange image than through all 
the preceding lines concerning the sickly complexion which is 
obvious to the unlookers. 
The next few lines, concerning the second acrobat, bring a 
mysterious note to the poem-
"Le seco~d saltimbanque 
N'etait v3tu que de son ombre 
Je le regardai longtemps 
Son visage m'echappe entierement 
C'est un homme sans tete" 
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It is clear in the second line that Apollinaire is not describing 
a real acrobat, or if the figure he is describing does correpond 
to one of the troupe, then he has been totally transformed by the 
poet's imagination. The headless shadowy figure becomes very 
disquieting to us, and appearing after the passage concerning the 
illness of the old man, he seems somehow connected with one or the 
other. 
death. 
Perhaps he is the old man's alter ego, perhaps a figure of 
The important point for us to note here is that the poet 
simply introduces his mysterious character, very quietly, into the 
poem and leaves him to work upon our imagination$ • 
The na~rative continues and we follbw it almost to the point of 
disregarding lines such as-
"Que moulait l'homme au visage couvert d'ancetres 
The poet has already touched upon this idea in the line-
"La cendre de sea peres lui sortait en barbe grisonnante" 
-b~t this is to the reader a not too surprising way of saying that 
the man is old like his father before him grew old and so,on. The 
second ocurrence of the image, however, is cuch closer to a baroque 
conceit- the middle term of the metaphor has been removed, so that 
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the image becomes grotesque. It is no longer a question of seeing 
the~~an in a line of family descent, the strangeness of the image 
surpasses this simple aspect of the poet's vision, the old man 
becomes an ugly image of the past which is accompagnied by the 
brash music of the organ, both in sharp contrast with the graceful 
movements of the little acrobat. 
The next passage brings a different treatment of the same 
idea, and the poet reaching the climax of his imagery brings the 
poem to an unexpected end-
"Le petit saltimbanque fit la roue 
Avec tant d'harmonie 
Que l'orgue cessa de jouer 
Et que 1 1 organiste se cacha le visage dans les mains 
Aux doigts semblables aux descendants de son destin 
}l,oetus minuscules qui lui sortaient de la barbe" 
To the dimension of the past is added that of the future. The 
figure of the organist becomes generation after generation of ugly, 
disease-ridden people who cannot attain the momentary transcendence 
of losing themselves in movement and rhythm. 
The poet does not, however, allow things to settle here; he 
breaks the atmosphere of pathos with a loud whoop-
"Nouveaux eris de Peau-Rouge" 
-which is the expression of the overflow of joy and entl'v'"u.siasm that 
arise from the experience of absorbtion in physical activity. 
the child acrobat disappears 
"i•Iusique angelique des arbres 
Disparition de l'enfant" 
Then 
Clearly, the poet is stressing the ephemeral aspect of the ability 
to lose self in some momentary activity, beside which the feats of 
strength of the weight-lifters ¥:'nothing at all. 
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Hence the last 
two lines of the poem which enlarge the canvas far beyond the image 
of the street acrobats-
"Mais chaque spectateur cherchait en soi l'enfant miraculeux 
Siecle 8 siecle de nuages" 
Apollinaire hails the twentieth century as the century of the momentcwy, 
:i.,~r, the ephemeral but the transcendental. His "fant8me de nuees" is 
the alter ego of the twentieth centur$ man and is committed to the 
perfection of the moment. 
As we said earlier in this section what principally holds our 
attention in the poems studied here is that images of violence are 
relegated to a minoD rol~ in comparison with the poems which preceded 
them. Nevertheless they are present in these poems and as such show 
the importance of the position which they had developed in Apollinai-
re's writing, for it is clear that in t~e poems he was exploring new 
avenues for his poetry and yet could not quite put aside this element 
of his style. 
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CHAPTER THREE ; SECTION FOUR 
ONDES (c) 
In this section we shall deal with the one remainint~poem from the 
' section of "Calligrammes" entetled "Ondes", that is to say the poem 
entitled "A travers l'Europe" which was originally given the title 
of ''Rodztag" when sent to Marc Chagall and"Rotsoge" when published 
in "Les Soirees de Paris". We have chosen to deal with this poem 
separately because it was written by Apollinaire after a visit to 
the studio of Chagall and is a kind of tribute by Apollinaire to the 
painter. It is a tribute in the sernse that Apollinaire chose to 
use images which he saw in the canvases in Chagall's studio, but it 
is also a poem which owes more to its author's originality of sty-
le than to an attempt to render a literary equivalent to the pain-
ting of Chagall. (1) 
Although, as we have said, there are certain of the poet's ima-
ges which may be shown to have been directly inspired by the paintings 
which Chagall had completed at the time of Apollinaire's visit to 
his studio (Ton visage ecarlate", " 1ra maison ronde ou nage un hareng 
saur", "un homme en 1 1air un veau qui regarde a tr.avers le ventre de 
sa mere"), this does not mean that Apollinaire was using these ima-
ges in the same way as Chagall. It will be seen from the ensuing 
analysis that the structure of the poem and the use of images which 
have no logical connection with one another is perfectly consistent 
with Apollinaire's writings of this period, and that, consequently, 
his decision to employ images taken from Chagall 1 painting:'.;· is to be 
seen as a tribute offered to the painter and nothing else. 
(1) Cf. Marc Chagall "Ma vie" p. 169. 
. •. 
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The poem begins with the word "Rotsoge"(l) which is something 
of a mystery in itself, being neither French nor German nor Russian 
nor Jewish (Yiddish, that is) nor,as far as we have been able to 
ascertain,the title of any of Chagall's paintings of the period. 
Thus, the poem begins with a sound to which we can attach no meaning, 
but which i~ ... ;not followed by any other sequence of sound separated 
from meaning. Instead, what follows is a series of verbal images 
which off er no connection between one and the next or any subsequent 
image. If the first three details evoked are all linked by the use 
of the pronoun "ton" or "ta" , there is nothing else except their 
unreality to tie them together-
nrl'on visage ecarlate tonbiplan transformable en hydroplan 
Ta maison ronde ou il -~nage un hareng saur" 
Yet when com~ared with the following lines, these have one other 
thing in common, they are all visual images(perhaps all details taken 
from Chagall's paintings), whereas the next line-
.. ~il me faut la clef des paupieres" 
-is not only less visual, it is a line taken from "La Cle:t"(2) 
a poem which Apollinaire wrote in 1902 or perhaps even earlier. 
Perhaps its appearance here may be due to the fact that Apollinaire 
felt that Chagall's vision of the world was so radically different 
from his own. This line is followed by three lines which seem to be 
an extract from some conversation and are in no way visual in their 
inspa.ra. t ion-
"Heureusema.nt que nous avons vu M. Panado 
E~ nous sommes tranquilles de cote-la 
Qu~ est-ce que tu vois mon vieux M.D. ..... 
( l ) 0. p. p. 201 
" 
(2) O.P. p.554 -this detail is not mentioned in the notes to the Plei-
ade edition. 
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Thus the completely free visual images are followed by an entirely 
gratuitous piece of conversation, which seems to make of the poem 
some sort of amalgam of the styles of "Les Fen3tres" and "Lundi Rue 
Christine". The last line of the opening section of the poem is as 
mysterious as the first in its use of numbers which have no apparent 
connection with the rest of the line or with anything else in the µ 
poem • This lends to the numbers :a cabalistic aura of signif i-
oance-
"90 ou 324 un homme en l'air un veau qui regarde a travers le ventre 
de sa mere" 
-whereas both the other details in the line can be sean in paintings 
which Chagall produced about this time. Of course, this does not 
mean that the poem is about Chagall's painting, for the ordinary rea-
der has no way of knowing that the visual elements of the poem have 
been seen by. the poet in the painter's work-this is especially true 
of the contemporary reader who had as yet had no opportunity of see-
ing of Chagall '.s work. Thus we must eonsider the visual imagery 
of the poem simply as images completely liberated from the demands 
of logic, the logic, that.is, both of context and of visual authen-
cijy, ~or not only is there no connection between the images, no 
kind of progression from one to the other, they also deny the truth 
of the realities to which they are attached- no face is really scar-
let, no herring are to be found swimming by the time they are smoked, 
especially in a house; very few houses are round; calves cannot see 
through, or be seen through their' ~ mother's wombs and the biplane 




or the other. Thus the essence of 1the imagery is its unreality. 
As for the fragment of conversation, it is neither self-explana-
tory nor appropriate to any of the poem's images; it too has been 
completely liberated from any requirements of logic or context. 
The next passage opens with two. lines which with one small 
change, have been taken from "La Clef" (1), and the third line has 
had the last word slightly altered in being transplanted from the 
same poem. However, Apollinaire gives his readers no indication of 
this and so we do not think it appropriate to draw the conclusion 
that he is comp~ring Chagall's painting with this extremely medio6Ye 
c .. .-· symbolist r) allegory composed in his JtOuth. Surely it is rather 
that Apollinaire is saying that Chagall's is a way of looking at the 
world to which he wishes to respond but which is forei~o him. 
Certainly, in all his writings on_art Apollinaire praised Chagall 
as a brilliant colourist but he has almost nothing more to say about 
him, and Chagall himself has said that his aspirations were completely 
J._,. removed from what the Oubists or the others that Apollinaire 
knew were doing. 
But we have already said that the ordinary•)reader has no way 
of knowing that the imagery is drawn from Chagall's paintings; true 
thre is the dedication, which in one published version of the poem 
was written "Au ?eintre Chagall", but few people if any, had seen as 
much of Chagall's painting as would enable them to grasp the signifi-
canoe of the poem's imagery. We must therefore conclude that what 
interested Ap9)Jlinaire above all in Chagall's work, precisely be.cause 
it was an element of his own, was the break with logical demands on 
(I) O.P. p. 5Sf 
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presentation and the discarding of any explanation for seemingly 
arbitrary detail. Consider the details which Apollinaire has 
chosen from Chagall's painting -
;r 
"Ton visage ecarlate", "Ta maison ronde ou,,{_nage un hareng 
eaur", "un homme en l'air un veau qui regarde a travers le ventre 
de sa mere"-these are images which might surely have found their 
place in "Les Fen§tres" or indeed in "Les Fian9ailles" as examples 
of the power of the imagination to create a new reality. 
Thus the next two.lines are not only to be interpreted as 
being the poet speaking to himself about his desire to understand 
the painting of Chagall, but are,aiso the poet indicating to the 
reader that if he i.Wishes to see the world in this way then he has 
only to allow himself to l~ok. 
The following line seems to be offered as the subject for a 
painting 
"Le vieux se lave lea pieds dans la cuvette" 
- or perhaps as an example of an ordinary image which could be 
transformed by the power of the imaginatio~. The banality cbf 
the line comes as a challenge to the reader to open his eyes and to 
see the scene in a new and more beautiful light. 
The next line is a fragment of ~talian and seems to be an 
extract from a conversation-
"Una volta ho inteso dire Che vuoi" 
-"Once I thought I heard (him) say What do you want". Why did the 
poet choose to include this line in another tongue? Perhaps to 
underline the chance factor , its arbitrariness ; perhaps also to 
provide as with the first line a dimens.ion of sound without meaning 
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to the reader. It is interesting to note that in one of his early 
calligrammes, Apollinaire had gone as far as including pure sounds; 
the poem "Lettre-Ocean" has in the central core representing the 
Eiffel tower several sounds to which no meaning can be attached, 
although the sounds"ro ro ting ting" are probably meant to repre-
sent the noise of a bus starting up, and the noise of the conductor'~ 
- bell. This is not however a development which Apolliaaire was 
to continue, so it is perhaps not unreasonable to conclude that 
his imagination had gone as far as envisaging a poem of sound 
divorced from meaning, and that consequently tfie inclusion of a li-
ne of Italaan in this poem was intended to be a step in that direc-
tion. 
This second passage of the poem ends with the line-
"Je me mis a pleurer en me souvenant de vos enfances" 
-the melancholy of which rejoins the third line, of the passage. 
We wonder, on reading the line why the poet has used the pronoun 
"vos"; true, it is not unknown for him to do so when referring to 
himself, but here it is not only the second person plural which he 
has used, but also the plural form of this person, therefore he 
must be thinking of more than one person. Is he perhaps addressing 
the reader? r.I1he lament for lost innocence also, so perhaps the 
poet is telling the readers that their understanding needs to 
be that o~ a child to appreciate the poem- and by extension, the 
painting of Chagall. 
The next line is clearly addressed to Chagall, and it would, 
we think, have been obvious to the ordinary reader that this was 
so, given the original dedication of the poem "Au Peintre Chagall"-
·.j 
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"Et toi tu me montres un violet epouvantable" 
Apollinaire most probably inserted this line at this point of the 
poem in order to break from the sentimentality of the preceding 
line; characteristically he never allows a sentimental moment to 
prolcimg itself. 
As the preceding line was a reference to Chagall's painting 
so now the next passage begins with a direct reference to a parti-
~cular painting-
"Ce petit tableau ou il y a une voiture m'a rappele le jour 
Un jour fait de morceaux mauves jaunes bleus verts et rouges 
Ou je m'en allais a la campanne avec une ~mante cheminee 
tenant sa chienne en laisse" 
Is there not perhaps something of the poem's arbitrary juxtaposi-
tion of images in the juxtaposition of colours in the second line? 
Mauve, yellow,blue, green, and red, are all mentioned as pure colours 
and not as combinations-is this not perhaps a parallel which Apolli-
naire had seen between his own poetry and Chagall's style of pain-
ting. And the third line with its absurdity, its "surreality", 
is this not both characteristics of Apollinaire's poetry and of 
Chagall's painting? Consider the imagery which we have discussed 
in most of the poemswritten since 1907; this image would notbe out 
of place among them. And as for Chagall, in a world where people 
float in mid-air, where faces are coloured green, or blue or scarlet, 
and any other convention which the artist desires to break is broken, 
it would not be out of place to find a chimney-piece taking a dog 
for a walk in the country. To the reader unaware of either the 
work of Chagall, or the fact that the poem is dedicated even to a 
painter, this passage is of. necessity rather more mysterious, but not 
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at all completely obscure. It is clear that the poet is drawing a 
parallel between the liberty of the image and the liberty of fragments 
of colour, and a pa~\lel between the juxtaposition of both. As to 
the line beginning "Ou je m'en allais" it is no more serious than 
any other line in the poem, and is easily seen as an example of the 
lurreal". 
The passage now continues with a line which might be an adult 
speaking to a small child-
" Il n'y en a plus tu n'as plus t01petit mirliton" 
-which recalls the theme of lost innocence, and in this case the 
child's toy, a musical instrument of the most elementary kind which 
would no doubt gre~tly amuse a child but would probably annoy an 
adult just as much, becomes a symbol of this lost innocence and abili-
ty to appreciate lack of h,armony and logical connections. 
The next line is a kind of visual pun, depending on the length 
of Russian ci~garettes resembling a chimney seen in the distance 
"La cheminee fume loin de moi des cigarettes russes" 
There is also, of course, the fact that Chagall was a Russian, and 
had painted portraits of himself smoking, which may have suggested 
the image to Apoll~re. This line is also the first in a list 
of details bearing no relation to each other which the peet accumula-
tes to the end of the poe~ 
"La chienne aboie contre les lilas 
La veilleuse est consumee 
Sur la robe ont chu des petales 
Deux anneaux d'or pres des sandales 
Au soleil se sont allumes 
Mais tes cheveux son·t le trolley 
A travers 1 '~"'Urope vetue de petits feux mul ticolores" 
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Certain of these details are even contradictory, f·or if the gold 
rings are lit by sunlight·, then the burnt-out n:tght light does suggest 
that it is not day. What this final passage presents is a kind 
of simultaneity, which the alert reader might well have expected 
after the title. It is possible that Apollinaire chose the title 
~A travers l'Europe" not only because Chagall, a Russian, and he, 
bo~n in Italy, living in ~Tance, but of Russian nationality through 
his mother, shared the same ideas, or at least similar ideas, but 
also because this was the time when the concep~ of an international 
(µ 
artistic a"Wit-garde was becoming apparent. 
"La notion d'avant-garde artistique ne peut se developper qu'a 
partir de 1910. Auparavant, ecrivains OU peintres peuvent avoir 
conscience de ce qui les separe du "bourgeois"; songer a unefj recon-
ciliation de l 9art avec le peuple ou la vie moderne, se considerer 
comme des precurseurs. L'esprit d'avant-garde est autre chaise; le 
sentiment aigu que l'art qui s'epuise dans les traditions academiques, 
est a reinventer; la volonte de rompre avec le passe, de chercher une 
inspiration et des fo»mes neuves, de se lancer dans l'aventure; la 
preoccupation constante de l'avenir, tel que le forge la revolution 
scientifique et technique. Il bouleverse l'ordre, se livre aux expe-
riences les plus h~sarde~ses, prefene l'audace a la perfection, la 
decouverte a la certitude. Prepare en lt"Tance par le futurisme de 
Marinetti, feconde par l'exemple de la peinture, il s'epanouit a 
partir de 1912 dans les manifestations les plus variees, parfois pue-
riles, parfois capitales dans l'evolµtion poetique". (1) 
(1) M. Decaudin "La crise des valeurs symbolistes" p. 470 
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Thus M. Decaudin describes the birth of the a~t-garde, and we 
consider this to be an idea that is strictly relevant to this ·poem. 
We have alread~ pointed out the international character of the career 
ef Apollinaire; Chagall was not only a Russian working in France, 
but was also a Jew, and the poem seems to be saying that they share 
certain ideas basic to their art. The climax of the poem presents 
an aoaumulation of details which are linked, in a completely non-
logical fashion, by the last two lines,;which not only carry a strong 
note of modernism- "tes cheveux sont le trolley" but also :becall the 
lines from "Liens"-
"Rails qui ligotez les nations 
Nous ne sommes que deux ou trois hommes 
Libres de tous liens 
Donnons-nous la main" (1) 
And it is by no means far fetched to suggest that the "petits faux 
multicolores" are the few men who are leading the artistic revolutions 
all over Europe. 
Thus this poem is as much about a.11 av/t-garde painting and po·3try 
a~ it is about the work of Apollinaire and Chagall. This being the 
case, what Apollinaire is advancing as the cornerstone &f the avant-
garde revolution is total liberty of the image, :and he is accompanying 
this with a plea for a sympathetic audience, reminding them of their 
ability to accept such a conception of the world when they are children. 
It is nonethe~ess alear thet this poem is not exceptional in the work 
of Apoll~re, either at this time or later (one thinks of ~is later 
publication "L'Esprit nouveau et les poete,,p"). 'I1he discontinuity of 
(1) O.P. p. 167 
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the style of the poem is pushed no further than in "Les Fen8tres" or 
"Arbre", and the contrast and comapa.rison of the visual and the sono-
rous details are already present in "Les Fenetres" and indeed in some 
of the calligrammes". Surely it is by this time superfluous to 
stress that these develop'·:·ments spring from the exploitation of vio-
lence in literature which is present in the poetry of Apollinaire 
from 1905 onward. 
To conclude this section, we note that this poem, like "Arbre" 
like "Les Fenetres", "Liens" and also "Les Collines" although it was 
composed later, is largely a poem about writing poetry. It is clea~­
ly the stamp of the writings of this period in Apollinaire's life 
to be experimental and in~ward looking, and it should come as no sur-
prise to us to find him experimenting with the visual structure of 
the poem as much as with its philosophical structure. It is also 
true that all the experiments of this period depend to a great exten~ 
upon the deliberate and provocative .break with convention. 
CHAP.I1ER THREE : SECTION FIVE 
ETENDAR~ (A) 
In this section we propose to examine most of the poems inclu-
ded in· the section of "Calligrammes" entitled "Etenda:r¢s". We have 
chosen to separate those poems which were inspired by Louise de 
ColJigny from the others and will deal with them in the next section • ...,, 
Thus the poems which will concern us here are"La Petite Auto", "A 
Ntmes", "2e Canonnier Conducteur" and "Ombre" which may well have 
·been composed some time after the other poems included here, but 
which, not being of major impo~nce, we have nevertheless included 
~them (1). 
The circumstances inuwhich the poem "La Petite Auto" (2) was 
composed were the mobilisation of Europe on the eve of the first 
World War. In this poem, thef\ Apollinaire is looking forward to 
a mammoth conf'lict of peoples which he already sees in almost sexual 
teJ?ms-
"Des geants furieux se dressaient sur l'Europe 
Les aigles quittaient leur aire attendant le soleil 
Les poissons voraces montaient des abtmes 
Les peuples accouraient pour se connattre a fond" 
We say already because this mingling of the sexual and the war scene 
was to become one of the common themes of the poetry which he wrote 
in the trenches. This is clearly an extremely fertile field for the 
shock image, and we shall see that Apollinaire seldom fell back on the 
(1) O.P. p. 1088 - Soupault's version of how the poem came to be 
written 
( 2) 0 • p. p. 207 
'. 
play on "l 'amour-la mort" but managed to e'reate a whole range of 
poetry on .this and allied themes. 
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The extent to which he was to identify himself with the phenome-
non of war is also foreshadowed in this poem-
''Je m'en allais portant en moi toutes ces armees qui se battaient" 
Is this the poet's recognition of the fact that war is a moment of 
truth brought about through violence, and that this is what he was 
attempting to achieve in his poetry? It is, of cours~ possible , 
but in our opinion, Apollinaire's ideas of violence in literat'l\re are 
not to be too closely related to physical violence and certainly not 
the unspeakable slaughter of the First World War. We consider it 
· much more likely that Apollinaire saw in the war the end of an epoch-
"Nous comprimes mon camaradee<:e:t · moi 
Que la petite auto nous avait conguitsdans une epoque 
nouvelle 
Et bien ~u'etant deja tous deux des hommes mu.rs 
Nous venions cependant de na1tre" 
-and thatr he saw in his own poetry the end of a literary epoch. 
Not that the question remained for him one of purely literary conside-
rations; his poetry as we have shown and will show in the poems which 
we have not yet analysed, was for him an expression of a sensibilijy 
which he considered to be that of the new century. And so he saw in 
the war , which was to sweep away the nineteenth century in a far more 
radical manner than a simple change of date from 1899 to 1900 could 
ever do, an equivalent to his sweeping away of the barriers of artis-
ti~ conventions and with them the irrelevant modes of feeling which 
they represented. He may certainly be forgiven if, i~t914, he did 
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not foresee the nature of the war which was to be the most terrible 
sl aughter the world had ever known. 
-....; 
In passing we might also remark that in this poem Apollianaire 
seems to have foreseen not only the war in the air but also the war 
beneath the sea-
"Oceans prof onds ou remuaient les monstres 
Dans lea vieilles carcasses nauf:Eagees 
Hauteurs inimaginables ou l'homme combat 
Plus haut que l'aigle ne plane 
L'homme y combat contre l'homme 
Et descend tout d'un coup comma une etoile filante" 
-al though the terms in which he expresses this• vlisi.on of the future 
would not be out of place in the poetry of earlier centuries. In 
this respect Apollinaire was not alone, for if one reads the poetry 
which was written in English about the first world war, then one 
#inds a sharp divergence between the poems written about the time of 
mobilisation and during the first months of the war, which are patrio-
tic and stress the honour and glory of war,and the later poems written 
by men who had seen and fought in the front line, which are full of 
the horrors of war (l)~ We must treat with great caution the accusa-
tion which has been brought against Apollinaire, by Mme. Durry among 
others, that he was insensitive to the real nature of the First World 
War. 
However, to return to the text of "La Petite Auto", there is one 
image above all others which holds our attention, and which, apart 
from the passage written in the form of a calligramme, is the most 
(1} Comfare, for example, the anthology of English war poetry "Up -~the 
Line to ;Death". 
unusual in the poem-
" J e sentais en moi des etres neufs pleins de dexterite 
B!tir et aussi agencer un univers nouveau 
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Un marchand d~une opu!ence inouie et d'une taille prodigieuse 
Disposait un etalage extraordinaire" 
The "etre neufs" of the fi·~t line are no strangers to us, the modern 
men born of the liberated subeonscious have appeared in poems analysed 
in previous sections of this study, and their appearance here lends 
weight to our hypothesis that Apollinaire saw the war as the parallel 
development in history to the development in poetry and art which were 
taking place in his own work and the work of his friends. but the 
following image is truly astonishing in the degree to which it foresees 
the attitude to war of most of the European proletariats after the end 
of the Fist World War. It might also have been adopted by the commu-
nist parties as an illustration of their policy and of the image of war 
which they attempted to project to the masses- war as an instrum8nt for 
the enrichment of the ruling capitalist classes! Looked at within the 
context of the poem, this image is not so one-sided a view of war. 
Since it is preceded by the appearance of the "etres neufs pleins de 
dexterite" it must be seen also as an image of the riches whioh war can 
bring. wtther Apolli~naire was thinking in terms of conquest and spoils 
or in terms of the stimulus which war imparts to the develop;ment of 
science, is difficult to say. Perhaps it was both, perhaps in view 
of the images of aeroplanes and submarines which we have already mentio-
ned, it was simply the latter view which Apoll±naire was advancing. 
Thus the image of the merchant has a good side that is quite inescapable 
but it should not be thought that the interpretation of\this image 
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as a vision of war as a commercial enterprise is one which we put 
upon the image from a different historical standpoint from that occu-
pied by:• the author. The lines following this image can surely leave 
us no doubt-
"Et des bergers gigantesques menaient 
De grands troupeaux muets qui broutaient les paroles 
Et contre lesquels aboyaient tous lea chiens sur la route" 
-this image can surely be interpreted in no other way than as a vision 
of the· masses fed on propaganda, and being led like sheep to the slaugh-
ter-and the reason for the dogs'barking is that the masses are as good 
dS 
as dead already, and someonejinterested in superstition as Apollinaire 
could not be unaware that animals are supposed to be able to sense the 
approach of death and to be aware of the supernatural. Of course, it 
may be argued that there oould be nothing more natural than for gogs 
to bark at passing herds of sheep, but this does not reaitY explain 
why the poet chose to include this detail in his poem. 
It is, of course. perfectly legitimate to ask w~ther Apolli~naire 
fully understood the meaning of these images , and in our opinion it 
is quite probable that he did not. This, however, does not mean either 
that the interpretation which we have put upon them is invalid, or that 
Apollinaire intended them to have some other meaning. We consider 
that rather it id a case of Apollinaire's ability to "prophesy" in 
his imagery and we would suggest, since this is is a phenomenon with 
which we shall be faced in "Les Collines" also, that these images are 
really an expression of subconscious fears which the poet has been able 
to bring to the surface of his mind in the form of images. 
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We move on now to the poem "A Ntmes" whioh is an excellent illus-
tration of a type of poetry which Apoll~ire was to produce in great 
quantity during his period of active military servi~e and consequent 
separation from his fri8nds, that is to say the epistolary poem. 
The fi~t few lines of this poem serve to give us a good idea of the 
style of most of the poems of this kind-
"J e me suis engage sous le plus beau des cieux 
Dans Nice la Marine au nom victorieux 
Perdu parmi 900 conducteurs anonymes 
Je suis un charretier du neuf charroi de Ntmes 
L'Amour dit reste Ici Mais la-bas lea ~obus 
Epousent ardemment et sans cease les buts" 
The basic features of these verses are that they convey information in 
the same way that an ordinary letter would do, that they contain a 
certain amount of humour, which may be due to tlle need to find a 
rhyme (cf. the second verse) and that they also give another example 
of the marrying of the themes of eroticism and violence. Of these 
thr:3e features only the last will concern us to any degree, but as this 
particular instance is a very minor one, we postpone any discussion 
of the matter to later in this chapter except to note that from the 
very first contact with military life these themes are present in 
Apollinaire's poetry. 
Only one other verse need retain our attention and it is this-
"Mais ce p~le blesse m'a dit a la cantine 
Des obus dans la nuit la pplende:ur argentine" 
Before even seeing action, and p~rhaps before ev~ firing a cannon in 
.. ,,. 
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in the course of his period of. training, Apollinaire is anticipating 
the aesthetic side of his service with the artillery. This fascination 
with the explosion of shells should not, however, surprise us when we 
think of the importance of such an image as-
"La girande tourne 8 loa.lle a belle nui t" (1) 
-in "Les Fiangailles", and the place which the ephemerally and selfdes-
that 
tructively beautiful held in Apollinaire's poetry toAdate. 
This now brings us to a consideration of "2e Canonnier Conducteur", 
a poem in both the form of regular verse, including vers libre, and 
calligrammatic form. The tone of the poem is still one of the celebra-
tion of the panoply of war, including the wildest of barrack-room anec-
dotes, in fact the description of the infantry reveals a naivety which 
only those who had not seen the front line combats could fail to find 
misplaced-
"Fantassins 
Marchantes mottes de terre 
Vous ates la puissance 
Du sol qui vous a faits 
( 
Et c'est le sol qui va 
Lorsque vous avancez" (2) 
As the French soldiers dressed in blue, this image is not even a conceit 
based on the similarity of camouf:laged uniforms and the colour of the 
ground. 
Again there is an image which betrays the poet's delight in shell bursts 
(1) O.P. p.136 cf. also the analysis cif "Les Fiangailles" in the prece-
ding chapter 
(2) O.P. p. 215 
"Sea fleurs sont nos obus aux gerbes merveilleuses" 
-and which is only one example of the many many occasions on which 
the poet was to use this or similar images. That is not to say 
that the image is shallow or facile, although on some occasions it 
does not have the pciwer and depths which it has on others. As we 
have said, Apollinaire finds in this image an illustration of ephe-
meral beauty, but also the necessary element of violence and it was 
for him an objective correlative of the kind of imagery which he was 
seeking in his own poetry. 
Before leaving this poem we look at a point which is probably 
more relevant to a discussion of calligrammes, but which, si~ it seems 
to us to reveal the ambiguity of Apollinaire's attitude to war, we shall 
examine now. The end of this poem is an alexandrine writte~ in calli-
grammatic form-
J'ENTENDS CHAN 
L TER l'oiseau 
E 
B E 
EL OISEAU RAPAC h 
-and the form of the calligramme is of importance in determining whther 
the force of the image lies in"Bel" or in "rapace". It seems to us 
that the form which Apollinaire arranged his line in, is that of the 
barrel and magazine of a machine gun, in which case he is clearly 
stressing the dangerousness mf the bird which he hears singing, and is 
in f~ct presenting us with an image of the fatal fascination of war. 
Thus the end of the poem is perhaps a commentary on the foolishness of 
his own feelings towards the war and the life of the soldier in barracks 
which he is experiencing at this time. 
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F~ly we pass on to an examination of the poem"Ombre" , 
whioh was most probably written after Apollinaire's return from active 
service, and after he himself had sustained a serious wound. We are 
including it in our discussion of the poems in the section "Etendards" 
because we feel that Apollinaire himself placed·'· the poem in this section 
to be a commentary on the poems written before his experience of the 
war. The beginning of the poem certainly suggests that it is being 
written long after the previous poem-
Vous voila de nouveau pres de moi 
Souvenirs de mes compagnons morts a la guerre" (1) 
In this poem as c~early as anywhere else in the whole of his work 
Apollinaire sets out his thoughts on lif.·e and death, and the nature 
of hwnan experience. Beginning with the evocation of his friends 
killed dttring the war, he springs upon the reader an image so strange 
and unexpected that it becomes one of these rare images which persist 
in the mind long after their context has been forgotten-
"L'olive du temps" 
To what does the image owe its~:power? Partly, as ve have said, to 
r 
the element of surprise and to its s~angeness, partly also to the asso-
ciations of great age which olives have acquired in the corpus of the 
literatures of the countries surrounding the Mediterranean, and partly 
also to the fact that literally interpreted the image is one of a space-
time continuum which is in keeping with much of the scientific thought 
of the twentieth century about the nature of the universe. Just as 
the t aste of olives remains the same through centuries of the history 
v 
o~ the Mediterranean peoples, and causes poets to use it·as a symbol 
(1) O.P. p. 217 
of time itself, the bitterness of the taste being appropriate to 
Man's experience of time the destr·oyer, so in the context of this 
r· poem the image seems to equate the presence of the poet's companions 
in his memory with their physical presence. We say seems because 
the images which follow contradict the idea of individuality that 
is present in the poem.-
"Souvenirs qui n'en faites plus qu'un 
Comme cent fourrures ne font qu'un manteau 
Comme ces milliers de blessures ne font au'un arjricle de journal" 
The memories lose their individuality and merge into one, as a hun-
dred furs make one coat losing their individual identity in the pro-
cess, and as thousands of casualties become a single newspaper arti-
cle. (Surely this image is fundamental to the experience not only 
of the first Horld War, but also to all areas of twentieth century 
life where weight of numbers overwhelms the personal.) 
Consequently, the identity of the poet's companions is lost, and the 
implication is that they are trivialised by this loss of identity 
as the wounded in battle are trivialised by lists of casualties in 
newspapers. So the "olive du temps" is not the priv1He.i.£ed commu-
nication with the past which enables us , as we eat an olive today 
to experience what we tasted yesterday or years ago or what the an-
cients tasted in their olives, but is rather the destructive effect 
of -the passage of time which .. returns everything to the dust from 
which it came. 
The U:.nes which followmigllt be d~scribed as Apollinaire's ver-
sion of "No Man is an Island"-
i· 
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"Apparence impalpable et sombre qui avez pris 
La forme changeante de mon ombre" 
-for these lines show how the poet himself is affected by this 
passage of time, not only in the sense that he will one day be 
dead and all forgotten, but also as one whose past is· disappearing, 
being modified by a memory which can only recall it imperfectly 
so that it appears as a changing shadow, or, as the next line 
expresses it, as a dark figure of whom ~e never gain more than a 
half glimpse-
"Un lndien a l'affut pendant l'eternite" 
As we can look back on the past, even if only imperfectly, so we 
can be said to have some kind of communivation with it; but as 
our past selves cannot look forward to what we are now, any more 
than our present selves can look forward to what we shall be tom&rrow, 
so this communivation is dissatisfying, but is nonetheless inescapa-
ble since we cannot avoid remembering-
"Ombre vous rampez pres de moi 
Mais vous ne m'entende2 plus 
Vous ne connaftrez plus lea poemes divins que je o~ante 
Tandis que moi je vous entends je vous vois encore 
Destinees" 
It is obvious that the "vous" refers not only t_jthe dead companions 
of the poet but to himself, as he was, also; in the same way, the 
"Destinees" refers not only to the fact that it is• Man's fate to 
die and to know no more of the world, but also to ths fact that 
Man is becoming what he was because his past cannot communicate with 
his present nor his present with his future, and so his present and 
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future selves $and in the same relation to his future and still more 
distant future s~lves as his past does to his present self. In 
short the philosophical basis of the poem is a non-continuous, non-
sequential view of human existence, which is entirely consistent with 
say, "Le Voyageur". 
The arrangement of the lines of the poem enables us to read the 
line-
"Destinees" 
-as part of the next sequence also, and so we find-
"Destinees 
Ombre multiple que le soleil vous garde 
Vous qui m'aimez assez pour ne jamais me quitter 
Et qui dansez au soleil sans faire de poussiere" 
-that the poet seems to be restoring an element oft individuality to 
the shadows that we will become. And in the line "Vous qui m1aimez 
assez •••• " the poet seems to be saying that through our love for 
~someone else we may achieve a measure of continuity into the future, 
for we should note that the shadows remainb with the peet not through 
his love for them but through their love for him. However, these 
lines bucause addressed to the sun, to the great natural forces of 
the universe, become an expression of M~'s longing for irnmortali~y, 
rather than a confirmation that he will be immortal; for the sun 
obeys the immutable laws of the universe and on setting will lose our 
shadows in the darkness of night just as our own imperfect memories 
lose the individual identities of figures in the past among general 
recollections. 
So the poem ends on a note of intense sadness, o~ an awareness 
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of the destiny of Man which the poet surely chose to place next to 
the almost jaunty poems written before we had experienced the condi-
,. 
tions of the war in ¢er to place them in a perspective which gives 
a far tr~er view of his nature than many commentators have discerned 
in his war poetry-
"Ombre encre du S.oleil 
Ecriture de ma lumiere 
Caisson de reerets 
Un dieu qui s'humilie" 
The shadow is the sun's ink as the poem is the poet's light, i.e. 
th~ past is what remains of the present, perhaps blurred and distor-
ted, just as the poet hopes his poem will be the future, that is to 
say will carry into the future the record of his regrets, thus revea-
ling Man as a god who humiliates himself by showing his impotence 
in the face of Time. But all these lines are interlinked, so that 
each image supports the others; the sun humiliates itself by casting 
a shadow on the ground (we must not forget that humiliate. is derived 
from "humus"), and the ammunition case contains shells that will be 
fired and after a brief moment be forgotten, hence the poet's choi-
ce of phrase- "Caisson de regrets". Everything is transient and 
humbled hy time. 
The simplicity of this poem "Ombre" sets it ~part from the ex-
perimental pieces written before and during the war, but it is a 
simplicity born of maturity which we shall encounter in the last 
poems which Apollinaire wrote before his death. This doe.snot mean 
that the poem is without any of the features of the poetry which 
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Apollinaire had developed in his writing since 1906. On the 
contrary, the importance of the surprise and stEangeness of the 
image " L'olive du temps", the contradictions and the non-logi-
cal sequence of the images demonstrate to what extent the tech-
niques of violence are fundamental to Apollinaire's poetry-
there is no logical reason why the image should suddenly become 
"Caisson de regrets". 
To conclude this chapter we return briefly to "La ~etite 
Auto''; it is possible that the central section of the poem, 
to whic!+ we have attached such great importance was composed 
about the time tha,t "Ombre" was. 1L'he manuscript :im the li1onds 
Doucet shows that in all probability this section was composed 
lat~r than the rest of the poem, and in view of the content of 
this section it might be considered that it is more likely to 
have been written at a time when the poet was thinking along 
the lines which he reveals in "Ombre". Certainly both that 
section of "La Petite Auto" and the whole of "Ombre" show a 
greater awareness of the tragic aspects of war and death, and 
a more purely elegiac tone. 
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OHAPTER THREE : SECTION SIX 
ETENDAR!DS (B) 
We begi•n this section by a consideration of· ·those two of 
the poems written to Louise de Colligny which Apollinaire in-
~ 
eluded in .. Etendards", namely "Fumees" and "C'est Lou qu'on la 
nommait". "Fumees" is an excellent illustration of the erotic 
fantasy of the front line soldier, but in this case it finds 
a far more delicate expression than in many of the other poems 
of this type. The end of this peem also displays a certain 
measure of self-irony which is seloom present in the love poems 
written to either Lou or to Madeleine. 
The beginning of "Fumees" leads.us to think that it is a 
poem about the pleasure which a soldier can find in smoking and 
savouring the smell of tobacco in a lull in the fighting-
"Et tandis que la guerre 
Ensanglante la terre 
Je hausse les odeurs 
Pres des couleurs-saveurs 
Et je 
'l) 
-but this sensual celebrati.on passes quickly to the sexual while 
remai~ng on the plane of the Odours. The transformation is 
accomplished gradually and almost imperceptibly through the use 
of an ordinary metaphor- "Les boucles des odeurs" until there is 
(1) O~ P. p. 210 
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no longer any question at all of tobacco-
"Des fleurs a ras du sol regardent par bouff ees 
Les boucles des odeurs par 'tes mains decoiff ees 
Mais je connais aussi les grottes parfumees 
Ou gravite l'azur unique des fumees 
Ou plus doux que la nuit et plus pur que le jour 
Tu t'etends comme tin dieu f.atigue par l'amour" 
The poem is clearly a kind of wish fulfilment- the lonely sol-
dier turning one kind of limited sensual experience into a desi-
.e 
red sexual encounter; but in t~e lines it is readily. seen that 
the stimulation of the sense of smell provokes memories just as 
much as desires, and it is clear that what Adema has called the 
"erotisme exacerbe" of his brief affair with Lou, is very much 
to the front of his mind. 
These lines would not hold our attention long, then, were 
it not for the quatrain on which the poem ends-
"Tu fascines les flammes 
Elles rampent a tes pieds 
Cea nonchalantes femmes 
Tes f euilles de papier" 
The ambiguity of the line- "Elles rampant a tea pieds"- creaties 
a very complex image. It is obvious that the "Elles" is meant 
to ref er both to the flames of the first line and to the "non-
chalantes femmes of the third. Thus we have an identification 
of the sheets of paper, on which the poet has written or is about 
to write, and the w0men of the third line, as well as the identi-
fication of the flames and the sheets of paper, which is perhaps 
a clear visual link. So the fiaai quatrain is at one and. the 
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same time a ~~tement of sexual powers, of magical powers over 
flames and of poetic power, sudficient to S(tci»'e off any fear 
of the blank sheet of paper. 
What the poet has done here is to postpone the first term 
of his metamorphoses to last, so that the sheets 0£ paper which 
lead him to think of flames, which in turn lead him to think of 
sexual ardour and therefore of women, hold the key to the entire 
image. Because the sheets of pap~er are lying at his feet, then 
the flames are fascinated by him, i.e. they are around him but 
do not touch him; and also the women are lying at his feet. 
The result of this complex image is an identification of the 
acts of writing and of the whole process of sexual attraction. 
In this poem, then, wa do not find that blend of eroticism 
and violence which occupies so large a place in the poems to Lou, 
but we do find the indication that, quite naturally, there will 
he the constant presence of women in the poet's imagination, and 
that he will express his desire for them or memories of them in 
terms of his immediate surroundings, finding a degree of simila-
rity between what he is doing and the sexual acm • 
"C'est Lou qu'oti la nommait" is a different kind of poem 
altogether and the pU:n in the title is a fair indication ~ofthe 
wit that finds its place in the poem. For us the most interes-
ting aspect of this poem is the lament at the end for the "guerres 
d'autrefois". This is not really a serious lament, but rather is 
the poet complaining that modern war has taken away all the former 
attractiveness of the soldier/warrior in the eyes of the ladies -
" •••••••••• Images populaires 
Que Georgin gravait dans le bois 
Ou sont-ils ces beaux militaires 
Soldats passes Ou sont lea guerres 
Ou sont lea guerres d'autrefois" (1) 
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But this description of the glamour and heroic attitudes of the 
"benux militaires" cannot but be ironic when~t follows on the 
poet's description of the woman whom he is leaving to go and serve 
his countrJ1as-
"Les loups sont tigres devenus" 
And so really what we find in this poem is yet another ironical 
look at the imagery of the past when applied to the present cen-
tury. 
These two poems, then, illuminate for us minor aspects of 
the major themes of Apollinaire's war poetry, and we shall see 
these themes more fully developed in the poems which were exclu-
ded from "Calligrammes" as well as those included in other sec-
tions in the volume • In particular the next section "Case 
d'Armons" contains one of the.most important poems which exploit 
the blend of eroticism and violence,namely "Fete" (2) This 
poem is to be found, with a few modifications, as the first part 
of the poem "Roses Guerrieres", number LXXVI of the poems to 
Lou. (3) Of the changes which have taken place in the transi-
tion from poem for Lou to the poem in "Calligrammes", only one, 
the appearance of the last line, is of major importance. 
(1) O.P. P. 218 
(2) O.P. p. 238 
( 3) 0 • p. p • 500 
The "f'ete" of' the title is soon identified in the first 
stanza as an artillery barrage-
"Feu d'artifice en acier" 
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-and this throws an ironic note into the description of the next 
line-
"Qu'il est charmant e'et eclairage" 
In addition to this warning, the next two lines lend a measure of 
justification to the description, so we must beware of accusing 
Apollinaire of insensivity to the horror of the situation-
"Artifice d'artificier 
Meler quelque gr~ce au courage" 
It would not be going too far, either, to see in these lines a 
possible apology that Apollinaire is offering for his war poetry, 
or at least for this poem. 
The next verse leads us to the explicitly sexual ~magery 
inspired by the explosion of the two flares-
"Deux fusants 
Rose eclatement 
Comme deux seins que l'on degrafe 
Tendent leurs bouts insolemment 
Il SUT ADiER 
quelle epitaphe" 
The verse passes from the simple admiration for the beauty of the 
colours caused by the explosion, through the comparison of the 
flares to a woman's breasts, to the poet's preoccupation with 
possible death and the desire to be remembered by the woman or 
women he has loved. But the com~~ison carries the sexual aspect 
much further than the simply visual link of shape and colour between 
the exploding f:lares, the explosion of :the Wes is carried over by 
transferring the word "degrafe" from the context of clothing where 
one would expect to find it to the breasts themselves. So the 
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bursting of the flares become the sensual exaltation of the caress, 
but in so doing, it carries the fierceness of the sexual desires 
to a level which transcends the sadistic, while retaining the 
essential element of violence~ 
It is worth comparing this image with the following one taken 
from a letter written to Madeleine -
"tea seins plus beaux que ceux de la Maja Desnuda de Goya et 
qui se tendent vers moi comme rose en bouton qui va s•epanouir". (1) 
- in which the image of a breast about to burst open is rendered in 
more gentle terms. Here a tension is created by the evocation of 
flesh so firm that it seems about to burst i:nt·o flower, in the p:o.e~ 
"Fate" the image is carried a stage further and so appears almost 
as a kind of exorcism ~n~ desire, the explosion of the flare becomes 
the explosion of the desired flesh, and an explosion which is achie-
ved by the poet (note the active verb), an explosion which consequent-
ly leads to the right to say "IL SUT AIMER " • Thus the explo-
sion of the flares is equated with an exalatation of the senses to 
the point of inducing complete detachment :drom this world. 
The next stanza returns us abruptly to the realiyy of the situa-
tion and then just as rapidly moves away again into realms of the 
poet's desires -
"Un poete dans la f oret 
Regarde avec indifference 
Son revolver au cran d'arret 
Des roses mourir d'esperance" 
We are reminded, if we needed reminding, that the artillery barrage 
(l~ Tendre comme le souvenir -letter of 21st Oct.1915; o.c.t. 4 p.590 
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is seen through the eyes of a poet; and the poet is watching 
"avec indifference" the death of the roses. The roses are, 
of course, not only real flowers with all th~t they carry in 
overtones of symbolism, pure and sexual love, but they are 
also the flares dying out, for these were described as a "Rose 
eclatement~. Thus the very hope of satisfying sexual longing 
is what is killing roses- the poet's hopes, his desires, pro-
jected onto the image of the exploding flare, die away with them. 
Hence the line- "Son revolver au cran d'arret" becomes ambiguous. 
It is not only the reality, the armed soldier prepared to defend 
himself, but not yet under attack; it is also an image of sexual 
frustration. The indifference with which the poet watches the 
flares die is then carried over into his watching the fading 
of his own desires- the sudden bursting of the flares which has 
elicited the poHerful sexual image has gone. 
The next verse is completely detached from the reality of 
the explil>ding shells and remains on the level of the imagery of 
flowers, that is to say, in their ability to serve as sexual 
symbols.-
"Il songe aux roses de Saadi 
Et soudain sa tete se penche 
Car une rose lui redit 
La molle courbe d'une hanche" 
There is, of course,in Saadi an escapable echo of Sade which 
links the poet's thoughts of love to the scene of war). We do 
not, needless to say, overlook the possibility that the roses 
may be real flowers seen by the poet in the wood as well as sym-
bols. 
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The first line of this verse introduces a peaceful note 
which is in complete contrast w~th the rest of the poem- the 
atmosphere of a Permian rose garden, but the erotic note is still 
present. (Saadi was the author of erotic and mystic poetry.) 
The poet's interest in the dying roses is stimulated by the 
erotic memories which the roses have called up for him. The 
poem's initial violence gives way to a gentler more sentimental 
desire which is reflected in the -"Molle courbe d'une hanche". 
The final verse now marries,~, in as far as this is possi-
ble, these two aspects of the poem. In it the presence of the 
shells is subdued but not discarded, and the smell of battle 
becomes a terrible inebriant-
"L' air est plein d'un terrible alcool 
Filtre des etoiles mi-closes 
Les obus caressent le mol 
Parfum nocturne ou tu reposes" 
The stars are presumably half-shut because they are partially 
obscured by the gun ft~hes themselves. The perfume of the 
flowers mingles with the smell of burning and is like a strong 
spirit to the poet who sees the passage of the shells through the 
air as a caress and suddenly. introduces the presence of the woman 
who has been behind all the erotic imagery so far- she is now 
reposing on the perfumed night air. So the violence of the 
military imagery is married to the more sentimental floral imagery 
and the poem abruptly ends on a line which has been added to the 
last verse, not only in the sense that it is the fifth line of 
a four line verse but also in the sense thaj it was not present 
in the first version of the poem-
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"Mortification des roses" 
This line may be interpreted in many ways. The mortification 
of the roses may be the triumph of the violent and self-destruc-
tive elements of the poet's love over the more lasting tender 
and sentimental, although each retains its overtones of sexuali-
ty; it may be that it is the intensity of the poet~desire which 
has killed the roses, i.e. again his tenderness as in the line 
of the third verse- "Des roses mourir d'esperance". The mor-
tification of the roses may also be the mortification of the 
flesh-the roses being identified with the flesh through their 
colour- brought about by the persistent stimulation of the poet's 
. erotic sensibilities- he sees images of the flesh in flowers 
as well as explosions -none of these stimulations ever being ful-
filled by the real presence of the woman he desires. 
l 
The important aspect of this finalimage is that it derives 
most of its ambiguity not from the preceding imagery of the poem 
but from the way in which it is simply added on at the end so 
that it can be identified with anything in either the last verse 
or indeed even the whole poem. To the violence of war which 
he has incorporated into his poem Apollinaire has added the vio-
lence of his own poetic technique in order to express the vio-
lence of his feelings. 
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CHAPTER THREE ·':: SECTION SEVEN 
THE WAR POEMS 
Having now begun our analysis of the war poetry proper in 
"Calligl!ammes", we intend to carry on here and analyse fully 
the blending of the themes of eroticism and violence in these 
poems, particularly those written to Lou, as in these poems 
Apollinaire was not to be held back from full expression of his 
feelings by any wish to impress as he was, at least part of the 
time, with Madeleine Pages. 
We have already seen how Apollinaire's imagination was 
stimulated by the explosion of sheltsf and flares, but in point 
of fact we find that in the poems he wrote from the front line 
or from the artillery positions behind the front line, he often 
made a systematic use of things which formed part of his daily 
life in the army as similes and metaphores when writing about 
Lou. 
Consider the following lines taken from the fourth of the "Poe-
mes ~ Lou" which was sent from Nimes late in 1~14-
"Je pense a toi Lou :ton coeur est ma caserne 
Mes sens sont tes cheveux ton souvenir est ma luzerne" (1) 
-or these lines from the eighth of these poems sent a month or 
two later-
nr.ron amour est mon uniforme 
Les doux baisers sont les boutons" (2) 
(1) O.P. p. 380 
(2) O.P. p. 386 
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And so it is only proper to see the images in which the violence 
of the war is blended with the erotici!lm of his memories and 
desires in the context of the general tendency of his poetry 
to use the immediate surrounding~ as the material for his des-
criptions. The second of the quotations given above comes from 
a poem which provides an excellent example of this kind of writ!,ing 
and shows very clearly how Apollinaire, no doubt often forcing 
himself to write in verse when he did not have the inspiration 
to cre~te poetry, stimulated his imagination simply by looking 
round him and incorporating what he saw into his poem.-
"Je t'adore mon Lou et par moi tout t'adore 
Les chevaux que je vois s'ebrouer aux abords 
L1appareilt des monuments latins qui me contemplent 
Les artilleurs vigoureux qui dans leurs casernes rentrent 
Le soleil qui desce~d lentement devant moi 
Les fantassins bleu pale qui partent pour le front pensent 
a toi" (1) 
Of course this deliberate use of the ordinary, this finding of 
poetry in the everyday is not new to Apollinaire; it is quite 
basic to the poetry which he wrote from the composition of "Les 
Fianc;ailles" onwards. Indeed a reading of the poems which were 
written as letters from the front or from the barracks often 
reveals how large a part is pl~yed in the pre-war poems by the 
art of the poet, for many of the war poems become tiresome, too 
systematic in their comparisons and are clearly seen to be forced. 
To retur,
1
however, to the precise subject o~ this section, it ,,, 
is~this context of choosing his comparisons from what surrounded 
( 1 ) 0 • p • p • 38 5 
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him at the moment, that we must consider the erotio passages of 
these poems. Consider the following lines, still taken from 
the same poem-
"Les branches remuees ce sont tea yeux qui·~tremblent 
Et je te vois partout toi si belle et si tend.re 
Les clous de mes souliers brillent comma tes yeux 
La vulva des juments est rose comma la tienne 
Et nos armes graissees c'est comma quand tu me veux" 
It is obvious that the transition from the simply amourous to the 
erotic does not occasion any change in the source of the imagery, 
and as it is extremely doubtful that Lou would have been flattered 
by the comparison in the penultimate line, it seems fair to con-
clude that Apollinaire was in his own eyes continuing the kind 
of poetry which he was writing before joining the army. The only 
differences are, firstly that he is again writing love poems, 
and secondly that the objects of daily use have changed and there-
fore his imagery must change also. 
Having thus established that there is a more ordinary rea-
son that one might suppose for the blending of the erotic with the 
imagery of war, it is now necessary to modify this slightly by 
considering the nature of Apollinaire's relations with Lou. 
The facts are well known and so there is no need for us to go into 
great detail here, suffice it to say that in a few days which they 
spent together in Ntmes they indulged their sexual desires without 
regard for what others might call vice, but which to Apollinaire 
at least, was normal conduct to those in love • 
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This should make it clear, if the poems themselves are not 
indication enough, that the letter- poems to Lou were written 
in an atmosphere of intense sexual stimulation. Consider the 
following lines from the ninth of the "Poemes a Lou"-
"Mon Lou je veux te rsparler maintenant de l'Amour 
~l monte dans mon coeur comme le soleil sur le jour 
~t le soleil il agite ses rayons comme des fouets 
000000000000 0000000 000000 
Ah! Ah! te revoila devant moi toute nue 
Captive adoree toi la derniere venue 
Tes seins ont le gout p~le des kakis et des fig•es de barbarie 
Hanches fruits confits je les aime ma cherie" (l~ 
Not only do these lines reveal an intense sexual note in the mmagery 
of fruit, there is also a hint of flagellation in the third line. 
In fact the whole poem is simply a,sensual celebration of their 
love, and one which is better sustained and more convincing than 
many which Apollinaire wrote during this period of his life. 
If further indication of this side of the poetry written at 
this time is needed than one has only to read the poem "Paree que 
tu m'as parle ae Vice ••• (2) • Thus we find there is a double 
stimulus toward the blending of the erotic and the violcmt in the 
poems of this period- the fact that the poet is surrounded by the 
instruments of war being translated into his poetry by a desire 
to find his imagery among the commonplace things which are part 
of his daily life; and the fact that the poet was involved in an 
intensely erotic experience. 
( 1 ) 0 • p • p • 38 7 
( 2) 0. p. p. 396 
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If we add to these reasons the no~mal hunger for the presence· of 
women which is felt by men in isolation and unaar pressures of 
the kind induced by the proximity of death, then we have all the 
impulses which would impart to Apollinaire's poetry the tone which 
it takes on during the years of active military service. 
Just as the poem "Fete" provided us with one of the finest 
illustrations of the exploding shell as a sexual image, so the 
poem "Chef de Section" (1) provides one of the finest examples 
of the mingling of tension and violence of the attack with the 
similar feelings aroused in a sexual situation where one partner 
dominates the other-
"Ma bouche aura des ardeurs de gehenne 
Ma bouche te sera un enf er de douceur et de seduction 
0 0 0 
Les soldats de ma bouche te prendront d 1 a6saut 
0 0 0 
Ma bouche sera une armee contre toi une armee pleine de disparates 
0 0 0 
Elle te murmure de loin 
Tandie que lea yeux fixes sur la montre j'attends la minute 
prescrite pour l'assaut" 
The real violence of this poem lies more in the fact that only in 
the very last line does the poat rev~al that he is actually invol-
ved in the attack in real military terms, than : .. in the comparison 
of the methods of war with those of love. The part which the 
desire to master and to dominate plays in any sexual relationship 
invites the use of the imagery of war, but as the last line reveals 
(1) O.P. p. 307 
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the poet waiting for a real military assault to begin, so the 
imagery is turned round and the military a~tack is seen in sexual 
terms. The f ioal shock is carefully concealed until the last 
possible moment as the poet, approaching the climax of the. poem, 
drops the military comparisons and speaks in gentler and more 
conventional terms 
"L'orchestre et les choeurs de ina bouche te diront mon amour" 
-and so the last line is clearly intended to surprise as much as 
possible, and it is through the surprise that the image manages 
to reverse the terms of the poem so that war is seen as a sexual 
activity as well. as the sexual ie.velvement of the poet being seen 
in military terms. 
It is most probably this latter view, the description of 
war as a sexual a:et which has led to the accusations of insensi-
tivity which have been levelled against Apollinaire as a war poet. 
Certainly it is true that on occasions he is often trivial in his 
use of the sexual metaphor when applied to war, and this is a theme 
which is present in his war poetry from the very beginning; 
we recall the line from "La Petite Auto"-
"Les peuples s 'accouraient pour se connattTe a fond<:·" 
It seems to us that given the success of a poem such as "Chef de 
Section", and given ~he fact that this was a view of war which 
to 
Apollinaire held, but notAthe exclusion of others, he must be given 
a fair hearing whe~he writes in these terms. Those who object that 
an image such as this-
"Virilites du siecle ou nous sommes 
0 canons" (1) 
(1) O.P. p. 262 
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-is a trivialisation of a war in which millions were killed, seem 
to us to be missing the point; for Apollinaire was not just making 
use of a convenient phallic symboili, either to shock or to be able 
to express himself in terms of his surroundings in order to keep 
to . certain theories of poetry which he had elaborated; 
rather, it seems to us that he is making a genuine and s.ignificant 
image which expresses the ~orror of unbridled human desires. 
Let us not forget what Apollinaire wrote about the Marquis de 
Sade-
"Il semble que l'heure ~oit venue pour ces idees qu~ ont muri 
dans !'atmosphere infame des enfers de bibliotheques , et cet 
homrne qui parut ne compter pour rien durant tout le XLXQ• siecle 
pourrait bien dominer le XX e" (1) 
Also, let us look at the context in which the i~age quoted 
above is situated, it is taken from the poem "ltusee"-
"O vieux monde du XIXe siecle plein de hautes cheminees si belles et 
si pures 
Virilites du siecle ou nous sommes 
0 canons" 
It~is quite clear that the poet is making a distinction between 
the twentieth century and the nineteenth century whioh involves 
the contrast between the factory chimneys (the industrial revolu-
tion?) which he has attempted to dep~ive of phallic significance 
and the barrels of the cannons which he explicitely renders phallic. 
Thus the pure energy of the nineteenth century which found its 
(1) . Les Diables Amoureux pp. 193-194 
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outlet in the creation of industrial civilisation has given way 
to something much more sinister in the twentieth century. The 
next poem on the page facing the lines quoted above, is "Desir" (1) 
and it begins with a very significant image-
"Mon desir est la region qui est .devant moi 
Derriere les lignes boches 
0 0 0 0 
Mon desir est la sur quoi je tire" 
Surely what Apollinaire .is trying to say is that if there is hate 
in love, if there is the. desire to enslave within a relationship 
of love, then there must be love in hate, then there must be the 
desire to be dominated·in the act of the aggressor. It seems 
to us that it is this somewhat Freudian view of human activity 
that Apollinaire is attempting to express in his use of sexual 
imagery in his war poetry, and of war imagery in his sexual poetry. 
And if Apollinaire felt somethi~g of the desire to be\!'g1.amaFous 
warrior of ·fthe kind that inhabits the literature of past wars, 
and yet was able to recognise for what it is this aspect of human 
nature which enables men to find satisfaction in war and to be 
violent in love, then it seems to us to be nothing but irrelevant 
tp say that he was insensitive to the horror of war. It is quite 
simply that ·his horror takes a more subtle form of expression 
than that of other poets, notably the English, and also that he 
was aware that there was in himself a tempta~ion to seek satisfac-
tion in the .simplified solutions ·of the military mind. This he 
was honest enough to express in his poetry and alsofR rather different 
form in his letters to friends as well-
(1) O.P. p. 263 
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"Je suis bien et il me semble que le metier de soldat etait 
mon vrai metier· • J 'aime beaucoup 9a. Mon amie pretend que je 
suis sans cease a l'opera, et c'est vrai" (1) (our linderlining) 
But in o~der to understand fully the poems of the section 
entitled "Lueurs des Tira", in which one finds the most imp9rtant 
poems describing war in sexual terms rather than the contrary, it 
is necessary to look closely at the short poems., seven of them, 
which form the sequence "Le Medaillon toujours ferme" sent to 
Marie Laurencin, and written principally for her, although Apolli-
naire sent these poems to Madeleine as well. In this sequence 
of poems one finds a much more stylised imagery, a·'.much calmer 
tone, and yet still basically the same pre-oocupations as in the 
other love and war poems written from the barracks or from the 
front. Perhaps the fact that he felt Marie Laurencin to be irre-
trievably lost to him enabled Apollinaire to attain the objectivity 
and calm which lend such a note of maturity to these tiny poems. 
Of the poems in this sequence the two most ostensibly concerned 
with the war are "Les Grenadines Repentantes" and "L'Adieu du 
Cavalier". In the first of these two poems we find the following 
lines which are a fine example of what we ha'te~~oalled the more 
stylised imagery of these poems-
"En est-il done deux dans Grenade 
Qui pleurent sur ton seul peohe 
Ici l'on jette la grenade 
Qui se change en oeuf coche" (2) 
-the description of an exploding grenade as scrambled eggs relies 
(1) o.c.t. 4 pp. 780-78l(letter to Se~ge Ferat) 4th January 1915 
(2) O.P. P• 251 
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very heavily on a stylisation of the visual aspect of the experience 
as does the image in the first line of 'the next verse-
"Puisqu' il en natt des coqs" 
In this poem we find that the image of the exploding grenade is 
associated with the sexual at one remove as it were; for by playing 
on the meaning of the word "grenade" Apollinaire is able to suggest 
that the grenade and the pomegra..--nate are one; and the pomegranate 
in the context of the poem , with lines such as the second line of 
the first verse, becomes the apple eaten by Adam and ~ve. Hence 
the disdain of the cocks is for the fallen h:u.mans who are now 
condemned to live in " Nos effroyables jardins" which are the gar-
den where the gretjades, as opposed to the pomegranates,are the 
fruit and flowers • 
Clearly the poet ha~ achieved a synthesis of ;sexual guilt 
arid the suffering of war in a much subtler and calmer way than he 
attemps in the later poems in "Lueurs des ·11irs". As to the poem 
" "L'Adieu du Cavalier", surely no one can be oblivious enough to 
the irony of the first line to be able to quote it as an example of 
Apollinaire's lack of sensitivity. :Moreover the contrasy between 
the first and the second stanzas of the poem shows clearly that 
the poet did not intend the poem t·o be judged on the first line 
or verse alone.-
"Ah Dieu! que la guerre est jolie 
Avec ses chants ses longs loisirs 
Cette bague je l'ai polie 
Le vent se mele a VOS soupirs" 
-we are presented with a picture of the soldier during the long hours 
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of vwaiting in the trenches polishing a ring for the woman he 
loves and whose sighs he imagines he hears in the wind. '.£1he second 
verse, from the very first word, turning "Ah! Dieu" into "Adieu" 
is clearly intended to destroy this image-
"Adieu! voici le boute-selle 
Il disparut dans un tournant 
Et mour.ut la-bas tandis qu'elle 
Riai t au de st in surprenant'' 
There are none of the brutal sights of war in this second stanza, 
it is not in that way that it is in_.tended to be a contrast t·o the 
first; the soldier dies as. he might disappear from s.ight on turning 
a corner, and the woman who, he believed, loved him, is left to 
laugh at the stran~eness of fate. 
This poem, then, is surely not about war at all; rather it is 
about Apollinaire's vision of himself as the knight at arms fighting 
for his lady, and the truth of the situation as well- that the lady 
is indifferent. The unfaithfulness of the lady breaks the rules of 
the game, and reflects back on the rest of ~the poem, so that, in 
~ 
spite of what we have just said, the poem does finally become a poem 
abou~ war and contrary to the impression given b~ the first line, 
Apollinaire is saying that it is not at all a lovely war, for as the 
lady is unfaithful to her cavalier, so the war is not a matter of 
jousting and gallantry. Perhaps this is as much conveyed in the 
line-
"Il disparut dans un tournant" 
-the knight in armour disappears, the surprise of destiny is that 
war has become a much more savage form of courtship in which the 
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soldier/lover dies. 
Let us now turn to the first of these poems, "La Gr~ce Exilee" 
which is also far from being as simple as it appears-
"Va-t-en va-t-en mon arc-en-ciel 
Allez-vous-en couleurs charmantes 
Cet exil t'est essential 
Inf~ante aux echarpes changeantes" (1) 
The grace of the title is already ambiguous, for there can be no 
doubt that the poet is as much referring to the absence of the tra-
ditional muse as he is to grace in the sense of elegance etc. This 
is also supported by the fact that the poems were written for Marie 
Laurencin, and it is not necessary to point to Rousseau's granting 
of the title muse in his painting (2) to underline the importance 
of the inspiration which she broueht to Apollinaire-of course, it 
was also open to Madeleine to understand that she was the exiled 
muse. 
The third line is the really crucial line of the stanza, for 
the meaning of "essentiel" is not here "absolutely necessary" but 
rather "of your essence". lo what the poet is saying is that it 
is now impossible for the former ideas of beauty as embodied in the 
line-
"Infante aux echarpes changeantes" 
-to be present in his poetry any more. The reason for this is 
given in the last two lines of the poem-
"Mais un drapeau s'est envole 
Prendre ta place au vent de bise" 
(1) O.P. p. 247 
(~) Cf. The portai t of Apo_llinaire and Marie Laurencin by Rousseau, 
entitled"lePoete et sa Muse" 
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The flag, symbol of country, has taken the place of the rainbow 
(which is of course never really there) and the rainbow derived its 
colours from the woman/lRSe who has been exiled. (Marie Laurencin as 
the wife of a German citizen was obliged to take refuge in Spain). 
War, then, has taken the place of the Grace, and of erace. 
'l'herefore poetry cannot possibly remain the same. The next poem in 
the sequence "La Boucle l'.'etrouvee" is an illustration of this, for 
beginning with the evocation of a memory of a lock of hair, the poem 
concludes that the lock of hair is, along with the destiny that 
brought together the poet and its· owner, coming to an end with the 
day-
"La boucle de mon souvenir 
Et notre destin qui t'etonne 
Se joint au jour qui va finir" (1) 
The pun on "boucle de mon souvenir" brings out the idea that the 
old themes of love and beauty, indeed the whole poetry of the lost 
love and the ~legiac style which Apollinaire has so mastered,are 
now a dead end which must be rejected. (Hence,perhaps the title of 
the sequence "Le Medaillon toujours :ferme" indicating the closed 
nature of the experience, the idea that this kind of poetry is now 
only a memory.) 
The next poem in the series" Refus de la colombe" is much more 
disquieting than the first two - indeed· one finds that there is some-
thing of a cumulative effect throughout the sequence, and it is prin-
cipally this which elevates these tiny pieces to the universal 
seale of the 0ther poems discussed previously. The title of this 
poem, like the titles of the first two poems, is ambiguous; the dove 
which is refused could be the bird··· of peace or the holy spirit.- in 
(1) O.P. 248 
fact, it is a combination. of all three. The first two lines 
certainly suggest that it is the ~ho1y1 spirit whaoh is the dove 
in question-
"Ivlensonge de l'Annonoiade 
La Noel fut la Passion"(l) 
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What the poet is saying here is that the Passion of Christ was not 
the suffering and crucifixion through which the spirit finally gave 
up human form, but instead his birth at Christmas when he took up 
human form. 
This statement is followed by twm lines which are a comment 
upon this taking on of human form-
"~t qu'elle etait oharmante et sade 
Cette renonciation" 
The Annli.nciation was in fact a renunciation which was both charming 
and" sade". W'nat, then is the word "sade"? rl'he old French word 
"sade" meaning charming passed for a certain time into modern French, 
and indeed its existence is still testified to in the Larousse du 
XIX e but with the qualification "Vieux". However, even if it were 
unknown to the reader of· Apollinaire's day 1 he might have been able 
to guess at li.ts meaning from the existence of its 01Jposite "t6aussade". 
But, it is certain that for Apollinaire, who was not normally given 
to using archaisms unless they were much more mysterious and roman-
tic in their sounds than "sade", the simple monosyllable, this word 
must have had overtones of '~sadique~. And indeed this must also 
be true of his twentieth century readers for whom the sound "sade" 
would sooner evoke the name of the "divin marquis" than it would 
(1) O.P. P• 249 
the remnant of an old French word. Thus Apollinaire manages 
to say two opposing things in the same word - the act is both 
charming and sadistic. The spirit becoming flesh, this and not 
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the death of Christ, this is the act which saved humanity, and 
Apollinaire appears to be saying that this act is the equivalent 
of the exaltation of crime as a subl~me human activity, of the 
recognition of the fundamentally cruel aspect of human nature, by 
the Marquis de Sade. 
So in the second verse the dove has been stabbed and bleeds 
still from this refusal of the spirit -
"Si la colombe poignardee 
Saigne encore de ces refus 
J'en plume les ailes, l'idee 
Et le poeme que tu fus" 
and Apollinaire describes himself as plucking its wings, which 
are the idea and the poem which "you" were. We have said that 
the dove is not only the holy spirit, but also the dove of peace 
'.·and the symbol of love; and now the poet intoduces another per-
son into the poem, who must surely be the woman of the first two 
poems, who might also, however be himself. Certainly, the figure 
of the dove in the calligramme "La colombe poignardee" is made up 
principally of the names of women whom Apollinaire had loved in the 
past, and their names, in capital letters, form the wings of the 
dove. So, it would seem fair to say that the woman, or women, of 
his past, were in his eyes a source of inspiration to him, which he 
is now plucking, i.e. destroying 1 in the same way that Christ become 
flesh destroyed the holy spirit. 
This poem is then, a declaration that the poet is aware that 
men have turned away from peace and love, in fighting this war of 
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which he is part, and so he must make his poetry from this new 
reality, of which he embodies the horror in the image of the still 
bleeding dove being plucked. 
The next poem "Les Feux du Bivouac" is perhaps the most allusive 
~ of all the poems in the sequence, and takes most of its value 
from the cumulative effect of which we have spoken. 
the first verse-
" Les feu.x mouvants du bivouac 
Eclairent des formes de ~eve 
Et le songe dans l'entrelacs 
Des branches lentement s'eleve" (1) 
Consider 
-the scene which the poet describes for us begins with an element of 
reality, the fires of the encampement, and them moves completely 
away-from the real into the dreamlike and the unreal. The 11formes 
de reve', which are lit up by the fires, are probably the soldiers 
in the encampment, who are so described because they have lost their 
reality, not because they appear now lit up, now in shadow thrown by 
the flames, but because they are men at war- the embodiment of the 
des¢tructive monsters of dreams, or of the subconscious mind. But 
the horror of what the poet is saying is ~ompletely subdued, and 
the surrender of reality to dream is seen as the smoke rising from 
among the branches on the fire. 
The second verse brings out a little more, but still in a very 
allusive manner, the pain and horror of the situation, for al~hough 
the men have become soldiers, and the poet among them, there remains 
memory to show them what they were before and to make them feel the 
pangs of regret-
(1) O.P. p. 250 
"Voici lea dedains du regret 
Tout ecorche comme une fraise 
Le souvenir et le secret 
Dont il ne reste que la braise 
Note how in his choice of the s1'8.wberry as a comparison the poet 
conveys the idea of blood and suffering through the red of the 
berry {and also the word "ecorohe"}, yet still retains a very 
stylised image which points to, rather- than makes us feel, the 
full horror of the situation. So the memory and. the secre8 
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of which only the glowing cinder remains are wha.t man, including 
the poet, were before.the war. Without the context of this 
sequence of poems it would be very hard to penetrate the secret 
ot this poe~, and the shado1f7 menaoe of the first stanza would remain 
much more vague than it appears to one who has read all of the poems 
in the sequence. 
Finally, since ve have alreaq dealt with the poema "Les Grena-
dines Repentant es" and "L 1.Adieu du Cavalier", we come to "'l'ourbillon 
de Moucbes". This poem is also very compressed and mysterioua 
and undoubtely grows in significance when read in the context of 
the whole series. The first two lines might ref er simply to Apolli-
naire and to the young w•man to whom the poems are addressed, be 
she Madeleine or Karie Laurencin, but the third line suddenly en-
. . . 
larges the scene to ~elude the island_ of Lesbos betore returning 
to the context of the :l'irst World War through an cl.illusion to the 
babbed wire, which also becomes a wire linking the fleet in Lesbos 
to the present-
"Un eavalier va dans la plaine 
La jeune fille pense a lui 
Et cette flotte a Mytilene 
Le fil de fer est la qui luit (1) 
(1) 09P. p.252 
It is the ambiguity of the last line of the verse which points 
to the real subject of the poem - the eternal recurrence of the 
situation of the young woman waiting for her lover's return from 
the war. And once again the poet keeps the harsh reality of 
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war in the background; the twentieth century war is barely allu-
ded to in the final line, the merest hint, and the presence of the 
fleet in Lesbos does not have to be the Athenian fleet come to put 
t 
down rebellion in the subject ~ate, yet the line has a certain 
menace which is molit.probably due to the cumulative effect of the 
sequence. 
The second stanza brings together the soldier and the young 
woman, and uses a traditional symbol to describe their amorous 
involvement -
"Comme ils cueillaient la rose ardente 
Leurs yeux tout a coup ont fleuri" 
But the last two lines of the poem are much more mysterious -
"Mais queL '- soleil la bouche errante 
A qui la bouche avait souri" 
-the disembodied mouths are free to be sun which shines on the 
soldier on the plain, i.e. Apollinaire in the present war, or on 
the fleet in Lesbos, and so the two people involved become unreal 
and eternal, victims of war from one century to the next. Is there 
here a clue ~to the title of the poem? Is the "tourbillon de mou,, 
ches" the whirlwind of people swept away like flies by the wind of 
war? This could clearly be a preparat..i:o.n .,for the fin.al poem in 
the sequence "L'Adieu du Cavalier" in which the soldier dies. 
In this sequence of poems, then, the poet is quite clearly 
exploring the nature of Mankind as war transforms it, and although 
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the style of the poems ia completely different trom~that of the 
. . .... ,... . ·- •·... . . . . ····· ..... · .. ·.... " 
poems discussed_ ~arlier in this section, the subject is the same {~ 
Lov.:e _and war, sexual aggression and physical aggression are woven 
together and the complex result is seen as a predicament of ·;.:;, r 
twentieth oentur7 man • 
We now return to the more explicitel.7 sexual imagery ot other 
poems whioh Apollinaire wrote at this time, and which we must 
consider in the light of the foregoing sequence ot poems. A poem 
such as "Le Chant d'Amour" is much less likel.7 to be misunderstood 
it it is read as part of "Calligrammes" as a whole, than it it is 
taken on its own, but still in isolation it would be rash to accu-
se the poet of mistakiX'fg the nature ot war on the basis of this 
poem. 
The first few lines ot the poem give no hint that the poem i• 
in any way connected with the war-
·"Voi•i de quoi est fait le chant symphonique de l'amour 
Il 7 a le chant de l'amour de jadis 
Les bruits des baisers eperdus des amants illustres 
Les eris d'amour des mortelles violees par lea dieux" (2) 
0n17 the last of the lines quoted introduces aDT element of violence 
but even this is on the level of isolated incidents and cannot be ~·· 
compared with the violence of war, being in any case a specifically 
sexual form of violence. However the next line turns the classical 
context into a ver7 modern setting indeed-
"Les virilites des heros fabuleux erigees oomme des pieces 
contre avions" 
(1) lhis whole sQquenee is to be compared to the poems of "Iitam 
_!mpendere Amori"; of. the appropriate section of this chapter. 
(2) O.P. p. 283 
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Unlike the image from "Jiuu~e" which ia discussed in this section (1), 
ih's 
~image a.ssociatea1~the violence of the anti-aircraft guns to the 
"virilites" of the hero/ ot the ancient world, and so for the moment 
the poem seems to be about the violence of love rather than the 
sexuai&~ect of war. 
The next few lines continue the classical imageZ'7 and also 
maintain the associations of death and struggle which become quite 
inescapable in the lines-
"Il ya le cri des Sabines au moment de l'enlevement 
Il 7 a aussi lea eris d •amour des tel ins clans lea jQ·ngles " 
The violence of war, the savagery of the love play ot the jungle 
ca.ts are part ot the liniversal "chant d 1 amour" and the poet chooses 
to follow these lines with what is perhaps the least violent of all 
the lines in the poem b~ore going on to describe war itself as an 
act of .love- . 
"La rumeur sourde des seves montant dans lee plantes tropicales 
Le tonnerre des artilleries qui aocomplissent le terrible 
amour des peuples" 
This description ot war cannot simply be seen as an extension 
of the image of the cannon as a phallus although the poet has expressed 
it in this way. In one line, just as in "Chet de Section•, the 
poet is reversing the terms of the poem and saying that it violence 
ia part of love then love is part of violence, and consequently war 
is an act of love. 
We reject &Jl1' suggestion that_ Apollinaire is simply using the 
war to provide himself with an eas7 shock image, .and in so doing is 
( l ) Cf • P. JI 8 
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trivialising a oonflict in which millions lost their lives. 
SurGly we cannot tail to see that this image, by extending, litera-
lly, the image of rape to the national level, ia trying to bring 
out fundameata.l truth a.bout human nature whioh is that there ia 
something of the sadist in everyone. And perhaps he is also 
saying that war recurs so regularly in human history as to be almost 
as inevitable to peoples as the sexual act i5 to individuals. 
Let us look now, then, a.t "Merveillc de la. Guerre" whioh o£ 
all Apollinaire's war poems, except possibly "Guerre" (1), might 
seem most liable.to lay Apollinaire open to the. charge of ins'dnsiti-
vity to the war. Onoe again we find a first line which seems to 
look upon the exploding shells in a way which disregards their 
destructive power-
"Que o' est beau oes fusees qui illwninenb la nui t" (2) 
-and the following lines comparing them to elegant ladies oonf irms 
this impression, but only a few lines later you read-
"Ces danseuses surdoreea appa.rtiennent a tous lee temps 
et a to~tes les races 
Elles accouohent brusquement d'enfa.nts qui n'ont que le 
temps de mourir" 
Clearly the image of children dying at birth expresses fully the 
destruction of war and horror which the poet feels as a witness of 
it. And in the light of the explodin& shells the poet sees the 
image of the temptress, da.ncing1 is it not an image which betrays 
the poet's concern with the false seduction of the glamo)irous life 
of the soldier, as well as an indication of hie bitterness about 
the woman who has led him on and then rejected him, so making him 
(1) O.P. P• 228 
(2) O.p. P• 271 
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protound.17 miserable? 
How, after this cruel image, can we fail to see the repetition, 
or near repetition, of the first line as bitterl7 ironic. And if 
the following two lines look at the exploding shells as lights in 
the sky removed from the instruments of death which they reall7 are, 
then the final line of this verse reminds us that in spite of the 
beauty of the explosions m~n are being killed by them-
"Pourtant c'est aussi beau que si la vie sortait des mourants" 
The poem begins to take on a pattern which underlines heavil7 
the irony of all the lines which aooept the scene as one of visual 
beauty, for each verse beginning in this way ends on a clear note 
ot horror, as does the fourth verse-
"La. terre a faia et voici son festin de Balthasa.r cannibale" 
This is now carried over into the beginninc of the next section 
and the guilt for the destruction of so many human beings is trans-
ferred from the Earth almost ~nobtrusively Vy- the use of the pronoun 
"on", to men-
"Qui aurait dit qu'on pdt 8tre a ce point anthropophage" 
Perhaps the tone ot the line as well as the use of the coldly scien-
tific "anthropophage" have distracted attention from the meaning of 
the line. Certainly the following lines would have contributed 
to this, but in this innocent tone lies a very genuine reaction -
how can one believe that the human race has such a capacity for 
sel.f-destruotion? Are the lines which follow not, in their absence 
o~ real emotional reaction, an indication that there can be no hu-
man reaction to equal the scale of the destruction, and the~ef ore 
the only va7 to express the horror of the situation is to turn 
away from any attempt at direct expression? Perhaps this seems too 
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determined a defence ot Apollinaire bv.t it aeema to us that the 
marvel of war is the spectacular scene ot exploding flares and 
shells, which we have alre~ indicated can only be seen as such 
when one is prepared to torget their deadly function, and so the 
poet is expressing his unbelief in the scene ot death by concentra-
ting on the aesthetically pleasing lights ot the explosives. 
However, the end of the poem, beginning with the passage"Mais 
j'ai coule ••• " becomes something quite different from the rest of 
the poem-
" J e suis dans la tranchee de premiere ligne et cepend.ant je 
suis partout ou plut8t je commence a 8tre partout 
C'est moi qui commence oette chose des siecles a venir 
Ce sera plus long a realiser que non la fable 4 1 Icare volant" 
These lines appear as an extension ot the sexual metaphor applied 
to war; Apollinaire sees as the consequence of the"terrible amour 
des peuples" the birth ot a new kind of man, and feels himself to 
the first of these. Of course, DDe can no more interpret in an 
explicit fashion the lines concerning the poet's ubiquity tha.n one 
could have deduced the form of the aeroplane from the Fable of 
Icarus. Bonetheless these lines, and the subsequent statements 
which close the poem, do illustrate another aspect of Apollinaire's 
attitude to the war and his reasons for using sexual imagery in his 
descriptions of it- he felt that the slaughter was some kind of 
p~ying experience through which mankind would eventually attain 
a new era (1). But as the last lines of the poem reveal, if' Apolli-
naire felt himself to be the first of these new men, then he also 
{l) Compare the ending of the poem "Guerre" O.P. P• 228 
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felt himself to be the only one, for the time being, and 80 the 
poem ends on this note of his ubiquity which does not quite liberate 
him from his solitude-
"Je legue a l'avenir l'histoire de Guillaume Apollinaire 
Qui fut a la guerre et sut 8tre partout 
• • • • 
Et ee serait sans doute bien plus beau 
Si je pouvais supposer que toutes ces choses d.ans lesquelles 
je suis partout 
Pouvaient m'occuper aussi 
Mais dans ce sens il n'y a rien de fait 
Car si je suis partout a cette heure il n'y a cependant que moi 
qui suis en moi" 
On the surface it seems that it is really only another aspect of 
simultanism which Apollinaire is offering here, but it is an increa-
sed intensity of the phenomenon to which the poet is referring, and 
looking forward to the generalisation of this mode of consciousness, 
which he feels for the moment to be uniquely his, and which, generali-
sed will undoubtelly grow to somethina much greater b•t tor the moment 
beyond our comprehension. 
We now pass on to a consideration of the poem "Chant de l'Bonneur" 
(1), which sets out quite clearly Jll8.D1' of the ideas which we have ·:, 
traced in the poems analysed up to this point. 
poet speaks the following lines-
Thus tor example the 
•Le Christ n'est done venu qu'en vain parmi lee hommes 
Si des fleuves de sang limitent lee royaumes 
Et mime de l'amour on sait la cruaute" 
(1) O.P. P• 304 
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-here we have a quite explicit statement which might be taken as 
an apology tor the kind oft poetry which the poet bas been wri~tinB 
about the war. Perhaps, also, these lines are the confirmation 
ot the irrelevance, for Apollinaire, ot religion, in partioular 
Christianity, to the situation ot twentieth century man, such as he 
tried to express it in "Zone•. How can one say that Apollinaire 
waa .. insensitive to the suffering ot the var when one reads these 
lines-
"Depuis dix joura au fond d'un couloir trop etroit 
Dans les eboulements et la boue et le froid 
Parmi la chair qui souftre et dans la pourriture 
Anxieux x.-• nous ~»gardons la route de Tahure" 
-the sincerity of such lines is not to be called in question, their 
simplicity is the simplicity of truth stated without ornament, and 
the next three lines surely oannot be dismissed as self-pity~ 
•J'ai plus que lea trois ooeurs des poulpes pour souffrir 
Vos ooaurs sont tous en moi je sens chaque blessure 
o'mes soldats souffrants 8 blesses a mourir" 
We caaaot now say that there is anything trivialising about the 
lines whioh are spoken by the trench itself-
"O jeunes gens je m'offre a vous comme une epouse 
Kon amour est puissant j 1aime jusqua la mort 
Tapie au tond du sol je vous guette jalouse 
Et mon corps n'est en tout qu•un long baiser qui mord" 
Here the image beginning with a visual similarity goes tar beyond 
this point to develop the sexual nature of war, and the violent nat~ 
l'4l of love from which the poet's lines concerning the coming ot 
Christ and the cruelty of love follow. What the poet now offers as 
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the' goal of humanity is a devotion to beauty~ 
"C'est pourquoi taut au moina penser a la heaut6 
Seule chose ioi-bas qui n'est jamais mauvaise " 
But for Apollinaire this ohoioe of beauty as the greatest good was 
nor,esthetio withdrawal into a credo ot art for aut's sake. In 
"Les Collines" he states quite clearly-
"C 'est de so~ranoe et de bonte 
Que sera faite la beaute 
Plus parfaite que n'etait oelle 
Qui venait des proportions" (1) 
And so the poet speaking at the end of this poem says-
"O poetes des temps a_ venir 8 chanteurs 
Je chante la beaute de toutes nos douleurs" 
a., 
Before leaving this poem to continue and con~lude our a+ysis of the 
blend of eroticism and violence in Apollinaire's poetry, we must point 
out that in the f~l speech given to the poet in this poem, Apolli-
naire seems to place trust in the pe~spective given by the future to 
find the sense behind the war, and so perhaps reveals that basically 
he oould not believe that men could be so evil as to slaughter 
themselves in such numbers, without there being a purpose so sublime 
as to outveigh1 millions of deaths. Perhaps this element of naivety 
is also present in all or most of the war poems, but it must not be 
taken as the explanation for all that is not immediately understood 
in them. 
If' the analysis of the sexual imagery of the war poems reveals 
that this imagery is much more profound than many have suspected, 
then this is often the oase also with the violent, mil1tary imagery 
(1) O.P. P• 176 
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of the erotic love poems. But the depth of the latter is of a diffe-
rent kind. Not only is it intended to bring out the violent nature 
of love and of sexual relations, it is frequently a ltind of exorcism 
of the intensity of the poet's longing. This can be seen quite 
clearly in the poem XLI to Lou in which the poet rune through IDaDJ" 
of the variations of the erotio si tuat·ion, some no doubt inspired 
by memory, and concludes the list with the explosion of a shell 
which kills him~elf and which he identifies with Lou. The intensity 
of the list is built up by the repetition at the beginning of each 
line of "Je voudrais ••" until the final explosion destroys all-
"Je voudraie que tu sois un petit gar9on pour 8tre ton preoepteur 
Je voudrais que tu sois la nuit pour nous aimer dans les tenebres 
Je voudrais que t:U. soie ma vie pour etre pa.r toi seule 
. Je voudrais que tu sois un obus boche pour me tuer d'un eoudain 
amour"(l) 
The violence of this passage is not of course limited to the 
image of the exploding shell; the manner in which the poet builds 
up to a climax which he suddenly resolves with the minimum of warning 
to the reader ~hat he is going to do so, is a familiar part of many 
ot Apollinaire's pre-war poems, as well as being quite fundamental 
to the success of all of Apollinaire's shock images; consider, 
to end on the same poem a.s we began, the image from "F8te"-
"Deux fusants 
Rose eolatement 
Comme deux seine que l'on degrafe" 
-the original version ot the poem gave the first two lines as only 
one, but by breaking the first line into two parts the poet not only 
(1) O.P. p. 446 
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postpones the surprise of his comparison, he also underlines the 
rh.Tthm, broken by the rhyme "fusanta/eclatement" which makes the 
next line even more unexpected, beaause rhl'thmicall7 different, and 
also because the return to the normal rh3thm coincides with the de-
parture into the erotic vision. 
So although we find that often in the poems written during the 
war Apollinaire uses more regular forms and techniques, this is 
most frequently a result of the wish to dash· off a quick letter in 
verse and not really an indication that he was abandoning the tech-
niques which he had developed before the war. (This we shall see 
quite clearly in our next section.) We also see that the most 
successful of these poems depend on the techniques of violence 
(rather than the actual violence of war) even if in other poems 
these techniques play a more reduced role. 
CHAPTER THBEE : SECTION EIGHT 
CASE D'ARMONS AND LUEURS DES TIRS 
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In this section we propose to go back to the poems from the 
sections "Case. d'Armons" and "Lueurs des Tire" which we have not 
already analysed, in order to show the continuity of Apollinaire's 
ideas and development from the pre-war period to the period in whioh 
he wrote the last poems of "Calligrammes". From this point of view, 
perhaps the most important poem in "Case d'Armons" is "Toujours", 
and we shall analyse this poem in detail. 
This poem, dated May 1915, oan be seen as a resume of the poet's 
experiments which the war had, to a certain extend, interrupted. 
In fact, the first lines of the poem may well mai'k the poet's attitu-
de towards experimental poetry, and may account for his continued ~ 
search for new means of writing poems even after he had evolved a 
style as radically different from that of traditional ~iting as he 
had done in "Les Fian9ailles"-
" Toujours 
Nous irons plus loin sans avanoer jamais" (1) 
It is not difficult to resolve the paradox of these lines in 
terms of a statement about writing poetrJ', so that what Apollinaire 
is saying is that no matter what progress is made in how a poem is 
written, the problems of ~iting poetry will remain and in faot what 
poets are doing is running in order to stay on the same spot. It 
is not stated here, but it is clear that the poet does not believe 
that poetr7 can be written in the language of the past, and consequent-
ly it i.s necessary for poets to continue to try to advance even 
(1) O.P. p. 237 
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though this does not in fact oarry them forward (1). 
The next passage prese~ts no degree of continuit7 with the first 
lines, although it seems at first to do so in terms of motion-
"Et de planete en planete 
De nebuleuse en nebuleuse 
Le Don Juan des mille et trois oometes 
M8me sans bouger de la terre 
Cherche les forces neuves 
Et prend au serieux lee fant8mes" 
We cannot say that there is a change in the imagery since the first 
lines do not really contain an image, but what the poet does do is 
to surprise the reader by the ohoioe of imagery in the second passage; 
(1) Ct. T.s. Eliot's lines from "East Coker"-
"So here I am, in the middle way, having had twenty years 
Twenty years largely wasted, the years of l'entre deu:x: guerres 
Trying to learn to use words, and every attempt 
Is wholly a:.·new start, ·and a different kind of failure 
Because one has only lea.mt to get the better of words 
For the thing one no longer has to say, or the way in whioh 
One is no longer disposed to say it••••••••••••••••••••••" 
The comparison is illuminating for both poems were written by 
men who had never ceased to experiment in poetic form, yet 
Apollinaire could never have been, and is not here, so pessimis-
tic as Eliot. 
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we should not overlook the fact that this poem is one of a group 
of poems all more or less concerned with ihe war, and in this context 
the opening statement must seem to refer to the seemingl7 unending 
adva.noe, yard by yard, of the armies engaged in the battle. But 
the second passage changes this preconception completely, the move-
ment is from planet to planet, from nebula to nebula. It is d.iff i-
cult to say how literally the contemporary reader would have inter-
preted this image as one of the scientific progress of mankind. 
Perhaps it would have seemed such an image in 1915, or rather 1918, 
when the volume was published; after all, the development of the 
aeroplane must have fired the imagination of the most ordinary of 
meJlj.~, and the taste for the fiction of Jules Verne must be some 
indication of the wa:r in which the popular imagination was ready to 
concei•e of space flight. One might also mention the enormous 
success of Georges Melies film"~ Voyage Dans La Lune", made in 1907, 
which must also point to the beginnings of the cult of the future so 
prevalent today as to allow us to read this image almost as something 
\A 
that is not ~ual. (1) 
Scaroel7, however, does this image form in the reader's mind than 
the poet transforms it b7 introducing the person of Don Juan to 
whom he ascribes a rather curious attribute- "des mille et trois 
aometes". In so doing, the poet transforms a future reality, which 
must nonetheless be created by the imagination, i.e. space flight, 
into an unreality, dependent on the imagination, i.e. the presence 
ot a character from fiction in space. Why has the poet chosen to 
use Don Juan? Perhaps because he stand.8 as a s711bol of defiance of 
(1) In fact Melies'film cannot be taken seriously, it is really a 
farce, but it still serves to point to the public's readiness 
to accept the idea of space travel as a possible human invention. 
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God {hence the reference to him as looking for new forces) and 
also because his unfailing attraction for women is transformed 
into an attraction for comets, which we may see as illustrations 
of the poems opening lines since they are in continual motion yet 
always return to the same places. Thus Don Juan is a symbol of 
the poet, but the vision of him travelling from planet to planet, 
and from nebula to nebula is immediately destroyed by the following 
line which tells us that he accomplishes his task without moving 
from the Earth. The familiar pattern of oonf'lioting images is 
appearing as the!,s.ouoe of the poem's significance, for here we 
seem to have a pas.sage analogous to the section of "Les Fian9ailles" 
which begins "J'observe le repos du dimanche". The movement invol-
ved is clearly that of the imagination, which might be the comets 
themselves, travelling through space from star to planet etc • 
Even if one does not make this association, one is prompted to ask 
why the figure one thousand and three was chosen. Perhaps the answer 
is that it is more than, but near enough to, the figure of one thou-
sand and one nights, so that this figure is called to mind and with 
it the situation of Sheherazade, whose feat of telling stories for 
this time is not only an example of the great powers of the imagina-
tion, but also an example of progress which does not really carry 
one forward. But the powers of the imagination of Don Juan a.re 
greater, yet restricted also. 
The object of Don Juan's search is, the~, new forces, and thus 
the last line of the passage suggests that to find these new torces 
Don Juan must take phantoms seriously. The phantoms may stand either 
for figments of the imagination, in which case *he route to the new 
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forces lies through the imagination, or the phantoms may be symbols 
of the ridiculous, in whioh oase Apollinaire is saying that poets 
ought to take seriously things which they have up ;o now regarded 
as beneath them. Consider the following qudtation from "L'Esprit 
Nouveau et les Poetes"-
"OU est le temps ou le mouchoir de Desdemona paraissait 
d'un ridicule inadmissible? Aujourd'hui le ridicule m6me est 
poursuivi, on cherche a e'en emparer et il a sa pla~e dans la poesie 
parce qu'il fait partie de la vie au mime titre que l'heroisme et 
tout oe qui nourrissait jadis l'enthousiasme aes poetes" (1) 
The last line is, however, ambiguous, for it was the phantom 
who came to lead Don Juan to his doom, and therefore he has good 
reason to take phantoms seriously. But this is simply another level 
to the statement that poets should look at things to whioh they paid 
no attention before. 
The next passage begins with a line which seems to be a twentieth 
century version of "Ou sont lee neiges d'antan"-
"Et tant d'univers s'oublient" 
-the ory of despair that everything disappears with the passage of 
time. But the following lines completely reverse this impression 
and we find the poet walling for the ability to forget-
"Quels aont lea grands ·oublieurs 
Qui done saura nous faire oublier telle ou telle partie 
du monde 
Ou est le Christophe Colomb a qui l'on devra l'oubli d'un 
continent" 
(1) o.c.T. 3 P• 905 
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The surprise which the poet',.• a,king us to forget part of the worl4 
occasions is increased by the fact that the first line seems to be 
a lament for the f aot that things are forgotten. 
The last passage of the poem ties up with the kind of poetry which 
the poet calls f,or in "Liens", the kind of poetry which by undoing 
old bonds sets up new and unexpected links-
" Perdre 
Mais perdre vraiment 
Pour laisser plaoe a la trouvaille 
Perdre 
La vie pour trouver la Victoire" 
The last line seems to return the poem to the situation of the sol-
dier from which it apparently starts, but, this does not exclude an 
interpretation which is more relevant to the poem as an "ars poetioa" 
-namely that in order to achieve the really effective image or poem, 
the poet mast in some way surrender his lif.e, which oould well mean 
that he must dedicate it to poetry. One might also see here Apolli-
naire's consistent, if slight, fear that the stimulation of the sub-
conscious will destroy man as we, or he rather, }(new him. Thus the 
victory of the completely liberated imagination might well be a final 
breakill£ free from the limits imposed on man but it would also be 
au end to man. 
We pass on now to the poems in the section entitled "Lueurs des 
Tire" and in this section we shall be interested principally in the 
poems "Phojographie", "Chant de l'Horizon en Champagne" and "Ocean 
de Terre". 
"PhQtographie" offers an interesting insight into the way, or one 
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of the ways, in which Apollinaire's imagination worked. Consider 
the first few lines of the poem, bearing in mind its title-
"Ton sourire m'attire comme 
Pourrait m'attirer une fleur 
Photographie tu es le champignon brun 
De la f or8t 
Qu'est sa beaute" (1) 
The initial comparison comes as no surprise to us, one pres\illles that 
the photograph is of a woman, and so the comparison to a flower 
beoomes,fairly standard compliment. But the next line seems to 
abstract the colour of the photograph from the other aspeots of its 
appearance- one must remember the brown and creamy tones of the pho-
tographs of this period- in order to compare it to a mushroom, which, 
with the flower still in our minds, does not seem such a compliment. 
The effect of this image is to reflect back upon our initial ideas 
about the photograph and to lead us to think that perhaps it is not 
the photoeraph of a woman to Which Apollinaire is referring at all, 
but to a photograph as a photograph. Thus the affirmation that 
the mushroom is something after all, in fact the beauty of the forest, 
takes on quite a different meaning, when applied to the photograph 
as a photograph, rather than to the photograph as a ~epresentation 
0 
If a woman. The tiny mushroom among the trees, the beauty of the 
forest, this is the photograph among a host of visual memories, 
clear, fised, and of a near uniform colour - something well defined. 
But the mushroom also is somethi~ that grows in the humus on the 
forest floor, and which therefore is something that is growing from 
(1) O.P. p. 257 
rem~ins of the trees, dead leaves and so on, and as such is left 
over from the trees as a memory is left over from an experience. 
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The next lines refer to the whites of the photograph, but also 
seem to abstract the fixed quality of it and transform this into 
an image-
"Le s blancs y sont 
Un clair de lune 
Jans un jardin pacifique 
Plein d'eaux vives et de jardiniers endiables 
The moonlight and the peaceful garden are certainly not elements 
of the real photograph, since this was technically impossible at 
that time; therefore we must comilude that they a.re an extension 
of the atmosphere of the photograph (as well as arising from the 
colour) and this atm~sphere, this stillness is destroyed in the 
next line by the "eaux··vives" and also by the "jardiniers endiables" 
with its sllggestion of frenzied movements. This is caught to 
soem extent in the next line, which again seems to derive from one 
quality of the photograph - the slightly hazy quality which becomes 
the smoke of desire-
" Photographie tu es la. fumee &le l'ardeur 
Qu'est sa beaute" 
-a.nd this shadow, this smoke, of ardour is described as the beauty 
of the woman, in the same wa:r that the mushroom: was the beauty of 
the forest; the indication, the hint, or perhaps the memolW', is 
the real beauty. The imagery points to a common idea· .. , namely that 
the photograph is the indioation.t'. the memory of something else 1 
and it ·is this element of permanence, or seeming permanence, whioh 
is for the poet, tne beauty of the object, or person. 
This is continued in the final lines of the poem, as first 
the poet synthesises the elements whioh he has separated, the 
browns and tk&whites, and gives an image of the total effect of 
the photograph-
"Et il y a en toi 
Photographie 
Des tons alanguis 
On y entend 
Une melopee" 
This photograph is half way between the reality of what it depicts 
,· 
and say a purely mental image of this reality, as it lacks the 
clarity and real coulouring of the one, and yet is more fixed and 
truer than the other, just as a recitative is halt way between the 
ordinary quality of speech and that of singing. 
The poem's final image lends a temporal dimension to the poem, 
which is better understood if one is aware of the them•~:of the sun 
and shadow which runs through all of Apollinaire's poetry from the 
beginning to the end of his career-
"Photographie tu es l'ombre 
Du Soleil 
Qu'est sa beaute" 
The shadow im the past, the sun the present, this is still clear 
from the context of the poem, just as the photograph is the preser-
ved past of some moment in time, and to say that the shado• is 
the sun's beauty, is to say that it is the ephemeral which makes 
things beautiful; the beauty of the present, the sun, is the past, 
the shadow, which must also, of course, be memo~y and hence the pho-
tograph is a kind of prolongation of the past incident which does not 
thereb7 lose its epheme~al nature, but rather keeps it. all the 
more poignantly-. 
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And so the photograph's smile, which leads us to think that the 
poet is talking about someone rather than about the photograph 
itself in the first two lines, compared to a flower~is not just 
a compliment, but a statement of the qualit7 which both possess ot 
a prolongation which does not destroy the essentially ephemeral 
nature ot the reality. The tlower achieves this quality by being 
an echo of every flower,and of delicacy and fragility, but each 
flower fades and dies in a short time and so a flower is both 
eternal and ephemeral, like the reality caught in a photograph. 
In this poem we see Apollinaire's imagination dismembering, 
as it were, an object in order to find associations which might 
not at first strike one as obvious and whi~ are ev.snj)\'l~~perhaps, 
unlikely and therefore surprising. We also find certain delibe-
rate contliots within the poem, such as the suggestion that the 
poem is about the photograph of someone before the images make 
it clear that the nature of the photograph itself is the subject 
ot the poem, and within these conflicts the poet is attempting 
to find a way of evoking the ambiguous nature of the photograph, 
vhioh is a picture, or representation of someone, and yet is not 
either that person, or really a memory of that person. Similarly 
the contrast betxeen the stillness of the moonlight and the peace-
ful garden and the movement of the water and the gardeners suggest 
the paradoxical nature of the photograph 'Which evokes both stillness 
and mo1ion in presenting an arrested gesture. 
The following quotation from one of Apollinaire's letters to 
his "marraine de guerre" will serve, perhaps, to illustrate how 
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aware he was of this diohoto1117 between the epgemeral nature of 
human experience and the strong desire to prolong for ever certain 
moments in time-
"Je n'ai jamais desire de quitter pour ma part le lieu ou je 
vivais et j'ai tou3ours desire que le present quel qu'il fGt perdu-
r&t. Rien ne determine plus de melanoolie ohez moi que cette fuite 
du temps. Elle est en desaccord si formal aveo mon sentiment, mon 
identite, qu'elle est la source m3me de ma poesie" (1). 
Thus not only the photograph, but also the image ot surprise becomes 
.s 
tor him the perfect illuJ.tration of his feelings, for both are essen-
tial aspects of the nature of human experience, and both partake of 
the tension which he claims is the source of his poetry. 
We come now to the "Chant de 1 1Horizon en Champagne", in which 
we find images suggestive of the same mental patterns in the poet's 
mind and work. The beginning ot the poem is an illustration of 
how the poet's imagination transforms an object from one thing to 
another, in this case relying on ~ts visual appearance to link 
the .:,,.objects to which it is compared-
"Voioi le tetin rose de l'euphorbe verruquee 
Voici le nez des soldats invisibles" (1) 
Faced with lines like these one thinks of statements which Apollinai-
re ha.a made such as the following-
"Variee comme un enchanteur qui sait varier ses metamopphoses" (2) 
-and one becomes aware of Apollinaire's conception of the magical 
powers of imagination whum can transform one object into another, 
as the photograph became the mushroom in the forest, and as here a 
(1) O.P. p. 265 
(2) Chef de Section, O.P. p. 307 
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flower becomes a breast and the noses of unseen soldiers. This 
marks a cer~•in evolution of the poet's confidence in his powers, 
for if' one thinks back to "Les Fian9ailles" and the sections con-
cerning the role of the senses and the poet as a liar (1), one 
finds that the poet is no longer afraid of' allowing his imagination 
to change external reality, nor is he afraid that the work of' his 
imagination will be contaminated by the inability of' his senses 
to shut themselves off' from the external world. It is as though 
the poet had become more aware of' the power of the word, and realised 
that as far as the reader is concerned the words "euphorbe verruquee" 
represent no more a reality than do the words •t6tin rose" since in 
both cases the words act upon the imagination of the reader to 
produce an image, which may or may not have its roots in remembered 
experience, but which springs essentially from the poem itself, and 
which consequently may be metamorphosed by the imagination of the 
poet. 
So w~ find the poet exploiting his ability to surprise the 
reader, in fact to do violence to his imagination, by offering him 
"le tetin rose" which he then changes to "l'euphorbe verruquee" 
and then changes again to "le nez des sold.ate invisibles". Thus 
we find the poet proclaiming in "Les Collines"-
"Voici le temps de la magie 
Il s'en revient attendez-vous 
A des milliards de prodiges" (2) 
-and we shall see that this quality of the imagination is now a 
(1) Cf. Chapter two, section four. 
(2) O.P. P• 172 
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constant in his work. Clearly the poet's fascination with the 
figure of the magician is related to, not to say at the base of, 
this concept of the poet as one who has the power to change the 
nature of things, and as one whqsemetamorphosesr 1 , that it to say 
those wrought by him, astonish but do not necessarily aause delight. 
Henoe, as we have indicated, his frequent use of the exploding shell 
as an image, for he saw this as an image of his poetry. 
Perhaps for Apollinaire this attitude to experience meant that 
in his view all appearances were deceptive, all things only masks, 
~ut not masks which concealed the true face, rather masks whioh 
could be lifted to reveal other masks. The theme of the mask 
itself is not an apparent one in Apollinaire's poetry, nor are 
there many images which like the following explicitely refer to 
a mask-
"Un chien jappait l'obus miaule 
La lueur muette a jailli 
A savoir si la guerre est drOle 
Les masques n'ont pas tressailli" 
-a.nd in this case it is quite ~G5.'&I:• that the image arose~ from 
the fact that the soldiers in the trenches wore masks to protect 
them against poison gases. It is however open to us, indeed we 
should be insensitive not to make this association, to see that the 
masks may be the faces 9f the soldiers who are unmi>ved by the explo-
sion of a distant shell {distant because the light of the explosion 
is described as silent).· So the indifference or lack of visible 
emotions seems to reply to the line" A savoir si la guerre est dr8le" 
that not only is war not funll1', but it numbs the emotions till one 
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is no longer capable of response. 
the ne«t line to be a maslc-
This, however, is revealed in 
"Mais quel f ou rire sous le masque 
Blanoheur eternelle d 1 ici 
Ou la colombe porte un casque 
Et l'avier s'envole aussi" 
-and the reaction to the explosion is wild laughter. Bu.t even this 
is not what it seems, for the lines following show that there is no 
real opposition between the appearances which seem to contradict one 
another, since the dove there wears a helmet (made of steel) and the 
shells (again metal) can fly. But as the do•e is a symbol of peace 
and the shell an obvious image of war, the image reveals war and 
peace to be the same thing, and this undoubtedly because each is 
only a human reaction, like laughter and indifference, ana as such 
only a mask. Thus the line "Blanoheur eternelle d'ioi" must refer 
not only to the chalk soil of Cham~agne , exposed in the trenches 
and in the shell holes, but also to the sameness of everything. Here 
we find a parallel to Apollinaire's treatment of war as sex and sex 
as war; he is refusing the neat categories of good ·and bad human 
behaviour. 
From this position the lines Khich near the end of the poem 
a.re spoken by an infantryman follow quite naturally-
"Tandis que nous n'y sommes pas 
Que de filles deviennent belles 
Voioi l'hiver et pas a pas 
Leur beaute s'eloignera d'elles 
O Lueurs soudaines des tirs 
Cetta beaute que j 1 imagine 
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Faute d'avoir dea souvenirs 
Tire de voua son origine 
Car elle n'est rien que l'ardeur 
De la bataille violente" 
The infantryman seeing the flashes of light coming from the explo-
sion of shells sees them as the beauty of girls whom he cannot 
see because they are not there. Therefore this beaut7 becomes 
the beauty of the shells with their' overtones of destruction and 
violence, and this is what the beauty of the girls i• too, for that 
soldier at that moment, as this is the aspect of that experience 
which he is seeing. The last two lines of the last quatrain then 
tells us that this is what is inspiring Apollinaire's war poetry 
(~the lines are spoken by the horizon) 
"Et de la terrible lueur 
Il s'est fait une muse ardente" 
The importance of this concept to the exploitation of the teohni-
ques of violence will be seen immediately, for if the momentary 
outward aspect of the scene is to be its truth or essence, which 
it is for Apollinaire, then the poet's assumption of the power to 
wave his wand and chante the appe~ce of an object, is, or rather 
becomes, the ability to create new truths or essences, and therefore 
"La rencontre fortuite sur une table de dissection d'une machine 
a ooudre et d'un parapluie" (1) to quote a famous example, becomes 
. . 
the source of this kind of poetry althou&h by an act of the poet's 
will. Thus the poet, seizing upon the unusual, which is an 
(1) Lautreamont : j.es Chants de Maldoro~", Chant sixieme I, o.c. 
Ed. ~.~.Mi938, P• 257 
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appearance, uses this aa an image, and possibl7 transforms it into 
something else, another appearance, thus revealing the ephemeral 
yet valid nature of all experience, which conforms not only to 
the statement quoted above concerning the desire to make eternal 
the essentially ephemeral, but also the line, eliminated from 
•Les Fian9ailles", surely because it is much too explioit-
"Puis j'ai reconnu que chaque moment pol'te en soi sa propre 
perfeotion" (1) 
Without this concept of the nature of experience such a poem 
as "Ocean de Terre" oould never have been written, and it is to 
this poem that we now turn to continue our analysis of Apollinaire's 
imagery. The first lines of the poem plunge us immediatel7 into 
the world of the enchanter, where nothing retains a permanent iden-
tity and where our imaginations are definitely prevented from ta-
king hold on the poem by the replacement of one object by another-
"J 'ai blti une maison au milieu de l'Ocean 
Sea fen8tres sont las fleuves qui s'ecoulent de me• yeux 
Des poulpes grouillent partout ou se tiennent les murailles 
Entendez battre leur triple coeur et leur bee oogner aux vitres"(2) 
The impossible feat that is mentioned in the first line is not quite 
as surprising to the reader as it might because the title of the 
poem waras them that the ocean is a metaphor. Nonetheless, within 
the peem itself the meta~or is assumed and the house is situated 
in the Ocean, not on land. The second line is a bewildering short-
oiroui t of images which destroy any element of reality attaching to 
the house baoause of the title. The windows of the house become 
(1) Cf. Chapter two, section four, pp. 98-100 
(2) O.P. p. ~68 
rivers which flow from the peet's eyes, and so the windows, in a 
W83", becomes the eyes also. When we analyse these metamorphoses 
we find that they are really expansions of the basic metaphor ot 
the title; imagine a house in the ocean, and consequently a house 
partaking of the nature of the sea as an ordinary house partakes 
of the nature of the land; could we not say of this house that the 
rivers flowing into the sea are like the streams of light flowing 
into the windows of a house on land? Apollinaire has compressed 
the image. So with the second part of this image, the rivers 
flowing from the poet's eyes, might they not be the s:treams of light 
striking the eyes which are here reversed because the poet's glance 
inst·ead of seeing what these light~patterns offer it, is imposin.i 
his own interpretation of the landscape in the description of it as 
an ocean? And so the window is revealed to be not only that which 
allows light in but also jhat which allows the poet to see out. 
The situation which the poet transforms must, the~, be something 
like this- the house is a trench which he has dug in the mi:a.dle of 
a flat but churned-up expanse of land, and since he is in the trench 
looking out, his eyes are the windows of the houses, but, given 
the initial metaphor of the title, the streams of light are trans-
formed into rivers. However, the identification of the windows 
with the rivers, is then the identification of the light ·~ith 
that through which it passes, or with that.upon which it acts, 
therefore the image is a way of s83intr that the eye is what it sees 
and, conversely, what is seen b~ the eye is the eye itself- which 
is a commentary on the metaphor "Ocean de Terre", since this is 
the eye transforming the land into an ocean, i.e. transforming what 
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it sees into what it, or the poet since he controls it, wants to see. 
This establishment of the metaphor allows the poet to place octo-
puses beyond the walls of the trench/house, since these walls are 
not earth but water, and in so doing he establishes the hostility 
of the soil to hie presence, and the poem,· becomes a statement of 
the involvement with a hostile environment. This is clearly 
borne out in the striking of beaks against the windows and the 
sense of alien presences which is given by the "Entendez battre 
leur triple coeur". The land has become the ocean, and the poet, 
rather than a sailor on the surface, is completely displaced from 
his normal environment by being submerged in it. 
The next section of the poem is marked by a strong change of 
rhythm, suggesting perhaps the regular explosion of bombs dropped 
from the aeroplane- it may have been the sight of the earth flung 
up from the explosions like water splashing up when something is 




Saison qui chante 
Les avions pondent des oeufs" 
~course, these lines ma~ also be intended to suggest the beating 
of the triple hearts of the octopuses, but the noises made by the 
octopuae1 
h 
~ther beating of hearts or striking of beaks against 
the windows, oould also be the noises of the bombs interpreted by 
the poet in terms of the metaphor of the ocean. 
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But in order th&t the appearance of the aeroplane should not destroy 
the unreality of the poem by being too (adiqlinderstood as some-
thing outside the metaphor the poet des~ribes it as laying eggs, 
and so deprives it of much of its menace. 
The next two lines tie up the noise of the explosion with the 
noises made by the octopuses through a pun -
" Attention. on va jeter l'ancre 
Attention a l'encre que l'on jette" 
The aeroplanes throwing out the anchor become the octopus squirting 
out their ink. As to how the anchor came into it, one should not, 
in our opinion look for any other explanation than that the bombs 
thrown from the aeroplanes are made of metal and so evoke the com-
parison with the metal anchors being thrown overboard from ships. 
Once this is seen then the ink, which links the image to the ootopu-
ses, -ean be interpreted as being the clouds of smoke coming from -rh 
the explosions or the earth thrown up by them, or as the ink (i.e. 
words) that the poet is throwing out - t~efore his interpretation 
of the soene - which does require our careful attention. 
The next line is very ambiguous; it could refer to al111ost anything 
which has been mentioned in the poem so far, except the bombs the 
only things whioh are coming from the sky, as the mood of the verb 
olea.rly ref ere to something which is not in fact coming from the 
sq-
"Il serait bon que vous vinssiez du oiel" 
-the line oould be addressed to anyone, perhaps it is addressed to 
death, which the poet does not name because it would destroy the 
unreality of the poem. Perhaps it is a wish that Christ would 
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desoend again to earth, although in this caset~~ is no ca.pita.l 
letter to indicate that the "vous" is addressei to Christ or God? 
The nest line is also very mysterious-
"Le ohevref euilledu oiel grimpe" 
-and perhaps it, too, is a compressed image through which the poet 
is saying that the sky, and possibly God, is beyond the reach·of 
man, since the honeysuckle of the slq', i.e. its colour, climbs, 
that is to say moves away from the men on the ground. The ne,ct line 
then reminds us of the hostility which the poet faces on the ground-
"Les poulpes terrestres palp1oitent" 
GI 
-and the following line makes a comparison between the trenches 
which the soldier dig, which up till now have been the house, sugges-
ting safety and refuge, and graves dug by the people who will occupy 
them -
"Et puis nous sommes tant et tan:t a 3tre nos propres fossoyeurs" 
The poem then ends on this note of despair, almost, the •arth 
disappearing entirel·y. in favour of the ocean and its unceasing move-
ments -
"Piles poulpes des vagues crayeuses 6 poulpes aux·becs piles 
Autour de la maison il y a cet ocean que tu connais 
Et qui ne se repose jamais" 
Clearly the sucoess of the poem depends upon the poet's ability to 
be a magi~ian and to change c,tle thing into another; not only the 
earth into the ooean, but also the bombs into eggs, and the explo-
sions into clouds of ink, for in this way he prevents us from reacting 
in a oonventional manner to a poem about soldiers in trenches being 
~ d bomo~an instead presents us with a poem which makes u8 feel 
the hostilit7 of the earth itself. This surely makes olear the 
importance of the surprise concentrated in the initial lines of 
the poem, for it is necessary for the poet to remove us first 
from the world we know before he can reveal the real situation, 
which even then expresses in terms as unreal as pos.aible. 
Although we find that the compression of images in the second 
line is not a usual techni•al device employed by Apollinaire (1), 
we nevertheless see that it is a variation of the techniques 
of surprise which are familiar to us from his other poems; it 
is simply that here the metamorphoses are more rapid than else-
where. 
The final impression that these poems leave is of an attempt 
to enlarge the technical means at the poet's disposal - as well. 
as a refusal to be overwhelmed by the horror of the war - this is 
partioularl7 noticeable in "Ocean de Terre". But alsothe~e 
is the very clear basis of the techniques of violence - strange 
juxtapositions, iRstant metamorphoses, the desire to astonish 
and to take by surprise on whioh the poet builds. 
There is not, however, the suooess of the later poems of 
"Calligrammes" and this is surely because of the inevitably narrow 
limits within the poet'• imagination was working. The new world 
so of ten heralded, would not come while the armies of Europe were 
still engaged in destroying one another. 
(1) It does however remind us of the compression of an image 
like· : "Colonnes de olins d'yaux qui fuyaient aux eolairs". 
Ct. O.P. p.91 & Ch.2 seot. L 
CHAPTER THREE 1 SECTION HINE 
OBUS COULEUR DE LURE 
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· In this section we shall be analysing the poems from the 
section entitled "Obus Co11leur de Lune", prinoip1;lly nExercioe", 
"IL Y A "~: "L'Espionne", "Simul tanei tea", and "Du ooton dana · les 
Oreilles". We shall show that there is a teturn, in these poems, 
or rather in some of them, to another early oharaoteristic of 
Apollinaire's style, namely the poem which seems to prolong itself 
long after one has finished reading it. This is not simply a ques-
tion of a memorable poem, but a quite definite technical devioe 
which Apollinaire exploits, ~scan be readily.seen in the tirst 
of the poems which we shall analyse here - "Exeroice". 
We begin by quotine the entire poem since it is only three 
verses of four lines eaoh-
"Vers un village de l'arriere 
S'en allaient quatre bombardiers 
Ils etaient couverts de poussiere 
Depuis la t8te jusqu•aux pieds 
Ila regardaient ·1a vaste plaine 
En parlant entre eux du passe 
Et ne se retournaient qu•a peine 
Quand un obus avai.t tousse 
Tous qua.tre de classe seise 
Parlaient d'antan non d'avenir 
Ainsi se prolongeait l'ascese 
Qui lee exer9ait a mourir" (1) 
(1) O.P. P• 273 
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The description of the soene is simple, there are no images which 
take the reader by surprise, and even the choioe of the word 
"tousse" to describe the explosion of the shell fits the oonte.xt 
so well that no-one could object to it. The last verse hints 
that the soldiers are young and so their talk of the past instead 
of the future would seem strange were it not for the fact that 
their condition leads us to think that they are returning from 
the trenches and hence know that they face death as part of their 
daily lives. Thus the poet describes their looking to the past 
as an asoetioism which prepares them for death - surely it is this 
because it is a turning away from the future whioh would only 
evoke hope in their minds. 
The poem presents llG difficulties of interpretation, it is 
to the rhythm and structure that we must look in order to find 
the quality which particularly interest us. The qua train ·of 
octosyllab~•s with. the rhyme scheme a b a b is not at aly'unetMlllon 
in Apollinaire's work, and many critics have pointed out ~hat it 
is the form of mu•h popula.J: poetry and song, and indeed it is 
precisely this quality which Apollinaire succeeds in capturinc 
and which lends such oharm to many of his poems. What particular-
ly interests ua here is that this form is a repetitive one, each 
verse lending on, r~thmioally, to the next, and Apollinaire, in 
using this style does not make the rhTthmioal adjustment to the last 
line, which the popular sonc usually does, in order to bring his 
poem to an end. Instead, he uses the same rhythmic unit sugges-
ting thereby that there is more to follow; the effect of this is 
to continue the music of the poem into the silence whioh comes 
after the last line and thus leave the impression of something 
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half-remembered, half-f orgotte~. 
This musical side to Apollinaire's poetr7 is, as we have said, 
present in his work from the earliest onward, and Mme. Durry has 
analysed in some detail the similarities which it bears to the 
poetry of Verlaine, to that of Regnier and others, so it is not 
our intention here to say much about it; but we remark upon 
the presence of such a poem as "Exercioe" at this stage in Apollinaiw's 
~ work, precisely because this ~pem, owing nothing to the tech-
niques of violence, shows that Apollinaire was capable of writing 
in another style, of returning to earlier aspects of himself, as 
it were, and also because we shall see him oombihing to great 
effect these two aspects of his own poetry in "Les Collines•. 
"L'Espionne" also reveals the poet's tendency to return to 
this style but also shows his trick of turning images so as to 
reveal different aspects of them, although here he does so in a more 
gentle manner. Thus the first verse 
"Pile espionne de l'amour 
Ma memoire a peine f idele 
H'eut pour observer cette belle 
Porteresse qu'une heure un jour" (1) 
-exploits full7 the ambiguities a.rising from the lack of punotua-
tion and the line breaks. We read the first two lines and it 
seems as though it ie memory which is the pale sp7 of love, and 
then the third line suggests that perhaps this is not so although 
it by no means offers a strong oontrad~ction. In the same wa7 
the break between the adjective "belle" and the noun it qualifies 
"forteresse• leaves the reader's imagination time to make of "belle" 
(1) O.P. p. 282 
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a noun before the rhythm carries on to bring out the continuation 
of the military metaphor. The phrase "une heure un jour" also 
suggests the tricks which the mind and memory can play with one's 
experience of time; was it an hour which seemed like a whole day, 
or a whole day which seemed like an hour. 
S o we find Apollinaire,here in contrast to the style of 
"Exercice", exploiting the rhyme and rhythm of his poem to create 
surprises for the reader; to offer him images which are then trans-
formed into something else. (1) 
The second verse shows us Apollinaire playing on the simil-
arity of sound in two words in order to create an impression of 
rapid change suggestive of, perhaps, the fickleness~of feminine 
nature, so leading us to think that the "tu" is addressed to the 
woman, and then transferring this to his own memory -
"Tu te de'guise 
~ ta guise 
Memoire espionne du coeur 
Tune retrouves plus l'exquise 
Ruse et le coeur seul est vainqueur" 
But this sets up certain contradictions in the phrasing, for if it 
is memory that is being addressed, and it is memory that is the 
heart's spy, then it appears that the spy is trying to deceive the 
master. One notes also the separation of "l 'exquise" from "ruse" 
which suggests that memory alone cannot serve to make the poet 
happy. 
( 1) This, of course, returns us to the "Chanson" and its exploit-
ation of identical means. 
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The final verse carries the metaphor of spying one stage 
further, and t~ poet asks if "Tu" -whoever that may be - can see 
memory, blinded and ready to die. -
Mais la vois-tu cette memoire 
Les yeux bandes pr8te & mou:rir 
Elle affirme qu'on peut l'en croire 
Mon coeu:r vainora sans coup f erir" 
Instead of bein& executed, however, the spy confirms the informa-
tion given about the fortress and so the poet is able jo conclude 
that he will win "Sans coup ferir". But who is the "tu" in the 
first line? The same person as in the preceding verse? If that 
is so, then this would appear to be the woman in question, in which 
case the poet is s~ing that his memory presented him with a true 
picture. 
However, it is not the interpretation of the poem which 
interests us most; ·rather it ts the way in which the poet is com-
bining the styles which have been the principal currents of his 
poetry to date. This is, of course, not the first occasto1k, on 
which he has done so, but we choose to draw attention to this be-
cause .it is an important trait in his last poem, and also because 
most of the poetry which we have discussed so far in "Calligra.mmes" 
has not been of this kind. This poem was written in late 1915 
and it is interesting to note that we find Apollinaire moving away 
already from the extremely free forms which he exploited in poems 
such as "Arbre". True this is only a minor poem, but there is 
also the sequence "Le Medaillon toujours ferme" which we have 
already examined and which is also in this style. 
The other poems which we intend to analyse in this section 
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are all of the other kind, muoh frees in their form, that is to 
say, and all in same way concerned with the ideas,9of' simul taneism 
i 
which formed part of' Apollinaire's poetry, as we have seen, from 
before his meeting with Delaunay. "IL Y A " is , of' course an 
excellent example of this. The poem consists of a series of 
images introduced by the words " Il y a", and which have nothing 
in common except their presence in the mind of' the poet 
Il ._y a un vaisseau qui a emporte ma bien aimee 
Il y a dans le ciel six saucisses et la nuit on dirait 
des asticots dont nattraient lea etoiles 
11 y a un sous-ma.rin ennemi qui en voulait a mon amour 
Il 7 a mille petits sapins brises par les eclats d'obus 
autour de moi 
Il y a un f'antassin qui passe aveugle par les gaz asphyxiants" (1) 
The poem is an exteriorisation of' the human consciousness, in this 
case the poet's own, which mixes memories, with wishes, with what 
is seen at that moment, with what the imagination throws up into 
the conscious mind as well. Thus the ship carrying away the 
"bien aimee" is imagined or remembered, but in either case is atta-
ohed to a reality, and the submarine is the expression of a fear, 
the "six saucisses" in the sq a fantas7 of the imagination, poss~-
ibly based on the sight of airships or barrage balloons, the broken 
firs probably an element of external reality, and 7et all these 
things are presented to us by the same words "Il y a ", -there is. 
The poem recognises no barriers between levels of realit7, no dis-
tinction in time, no hurdle presented by distance. All that the 
(1) O.P. p. 280 
poet names is present here and now, in the poem. Thus the world 
is broken down and remoulded in the poet's own image. Simultanism 
is a re-orderine of experience, the creation of a new world through 
art. 
This is equally true of the peem entitled "Simultaneites", 
although the poet does nothere have recourse to the same procedure 
of near hypnotic repetition of the key words "Il y a " as in the 
poem of that title. Instead it is the title which gives us 
the link between the series of images which are presented in 
verses of four lines this time -
"Les canons tonnent dans la nuit 
On dirait des vagues temp3tes 
Des coeurs ou pointe un grand e».U~i 
Ennui qui toujours se repete 
Il regarde venir 18.-bas 
Les prisonniers L'heure est si douce 
Dans ce grand bruit ouate tree bas 
Tree bas qui grandit sans seoousse" ( 1) 
the poem also has much greater degree of narrative continuity 
thanthe preceding one; its first four verses all seem to follow 
one from the other. Yet, when we consider the two verses above 
we see that there is no~hing to link the "Il" of the second stanza 
n 
with the oazWns of the first. True,the context makes it clear 
that the "Il" referred to is a soldier, but there is nothing 
to prove that verses one and two are set in the same time(the 
firing of carlns is no indication). 
(1) O.P. P. 285 
The first verse really offers three simultaneous images -
the oannons firing, the beating of waves on a beach, the storm 
in a heart prey to a "grand ennui"; the clearly discernible 
thread running fro~ one to the other is the regular sound, but 
the real link must be the poet's mind which draws together the 
sea 'separating him from Madeleine to whom the poem waa sent 
and his "ennui" oaused by the separation with the sound of the 
cannons which is actually part of his presentS:and real situation 
as opposed to his state of mind. 
trice. 
This is also~of all Apollinaire's simultaneities - we think 
of Louis II of Bavaria sitting at his wonderful instrument 
listening to all the sounds, of the world (1) and realise that 
this is precisely what Apollinaire is doing in "Il Y A " and in 
this poem, acting himself the role of the king, drawing to him 
as the centre the seemingly.unrelated aspects of the external 
world. And here, in order to make it less obvious that these 
"simultaneites" find their link in him, Apollinaire speaks of 
himself in the third person and otherwise attempts to make his 
presence as unobtrusive as possible, so as to increase the sur-
prise value of the ijuxtaposition of the diffent images. 
The third and fourth verses of the poem are muoh the same 
as the first two and comment upon them would only be to repeat 
most of what has alrea~ been said about both this poem and 
"Il y A ", so we pass on to the fifth verse of the poem which 
offers us a disturbing image that/we may conneot with whichever 
aspect of the poem we wish, sinoe the poet refrains from atta-
chilli; it himself to any partioular part. 
(1) Cf. •Le Roi Lune in
14
Le Poete Assassine: 
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"Belles noix du vivan:t noyer 
La grande f olie en vain vous gaule 
Brunette ecoute gazouiller 
La mesange eur ton epa.ule" 
Are the "belles noix du vivant noyer" the images of the poem, 
and hence the tree the poet? Certainly this interpretation 
suggests itself very strongly - or, of course, the tree may be 
life itself, rather than the poet. If we accept this interpre-
tation, then the poet is saying that these images are the fruit 
of experience which" la grande folie" - surely the war, the 
sight of human beings pouring all their energies into destroying 
each other - tannot destroy, and so they represent the personal 
and human element of his life which resists the bestial and 
mechanical forces of the war in which he is involved. The next 
two lines of the stanza offer a.n image of tenderness which one 
can well imagine a soldier cherishing as a link with happier 
times in the midst of war. 
The last two stanzas seem to be a commentary on the rest of 
the poem and on the attitude whioh the poem implies -
"Notre amour est une lueur 
Qu'un projecteur du coeur dirige 
Ver:~ 1 'ardeur egale du ooeur 
Qui sur le ha.ut Phare s'erige 
O pha.re-f leur mes souvenirs 
Les oheveux noirs de Madeleine 
Les atrooes lu•1Jl9s des tirs 
Ajoutent leur olarte soudaine 
A tee beaux yeux a Madeleine" 
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The striking image which opens the first of these two verses 
switches from a shaft of' light cutting through the darkness of a ._., -~. 
cinema to the beam of a lighthouse cutting through the night. 
Both beams of light share a property which reveals much about 
the construction of the poem and about the way in which the poet's 
• mind functions - that property being the ability to isolate 
and to hold for a moment a particular scene or object so that 
it is presented to the consciousness in dramatic fashion. Thus 
the poet's mind h~e isolated the images of the poem and as the 
beam of the lighthouse sweeps on joining one thing to another, 
or as the light beam of the cinema projector is made to carry 
the changing ima&es of a film, so the peet has juxtaposed his 
images in the poem linking them one to another by their p~si­
cal proximity, and implying at the source of these images his 
own mind as the beam of the lighthouse indicates also the posi-
tion of the lighthouse itself or the projector's shaft the pre-
sence of the film. 
The opening line of the second stanza provides a clue to 
the substance of the images which the poet has woven into his 
poem - hie memories are compared to a lighthouse/flower and this 
image clearly combines the phallic aspect of each of the objects 
named as well as recalling the persistent phallic associations 
of cannons, but this does not at all exclude the other qualities 
which the two objects share, i.e. a quality of suddenness, of 
blossoming as the flower opens, or the beam of the lighthouse 
suddenly sweeps into view. And so the final lines of the poem 
bring together the two things which have really been the sole 
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subjeot of the poem, eaoh manifesting itself in 4ifferent and 
oonstrating aspects of its nature, so that here at the end of 
the poem the simultaneous images are added together and the 
beauty of the woman'eyes has the beauty of the explosions of 
shells and flares added to it. 
Surely it is not necessary to say again that this addition 
can only take plaoe ~hen the poet is there to be the medium in 
which it takes place, and that consequently simultaneity is a 
reinterpretation and re-ordering of one's experience of the 
world rwhich is really an aot affirming, momentarily, o~'s own ~. 
existence. 
The final poem in this section is "Du Cot· on dans lea orei-... , 
lles" (1) an experimental poem of an extremely exuberant kind 
and one whioh announces its intentions to us immediately as 
the word "VIF" in heavy black capitals detaches itself from the 
first page of the poem which is entirely taken up by a calligram-
me - this being another piece which combines this form with 
regular verse and with vers libre. The first page also contains 
what appears to be the rationale of the poem, and indeed.of mueh 
of the poetry which we have analysed in~this study -
"Les points d'impacts d.ans mon ame toujours en guerre" 
-(this is written vertically reading from the bottom one word 
above the other) - and this seems to us to be a clear justifica-
tion of our statement that Apollinaire found the conflict of the 
war a parallel io the conflict of his own soul and of the artistic 
(1) . O.P. p. 287 
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milieu in whioh he lived. The rest of the poem clearly 
stems from this line as we find Apollinaire playing with rhymes 
and images in the f,ashion of a nonsense poem, occasionally 
pieroing the playful surface of the poem with a painful reminder 
of the situation that was his and his comrades' 
"Ceux qui revenaient de la mort 
En attendaient une pareille 
Et tout ce qui venait du nord 
Allait obsour0ir le soleil" 
When it follows verses such as the above the nonsense rhymes 
game of the poem takes on a peculiarly desperate character a.nd 
becomes a symbol of the absurdity of life for those faced with 
the absurdity of death -
"Qu'est-ce qu'il se met dans le cooo 
Bon sang de bois il s 1est saoule 
Et sans pinard et sans tacot 
Avec de l 'eau 
All8 la truie" 
No a.mount of playful; nonsensical rhyming can, however, quite 
dispel the presence of death, just as plugging one's ears with 
cotton might muffle to a large extent the noise of ihe artillery 
but does not totally deaden it, leaving instead a sound which 
gives rise to the followinc image -
"Le silence des phonographes 
Kitrailleuses des cinemas" 
-which in equating the hiss and crackle of a gramophone record 
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heard before or after the music with the distant or muffled 
sound of machine-guns shO.S us to what extent the experience of 
being under .tire could become a.n obsessive memory. 
The next few lines off er us the fa'ililiar comparison between 
the blossomipg of a flower and an explnding shell but also finds 
a new and very disturbing image for the same phenomenon -
"Fleurs de f eu des lueurs-frimas 
• • • 
Et les trajectoires cabrees 
Trebuchements de soleil-nains 
Sur tant de chansons dechirees" 
This then, is the pattern of the poem - a frenzied movement.from 
serious to sillyt from powerful image to simple play on words or 
childish rh1Jlle; and the effect of this is to make us experience 
to the full the turbulence of the poet's "&me toujours en guerre", 
not only in the sense that thas is a reaction to war, but also 
in the sense that it represents the many contlicting aspects of 
Apollinaire's nature. 
Before leaving this poem it is interesti,g to look at the 
following image in which we find Apollinaire modifying his image 
of the blossoming flower in order tQ express the suddenness with 
which the silence comes when the artillery barrage ceases-
"Puia ce fut cette fleur sans nom 
A peine un souffle un souvenir 
Quand e'en allerent les canons" 
- the mystery of the nameless f1ower combines with the distance 
from experience that is given by memory to create the sensation 
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of silence, while the tense of verb and the suddenness that is 
associated with the appearance of a memory before the conscious 
mind provide the necessary sensation of abrupt change. 
If', as some such as Aragon and Breton have suggested, the 
war was nothing more than a game for Apollinaire, a game which 
fed his imagery; then why is it that all the poetry of the war 
period is war poetry? P0 etry, that is to say, which not only 
draws upon the war for its images but returns us to the..!!!!Jl at 
war. The variety of styles of writing which Apollinaire 
produced during this period all head finally in jhe same direc-
tion - that of a man trying to make sense of the world which he 
knew - Madeleine, Lou, Marie, Paris and the artistic avant-garde 
- and the world whioh he knows : the war. Is this not an 
honest intention? 
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CHAPTER THREE SECTION TEN 
LA TETE ETOILEE 
In this section we shall examine the poems "Souvenirs", La 
Victoire" and "La Jolie Rousse" from the section of "Calligrammes" 
entitled "La Tete Etoilee" as well as the poem "Les Collines" 
which we have already indicated to be contemporary with the 
poems of this section, and also the suite of poems intitled "Vitam 
Impendere Amori" which was published in 1917. As our analysis 
of the poems contained in "Calligrammes" has been developed on 
a chronological basis, we shall attempt to show here that these last 
poems indicate a quite definite evolution which separates them 
from the first poems of the volume, but also that that evolution 
is a very gradual one, and not quite so clear as S.I. Lockerbie 
indicates in his study of the poems of "Calligpmmes" (1) to 
which we shall refer on several points. 
It will be seen from the ensuing discussion that the poem 
"Souvenirs" does not really represent as different a style as Locker-
bie claims, and also that the poems of this period bear a more 
significant relationship to poems such as "Toujours" which has 
already been analysed and which, we remind the readers of the present 
study, was composed in 1915. We begin, then, with the poem "Sou-
venirs". 
The five verses which go to make up this short poem present 
us with a series of images of which the first four, each image 
(1) R.L.M. -s~rie Apollinaire n~s 5 & 6 -Le r6le de !'imagination 
dans "Calligrammes" 
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being contained in one verse, are much more e1ieryda7 and in 
some oases more purely visual than the fitth, although certain 
lines penetrate the everyday context with a more disquieting 
note, e.g.-
"Une toute petite vie··ille au nez pointu 
J'admire la bouillotte d'email bleu 
Mais le rat penetre da.ns le cadavre et y demeure"(l) 
Clearly the first two lines can be situated in a context of 
everyday normality, while the third comes asan almost baroque 
reminder of the passage of time, thus modifying through the sur-
prise of its presence our feelings about the first two lines. 
This same effect can be observed in the first verse, in which 
the impression is given that the poet is talking about lakes, 
the blackness of which lends a ceriain sinister note until 
the last line changes the meaning of the word "lacs"-
"Dewc lacs negres 
Entre une f or§t 
Et une chemise qui seche" 
-into the spaces of the area lying between the shirt and the 
forest which can be seen through, in ~ll probability, the gaps 
between the body of the shirt and the arms. 
This first verse appears more as a comment on the nature of 
memory than as a remembered scene - literally interpreting the 
image we might say that the shirt, in the foreground represents 
the conscious mind and that the forest, in the background, the 
unconscious mind, with the connecting fragments, relating to 
both background and foreground but separated from each other 
(1) O.P. P• 299 
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being the link memory provides with past and present experience , 
unconscious mind and consciousness. It will be noted that this 
interpretation depends strongly upon a definite visual interpre-
tation of the image, and this seems to us a point of capital 
importance in this poem. Consider the second verse-
"Bouche ouverte sur un harmon·~ 
C'etait une voix faite d'yeux 
Tandie qu'il traine de petites gens" 
-the connection between the first and seoond lines is clearly the 
similarity of shape that exists between an open mouth and an eye, 
moreover the reader cannot escape the image of a harmonica which 
is brought to mind by the image of the ope~ mo•th and the simili-
arity of the word " harmonium" which the poet undoubtedly intended. 
Here the visual link is supplemented by the poet's awareness 
that the reader will see the image of a harmonica before he corrects 
his initial impression, thus the line 
"C'etait une voix faite d'yeux" 
can be made to fit into the series 9f' visual impressions, since 
this is a fair description of a harmonica. In each case the 
link is provided by a visual interpretation of the lmage. 
This visual quality of that whioh provides a link between 
past and present is something very important in Apollinaire's 
imagery; consider, for example, the poem "Photo,g.raphie" (1) in 
which the photograph is considered in just this role - i.e. a kind 
of fixed and permanent memory - and the poet draws ~ conclusion-
i 
"Photograp~ tu es l'ombre 
Du soleil 
Qu•est sa beaute" 
(1) o.P. p. 257. Cf. also section eight of this chapter 
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Thus returning to the first verse of the poem "Souvenirs" we 
can see that the image offered to us here is both a memoiy andan 
image of the human mind indicating the role of memory. Following 
this apprehension ot, the significance of the image we might otter 
the interpretation that in the second verse the presence of the 
"petites gens" is to be seen as the evocation of the inhabitants , 
as it we-l"t·, of one's memory which, itself is compared to the 
mouth/voio-e/eyea/harmonium image -of the first two lines - an 
image .Jlich may be taken to represent the visual and aural dimen-
sion of memory which record the existence of these "petites gens" 
and which may call them into being again. While on a first ana 
cursory reading of the poem it may not be quita olear that each 
verse represents a unit, other than a purely conventional one, it 
should be obvious from the above that whatever lack of relation-
ship there may appear to be between any of the elements of each 
verse;;\' there is nonetheless an im*tant and overriding unity. 
Applying this conelusion to the third verse, which appears 
more than the others to be made up of disparate fragments, we 
may associate the first two lines in various ways - the old lady 
is the owner of the f ootwa.rmer and the scene is remembered by 
Apollinaire because he admired the blue enamel of the footwarmer; 
or the footwarmer which Apollinaire remembers was decorated with 
a picture of an old lady etc. - but however one interprets these 
two details, the visual impact of them is such that the third 
line is not only an inb*ation of the aortality of the old lady, 
hence human beings in general, but the brittle enamel is also 
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pre7 to the gnawings of the rat, and thus memo17 is aeen to be 
like human beings themselves, subject to alteration and eventual 
destruction by time. Of course the third line is probably some-
thing which i8 remembered in its own right from the poet's expe-
rience of the trenches, but this does not in any way preclude 
the kind of relationship to the other two lines whioh we have 
indicated. (That is: the "Nez ~intu" could refer not only to 
the old lady but also to the shape of the "bouillo~te" as well 
as to the rat; therefore all three are to some extend identi-
f'ied. Also, as the "bouillotte" is described as being made 
of blue enamel, this malp link it to the corpse, which may be ·j~ 
that of a blue-uniformed French soldier.) 
The first three lines of the fourth verse present a 
clear and simple picture which could as easily be something 
observed by the poet at the moment of writing his p1>9m as 
a memory, and the fourth line is a comment upon this scene 
which may reflect either upon the poet's view of opera or simply 
be a joke about the range through which the incorrectly remem-
bered tune passes - and here ag•in we have a comment upon the 
inf;delity of memory -
"Un monsieur en bras de chemise 
Se rase pres de la f'en8tre 
En ohantant un petit air qu'il ne sait pas tres bien 
~a fait tout un opera" 
Thus the images of the poem appear not just as lists of' remembered 
scenes or objects written down for their own sake, under a title 
which is simple announcement of their nature, they are also ima-
-ges which reveal in themselves something about the nature 
of memory and its relationship to the personality. 
Arter this list, then, of memories comes the mysterious 
image and question -
"Toi qut: te tournes vars le roi 
Est-ce qua Dieu voudrait mourir encore " 
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Unless we have seen that the preceding images are a comment upon 
human nature, because upon memory, then how can we understand 
these last two lines? And yet even if we have understood this, 
the surprise of the final image of the poem still has considera-
ble impact upon us. As we have indicated, behind all the ima-
gee there is the ~impliMoation of the presence of the poet '. 
'-./ i 
~ust as there is behind the si.multaneities of other poems, but 
we shall develop this point further in·a moment) and therefore 
the penultimate line of the poem may appear to us as the poet 
addressing himself as one turning towards the k~g -clearly 
from the con~t of the poem a symbol of memory, or perhaps the 
"toi" refers to memory turning towarda the past, which is king 
because of the dominion it has over memory. The meanings of 
the last two lines are, then, many -God may be God, i.~. Christ 
dying again through the memory of the crucifixion, which leads to 
the conclusion that one is a prisc*.er of one's remembered expe-
rienoe; or the God dying again and again is man whose divinity 
is subject to the limitations of his ability to interpret his 
own experience, limits imposes in part by the infidelity of memo-
ry, and hence the death, or rather the desire to die, is shown 
by the turning of memory to seek an answer whi;h will be inoon-
olusive and therefore deadly. 
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The important point about these last lines is t)Jat they 
carry the poem well beyond the simply implied presence of the 
poet's self behind the memories, just as the poet's self ia 
be-ind the simultaneities (1), and make of this presentation 
of apparently external images a profound anll . Li< introverted 
piece of writing. This apinion is in contrast to the ideas 
advanced by S.I. Lookerbie about this poem and others of the 
period preceding the composition of the other poema to be dis-
cussed in this section, and therefore we shall now develop this 
idea a little fl1rther, comparing it with Lockerbie's analysis. 
"Des bribes de conversation apparemment autonomes qui 
figurent dana "Les Fen8tres" a l'image bien oonnue d'"A travers 
l'Europe" : 
"OU je m'en allais a la campagne avec une oharmante cheminee 
tenant aa chienne en laisse" 
ou awe images-strophes de "Souvenirs", il n'y avait qu'un pas 
a faire. Bi lea bribes de conversation, ni oes images ne 
cherohent a ouvrir une perspective sur la vie interieure du po&-
te qui lee a con9ues : elles f2appent au contraire par leur air 
d'independance enigma(_qae". (2) 
We would not at all dispute the statement that the~© images 
of thes ppem possess a very siriking "independanoe enigmatique~ 
but it seems fairly clear to us that they achieve this through 
that very same independence. This poem was sent to Madeleine 
on the 10th March 1916 under the title "Poemes pour Peintures" 
(with one or two variations), and this title clearly indicates 
(1) Cf. Section eight of this chapter 
(2) "Le r8le de l'imagination dans "Calligrammea" 2.R.Jt.L~M. 
no 6. 
the intention of the poet to endow the images with a degree 
of autonomy, as well as the strongTisual quality whioh we 
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have noted; but when the title of the poem becomes "Souvenirs" 
then the W.ay in which we approach the poem alters, and we cannot 
esoape the presence of the poet behind the memories, so that 
we are in some way prepared for the twist of the last two lines. 
If we consider the poem "Toujpurs" whioh we have al~eady 
analysed in a previous section of this chapter and which dates 
from May 1915, it seems to us that we have a point at which we 
oa.n see the transition from the external. kind of poetry, such 
as "Les Fen3tres", to the more personal and introspective kind, 
which is tha. t of "AJ.cools" .as well as the remaiMing po•.'18 
of "Calligrammes". In the last lines of this poem, the plea 
which Apollinaire is ma.king ma.7 very well be seen as a kind of 
apology for the experimental and radically different kind of 
poetry which he began to write around 1913-
"OU est le Christophe Colomb a qui l'on devra l.'oubli d'un 
continent 
Pe rd.re 
Mais perdre vra.iment 
Pour laisser place a la trouvaille 
Perdre 
La vie pour trouver la Viotoire" (1) 
Certainly the willingness to subordinate oneself to the element 
of chance ;i...1£ Lockerbie has, rightly, discerned in much of the 
poetry of "Al,oools", is nonetheless present in much that Apolli-
na.ire wrote during the war years. Let us glance again, briefly, 
(1) O.P. P• 237 
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at the poem "Simultaneites", which we disoussed in the preceding 
section. It seems fair to say that the stanzas of this poem, 
the first one at least, enjoy the same degree of mysterious au-
tonomy as the stanzas ~ "Souvenirs'', yet )tere also, the end of 
the poem becomes muoh more personal and introverted than one 
would have expected from the beginning. 
The penultimate stanza begin·ning with the lines -
"Notre amour est une lueur 
Qu'un projecteur du cc-.ur dirige" (1) 
a 
-oomes as/clear announoement of a particular kind of invol-
vement of the poet in the images of the other verses. Thus we 
find Apollinaire combining the"poeme-cree" as Lockerbie has called 
it, with the more personal lyricism which marks these later poems. 
Clearly, the fact that the poet is prepared ~o lead the reader 
through the series of apparently unconnected images is an indica-
tion of the way in whioh he was exploiting the techniques of vio-
lenoe at this particular period. But this has already been 
dealt with in our analysis of simultanism. The important point 
which we wish to underline here, is that the poet has turned away 
from the extreme development of these techniques as we saw them 
in poems such as "Arbre". The ground is, then, well prepared 
for the integration of these techniques into the more introspective 
we, and almost reflective, poetry of the last years of Apollinaire' 
life, and it is this which concerns us in this section. 
(l) O.P. p. 286 
We pass on now to "La Victoire", the poem which,for Andre 
Breton,was Apollinaire's "testament spiritual", and which we shall 
show to be as fertile in ideas as this statement would lead us to 
expect. We shall also examine the relationship between the form 
and content of this poem, looking to see to what extent Apollinaire 
himself lives up to the advice which he is giving here. 
The first two lines of the poem set the scene for us 
"Un coq chante je r3ve et les .feuillards agitent 
Leurs feuilles qui ressemblent a de pauvres marins" (1) 
- but a scene which partakes of the unreality of Bream, not only 
because the poet says that he is dreaming, but also because of the 
compcµ-ison of the leaves to the sailors, which is far from being 
an obvious one. This comparison, then, appears to the reader as a 
projection of the poet's will onto the scene rather than a Jnile 
or metaphor which tells him something about the terms involved; 
it is a surprise image which is intended to communicate an immediate 
feeling of "depaysement"to us • 
The next three lines seem to carry on from the reference to 
sailors, so that now the element of similarity which the poet saw 
in the leaves and the sailors is revealed on a more readily understan-
dable plane -
"Ailes et tournoyants comme !care le faux 
Des aveugles gesticulants comme des fourmis 
Se miraient sous la pluie aux reflets du trottoir" 
(1) O.P. p. 309 
The fluttering of the leaves brings to the poet's mind the 
image of Icarus fluttering hie wings in vain, and from this 
image he goes on to that of ·w.o are about to be drowned or 
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shipwrecked (this is surely the hint which the adjective "pauvre 11 
offers us) just as Icarus is a kind of sailor of the air who 
oomes to grief, hence the description of himt: as "Le faux" 
since he oould not do all that he seemed to be able to. 
The two lines which f oll~w the appearance of Icarus change 
the imagery in a very unexpected way, and yet j;hey contain a ;· -~ 
link with the image of Icarus, which is also a hint of a theme 
to be introduced later in the poem, for had Icarus been blind, 
he would not have been tempted to fly too near the sun and so 
cause his own death. Typically, however, Apollinaire juxtaposes 
the two images and goes no further in suggesting a connection 
between them, yet there is a kind of parallel between the descrip-
tion of Icarus as winged and turning or spinning (like the lea-
ves) and the description of the blind men as gesticulating 
like ants. The trony of the third line which sees the blind 
men contemplating their reflections in the puddles on the pave-
ments, also offers an implicit comparison with Icarus blinding 
himself by looking into the sun. 
Thus the poem begins in an atmosphere of "surreality", in 
a world where leaves ressemble sailors and where blind men ean 
see, yet still the next line comes aa~a surprise to us 
"Leurs rires amasses en grappes de raisin" 
-here is another of the poet's images which seem to function 
at the wave of a magic wand : the laughter of the blind men 
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becomes bunohes of grapes. (Perhaps the image is suggestive of 
the roundness of the sound of laughter -perhaps the grapes are 
to be seen as reductions of the sun, which they, the blind men, 
can eat, yet whioh destroyed Icarus, hence their laughter, which 
is probably mocking.) Whatever the image evokes for us, its 
initial effect is to take us by surprise, and therefore to keep 
us from moulding the poem into what we think it is going to be. 
This indeed appears to be the main function of this entire open-
ing section : to be iniicators of an alternative universe, as 
it were. 
The next lines re-introduce the person of the poet who has 
slipped out of sight since his appearance in line one -
"Ne sore plus de chez moi diamant qui parlais 
Dore doucement tu es chez toi tout t'appartient 
Mon lit ma lampe et mon casque troue" 
-and in these lines, the images which were attributed to the 
poet's dream in the first line of the poem are now ascribed to 
a "diamant qui parlais", which, apostrophised thus, we may 
take to be the poet's idea of his muse. But the image is not 
simply one of clarity and brilliance , a diamond has many facets, 
and we may legitimately say that the poet, in changing one thing 
into another, in switching his imagery from classical to modern, 
from the serious to the ridiculous, is showing us the different 
facets of the external world and of our own natures as well. 
The imagery of gems is continued into the next section of the 
poem -
"Regards precieux saphirs tailles aux environs de Saint-
Les jours etaient une pure emeraude" C laude 
- but the comparisons are still unexpected and surprising, for 
if the adjective "precieux" applied to "regards" in some way 
prepares the comparison with a precious stone, then the precision 
of the attribute "taillea aux environs de Saint-Claude" gives the 
image a literal qliality which is quite unexpected, as is the com-
parison of days to emeralds, when one surely thinks of saphirs 
as more appropriate to this context. 
Apart from this aspect of the images in these lines, it is 
also more important to note how they contrast, in their stylised 
immobility, with the hectic and slightly ridiculous movement 
that takes place in the opening lines. It is also, at this point, 
clear how this change is brought about in the sudden metamorpho-
sis of the isolated line 
"Leurs rires amasses en grappes de raisins" 
-which immobilises, as it were, the movement of the people, the 
blind men, Icarus, the:r sailors, freezing their laughter in the 
static image of bunches of.~grapes. 
As yet, no clear direction is emerging from the images of the 
poem. When we have read~.\only this 'far, we are left with the im-
pression of several rapid visual images which have been ottered to 
us, but which have not been allowed to remain before our eyes. 
This impression remains with us as we read the next lines of the 
poem, although these to some degree synthesise the qualities of 
brilli·a:ace, of the precious stones, and movement, of the blind men 
and the others, in the image of meteors crossing the sky -
"Je me souviens de toi ville de meteores 
Ila fleurissaient en l 'air pendant ces nui·ts oil rien ne dort 
Jardine de la lumiere ou j'ai cueilli des bouquets" 
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The importance of these lines is that they seem to draw the imagery 
of the poem to a unity, which in no way springs from a revelat~~@hon 
of hidden meaning in the lines which we have read so far. ,Wen 
the image of exploding shells, which is only hinted at by the men-
tion of the poet's helmet with the hole 'ea.used by the fragment of 
an exploding shell, can be assimilated to tjle strange "ville des 
meteores". 
Perhaps the words "ces nuits oii. rien ne dort" offer us some 
cl~e as to the gist of the poem up to this point. Perhaps the 
poet is saying that nothing is sleeping in his imagery either, and 
that theref:Ore what he is doing is trying to show as many aspects, 
however conflicting they may appear as possible«· But aspects of 
what? The last of the three lines quoted above go.a long way 
towards supplying the answer in their unmistakable echo of the lines 
from "1e Brasier" -
"Descendant des hauteurs oii. pense la lumiere 
Jardine rouant plus ha~t que tous lea ciels immobiles~(l) 
The bouquets whioh the poet has picked \;n the gardens of the light 
are the images of this poem, which have been taken by him from some 
realm of the mind to which he, by his constant struggle to open his 
poetry to the imagination, has gained access. 
As the poet reveals, a few lines later, that he is writing ~ 
about poetry, about the act of writing itself, the precise nature 
of his gardens of light becomes clear to the reaaer, and he sees 
them as the same realm as the poet speaks about in these lines from 
"La Jolie Rousse" 
"Nous voulons vous donner de vastes et d'etranges domaines 
OU le mystere en fleurs s'offre a qui veut le cueillir" 
(1) O.P. p~ 110 
- but for the poem up to this point, the suggestion is simply of 
some kind of miraculous domain to which the poet has access, but 
which remains mysterious. 
The next lines return from the heights of these mysterious 
gardens of light to the ridiculous, yet true to the style of 
Apollinaire they have a perfectly serious function, not the 
least part of which must be to laugh at himself so as to remind 
us that he is not a god -
"Tu dois en avoir assez de faire peur a ce ciel 
Qu'il garde son hoquet " 
The first of ;hese two lines sounds almost as if Apollinaire 
makes the sky afraid because of this divine power which he has 
acquired, the old gods tremble before the approach of the new, 
but the second line rapidly dispels ihis, showing us the image 
of the poet trying to frighten the sky into losing its hiccoughs. 
The poet's claim to divine power, which bordered on the ridiculous, 
are iissolved in our laughter, but it is the poet himself who 
has made us laugh. 
5 
The next lines begin to cryfoalise the theme of the poem, as 
the poet cries out against the complacency of the successful, 
who are probably those who have evolved a style that has pleased 
the public and are now content to go on producing from the same 
mould, incapable of seeing that they are ossifying as they work -
"On imagine diff icilement 
A quel point le succee rend lee gens stupiies et tranquilles" 
The contrast with the constant experiments of Apollinaire's own 
work could not be greater, and it is, of course, through this path 
that Apollinaire has reached his gardens of light. 
The apparent lack of coherence in the poem ~ow begins to 
give way to a discernible pattern as the lines 
"A l'Institut des jeunes aveugles on a demande 
N'avez-vous point de jeune aveugle aile 
-bring out the full implications of the juxtaposition of the 
image of Icarus with that of the blind man, and also hint that 
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the gardens of light are open to those who are blind, even if their 
blindness is of their own choosing and is selective as is implied 
in the question which Apollinaire poses in "Toujours" -
"OU est le Christophe Colomb a qui l'on devra l'oubli d'un continent" 
But although the pattern which is emerging points to the poem being 
a discussion of the way in which Apollinaire wrote and wanted to 
write poetry, it is also perfectly open to us to infer, and proba-
bly this was Apollinaire's intention, that a larger context, that 
of an imaginative and freer approach to the interpretation of our 
everyiay experience is the subject of the poem and the victory of 
the title. This view is substantiated by the allocation to the 
"diamant" of the poet's bed, light and soldier's helmet - things 
h' 
which belongs to his lit• w~ther on the everyday level or on the 
exceptional level. 
fhis kind of interpretation would, however, not be acceptable 
to those who hold that Apollinai:ce was a simple "fantaisiste" 
rather than a really powerful advocate of the imagination. On 
f>i't 
this point, we agree with the opinion~forwardt ... by Lockerbie in the 
second part of his analysis of "Calligrammes" (1)-
(1) Le r8le eto." '2 pp. 87-88 R. l. t'\. (senes o~ Apoll11la1re) '. 
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"Pour ces commentateurs, l'aotivite imaginative d'Apollinaire 
est tournee vers l'exterieur au point ou elle perd en profondeur 
ce qu'elle gagne en variate et en ampleur. Ila pref ~rent done 
dire avec Mme. Marie-Jeanne Durry que moins que la vraie imagination, 
o 'est une certaine f orme de fantais·ie qui se degage de son oeuvre: 
'Je crois bien que pour lui' dit Madame Durry,'surnaturaliame• et 
'surrealisme' n'etaient guere autre ohose que le jeu de sa fantaisie"A' 
"Certes, si par fantaisie il faut entendre cette invention de 
libre allure dont nous venons de parler, o'est l'evidence des ecrits 
theoriques qu'Apollinaire n'aurait pas oompletement recuse le terme 
et on pourrait sans inconvenient l'adopter pour bien des pieces de 
•calligrammes". ( •••• ) dans plusieurs de sea dernieres oeuvres 
(il ya ) une oertaine operation lyri~ue par laquelle l'imagination 
en Vient a jouer un role allant bien au-dela de la fantaisie" (1) 
mne simply cannot deny the serious aspect of most of the 
poems in which we have traced this appeal to the freedom of the 
imagination, and it will be clearly seen that this theme is central 
to the poems "Les Collines" and "La. Jolie Rousse" also, and alahough 
it may be argued that Apollinaire never went as far as either Jarry 
or the surrealists in applying his beliefs to his way of life, one 
oannot simply go on from that to say that the imagination for him 
only came into play when he was writing. Less demonstrative he may 
have been, possibly beoause he was afraid of the consequences of 
exhibitioniam as some have suggested (2), ~ut the Understanding 
(1) The dif1k'ences in Lockerbie's and our points of view have alrea-
dy been partly discussed and· .. will' bei;fw:ther discussed in this 
section. 
+ {Purry 2 p. 23~ L. 1 s note. 
(2) Cf. for example P. Soujpault's analysis of Apollinaire's attitude 
in his book -"Guillaume Apollinaire ou les reflets de l'incendie". 
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of the nature of human existence and experience that is evidenced 
by his poetry, especially the poems of this section, cannot fail 
to indicate the primacy of the imagination for him. 
Thus the image of Icarus, one who lost his life in seeki'g to 
approach the sun, must be given its full value in the context of 
this poem; and if the lines concerning the quest for "un jeune 
aveugle aile" a:11e followed by these -
"O bouohes l'homme est a la recherche d'un nouve=:;.au langage 
Auquel le grammairien d'auoune langue n'aura rien a dire" 
-which stress the importance of language and hence of poetry, 
this is surely an indication of the importance which Apollinaire 
places upon the expression of one's experience. It is useful 
kere to recall the statement which he made in a letter to Henri 
Martineau, concerning "'-leools" 
"Je ne orois point avoir imite, oar ohaoun de mes poemes est la 
commemoration d'un eveneaent de ma vie ••••• (1) 
-and no-one~ dispute, especially after the work of MM. 
Adema and Decaudin, as well as Mme Durry, the enormous importance 
of the life of Apollinaire in the evolution of his poetry. His 
poetry is not only his experience transformed by his imagination, 
it is also a part of his life in its own right, or why else should 
Apollinaire have devoted his life to the kind of existence which 
was seldom more than above subsistence level? If further indioa-
tion of the involvement of life and the imagination is needed then 
we have only to look again at the conclusion to the poem "Toujours" 
(1) o.c. t. 4 p. 768 
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"Perdre 
La vie pour trouver la Victoire" 
-to which one can only add that other than the date of composition, 
there is nothing to tie this poem to the experience of war, and 
therefore that _the last lines must really refer to some other commit-
ment:~ of life to a cause. 
The poem "La Victoire", that is, continues to be presented to 
us as a series of disjointed images and references, which apart from 
being a now familiar use of the techniques of violence, is also to 
some degree a justification for the poet's calling for the use of 
various noises which are not generally considered to be part of the 
language in poetry; for if. he could, and did, dl..sregard completely 
certain conventions about the nature of poetry, then it is quite 
possible that one will be just as successful in ignoring other con-
ventions, such as that which holds that poems are made of words ra-
ther than "Les divers pets labiaux:" etc. It is easy to reply that 
Apollinaire never went to these lenglhs himself, it is also easy to 
answer this criticism~by saying that he was seeking to provoke. 
Yet it would be wrong to dismiss the central section of this poem 
asa simple attempt to provoke or to surprise, for the language that 
man is seeking is surely the language of the imagination, and who 
can say out of hand that we shall not find it in the most banal 
sounds. The principal thing is that we should look where we have 
never deigned to up to now. 
Just how much our reactions are conditioned by habit is brought 
out in the lines -
"Mais elles sont comma des mal"ades sans volonte ..._, 
Ma foi les gens s'habitueraient vite au mutisme 
La mimique suffit bien au cinema" 
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- but of course poetry is composed of words (even if it is the 
poet's desire to transform these beyond recognition) and therefore 
mimicry of strange animal sounds will have to take place of the 
mime of the cinema, and this the poet sees as a way of talking. 
"Mais entStone-nous a pa.rler 
Remuons la langue 
La.n9ons des postillons 
On veut de nouveaux sons de nouveaux sons de nouveaux sons" 
This passage builds up jo a climax which suddenly breaks out 
into the image of a train, which is not only the progression of 
time and of the development of the soientifio age, but also an 
artifact in its own right, and therefore something which will one 
day be not one of the new wonders of science, but rather a museum 
piece to be admired for its beauty at the same time as its ridiou-
lous inefficiency is apparent to those who live in the age of 
superior forms~i.ocomotion. Thus the very thirst for the new 
which the poet is proclaiming not only oannot be slaked, but also 
has a desperate feeling of necessity about it, since we cannot but 
accept the march of time 
"Habituez-vous a roter a volonte 
Et quelle lettre grave comme un son de cloche 
A travers nos memoires 
Nous n'aimons pas assez la joie 
De voir lee belles choses neuves 
O mon amie h&te-toi 
Craine qu'un jour un train ne t'emeuve 
·Plus 
Regarde-le plus vita pour toi 
Cea ohemins de fer qui circulent 
Sortiront bient8t de la vie 
Ile seront beaux et ridicules" 
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We.noti~e with what ease the poet uses the line break to say 
several different things with the words "O mon amie h4te-toi/Crains 
qu'un jour un train ne t'emeuve/ Plus"; first he seems to be .l 
saying that we should be afraid of the day when we find a t~in a 
moving sight for this will imply the loss of the standards of beau-
ty of a previous age, but as his injuction is to hasten, he seems 
to be advocating this headlong rush into the future, always towards 
the new; then the single, isolated word "Plus" completely trans-
forms this into an awareness of all that we ~se with the passage 
of time. The train ends as a museum piece, and it is here that 
we must be aware of the full significance of its symbolic value, 
for if the train ia progress itself, then clearly Apollinaire is 
saying that we· shall go on and on changing the world round us, 
building nBw and more wonderful machines, and this is a process 
which we cannot, must not resist, yet nor can we expect to find any 
kind of fulfilment in this, for it simply means that what is new 
today is ola tomorrow ~nd we are still attached to it. What then 
are we to do? We must go on living in our age, accepting trains, 
aeroplanes and whatever else science creates for us, but above all 
else we must continue to try to express ourselves in the language 
of that age, even it we have to create that language ourselves. 
Thu• the next lines return to the theme of the search for new 
sounds -
"Parlez avec lee mains faites claquer vos doigts 
Tapez-vous sur la joue comme sur un tambour 
O pa.roles " 
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Surely we cannot fail .to see here the return to the theme 
which is also prominent in the poems of 19o8, namely the over-
whelming need to express oneself in poetry that is appropriate to 
the age. Not only is there the striking image of the gardens of 
light, which as we have pointed out belongs to "Le Brasier", there 
is al•o the constant and determined ory that we must accept the 
new, which is paralleled by the determination to find a new langua-
ge that is free from restraint. 
Typically, having brought us to this high point of tension 
in our need to accept the new and our desire not to lose the old, 
Apollinaire switches quite suddenly to something quite different -
"Deux lampes brfil.ent devant moi 
Comma dem: femmes qui rient 
Je oourbe tristement la t&te 
Devant l'ardente moquerie" 
According to Margaret Davies this passage is Apollinaire's realisa-
tion that -
"If he advocates j·he noise of spitting and hawking as a new 
consonant he must merit •1•ardente moquerie" of the publio" (1) 
- but this seems very unsatisfactory to us. Why should Apollinaire 
transform his two lamps into two women, if all he wanted to indicate 
was that the public was antagonistic to his experiments ? Surely 
the importance of the women,that Apollinaire loved,is so great in 
his poetry that we must see here an awareness of the difficulty of 
writing a love poem that con,sists of the sounds which he has been 
advocating! But more important than that is the feat that this 
(1) M. Davies "AJ>ollinaire" p.297 
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passage comes a#·ter the lines about the train and not those about 
the sounds of the new language. Thus just as the train rushes 
into the past and becomes eventually "beau(x) et ridicule(s)" so 
Apollinaire has become part of the past of these two women. Also, 
it seems to us that the lines 
"Ce rire se repand 
Part out 
Parlez avec lee mains •••. " 
-a.re not really as pessimistic as Mme. Davie$'· interpretation would 
make them. The"rire" certainly begins as the "ardente moquerie" 
of the preceding line, but it ends as the poet's own laugh in the 
face of the problem of time, its rhythm becoming the snapping of 
his fingers, the tapping of his hand upon his cheek that are part 
of the new language - "0 paroles" -the cry at one and the same 
time indicates the insufficiency of words and the fact that the 
poet is creating new ones. 
The lines which follow bind all these strands together iii an 
image which certainly has nothing to do with the public mockery 
that Mme. Davies speaks of 
"Elles suivot dans la m,rtaie 
L'Eros et l'Anteros en larmes 
d1!\S · 
Je suisAle ciel de la citeM 
The "elles" of the first line refers not only to the women but also 
to the words, for ~ust as the two women represent the ephemeral 
nature of sensual love {Eros and the opposite which has surely no-
thing to do with hate) because they are women whom Apollinaire ~ 
loved.. Yet the women follow among the myrtle bushes - the plant 
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sacred to Venus the goddess of love, and so they retain something 
h ~d i\\"'' . of the love w ioh they represent, a• the words~serve for a moment 
to unite man to his experience and then become inadequate, become 
memories, retaining only part of what they were. Then oomes the 
statement - I am the slcy' of the city; Apollinaire, then, fully 
aware of the t~ansient nature of his role beoomes the ubiquitous 
consciousness of modern man - an event which he hailed in "Merveille. 
~ de la Guerre" (1) 
Barely have we time to grasp these words, however, than the 
poet switches from city and s~ to the sea, the sea which brought 
forth life on earth and which now is the destroyer of the sailors -
the "pa.u.vres marine" of the seoond line of the poem. 
desire,that his voi~e become,« like the voice of the sea.-
"Eooutez la mer 
La mer gemir au loin et crier toute seule 
Ma voix fidele oomme l'ombre 
+ + + 
The poet 
Veut 8tre 8 mer vivante infidele comme toi" 
The poet's voice which is the faithful shadow of life (because 
he..:.aas looked for and found a language that will hold the truth of 
his experience), yet it cannot be the faithful shadow of all life 
although this is what the poet desires, because this would be to 
swallow life up and to be, ultimately, unfaithful as is the sea 
itself. T~us the poet's wishes are in vain and his.god-like status 
is just another of the victims of the sea, 
w 
hich here has surely the 
value of a symbol of death, such as it has had through centuries 
(1) o.P. p.271 & also section nine of this chapter 
of European literature. 
"La mer qui a trahi des matelots sans nombre 
Engloutit mes grands oris comme des dieux noyes 
Et la mer au soleil ne supporte que l'ombre 
Que jette des oiseaux lea ailes eployees" 
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The sea supports the shadow of the sea-birds, something far finer 
than the substance itself; yet this image does more than show us 
there are essences by far too fine to be caught in the net of the 
human voice even when woven into a poem, it returns us to twe 
image of Icarus plunging to his death in the sea. Icarus who lost 
his life because there are areas of experience which are forever 
olosed to human beings. 
Nonetheless, Man is not powerless in the face of the universe; 
language is his means towards the holding of experience so that 
he may relive it; but this power resides only in a living langua-
ge, that is, which retains its power to surprise, to violate 
"La parole est soudaine et c'est un Dieu qui tremble" 
Clearly this is the quality, beyond all others, w~itb which Apolli-
naire has sought to endow his poetry. Once again we find the simi-
larities with the great poems of 1908 inescapable, but in this 
i•stance it is significant that the poet feels himself to be the 
master of the powers that he seeks, while being aware of his limita-
tions, so that here there is no returning of the theme of powers 
obtained at the cost of self-immolation. 
The following lines recall strongly the second section of "Le 
Brasier" and the lines from "Les Fian9ailles" -
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"Jadis les morts sont revenue pour m'adorer 
J'esperais la fin du monde 
Mais la mienne arrive en sifflant comme un ouragan" 
- but lack the idea of self-destruction that is so marked in the 
latter-
"Avance et soutiens-moi je regrette lea mains 
De ceu:x: qui les tendaient et m'adoraient ensemble 
Quelle oasis de bras m'accueillera demain 
Connais-tu cette joie de voir des ••:kl•• choses neuves" 
Thus the poet, in accepting the degree of destruction that is 
present in the passage of time, is still able to appreciate the 
joy of the new things which it brings also. In other words he 
has accepted the nature of life, not intellectually, but emotional-
ly, instinctively, in a way that allows him to feel the paradox 
as strongly as he has expressed it in this poem·-. And thus he is 
able to say that he speaks the language of the sea, even though 
ke knows that he cannot, like the sea be eternal and impassive, 
because he has attained a degree of acceptance which is sufficient 
to give him this power ~ithout being detached from life 
"O voix je pa.rle le l"angage de la mer 
Et da.ns le port la nuit des dernieres tavernas 
Moi qui su•s plus tltu que non 1 1hydre de Lerne" 
How can the second of these lines not recall the ship, and the 
·cafes" gonfles de fumees" of the "Chanson du Mal-Aime" -the ship 
has reached the port. To the question which the earlier poem asks-
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"Kon beau navire 6 ma memoire 
Avona-nous assez navigue 
Dans une onde mauvaise a boire 
Avona-nous assez divague 
De la belle aube au triste soir" 
-the reply is given here that the last night of the taverns is 
here, the port is won. (Clearly Lookerbie's tracing of the return 
of the motif of the ijourney is in harmony with our view of the 
meaning of this passage, but we shall anaay-se this further with 
regard to more specific instances in "Les Collines") (1). 
And if the port has finally been won, then Apollinaire allows 
no false modesty to prevent him from saying how he was able to win it-
he persisted, (his pun is beyond translation - "headstrong" being 
as close as one may come), as stubbornly as only something super-
human could; which is to say that he was quite the opposite of 
those people whom success had rendered "stupides et tranquilles"'~ 
The poem now draws to its end in a vision of the universe in 
flux, a vision which the poet has fully accepted, and of which 
he makes his poetry the illustJtation, finding in t~e metamorphosis 
of his hands into fish a surprise image to bring this home to the 
reader -
"La rue ou nagent mes deux ma.ins 
Aux doigts subtils fouillant la ville 
S'en va mais qui sait si demain 
La rue devenait immobile 
Qui ea.it ou serait mon ohemin" 
(1) Cf. Lookerbie ltJl·•~· I " "I " tl Le ro e eJ;L. ci<. • 
The end of the poem reminds us, in its return to the image of 
the railways, of the inevitability of the passage of time -
"Songe que lee chemins de fer 
Seront demodes et abandonnes d.ans peu de temps 
Regarde" 
-(how much more the l'rench lends itself to the intended contrast 
than the English, for what could sound more permanent than the 
ways of iron?) ; and also .;.enunciates quite clearly the theme of 
the poem, that the true victory is to find a language which fully 
expresses the nature of things as the first names trµly belonged 
to the things they designated -
"La Victoire avant tout sera 
De bien voir au loin 
De tout voir 
De pres 
Et que tout ait un nom nouveau" 
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We now come tp the poems of the sequence entitled "Vitam 
Impendere Amori"1:, which, as both Marga:eet Davies and S.I. Locker-
bie have shown, are closely related to "La Jolie Rousse" (1). In 
this very delicate and allusive sequence of poems we find Apollinai-
re making as skilful a use of rhyme as he ever did in his career. 
The musical quality of these poems contributes greatly to their 
significance , as does the fact that they are to be read as a :, 
sequence of related poems and not simply as individual pieces. (2) 
Let us first illustrate the importance of the rhyme and music of 
(1) Cf. M. Davies ",_pollinaire" pp. 297-301 & Lockerbie op.cit. 2 
(2) Cf. "Le Medaillon toujours ferme" 
these poems before we go on to discuss this sequence in any other 
Consider the second verse of the first poem -
"Encore un printempe de paese 
Je songe a ce qu'il eut de tendre 
Adieu saison qui finissez 
Vous nous reviendrez aussi tendre" (1) 
The rhyme of "tendre" with itself serves not only to emphasise 
the cyclical nature of love and the seasons, but also to express 
a certain monotony, tather thanthe note of hope which one might 
expect. This is also true of the first stanza, in which: the first 
line holds out an image of desperation that is quickly modulated 
to something much less tragic by the return of love -
"L 'amour est mort entre tea bras 
Te souviens-tu de sa rencontre 
Il est mort tu la ref eras 
Il s'en revient a ta rencontre" 
-again we note the same word used as a rhyme, with just the same 
effect, that of the past becoming the future, which also means the 
future becomes the past, and everything is the same. 
In the fifth of these little poems, which consist of two qua-
trains like the first and the third, we find the rhyme scheme 
ab c c - the effect of which ist~rolong?the sound of the poem 
in one's mind. This effect is supplemented by the rhythm of the 
two rhyming lines which is faster than that of the two preceding 
ones -
"Tu descendais dans l'eau si claire 
Je me noyais dans ton regard 
Le soldat passe elle se penche 
Se detourne et oasse une branohe" 
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(1) O.P. p.157 & subsequent quotations from tJis sequence pp.157-162 
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- the first two lines appear as complementary but separate state-
ments, while the third and fourth lines are linked by the continuing 
movement of the woman. 
The same pattern emerges in the second stanza -
"Tu flottes sur l'onde nocturne 
La f lamme est mon coeur renverse 
Couleur de l'eoaille du peigne 
Que reflate l'eau qui te baigne" 
If the third line is in this case linked to the second, then it is 
because it is in opposition to it, and this has the effect of pro-
ducing a more marked pause at the end of the second line than at the 
end of the third. Hearing the rhyme of the last two lines, the 
ear automatically expects to hear a rhyme for at least one of the 
fi~t two lines of the stanza, and as a result the rbYlthm of the 
poem prolongs itself in our inner ear when the poem itself has 
ended'• 
The last of these poems, the only one to consist of more 
than three verses, uses two rhyme schemes - aa bb and a b a b 
with the result that the ear is kept listening for the rhyme with 
much greater attention, so that the change in the last line of the 
first verse when it appears as the last line of the last verse is 
all the more marked -
becomes -
Voici que e'en vient la saison 
Et des dedains et du soupgon" 
"Voioi que e'en vient la saison 
Des regrets et de la raison" 
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One must also remark in passing that the ohange from "soup9on" 
to "raison" supplirtsthe only two syllables rhyme in the poem. 
Having thus noted the skill with which the poet uses tradi-
tional means of modulating his meanings and effects, let us now 
go on to examine how he also, although in a subdued fashion so 
as not to disturb the regular music of these rhyming quatrains, 
uses the techniques of surprise to gain certain effects. In the 
first verse of the first poem, for ex~ple, we find this line 
"Il est mort tu la referas" 
It is possible that while the "il" refers to lo'{e, the "la" re-
fers to the encounter, yet the use of the feminine pronoun goes 
far beyond this in its effect. Through it we feel that the 
death of the loved one, and also that the poet in his next encoun-
ter with love will not only be taking up the same emotional posi-
tion as before, but that it will be with regard to the same woman. 
Thus the poet will have recreated his dead love. All this springs 
from the juxtaposition of "il" and "la" in the same line, fot" the 
ear having heard "Il est mort" expects to hear "tu_!!_ referas " 
and so the effect of the "la" is to take us by surprise, thus exten-
ding the banal statement that love comes and goes like the leasons 
to the much more psychologically profound statement that it is 
always the same woman that one loves. 
With this in mind let us look at the first stanza of the se-
cond poem in the sequence -
"Dans le crepuscule f ane 
Ou plusieurs amours se bousculent 
Ton souvenir gtt enchatne 
Loin de nos ombres qui reoulent" 
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The line which interests us particularly is the third line; to 
whom does the ''ton "refer? If we take this to refer to the poet's 
the 
11' particular idea of ~woman he loves:~, his own version of the ':: 
"eternel feminin", of whom all the women he has loved are aspects 
or reflections, then it is immediately obvious why the second li-
ne presents us with the undignified sight of "plusieurs amours 
(qui) se bousculent"; for if all the women in the poet's past, 
and hence in his memory which is probably the "crepuscule fane", 
are part of the same idea then his memories of them are bound to 
conflict and merge with one another. The fact that this is now 
being left behind is probably due to the fact that he has met a 
new woman (in Jacqueline Kolb) whom he can love in a different 
way. 
Of course, the ambiguity of "Ton souvenir" allows of many 
interpretations, but all fit with the situation of Apollinaire 
feeling he ha.d made a new departure with his "Jolie Rousse". 
If, for example, one takes the "ton souvenilr" to refer to Apolli-
naire ' s memory·"' ·~ ( i. e • the faculty of memory) , one may s a:y that 
he is leaving behind his past as he welcomes his future; or ta-
king the "ton souvenir" to be Apollinaire's remembrance of his 
past self, then the same conclusion follows. 
The really important part of this first verse, however, is 
the verb "se bousculent", which is totally 1mexpected in the oon-
text. The setting of the "crepuscule f ane" and the gentle rhythm 
of the lines both increase our surprise on being faced with this 
verb, and it is mostly this surprise which opens our minds to the 
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significance of the following lines, although, as we have al-
ready pointed out, the impression left by the first poem should 
be carried over i·nto the second, thus re-inf orcing this effect. 
This impression is reversed by the last verse of the poem-
"La chatne s'use maille a maille 
Ton souvenir riant de nous 
S'enfuit l'entends-tu qui nous raille 
Et je retombe a tes genowc" 
-the last line, in particular, breaks down the barrier which the 
poet felt separated his present love from his past; this we 
feel in the use of the "retombe" which makes of the "tes" the ge-
neral you embracing all the women, and hence the one woman, in 
the poet's pa.st. 
The second verse communicates this sensation of an imminent 
end in its description 
" • • • • • • • • • .t'• • · . • • un bdcher 
Ou i. dernier des phenix noire 
Perfection vient se jucher" 
-for by its very nature, no Phoenix can ever be the last. 
And since this one is perfection, clearly since Apollinaire f-eels 
this relationship to be different from all the others, if it should 
pass, then there could be no more, in spite of all that ha.a been 
said about love being as cyclical and as certain as the advent of 
the seasons. So we see the importance of the unexpected, the sur ·.-' 
prising in conveying of mean]ltg of this poem, just as in the pre-
vious one. 
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The sense of failure with ~ch the second poem1 ends becomes 
the point from which the third ppem starts. The poet and his 
present love take their places in the procession beside his for-
mer selves and their loves .. ·-
"Tu n'as pas surpris mon secret 
Deja le cortege s'avance" 
This leaves only a sense of regret at their failure to discover 
each other's secrets, (at least in this version it is the woman 
who has not discovered Apollinaire's secret, but it is interesting 
to note that in a previous manuscript version he had written - "Tu 
ne m'as pas dit ton secret", while the last verse reversed the 
positions - "Et ce secret que tu demandes/ Il tremble en moi oomme 
un grelot") and this sense of regret is seen as something which 
binds them still -
"Mais il nous reste le regret 
De n'3tre pas de oonnivence" 
This image of a failed love is beautifully translated in the 
first line of the second verse in which the figure of Ophelia, 
for although there is no mention of her name there can be no 
doubt as to the source of the image, is transformed into a rose 
as she floats upon the surface of the stream -
"La rose flotte au fil de l'eau" 
The next line, in its use of the word "masques " is perhaps an 
extension of the first, in the sense that as Ophelia is not seen 
as Ophelia but as a rose, so the people in the procession are 
seen as masks rather than as real people, which not only reflects 
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the fact that they are unreal beoause they are memories, but 
suggests an inherent unreality in their nature - which is proba-
bly due to the quality of love that is the subjeot of these poems 
"Les masques ont passe par h• bandes" 
The personality is reduced to a mask beoause of the failure of 
love to be eternal, or rather continuous instead of being cyclical. 
Perhaps, then, the secret which the peet conceals is just 
his realisation of the imperfection of love, and consequently the 
end of this peem shows us the woman looking for this core of truth, 
the knowledge of which would destroy their love. It would seem 
that the use of the adjective "lourd" indicates something of this 
nature -
"Il tremble en moi comme un grelot 
Ce lourd secret que tu quemandes" 
The fourth poem is set at nightfall in a garden a romantic setting 
that is perfect ~or a lover's meeting. Yet what takes place is 
ironically enough a lover's meeting, but only in the sense that 
the women are the poet ;~s for bier lovers, and the absence of the 
poet himself leaves them nothing to do but tell their stories to 
the night which spreads out their hair in the parody of a lover's 
caress 
"Le soir tombe et dans le jardin 
Elles racontent des histoires 
A la nuit qui non sans dedain 
Repand leurs chevelures noires" 
Witholi.t the preceding poems there could be no hint at all to the 
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reader as to the identity of the "Elles", yet in the context of 
the sequence there can be no real doubt, especially as this scene 
seems to follow quite naturally from the "orepuscule fane" in \';· 
which we saw ''plusieurs amours se bousculent". 
Equally due to the context is the surprise with w}oh we read 
the first line of the second verse 
"Petits enfants petits enfants 
e 
Vos ailes se sont envo~es" 
-for without the preceding poems to tell us that the "elles" of 
the first verse are women from the poet's past we should have 
aocepte~this revelation that they are children. 
But now we cannot see them as real children, only as adults who 
were as innocent as children in their belief that love lasts 
forever. And to this interpretation the second line adds beau-
tifully fresh use of an old, old metaphor, the wings of love -
when love dies, the wings which have borne us fly on by them-
selves and leave us behind like children who have lost a kite or 
a balloon. How unexpected these images a.re! Without them, and 
the surprise we feel on reading these lines, we could not grasp 
the meaning of ·the poem. 
The next two lines say the same thing in a diff~rent way, 
for the rose, symbol of love, defends itself with itsfihorns, 
yet it loses its unequalled perfume -
"Mais rose toi qui te def ends 
Perds tes odeurs inegalees" 
Here the keyword is "inegalees" for when one aas loved more than 
once the experience is no longer unique, and so the rose's 
perfume is no longer without equal. 
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But it is not just that the rose is losing its perfumes, 
they are being stolen -
"Car voioi l'heure du laroin 
De plum~s de fleurs et de tresses 
Cueillez le jet d'eau du bassin 
Dont les roses sont lea mattresses" 
Stolen, that is, by love itself, because it is a repeatable and 
not a unique experience. But if the feathers, flowers and tresses, 
the light and beautiful,· but individual things may be stolen, the 
fountain cannot be picked, however like these things it appears. 
Which is to say that one may conquer a woman; several women even, 
all alike yet all different, but one may not conquer love itself 
(the continuing stream of water) of which each woman is only an 
aspect - a 1.istress as opposed to a real love. The peet conti-
nues to link one poem to thenext, beginning the fifth with an ima-
ge of a woman going into the clear water -
"Tu desoendais dans l 'eau si:· c1tii1-e" 
-which we must see, having read the preceding poems1as one woman 
becoming all the others, or attempting to, or the poet attempting 
to make her suoh. And just as the woman will drown in these 
waters, so the poet drowns himself in love 
"Je me noyais dans ton regard" 
Here we are not prepared for the retro-active effect of the word 
"noyer"; by drawing a. parallel, the poet implies that the woman 
will drown, wl'fjreas the image need not initially be one of 
despair, indeed it has a cert&iA pastoral quality, a hint of 
nymphs bathing that is quite the opposite. 
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We cannot, if we are at all aware of the f~cts of Apolli-
naire's life, read the next two lines without thinking of the 
relationship between Apollinaire and Madeleine Pages -
"Le soldat passe elle se penche 
Se detourne et casse une branche" 
- of the love affair which grew from only one chance encounter, 
and barely survived their second meeting. But how well the 
poet translates the same feelings for those who are not aware of 
this! The "je" of line two becomes the soldier, and from drowtt-
•ing in the woman's eyes, he simply passes out of the picture. 
The woman turns away 1 and the rhythm leading up to an ~.:-:\expected 
climatic event, breaks a branch. We hear the sound of the 
branch snapping so clearly that it breaks the spell, the image 
disappears. Not only is it the symbol of broken relationship, 
it is a kind of substitute for suicide, for occupying the posi-
tion of the last of the three actions, which lead on rapidly one 
to the other, the breaking of the branch cannot remain a simple 
action. 
The next verse opens with a return of the Ophelia image, 
but this time the wave is perhaps simply the night and not the 
stream -
"Tu flottes sur 1 1onde nocturne" 
-but the important thing to notice is that Apollinaire does not, 
either in this case or in the previous one, go as far as the 
image ~f drowning. He leaves us with the feeling that this 
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drowning is imminent, but his rose, or his woman remain on the 
surface of the stream. 
The next lines breakf not only with the imagery of water, 
but a1so with any narrative continuity that may appear to have 
been established in the first stanza -
"La f lamme est mon coeur renverse 
Couleur de l'ecaille du peigne 
Que reflate l'eau qui te baigne" 
The flame might normally be expected to have, in the context of 
a love poem, a sensual value; it might be taken for a symbol of 
desire, but here it is compared to the poet's upside-down heart, 
so that it becomes the symbol of the poet's disappointment in 
love. And the colour of the flame is the coJbr of the oomb, set 
in the woman• s hair and reflectt.s in the water, so that the flame 
'--""' 
and the water seem to take on the same significance - the flame 
consuming Apollinaire and the water about to drown the woman. 
This identification of opposites, flame and water, is made almost 
hesitatingly in the reader's m~nd, and the rhythm and rhyme of 
the poem, as we have already noted, seem to prolong the poem in 
one's mind, so that this identification lingers on in the silence 
which follows the last line -
The last of the six poems, the importance of which is imme-
diately noticeable from its length, begins with a line which seems 
to confirm the idea that the poet is accepting as inevitable the 
fact that love is imperfect, and sees this as the advent of matu-
rity "0 ma jeunesse al2andonnee 
Comma une guirlande f anee 
w.roici que a' en vient la saison 
Et des dedains et du soup9on" 
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-yet still there is the reluctance to accept fully,:· so that matu-
rity is seen as the age of suspicion and of disdain • Youth 
left behind, then, does not leave regret for lost youth as one 
might expect, but rather regret that life, in particular love, 
is not as perfect as it seemed. 
The second verse seizes upon this idea of experience revea-
ling the gap between appearance and reality, and opens on an 
image which reverses the imitation of nature in art, giving the 
imitation of art by nature -
"Le paysage est fait de toilea 
Il coule un faux fleuve de sang" 
But what the poet is doing here is to corrupt reality so that 
he may situate us in a land of the imagination where there are 
no impossibles. Thus the second line describes a river of 
blood as false, yet it is still flowing. Whereas the first line 
of this verse is unusual but still in keeping with the general 
tone and setting of the sequence, the second is a savage brea-
king down of the near pastoral tone. Typically, Apollinaire 
delays the word which carries the weight of tae line until last, 
for the idea of "un faux fleuve" is perfectly in keeping with the 
setting of gardens and water jets, but when we read the word• 
~sang", the dream-like quality of the preceding poems disappears 
entirely. 
The next line is pretty enough to have belonged in the peace-
ful garden setting had it not been for the "fleuve de sang"; 
and now the characters who have been only shadows so that up to 
this point the action which has taken place has been like a masque 
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or shadow play, are replaced by a clown -
"Et sous l'arbre fleuri d'etoiles 
Un clown est l'unique passant" 
There is no more mention of love, and the clown is described as 
alCime the poet's deception, wandering alone in the painted 
setting which he knows to be false and so he disregards the 
stars on the tree, because he knows they are unobtainable. 
This verse is calculated to dispel the atmosphere of the 
civilised garden in which love played its games - the clown, 
although the author chose his symbol, is not seen as a pale-
faced Pierrot, or a sad Harlequin, he has his identity restricted 
to his function, and is all the more effective for it. 
The third verse partially re~ores the setting of the other 
poems before in another way, transforming it into something more 
sinister 
"Un froid rayon pudroie et joue 
Sur lee decors ~t sur ta joue 
Un coup de revolver un ori 
Dans 1 1ombre un portrait a souri" 
Undoubtedly, the "froid rayon" carries all the overtones of the 
"cold light of day", yet the choice of the verb "poudroie" resto-
res a little of the stylised artificiality of the preceding poems, 
and once this is done, we are faced with the sudden breaking of 
the silence, caused by a revolver shot and a cry. Nothing tells 
us who has been shot, if anyone has, or who fired the shot - the 
I 
only result of this event which we are told of is that in the 
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shadow a portrait smiled. 
Reality is completely reduced to a shadow, and we are left 
to guess at the meaning. We might well think that the shot. 
is the poet committing suicide, especially after the information 
which the first :·verse gives us about his attitude to his present 
situation, as well as the only slightly concealed bitterness 
of the second verse. As for the portra.it, it could equally 
well be a portrait of the poet himself, as a young man (1)
1 
or 
a portrait of a former mistress. 
The first line of the next verse suggests that the portrai~ 
is of the person who has been shot, since 
"La vitre du cadre est brisee" 
-but this line also refers, undoubtedly, to the framework of the 
poem which has been shattered by this too real event. And the 
following lines lend another shade of meaning to it -
"Un air qu 1 on ne peut definir 
Hesite entre son et pensee 
Entre avenir et souvenir" 
The poet is aware that a line has been crossed, a more subtle line 
than that which divides youth from experience, so that the clarity 
of the images which have led up to this point is replaced by the 
uncertainty of a tune which he cannot quite remember, which he 
oannot even be sure that he hea.rs, and which may be the muaio of 
his past or even of his future. Thus the concluding verse o~ 
the pGe~ and of the sequence takes up the refrain of the first 
verse of the poem, but modulates it subtly to -
(1) • • • • • • • • • • • ta vie Cf. "Zone" " 
C'est un tableau pendu dans un sombre muaee" 
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"Voioi que e'en vient la saison 
Des regrets et de la raison" 
In this last poem, that\, we find taat the poet has chosen to retain 
the calm level of expression, ~hich is almost that of understate-
ment, except for the second verse, and upon this shattering of 
the image depends our understanding of the transition from the 
refrain of the first verse to that of the last. This transition 
appe~s as one of the major themes of both of the poems which re-
main to be analysed - "Les bollines" and "La Jolie Rousse", as 
can be seen immediately from the following quotations -
'' Au-dessus de Paris un jour 
Combattaient deax grands avions 
L'un etait rouge et l'autre noir 
0 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 
L'un etait toute ma jeunesse 
• 
Et l'autre c'etait l'avenir" (1) 
"Me voici dev:,ant tous un homme plein de sens" 
"Ma jeunesse est morte ainsi que le printemps" (2) 
In our examination of these two poems we shall be concerned 
to show that they are an illustration of the poetic theory that 
they preach and that, to a great extent, the way in which they 
do this depends upon the techniques of violence as they have been 
(1) O.P. p. 171 
(2) O.P. PP• 313 & 314 
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defined anli illust·r.ated in the course of this study. We have 
pointed out to what extent the use of these techniques was in 
keeping ~th Apollinaire's nature and with the conflicts which 
he felt within himself; this the poet himself acknowledges on 
several occasions (1), and this he sets out at the beginning of 
"Les Collines" -
"Au-dessus de Paris un jour 
Combattaient deux grands avions 
G 0 e 
Ila se combattaient avec rage" 
Nor does Apollinaire content himself with stating that this is 
the case, he illust~tes the Violence of this conflict with a 
series of $ilea 
"Ainsi fit contra Lucifer 
L'Archange aux ailes radieuses 
Ainsi le caloul au probleme 
Ainsi la nuit contra le jour 
Ainsi attaque ce que j'aime 
Mon amour ainsi l'ouragan 
Deracine l'arbre qui crie" 
i 
-some of which go beyond the simple function of a ~ile and become 
a much deeper illustration of violence, for if we expect such com-
parieons as Lucifer fighting the Archangel, and accept the more 
unusual com,arison of calculation attacking a problem, we are in no 
(1) Cf. "Du coton dans les oreilles" - "Les points d'impacts 




ready for the co~1son to the poet's love attacking what 
he loves (1). The paradox of this latter comparison illust~ates 
the degree to which the conflicting aspects of the poet's nature 
were bound up with one another, and it is to be noticed that the 
poet sets out to achieve the maximum of .torprise by reversing 
the order of the normal sentence, so postponing the paradox to 
the last possible moment. 
This description of violent conflict is followed by a sudden 
switch to calm, which again we see as an obviously deliber.a.te 
device employed by the poet to surprise and shock his readers 
"Mais vois quelle douceur partout 
pa.ris comme une jeune fille 
S'eveille langoureusement 
Secoue sa longue chevelure 
Et chante sa belle chanson" 
As the function of these opening verses is clearly to set the 
scene for us, it is also appropriate that they should do this in 
terms of the techniques of violence as we have seen them function 
in many poems; that is to say that they should prevent the ima-
gination of the reaaer from taking too strong a grasp upon the 
imagery, and consequently fitting it to his own experience. 
Thus the poet seems to prepare a certain situation for something 
but then he leads us in another direction, as with the line "Ain-
si attaque ce que j'aime/ Mon amour •••"• and also with the sualden 
(1) Cf'. the end of "Liens" : 
"O sens 8 sens cheris 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ennemis de tout ce que j'aime enci>re" 
The beginning and the end of "Calligf'<!lmmes" show the continui~ 
~ of means and themes. 
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ohange, like the movement of a film camera, from sky to ground 
that corresponds to the movements from violence to oalm. 
No sooner, however, are we allowed to glimpse this oonven-
tional yet effective image of Paris, than the poet returns to 
the initial imagery -
"Ou est done tombee ma jeunesse 
Tu vois que flambe l'avenir" 
The future remains blazing in the s}Qr, but we do not take this 
is 
to mean that itAfatally damaged, although olearly the poet intends 
us to understand that youth, if lost, has still left its mark upon 
the future; rather this description has +,he effect of identifying 
the survivor with the sun, described in the first verse of the 
poem -
"TanS.is qu I au zenith fbmboyai t 
L'eternel avion solitaire" 
-this being an association which is strengthened by the theme of 
the sun in Apollinaire's poetry as a whole. Thus the future 
of the poet, which was the surviving aeroplane, is now identified 
with the future in general, so that the lines which follow use 
this as their justification ~or the poet's claims to be able to 
speak for the future -
"Sache que je parle aujourd'hui 
Pour annoncer au monde entier 
Qu'enfin est ne l'~rt de predire" 
It is clear from the poem so far that the poet feels that his 
was 
knowledge has been won through suffer-ii>.g (as we saw /the case 
with .the last poem of the series "Vitam Impendere Amori"), hence 
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his description of the dogfight between two aeroplanes applies 
ina~ 
not only to his inherent/, but also to the violence of his expe-
rience of life, which by this time had included the trenches of 
the war, a serious wound followed by a majo~ operation and 
unstable kealth in the subsequent months. If we now compare 
the opening of "La Jolie Rousse", we find that the poet says 
almost the same things, in a different way, yet in a way which 
still owes something to the desire to surprise ~ 
"Me voici devant tous un hornme plein de sens 
Connaissant la vie et de la mort ce qu'un vivant peut 
·eonnattre 
Ayant eprouve lee douleurs et las joies de l'amour 
.A¥an~ su quelquef ois imposer ses idees 
Connaissant plusieurs langages 
Ayant pas mal voyage 
Ayant vu la guerre dans 1 1Artillerie et l'Infanterie 
Blesse a la tete trepane sous le chloroforme" (1) 
Here the poet is expressing himself without recourse to imagery, 
{he is also covering a greater area of his experience in detail 
than in "Les Collines"), yet it seems to us that he is seeking to 
surprise his readers by omitting any elaboration of; his experiences 
which are, after all, considerable - love, travel, war, illness -
and thi5 surprise is aimed at re-inf'orcing the statement made in 
the first line. Apollinaire is trying to convince us of the sta-
bility that his maturity has brought him, by refusing to be drawn 
into an elaboration of his experience. 
(1) O.P. P• 313 
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All this is , of course, leading up to something and the 
reader is aware of this, yet the tone is one of simplicity which 
convinces us of the truth of the statements being made. What the 
poet is leading up to is just this 
"Je sais d'ancien et de nouveau autant qu'un homme seul 
pourrait des deux savoir 
Et sans m'inqui,ter aujourd'hu• de cette guerre 
Entre nous et pour nous mes amis 
Je juge cette longue querelle de la tradition et de 1 1 
invention 
De l 'Ordre et de 11 Aventure" 
Although Dada was already launched on its destructive path wheh the 
poet wrote these lines, there was still very little extension of 
art~stic attitudes into the political dimension of public life -
in spite of the several scandails which the activities of the avant 
garde had aroused; therefore we caiino't· tekily tlllte Apollinaire's 
statement as one which applies to anarchy and to tradition in society. 
This does not mean, however, that we consider Apollinaire's state-
ment must apply only to the arts in the narrowest sense; as we 
have already said in respect of " La Victoire", Apollinaire's 
conception of the function of the imagination goes beyond its role 
in poetry and this emerges clearly from both of the poems here 
under dis cuss ion. When we read these lines, then, the idea which 
we receive is that the poet is setting out to defend the activities 
of the avant - garde with respect to life as well as to art, but 
not on the level of political activity that might so easily be • 
understoood by the present age. 
This position is slightly enlarged upon in "Les Collines" 
to the extent that the poet sees himself as able to speak with 
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-rity because he possesses the ability to look into the future-
"Certains hommes sont des collines 
Qui s'elevent d'entre lee hommes 
Et voient au loin tout l'avenir 
Mieux que s'11 etait le present 
Plus net que s'il etait le passe" 
This is not the first time that we find Apollinaire making this 
claim (1), but this is the first time that we find the conjuncti~n 
of the claim to maturity and to wisdom, gained through harsh expe-
rience with it. 
I 
T~is not only lends an extra air of authority 
to the poet's claims, it also shows quite clearly that he had come 
to terms with himself with regard to his fears of the power of the 
subconscious mind and of the libera~·ed imagination. Whereas both 
"Le Brasier" and "Les Fianc;ailles" require the sacrifice of the 
poet in order for him to be able to speak of the results of his 
observing the imgination, we now find that he acknowledges the 
sacrifices of his youth (with all the loss of innocence that that 
implies -=especially i~ in the last poem of "Vitam Impendere -
Amori") but that he is otherwise able to face the consequences 
of his courageous action not only with equanimity but with joy 
and anticipation. 
All this emerges with great clarity from the following verses 
of "Les Collines" which seem to proceed from the verse quoted abo-
ve. But although t:qe poet's ideas are clear, tpe nature of the 
experience cannot be understood on the level of statement and he 
(1) Cf. in particular "Le Brasier" and "Les Fian9ailles" 
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relies upon the surprise anamystery of his imagery to make us 
feel, in as far as is possible, the full depths of what he has 
to oonvey ·t:c> us. Thus the first lines which follow the claim 
to be able to see the future are 
"Ornament des temps et des routes 
Passe et dure sans t•arreter" 
-in which the poet seems to be saying that the conception of a 
time stream which leads to the metaphor of life as a journey is 
no more essential to us, although we cannot break free from it 
entirely, than an ornament. If we choose to remain the prisoners 
of such a conception, however, we shall be like snakes hissing 
against the wind, not only will we not be heard, we shall also 
be acting completely in vain, for the "Psylles", the ancient peo-
ple reputed to possess the powers of charming snakes and of being 
immune to their bite, have passed from the earth -
"Laissons sibilier lea serpents 
En vain contre le vent du sud 
Les Psylles et l'onde ont peri" 
-their immunity did not proteot them from the bite of the serpent 
Time. 
Kan is on the verge of a new age, that of the thinking machine Cl), 
so that the :Earth may be said to be about to bring forth life again, 
this time fertilised by Man and not (it is implied ) by God -
"Ordre des temps si les machines 
Se prenaient enfin a penser 
Sur lea plages de pierreries 
Des vagues d'or se briseraient 
L'ecwne serait mere encore" 
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(However serious Apollinaire may be, he never disdains the use 
of a pun, as here on mer/mere, in order to keep us aware of the 
many facets of any reality). It appears as though the poet is 
placing his assertion that Man can free himself from the ¥yranny 
of time by recreating himself, in the balance of a particular 
moment in history, which is not necessarily definable as the year 
in which the poem was written. Certainly the next verses partakes 
of the quality of a hymn to mankind -
"Moina haut f£Ue l'homme vont les aigles 
C'est lui qui fait la joie des mers " 
-and in particular to man the inventor who through his science 
can overcome the limitations that God or Natura put upon his 
physical environment. The poet then seems to draw a parallel 
suggesting that man will, in the same way, break free from his 
spiritual limitations. As we read the two lines quoted above we 
inevitably think of the aeroplane and the ship or submarine, but 
the poet, quite deliberately, only offers us these images to 
transform them into something else, into something of another and 
more subtle order, thus re-inforcing the parallel which we indi-
cate above -
"Comme il dissipe dans lee airs 
L'ombre et lee spleens vertigineux 
Par ou l'esprit rejoint le songe " 
The release of the powers of imagination into the domain of the 
conscious mind, this is what the poet is proclaiming, and this, 
for him, is the way through which Man can. escape the destiny that 
is imposed upon him. The results of this powerful union will be 
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as wonderful as "the aeroplane , and will include things which 
the human imagination has not prefigured, as Icarus prefjg·ured 
the aeroplane, because hitherto the imagination has been too 
shac1'led by a particular view of reality. :But the develop ... 
ments which will arise from this union will go far beyond the 
possibilities of the machine, so that if the poet in this verse 
seems to be hinting at the scientific realisation of ideas which 
have up to now even been beyond the imagination 
"Voici le temps de la magie 
Il e'en revient attendez-vous 
A des milliards de prodiges 
Qui n'ont fait nattre aucune fable 
Nul lee ayant imagines" 
-then he goes on immediately to proclaim 
. "Prof ondeurs de la conscience 
On vous explorera demain" 
But we must remember that the poet is the herald of this new and 
marvellous age, and that he is already possessed of the power to 
see into the future, which presumably he derives from the constant 
efforts he has made towards the liberating of his own imagination 
in his poetry. Still the poet admits that not even he has plum-
bed the depths of the unconscious mind, but he points the way for 
us that whole new worlds await, whole new ranges o~ experience 
which will be ours if we are prepared to look -
"Et qui sait quels 8tres vivants 
Seront tires de ces abtmes 
Avec des univers entiers" 
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If there has as yet been no specific mention in "Les Collines" 
of the poet's attempting to reach these paths through his poetry, 
this is left in no doubt in "La Jolie Rousse", in which it is 
clear from the last passage referred to that the poet is concerned 
with his own writing (as well as the work of others). 
Thus speaking for those whom he has categorised as seeking 
adventure, the poet declares -
"Nous ne sommes pas vos ennemis 
Nous voulons vous donner de vastes et d'etranges domaines 
Ou le mystere en fleurs s'offre a qui veut le cueillir 
Il y a des feux nouveaux des couleurs jamais vues" 
The pZ.omethean aspect of the task which the poet and his friends 
have set themselves is tou~hed upon but not overemphasised. 
Yet we are left in no doubt from this text as to the importance 
whioh the poet attaches to the role of the imagination, and sure-
ly we cannot fail to see that these mysteries which he offers us, 
the vast and strange domains are much more than the simple whims 
of his fancy that they would be were the charge that the poet is 
" only a "fantaisiotetrue. One has only to compare the light and 
charming quality of fantasy which informs the poetry of Apollinai-
re's friend Andre Salmon, and which Apollinaire himself apprecia.-
ted and praised in an article accompagnied by lengthy quotations 
that he wrote in "Vere et Prose" in 1908 (1). It is in this 
article that Apollinaire likened the work of his friend's ~magina­
tion, detached from vulgar reality, to that of the "Ver Za.mir" 
which "fans outils pouvait batir le temple de Jerusalem" - and the 
importance of this image in "Le Brasier" has already been revealed (2). 
(1) o.c. t.3 p. 822 
(2) Cf .• Chapter two section four 
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The important difference whioh lies between the work of the two 
men is the impact and lasting impression that is made by Apolli-
naire' a imagery and this, as we have outlined throughout this 
study, is due to the techniques of violence which the poet has 
exploited to create, in the fullest sense of the term, the poetry 
of his imagination. 
Thus the proclamation of the wonders which~acre to be observed 
in the new and strange domains which the imagination opens to us 
is followed by the statement -
"Mille phantasmes imponderables 
Au:x:quels il faut donner de la realite" 
-which leaves no room for doubt as to the poet's consciousness of 
the need for art to give substanoe to the creatures of the imagina-
tion. 
The ability of the imagination to transoend the limitations 
imposed upon us by the dimensions of time and plaoe are brought 
out in both poems -
"Voici s'elever des prophetes 
Comme au loin des oollines bleuea 
Ile sauront des choses precises 
Comme croie~t savoir lee savants 
Et nous transporteront partout" 
"Il y;:..a aussi le temps qu' on peut chasser ou faire revenir" 
Al though "La Jolie Rousse" is cl.earer in indicating that the 
lands which the imagination travels in are not simply exotio para-
dises to which the mind escapes -
"Nous voulons explorer la bonte oontree enorme ou tciut se tait" 
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- but land.a which in their unreality have a direct bearing upon 
our understanding of reality. This, however, emerges gradually 
from "Les Collines", for the coming age which is heralded in 
this poem is revealed to be one in whioh spiritual values have 
their due part -
"L'!ge en Vient OU ~ etudiera 
q"e. 
Tout ce que c'est~de souffrir" 
"On cherchera dans l'homme meme 
Beaucoup plus qu'on n'y a cherche 
On scrutera sa volonte 
Et quelle force nattra d 1 elle 
Sans machine et sans instrumen-t" 
There can be no doubt that the poet is proclaiming the re-
birth of man in an age which will permit of the liber0ion of 
his imagination from the strait.jacket of "realistic" perceptions 
of the universe. The development of this theme in "Les Collines" 
is pursued at much greater length than in "La Jolie Rousse" and 
so we shall now look at the former before returning to the para-
llels lllhioh may be drawn between the two poems. The verses 
which now follow the lines quoted above make claims which are 
less modest than the claim to deep maturity that the poet advan-
ces in "La Jolie Rousse", for having said that blan will be put to 
the test, Apollinaire goes on to say that he himself has already 
undergone an experience whioh has tested him and given to him a 
detachment which allows him to write these lines. As in an ear-
lier verse ARDllinaire has proclaimed that the time of magic i6 
now upon us, so he now adds to his powers the awareness of the 
spirits of our ancestors, who, he claims, are still among us -
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"Les secourables m!nes·;~ errant 
Se compenetrant parmi nous 
Depuis les temps qui nous rejoignent 
Rien n'y finit rien n'y commence 
Regarde la bague a ton doigt" 
Inescapably the ring of the last line becomes a symbol of the 
poet's magical powers, and we are reminded of the ch\lrohman's 
ring, symbol of his marriage to the church. Also the ring is 
the symbol of enclosed time that joins the present to the past. 
Thus Apollinaire reveals himself to be fore~er committed to this 
way of life, the life of the spirit and of the imagination, and 
now that the critical moment has come he is here to influence 
the course of events with the powers which he has ac~uired -
"Temps des deserts des carref ours 
Temps des places et des collines 
Je viens ici faire des tours 
OU joue son r8le un talisman 
Mort et plus subtil que la vie" 
Like the ring, the talisman is only a hint of the poet's powers; 
he does not reveal its nature to us, intendtng that the mystery 
should make it s.eem more eff active • 
But now he reveals, as he did in "Le Brasier" and in "Les 
Fian9ailles" that he has detached himself from this world, and 
it tfl~J . thattisAwnich has given him such remarkable powers -
"Je me suis enfin detache 
De toutes choses naturelles 
Je peux mourir mais non pecher 
Et ce qu'on n'a jamais touche 
Je l'ai touche je l'ai palpe" 
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One begins to feel that the poet needs to produce something more 
concrete than these statements concerning his powers - one feels, 
in short, the lack of imagery which can persuade us of the truth 
of what the poet is saying. Yet still there is the mystery which 
the poet deliberately creates and which spurs us to read on until 
he is ready to reveal something more than that he has it in his 
power to make revelations .... 
In the next verse but one, Apollinaire does introduce an 
image which stimulates our imaginations -
"Bien souvent j'ai plane si haut 
Si haut qu'adieu toutes lee choses 
Les etrangetes lee fant8mes 
Et je ne veux plus admirer · .. · f. :.- .. · :· 
Ce gar9on qui mime l'effroi" 
This sudden doubling of his own personality in this concrete form 
is one of the most common aspects of Apollinaire's introspei~tive 
poetry, yet here it comes just in time, in our opinion, to save 
the reader's interest, as it proves that the poet is aware of him-
self at a point when he might have sounded pompous, although, in 
fact, he does not. In this image of the young man pretending fear, 
we must certainly see Apollinaire himself ,but might we not also go 
h 
further and ask ~ether this is not Apollinaire ref erring to himself 
as he was at the time of writing "Le Brasier" and "Les Fian9ailles'~ 
in which he proclaimed himself to be afr~id of the consequences 
of what he was doing? This difference of attitude to the release 
of the imagination and its effeot upon the poet is one whiohl we 
have indicated before and it is one which we believe ·to have jreat 
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importance in any consideration of thes~ poems; it seems to us 
that Apollinaire himself could not fail to be aware of this and 
in that case, these lines would seem to be a clear enough reference 
to the poet's sincerity on this occasion. 
The next stanza is a farewell to youth which is the pictu-
resque equivalent of the verses from the last poem of the "Vitam 
Impendere Amori" sequence, being charged here with memories of the 
Roman carnivals of his childhood. This is followed by an image 
of the poet beside the Mediterranean, again a scene from his chil·· 
hood, but in these lines there is something more important -
"Adieu jeunesse blanc Noel 
Quand la vie n'etait qu'une etoile 
Dont je contemplais le reflet 
Dans la mer Mediterranee 
Plus nacree que les meteores" 
That youth is the time of innocence is no new revelation, but in 
these lines Apollinaire expresses his innocence in terms of distanle 
Q:4J from the star that is life. From this it follows that his new 
lolowledge and powers must have come from a deep involvement in life 
~ itself. Certainly this is consonant with the idea put forward 
several verses ago that there is nothing new in the world 
"Depuis les temps qui nous rejoignent/Rien n'y finit rien n'y commence" 
- and there~ore any special powers which the poet may have acquired, 
have been found through looking where others have not looked -
or at least not looked closely enough. 
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There is another clearly discernible thread running through 
these lines, one whiclj most obviously manifests its elf in ·• he 
images of whiteness and light - the white Christmaa~that was 
youth (clearly not the vulgar Anglo-Saxon associations), the 
light of the star that is life and the description of the Mediterra-
nean as more like mother-of-pearl than meteors. The poet is buil-
ding up an atmosphere of purity, and not only with respect to 
what has been left behind since life is compared to a star and it 
ia from his comprehension of life that the poet's new powers stem. 
The next stanza continues the description of the Mediterra-
nean in terms of whiteness, purity, peace and harmony which extend 
themselves to the poet's youth as well as the setting. Then, 
once this atmosphere is well established comes the line 
"Je m'arrete pour regarder " 
which immediately has the double connotation of stopping the move-
ment of the youth who is the poet's former self, and of stopping 
the poem itself in order to consider what has been done so far. 
And this stop is brought about by a change of imagery, not from 
the real to the unreal since what has made up the description of 
the Mediterranean has been unreal enough, but rather from the un-
real, almost the precious, to the "surreal". In the next few 
lines the poet sees himself looking at his shadow as a man looking 
at his past, but that past is described as a serpent as well as 
the peat's self. Also, playing on the meaning of the iiOrd "suis" 
the poet is able to say that he is the serpent which is his shadow 
which follows the flute (i!. the flute) which he is playing -
"Sur la pelouse incandescente 
Un serpent erre c'est moi-meme 
Qui suis la flnte dont je joue 
Et le f ouet qui ch~tie lee autres" 
But, the image of the musician is surely an image of the poet 
~ 
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.!!!. a poet, and therefore the poet is saying that he is his own 
poetry, which leads us to see that the final line is not simply 
an additional comparison based on the similarity of the shape 
of the serpent/shadow to a whip, but in fact a realisation that 
the l<ind of poetry which he is writing must be painful and destruc-
tive to those who cling to the old ideas of poetry. Moreover, 
a few stanzas later Apollinaire, presumably addressing himself to 
other poets, demands th'a.t they be silent since he is the only 
genuine voice - therefore this punishment is justified. 
The importance of this stanza, however, lies in its imagery 
which we have qualified as "surreal", which is to say that it is 
completely the product of the imagination. Of course, there is 
an easily discernible base of reality - the poet's shadow on a 
lawn illuminated by strong sunlight, but this is totally transfor-
med by the authmr's imagination so that we do not perceive this 
basic "reality" unless we want to. In place of the series of com-
parisons and metaphors which are used to describe the Medite~ranean, 
we now find that with one word the poet changes the nature of the 
lawn, so that what follows is already set in a diffrent world. 
The poet has stopped saying that he is a magician and has begun to 
prove it. Thus he offers us the strange and sinister image -
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- "Sur la pelouse incandescente/Un serpent erre", and as we are 
reacting to this he brusquely transforms it by adding "C'est moi-
m8me''. But as we know that the image of the shadow is irreVoca-
bly connected to his past in Apollinaire's work, and from the con-
text here of examination of his past foll wed by the line - "Je 
m'arrete pour regarder" - we find that the poet is looking back 
on his former self, not as the purity of youth, but rather almost 
as someone in hell. But then again this image is transformed 
by the next line so that no sooner is this impression conveyed 
than another aspect of the poet is revealed to us - an aspeet 
which is undoubtedly viewed as a saving grace. The serpent fo-
llowing the flute which the poet plays, becomes that flute; but 
since the serpent is the poet himself, then the act of writing 
is seen here as playing upon one's own personality as on an ins-
trument. 
What makes this image stand out especially is the force with 
which all the various aspects of it are embodied in these few words 
and bound together so closely. The image is in fact a complex 
which far transcends the banal situation whioh may be considered 
to be the reality that is behind it; complex, that is, because of 
its paradoxical nature which involves the personality of the poet 
in all the aspects which are presented to us visually. 
The last line of the stanza serves to tie up with the beginning 
of the next, which hints that if Apollinaire is here the whip 
that punishes others, he has not only the right to do this because 
he himself has passed through the ways of suffering which he pro-
claims. in this verse -
"Il vient un temps pour la souffrance 
Il vient un temps pour la bonte 
Jeunesse adieu voici le temps 
Ou l'on connattra l'avenir 
Sans mourir de sa connaissance" 
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And the result of this is the crucial line that ends the stanza. 
Crucial it is, because it is what divides the position of the 
poet in this period from that which he took up in the poems of 
1908, and to which we have already ref~rred in discussing the lines-
"Je ne veux plus ad.mire\r/ C~ar9on qui mime l'effroi". (1) 
This then, is the moment of privilege which Apollinaire 
hails as 
" • • • le temps de la grace ardente" 
which immediately leads us to think of the lines that follow from 
where we left off in discussing "La Jolie Rousse" -
"Voici que vient l'ete la saison violente 
Et ma jeunesse est morte ainsi que le pri~temps 
0 Soleil c'est le temps de la Raison ardente" 
o"e 
What in the/poem is grace becomes in the other reason, but in both 
the essential adjective remains unchanged -"ardente". Clearl~, 
the poet ~eels himself to have attained not just a state of grace, 
or simply the age of reason,he feels that he has gained access to 
a whole new dimension which is related to these things but still 
surpasses them through its intensity. ThU.s "Les Collines" conti-
nues by saying that Man will go through seven years (the magic/mys-
tic number) of testing which will end in his becoming divine, and 
(1) Vide Supra . , Sect'lort 4, Ch · :i.. 
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from this follows -
"Il decouvrira d'autres mondes 
L'esprit languit comma des fleurs" 
We surrender one rational concept of the world to gain ma.ny new 
worlds, the worlds of the imagination which are born from the 
resting intelligence (rational intelligence) as naturally as fruit:· 
f o.,!llows from a flowering plant -
"Dont naissent lea fruits savoureux 
Que nous regarderons milrir 
Sur la colline ensoleillee" 
As the poet's voiue takes on more authority, so he justifies 
what he is saying, for if the next verse is a rather peremptory 
silencing of all other poets, an injunction which leaves no room 
for doubt as to the poet's certainty that he alone is right -
"Ne melez pas l'ivraie au ble" 
-then it is followed by two Yerses which like the description 
of the serpent are the pure product of the poet's imagination 
"Un vaisseau e'en vint dans le port 
Un grand navire pavoise 
Mais nous n'y trouv~mes personne 
Qu'une femme belle et vermeille 
Elle y gieait assassinee" 
Scott Bates has pointed out the similarities that exist between 
this image and the strange young woman who appears at the end of 
"Couleur du Tempe" , a.nd this was for him and is for us just one 
iniication that "Les Collines" is contemporary with the poems and 
plays of the period 1916-1918 (1). In each case, the woman is a 
(1) Cf. Scott Bates "Les Collines" p.31 in R.J.L.M. 1962 
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symbol of the old ideas of beauty (old, that is, as far as 
Apollinaire was concerned} which has now been replaced, but in 
"Les Collines ". we are faced with this image without the explana-
tion of ita significance. 
this and the lines -
There are some six stanzas between 
"C'est de souffrance et de bonte 
Que sera faite la beaute 
Plus parfaite que n'etait celle 
Qui venait des proportions" 
-and therefore we must react to this image plil.rely as an image. 
The poet has set out to introduce his image in the most unexpected 
way; not only is the preceding verse one in which the statement 
is far more important than the imagery, which is almost on the 
level of cliche, there is also the order of presentation of the 
key image which is intended to surprise us, for the image of a 
ship reaching the port in Apollinaire's work is associated with 
the finding of one's self. 
So, suddenly we read this beautiful and mysterious verse, 
after listening to wh§t borders on the arrogant. A ship bedecked 
with flags sails into the port and o~ board there is no one but 
"une femme belle et vermeille" who has been murdered. Without 
any reason to associate this woman with the beauty of the past, 
we still feel a great sense of loss. The suddenness of the ima.ye 
~ involves us in it; the vis~on of a stately galleon makes us 
feel the dignity and calm and the last line destroys the picture 
which is just beginning to form in our minds of the beautiful 
woman.. Then we read the next verse and find tho.;t there is no 
connection, that we are not to be satisfied in our curiosity 
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as to the identity of this woman. The image is left to func-
tion entirely on its own and the poet has made it~ as unexpected, 
as surprisi~ng as possible so that we shall feel ita full impact. 
The mystery that he leaves serves also to indicate that we have 
lost something which we did not really know. 
The construction of the poem is now clear to us; we read 
several verses in which the poet is concerned more to state a 
situation than to make us feel it, although he offers us the 
poignance of his regret for his lost youth in the line "Jeunesse 
adieu jasmin du temps". In this context the few images whic~ he 
really intends to carry the weight of the poem become the more 
effective for their sudden apparitions. This is not to say that 
the rest of the poem is prosaic -far from it; the poet stimulates 
our appetite for t~e substance of the peem through the almost 
incantatory and semi-mystio tone of many of the verses. 
The image of the ship is followed b;r:another, equal:J.y strange, 
equally unexpected~., but with no apprent relation to the former -
"Une autre fois je mendiais 
L'on ne me donna qu'une flamme 
Dont je fus brule jusqu'aux levres 
Et ie ne pus dire merci 
Torche que rien ne peut eteindre" 
For Scott Bates (1) these lines are a resume of the experience of 
"Les Fian9ai.lles" and we would certainly agree that they refer to 
the experienoe which the poet unaerwent at that time. The interes-
ting thing is that what then seemed to be the supreme experience 
(1) Op.cit. 
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is now seen as part of the process, certainly important but still 
only part, which has brough the poet to this point of understan-
ding. The thematic and material links which exist betw.een this 
poem and the poems of 1908 are too substantial to be ignored, 
and this image clearly points to the importance of "Les Fian9ailles11 
in the evolution 9f Apollinaire's peetry. The fact that Apolli-
naire himself is using the poem as a point of reference seems 
more than adequate justification for L.C. Breunig's calling it 
his "J>emoiselles d'Avignon". But again, the reader's exper~ence 
of the image in the poem is unconditioned by any reference to 
external factors. He is offered the image of the poet as a 
beggar receiving what is clearly some kind of spiritual experience, 
even before the last two lines prove that the fire was not real. 
Of course, the imagery of purification by fire is much more 
traditional than the imagery of the preceding verse, but this ver-
se in none the less surprising for that. The fact that it is jux-
taposed with the image of the ship suggests to us, e.iipecially as 
the mystery surrounding the dead woman leads us to expeot some 
kind of explana_,1,tion or hint in the following verse 1 that there v 
is some kind of relationship betwe·en the two experiences, and if 
we consider that we found to be the theme of "Les Fian9ailles" we 
may then see the precise nature of that link. "Les Fian9ailles" 
is, as we have said, a poem about the poet's attitude towards the 
aot of writing poetry, and its con:c:J.usion is that one may not 
in the twentieth century write in the style of the nineteenth. 
It is also a poem about the same kind of spiritual experience 
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that is touched on in this verse of "Les Collines" ; this being 
the moving force behind the poet's lUlsparing analysis of himself 
and his poetry. Clearly the same relationship exists between 
the two verses of "Les Collines" which concern us here but in 
' 
the context of this poem that relationship is only suggested by 
the juxtaposition of these two verses although this is strengthe-
ned by the fact that the prominence of the imagery is re~arkable 
in these verses in comparison with those which precede and those 
which follow. 
We must not overlook the fact that in this description of 
his receiving the flame, the only detail which the poet singles 
out is -"Dont je fus brlile jusqu'aux levres". This clearly 
suggests that his voice, i.e. his poetry will be affected most by 
the experience, and, indeed, th¢iext line, in telling us that 
the poet was unable to say thank you, implies that the writing of 
this poem is an act of thanks. Thus we find that the image of 
the dead woman is bound, in retrospect, more closely to the poet's 
writing than was at first apparent; but we must once again empha-
sise that the peat's way of doing this is to ma~e his imagery as 
surprising as possible, and to link the two images only by pla~ 
cing them together - in other words two of the main aspects of 
the techniques of violence as we have defined them and isolated 
them in Apollinaire's poetry. 
The verse which follows confers upon the experience of the 
purification by fire the meaning o~· the gift of perceiving the 
depths of one's own nature -
"Ou done- es-tu mon ami 
Qui rentrais si bien en toi-meme 
Qu'un abime seul est reste 
OU. je me suis jete moi-meme 
Jusqu' aux profondeurs inoolores" 
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- but we note the suggestion of the third line that too much 
introspection is likely to lead to the loss of the self. Then the 
rhyme of ''toi-meme" with "moi-meme" suggests that these two people 
are in fact the same person, so that the loss of self seems to be 
the price paid for the kind of spiritual rebirth that Apollinaire 
has undergone. 
In almost he same way there is the suggestion, in "La Jolie 
Rousse", that it is by losing himself in his love for the woman 
that the poet arrives at the time of the "Raison ardente" -
" Et j 'attends 
Pour la suivre toujours la forme noble et douce 
Qu'elle prend afin que je l'aime seulement 
Elle vient et m'attire ainsi qu'un fer l'aimant 
Elle a l'aspect charmant 
D'une adorable rousse" 
All that seems ephemeral in the experience that Apollinaire has 
undergone is reversed by the imagery, and· made durable -
"Ses cheveux sont d'or on dirait 
Un bel eclair qui durerait 
Ou ces flammes qui se pavanent 
Dans les roses-th' qui se fanent" • 
The lightning flash is prolonged and the quality of fire that the 
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roses hold briefly in their short existence is caught and held. 
In the same way, having plunged to the depths of his being in 
"Les Collines" the poet now has attained the abstraction from 
self which enables him to observe the process and to watch him-
self return from these unknown lands -
"Et j'entends revenir mes pas 
Le long des sentiers que personne 
N 1 a parcourus j:•entends mes pas 
A toute heure ils passent la-bas 
Lents ou presses ils vont ou viennent" 
Yet foz/the first time we seem to perceive a unity underlying 
this multiplication of self which is such a common theme of 
Apollinaire's work. Consider the unease which arises out of this 
same theme in "Zone", clearly the effect of these lines is quite 
different. The peet seems to have accepted the fragmentary natu-
re of experience which lead to so much tension in many of his 
poems ("Le Voyageur" for example), so that in ·his poem, we still 
find the same perceptions and understanding of the nature of life, 
but the pont of view has altered slightly so that these things are 
accepted now. 
The next verse begins with an image of winter which may ""·· 
explain the last line of the verse, or perhaps we should look 
elsewhere for an explanation 
"Hiver toi qui te fais la ba.rbe 
Il neige et je suis malheureux 
J'ai traverse le ciel splendide 
OU la vie est une musique 
Le sol est trop blanc pour mes yeux" 
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-the third and f ouTth lines of this verse are a clear allusion 
to the experience of "Le Brasier", which, it will be remembered , 
also returns in "La Victoire" (l); it may be therefore that the 
final line is connected to that experience, or it may be connected 
to an analogous experience such as that of the opening lines of 
"Cortege".-
"Oiseau tranquille au vol inverse oiseau 
Qui nidifie en l'air 
A la limite ou notre sol brille deja 
Baisse ta deu:x:ieme paupiere la terre t'eblouit" 
If we attempt to follow the verse from the first line we may find 
it easier, having pointed out these analogies, to see the thread 
which connects these different aspe·c:.ts. The poet is unhappy 
because it is winter the symbolism of winter needs no further 
explana:hion, but it is perhaps nctsuperfluous to point out that 
Apollinaire had qualified summer as the season of "La Raison ·.ar 
dente'', therefore winter must be all the more difficult a time 
for him - the whiteness of the snow dazzles him, although he has 
crossed the skies, it is the light of theea.rth which is too much 
for his eyes. No longer is it the "divine masoarade " which 
is a source of awe to the poet, but ordinary life itself. 
In the next verse the poet announces that knowledge of the 
future comes through acceptance of the prodigies which he has 
been writing about - a clear indication that for Apollinaire the 
way to look forwards was to look inwards. The verse which follows 
this proclamation is that which hails the new beauty which is 
(1) Vide Supra. 
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made of "Souffrance et (de) bonte", and now that the new beauty 
has come, winter and summer merge into one seson for the poet -
"11 neige et je br1lle et je tremble" 
-who has penetrated to the timeless core of life. The unhappiness 
that is brought on by winter, the purification of the fire and the 
trembling of the poet who feels the power of the word -
"La parole est soudaine et c'est un Dieu qui tremble" (1) 
-are here combined in the prelude of the most astonishing sequence 
in the poem - the f~ release of the poet's imaginative energies 
h 
w,f.ch completely transcends all oatecories of rational and irratio-
nal. 
11Maintenant je suis assis a ma table 
J'ecris oe que j'ai ressenti 
Et ce que j'ai chante la-haut" 
Withtiese words the poet begins this sequence and it is of prime 
importance that we note his quite deliberate effort to inform us 
that this se~uence is written, that is that he has composed it as 
an interpretation of his "unreal" experience. The two last lines 
of this verse immediately plunge us into the surreal world in 
which these images are to be situated -
"Un arbre elanoe que balance 
Le vent dont lee cheveux s'envolent" 
-Two elements of the normal world that we know are transf o~ed in 
these lines; we oannot really say that the wind has been personi-
fied, it is simply that its motion is seen as streaming bair; as 
for the tall tree, it becomes almost a symbol of the uprooting 
(1) La Victoire O.P. P• 311 
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of normality at the hands of the wind of the imagination (1). 
The next verse begins with what has been called a still life 
UV\ 
of an fasua.l kind and this is certainly true; moreover, the 
editors of the Pleiade edition of Apollinaire's poetry have 
noted that this sequence of images which we a.re about to examine 
is -
"Une vision irrealiste qu'on a pa.rfois rapprochee de certai-
nJs toiles de Chagall" (2) (and this reveals the importance of the 
visual element in these. verses. Let us consider the lines which 
follow -
"Un chapeau haut de f orme est sur 
Une table chargee de fruits 
Les gants sont morts pres d'une pomme 
Une dame se tord le cou 
Aupres d 1un monsieur qui s'avale" 
If the first two lines present a pioture which is that of an ordi-
nary still-life composition, then the third line transforms this 
in a rather sinister manner, but the last two lines can have no-
thing sinister about them because they are too ridiculous. Thus 
the total effect of the verse is complete denial of the rational 
world which we know -why should one not describe gloves which are 
simply lying on the table as dead, after all, they cou_id well 
resemble a pair of dead hands. But of course, Apollinaire does 
not offer us this comparison as it would reduce the. shock value 
of his image. And once one has conceded this possibility then 
(1) It is also possibly a symbol of this kind of poetry. Cf. '~-
.Aibre" and our analysis in section 3 of this chapter. 
(2) O.P. p. 1080 
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it is only one step further to finding the next two lines normal. 
Thus the complete reversal of rational experience of the world 
that takes place in these lines, while it is meant to shock and 
surprise us, otherwise it would have ne effect upon us, is not 
simply a gratuitous attempt to play on the reader's susceptibili-
ty to the irrational; it is a deliberate presentation of an 
order of experience, which might be said to be that of dreams, 
which is that of the t&nrestricted imagination that the poet 
~ 
desires and which is offered to us at this clima~ic point in the 
poem so that we may understand that the poet considers it to be 
part of our normal experience of the world which we have hither-
to chosen to ignore or to dismiss without considering its signi-
ficance. The relation that this bears to the fu:.ture ~d to the 
possibility of our having knowledge of the future as the poet 
proclaimed in the last verse but one - "Et vous connattrez 1 1 
avenir" - is that future is the time of the imagination, and 
therefore by releasing the blocks which have been erected against 
the imaginative interpretation of the world we are projecting 
ourselves into the future. 
As we have indicated at various points in this stully, Apol-
linaire was deeply aware of the movement of social history which 
was carrying twentieth century man to a new area~~f experience 
and this is his response to that movement, to the Zeitgeist of 
the age whioh had begun to explore new areas of all sciences 
with such startling results as the aeroplane. We have also a~-
ready pointed out the significance of the Icarus image, namely 
that it was for Apollinaire the proof that the imagination had 
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seized the idea o~ flight bong before science had risen to the 
invention of the vehicle, and therefore the imagination must 
hold the clues to many more tangible aspeots of future soienti-
fio and social development. But the important thing is that 
Apollinaire believed that man had come to a specific historical 
moment when his development would accelerate, when machines for 
whioh no imaginative prototype existed would come into being -
"attendez-vous/ A des milliards de prodiges/Qui n'ont fait nattre 
aucune fable/ Nul ne lea ayant imagines" - and that thus the age 
of the imagination, of the subconscious mind had come at a time 
when most people were held in the strait-jacket of a strictly 
"realistic" interpretation of the world and their experience of 
it. One has only to consider such a minor aspect pf Apollinaire's 
1.B' writing as his book reviews to see how often he spoke out 
loudly against "realist" writers such as Zola, and called for a 
literature of the imagination to replaoe the drab imitation of 
everyday life that these writers purveyed • Nor can one say, 
in the light of "Les Collines", that this was a plea for escapist 
literature. It was, ana is, a demand that we should allow our 
imaginations to play their full part in oui: experience of the 
world. 
Clearly the verse, the still-life, which we have been analy-
• sing is ontended to provoke -to be surprising and violent on 
that level, so that those who bel:iieve that art should be the imi 
tation of nature in the most slavish sense would be presented 
lvt 
with an~scapable experience. But the surprise of this image 
also functions on a different level for those, especially those 
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readers who today are much more accustomed to unreal and surreal 
art, to whom the imagination was fundamentally important; for 
we may still react to this vision as an unreal vision which puts 
a literal interpretation of a humo~ous kind upon the French 
phrase "une nature morte". Nature must indeed be dead when ina-
nimate objects such as gloves have died; and human nature too 
when people turn on themselves in this manner - we cannot at all 
take the two last lines as real suicides - and so we are in the 
realm of the imagination. 
Of the next verse Scott Bate& has said -
"Il rapporte le feu divin a la vie avec la confiance en soi-
meme d'un Promethee dans un avion, d'un Rimbaud, pere lui-aussi 
de l'esprit nouveau (1). 
- but it seems to us that he has overlooked the obvious message 
of this verse (to which we have already referred in the beginning 
of Chapter one). Let us examine it closely 
"Le bal tournoie au fond du temps 
J'ai tue le beau chef d'orchestre 
Et je pele pour mes amis 
L'orange dont la saveur est 
Un merveilleux feu d'artifice" 
The first two lines recall the emphatic lines from "La J:Olie 
Rousse" concerning the power which the poet felt himself, as one 
who was aware of his imagination, to have over time -
" Il y a aussi le temps qu'on peut chasser ou faire revenir" 
N 
but here there is a difference that is really only a difference 
(1) Scott Bates op.cit. p.32 
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of expression. The orchestra that is playing, the dance that 
is going on "Au fond du temps" are clearly time itself which 
must necessarily lose all coherence and regularity with the 
death of the conductor, who, significantly is described as "beau". 
(As the dead woman is "belle".) The point that the poet is making 
is that the poetry which he is writing is free from the limitations 
of time because it is the poetry of the imagination, which· is also 
different from the old-fashioned ideas of beauty as he has alrea.Qy 
~ informed us. Time is just one more reality which no longer 
operates in the field of the imagination. Thus these lines are 
essentially concerned with the poet's role, in particular in wri-
ting these lines, but also in general. 
Thus also, the following lines are concerned with exactly the 
same thing, and the orange which the poet is peeling is the ima~e~~ 
'r:;:{ of his poem, the fruit of the imagination. We have already 
seen the prominenee and the significance of the images of the 
orange and of the firework for Apollinaire ("La girande tourne 8 
belle a belle n~it) and here he compresses both these aspects 
intb one image which is a perfect illust~ation of both, since the 
sudden explosive quality .of the firework is caught by the transfor-
mation of the orange to firework and the visual quality, the .!i!:i-
king colour and shape of the orange are echoed in the image pf the 
firework. Should any doubt persist as to the meaning of this 
verse with regard to Apollinaire's own poetry, one has only to 
point further to the re-introduction of the poet's self - "Et je 
pele ••• "-which joins with the introductory verse to the seq(lenoe 
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that was discussed above. 
'ffue next verse returns to the kind of tableau that the prece-
ding verse offered the reader. It begins with a statement which 
immediately rules out any realistic significance 
"Tous sont morts le mattre d'hotel 
Leur verse un champagne irreel" 
The poet e,.enallows himself to use the adjective unreal referring 
to something which is completely real and normal -champagn~ - so 
that every aspect of the image shall be divorced from reality. 
The next lines also become a comment upon this kind of writing 
while remaining part of this strange picture which the poet is 
painting for us 
"Qui mousse comma un escargot 
Ou comme un cerveau de poete 
Tandis que chantait une rose" 
-6.learly the images which we :aie offered are the froth of the 
poet's imagination. The line which offers us this· comparison is 
the only one which would not really fit into a visual representa-
tion of this image, which is a kind of surrealist painting - aurre-
alist, that is, in the Apollinarian sense and in the sense in which 
he applied it (since it is synonymous with Murnaturaliste") to the 
painting of Chagall. (1) 
(1) Ve have been unable to trace exactly which pictures by Chagall 
this sequence is supposed to relate to, but it is obvious::.~that 
there is rather more than a general similarity of style in as 
far asrhis is possible between painting and poetry. Consider, 
for example, Chagall's tendency to portray an ob~ect in a more 
or less realistic fashion(apart from his choice of colour) 
except for a detail which is completely unreal e.g. t~e self 
port~ait with an upside-down head or the self portrait with 
seven fingers. 
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From this we go on to imagery which cannot be ascribed to :, 
the influence of anyone at all, except the earlier poetry of Apo-
llinaire himself; imagery of a kind which goes beyond the purely 
visual -
"L'esclave tient une epee nue 
Semblable aux sources et aux f leuves 
Et chaque fois qu'elle s'abaisse 
Un univers est eventre 
Dont il sort des mondes nouveaux" 
The comparison of the sword to springs and rivers recalls the 
image of "Onirocritique" in which the two things were completely 
mixed up, but here it is the destructive aspect of the sword that 
emerges moat strongly although we cannot escape the suggestion 
that its action is intended to slake a thirst in the manner that 
a running stream does; there are also phallic associations 
which are often found in Apollinaire's poetry when swords are 
mentioned, e.g. "1es Sept epees". And that thirst must be pre-
cisely the thirst for new things, complete new worlds which are 
afforded us by the disembowelling of the old ones - in other and 
much less poetic words by a complete and radical re-ordering of 
h 
our interpretations of experience. One wonders wfather the use 
of the image of a slave might not indicate an awareness on the 
poet's part that he was all but ob~sessed with the new. Perhaps 
it is not necessary to lobk as deeply as that for an explanation, 
it may be that Apollinaire simply wished to stress how much 
control we could have over our imagination if we wanted - control, 
that is, of a non-restrictive kind. 
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This would certainly seem to be the implications of the 
next verse in which the idea is expressed in terms of a chauffeur 
driving a car round corners -
"Le chauffeur se tient au volant 
Et chaque f ois que sur la route 
Il corne en passant le tou.rbant 
Il par~£t a perte de vue 
Un univers encore vierge" 
- one must also note that Apollinaire does not overlook the 
detail which serves his case - in this instance the blowing of the 
horn, which serves as a reminder of the noisy kind of poetry 
which he so often uses, the exuberance of his style. 
In each case one notes the suddenness with which the new 
world appears, although the second image does not posess the 
violence of the former. One sees also a pattern of alternate 
verses here in which one verse is concerned with the process 
of what the poet is doing, and the ne~t is a demonstration, as it 
were, of something completely unreal; but this pattern is interrup-
ted by the second of t~hese two stanzas both of which are concerned 
with the effects of the freeing of the imagination and of ~this 
kind of poetry. This second stanza is then followed by one which 
to a certain extent combines the qualities of the two -
"Et le tiers nombre c'est la dame 
Elle monte dans l'ascenseur 
Elle monte monte toujours 
Et la luiniere se deploie 
Et ces clartes la transfigurent" 
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The first line of this verse suggests that the poet is establishing 
some kind of magic trinity with the persons of the slave, the 
chauffeur and the woman whom he now introduces but the manner 
' 
in which she is introduced suggests that she may well be the woman 
already referred to, the "femme belle et vermeille" whose dead 
body lay in the ship. Or perhaps she is simply the figure of 
the wmman who is always present in Apollinaire's poetry. Where-
ver she comes from, she is transformed into a semi-mystical figure 
by the lift - an image which recalls the description of Christ 
ascending to heaven as an attempt on the world altitude record, 
as here there is something very moving about the woman's ascent 
to the light, even though she is carried in a lift and not by 
clouds or angels. (The next poem in this section of the volume 
is "Arbre" which also uses the image of~ the lift, and it must be 
remembered that Apollinaire chose to put "Les Collines" here -
outside its chronological position.) 
If the woman is the same one as was found on the ship, that 
is to say the symbol of the old ideas of beauty, then we could 
interi>ret the image in this fQshion - the old ideas of beauty are 
transformed by ·the light which is clearly the light of knowledge 
akin to the fire which has purified the poet , but the most impor-
tant thing is that she is raised up to the light by a lift -an 
arttfact of the modern age - thus it is the twentieth century 
acting upon the woman that renders her susceptible of transforma-
ti.on. 
The next verse now puts an end to these glimpses of the 
worlds of the imagination which the poet has afforded us. 
All that he has revealed to us he claims is only of a minor 
importance, and clearly this is true; his imagery has been 
calculated to prove to us that the imagination can transform 
reality and this it has done, but all this would mean nothing 
if the poet did not intend us i• learn from his poem and to 
look differently henceforth at the world around us -
"Mais ce sont de petits secrets 
Il en est d'autres plus profonds 
Qui se devoileront bient8t 
Et f'eront de vous cent morceaux 
A la pensee toujours unique" 
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-and the importance of this effect upon us, the effect, that is 
to say, of the work of our own imaginations, is fully brought 
out in these lines/. Only really in becoming "cent morceaux" 
can we remain something "A la pensee toujou!Fs unique" - because 
we can only be true to ourselves if we reveal as many aspects 
of our personalities as possible. This is what Apollinaire 
has always tried to do,-and this is what he does in the next 
verse by including in the climax of his poem the darker side of 
his nature, his more mournful characteristics, at a moment when 
one expects nothing but triumph. And so ona:e more Apollinaire 
surprises us, but he does so simply by being himself, the sur-
prise and violence of his peetry spring from his own nature -
"Mais pleure pleure et repleurons 
Et soit que la lune soit pleine 
Ou soit qu'elle n'ait qu'un croissant 
Ah! pleure pleure et repleurons 
Bous avons tant ri au soleil" 
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All the doubts which "Les Fian9ailles" and "Le Brasier" expressed 
concerning essentially the same experience are now expressed 
here, but they are assimilated to the poet's own character in 
such a way that we realise that he has mastered them even though 
he could never dispel them entirely. Also the l~ft/death 
symbolism here indicates acceptance of a degree of failure. 
We find this movement exactly paralleled in "La Jolie Rousse" 
as after the verses which prolong the ephemeral into the eternal, 
the poem's moment of triumph, the poet then exclaims 
"Mais riez riez de moi 
Hommes de partout surtout .-.. gens d'ici 
Car il Yja tant de choses que je n'ose vous dire 
Tant de choses que vous ne me laisseriez pas dire 
Ayez pitie de moi" 
This is the essential poetic predicament -one can never 
say everything, not only because of one's own limitations or 
inhibitions, but also because of those of the reader. Thus we 
feel that there is one more reason here for putting "Toujours" 
at the beginning of the attitudes towards self and poetry which 
lea Apollina~re to compose the poems discussed in this section 
of the present study. 
"Toujours 
Nous irons plus loin sans avancer jamais" 
But "Les Collines" reverses the order of "La Jolie Rousse", 
which is in keeping with that poem's more exuberant and declama-
tory tone, so that the admission of the permanence of doubt and 
a degree of failure is followed by the injunction which has been 
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the core of the poem -
"Des bras d'or supportent la vie 
Penetrez le secret dore 
Tout n'est qu'une flamme rapide 
Que fleurit la rose adorable 
Et d'ou monte un parfum exquis" 
Clearly the heart of the poet's attitude to life lies in his 
new-found ability to accept that "Tout n'est qu'une flamme rapide• 
and not in any convers~iion to a belief in any other life than 
'(_../ 
that which is bound by this limitation. The temptations to 
look for consolation in religion which were so present and power-
ful in "Zone" are totally absent from thses poems. The images 
of ascension here call no Christ to the poem. The point from 
which both "La Jolie Rousse" and "Les Collines" start is accep-
tance of life. And for Apollinaire this meant acceptance of the 
fact that nothing lasts, nothing remains stable, as theimage of 
the final ~erse in which flame becomes ros~~mecomesperfume, de-
monstrates; thus in these conditions Apollinaire roots his poe-
try - one image changes to another without regard for logic or 
"bienseance". And thus only when we have accustomed ourselves 
to looking at life in this way, when we have accepted our imagi-
nation's interpretation of a scene as equally valid with respect 
')1 
to our lear,<ed response to that scene, then we· will have penetra-
ted the secret of life. 
The closeness in time of "La Jolie Rousse" and "Les Collines" 
should no longer be in any doubt. It seems to us that it is al-
so clear that the poems of "Calligrammes" are indeed different 
from the pre-war poems of the volume - that is to say those 
which seek an objective status - but that the techniques of 
violence, to whatever end they are put, are present in almost 
every poem in the volume. 
4~ 
CHAPTER THREE : SECTION ELEVEN 
APPENDIX: THE CALLIGRAM.MES 
For the most part, the calligrammes are outside the scope 
of this pre~ent study but there are however one or two points 
which we wish to make. One of the most interesting aspects 
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of the calligrammes which Apollinaire wrote is that the first 
ones are much more daring, more radically experimental than the 
later ones. Consider, for example, "Lettre-Ocean" (1) or "Vo-
yage" (2) where the eye: encounters a completely exploded 
form on the page. One begins where one pleases and links 
any segment to any other as the poet has eschewed all normal 
form, although he has imitated the shape of the Eiffel tower, 
seen from above, in the former, and the long shape of a train 
being drawn by a locomotive emitting a puff of smoke in the 
latter. Significantly, both these calligrammes belong to the 
year 1914, which is the time of intense experiment in Apolli· 
naire's work that led to poems such as "Les ]'enetres", "Lundi 
Rue Ch~tine" , "Arbre" etc. - all written between the time 
of publication of "Alcools" and the outbreak of the war. It is 
true that also during ~his period Apollinaire published much 
less daring calligrammes, in the sense that their form is the 
outline of an object, such as "Coeur Couronne et Miroir"; but 
the total explosion of form that he sought in "Lettre-Ocean" 
and in "Voyage" is never again achieved with such success, although 
one might argue that some of the restless forms of the poems in 
(1) O.P. p. L83 
(2) O.P. p. 198 
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"Case d'Armons" come close to it. 
Apart from the :fiact that the existence of the oalligrammes 
is yet another indication of the wide range of experiment that 
exist in Apollinaire's poetry during this period, one might also 
argue that his desire to give the poem a form which would commu-
nicate something immediately to the eye of the reader, is part 
and parcel of his aesthetic of surprise: as one turns the pages 
of "Calligrammes" one is faced with the sudden apparition of 
shapes, sometimes representing things, sometimes not, which 
communicate to us an immediate impression in the same way that an 
object does - for example: "La Colombe Poignardee et le jet d' · 
eau" (1). In this particular example the imag~ of the dove is 
introduced into the reader's mind, before even he has read the 
title. The importance of this fact should not be underestimated, 
as the image of the dove is crucial to the poem, and apart from 
the title, there is no mention of the word dove until the last 
line of the poem -
MAIS 
pres d'un 
jet d'eau qui 
pleure et qui prie 
cettetcolombe s'extasie 
Our argument is that in doing this kind of thing, Apollinaire 
was attempting to give to his imagery the force and the substan-
ce which he elsewhere sought to give to it by the techniques of 
violence. The fact that he should have written the calligramme 
(1) O.P. P• 213 
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at all after having developed these considerable techniques is 
evidence of his continuing thirst for the new. 
For Marcel Adema (1), this progression from the near total 
disintegration of form of "Lettre-Ocean" to the poem image of 
"Coeur Couronne et Miroir" was accompagnied by a certain dis-
illusionment on Apollinaire's part after Delaunay had taken the 
side of Barzun in a quarrel over the use of the word "Simultanis-
me" (as well as giving primacy to Cendrars as the inventor of the 
simultanist poem). It seems likely to us that this, allied to 
Apollinaire's constant determination never to allow himself to 
w1tf\ 
be classed df1d any group or school, is sufficient reason to 
advance for Apollinaire's failure to exploit fully this new form. 
(i) Ademtt ~~) pp. 240 -243 
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CHAP!'ER FOUR CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions which we have to draw from this study of 
violence as a technique in Apollinaire's poetry are conclusions 
which will affect several aspects of the state of Apollinaire studies 
as they stand at present. Firstly, it has been demonstrated that 
a fairly clear , if at times inconsistent, line of development has 
been drawn. A line which links "L'Emigrant de Landor Road" to 
"Les Collines", but a line which may also be extended further back 
into Apollinaire's past, in fact to his first poems, and a line 
which, we may surmise, might have been projected into the f'uture, 
for whatever paths Apollinaire chose to follow, it is clear that 
for him surprise (and as we have shown violence) were always part 
of his poetry. 
Apollinaire was o~en accused of inconsistency, of 
"mystification"; it is to be hoped that the present study has gone 
some way towards justif)ring Apollinaire's many changes of direction, 
by presenting a demonstration of just how consistent in his experiments 
the poet could be. It must also be inferred from what we have 
developed in the course of this study that between 1903, when "La 
Chanson du mal-aim~" was completed and 1907 when Apollinaire em-
barked upom the phase of his career which was to see the creation 
of "Le Brasier" and "Les Fian9ailles", Apollinaire came to realise 
fully the possibilities of those aspects of his style which we 
have called techniques of violence, and that from that moment on-
ward he began to develop these aspects consciously until he had 
elaborated what one might clearly call a complete aesthetic of violence~ 
The public scandal, the often bitter opposition which accompa-
nied his c~eer may be taken as circumstantial evidence of the 
t 
success with which he assaulted the ae~etic and poetic preconcep-
tions and prejudices of his time. 
It is clear £ho*1all the poems that we have studied that 
if there is a degree of consistency in Apollinaire•s search for 
violence and surprise, then it is almost impossible to set out 
methodically and consistently the ways in which he tried to 
achieve them, which in itself is one of the poet's sources of 
surprise-. If one compares a poem such as "Zone" with a poem 
such as " Cora de Chasse", how apparent, at first, seem the diffe-
ranees between them. But, we would submit, it has been demons-
trated that behind these two poems lie the same aesthetic inten-
tions, the same attitude to the relationship which exists between 
between poem and reader. This brings us to one of the most 
important points which we have to make in concluding our study 
namely that throughout his career Apollinaire was supremely 
aware of the fact that a p oem is writen to be read by someone 
...._.; 
other than its author. Much that Apollinaire put into his poems 
he put in with the intention of eliciting a certain reaction 
from his reader. (In support of this statement one may adduce 
the evidence of Apollinaire's frequent disguising of details 
concerning his intimate and personal life, which he included in 
his poetry Mme. Durry has commented at some length upon this 
procedure in her book (1) and so we shall go no further in this 
matter here.) 
(1) Durry ".Guillaume Apollinaire -Alcools " 3 vols.; vol2 pp.106 
et seq. 
If this statement seems obvious, then let us elaborate it 
by saying that·the poet was conscious of the virginal quality 
of mind which is that of the reader who is faced with the oomple-
tely new. This quality is one which we associate particularly 
with children, without experience of the world, and it seems 
to us that it would be a perfect illustration of our argument 
if we were to consider the poem "Le Voy~ur" and the view of 
human experience which this presents to us (1). Not only does 
this poem have its roots in Apollinaire's many journeys underta-
a 
ken as a child and as~youth 1 it also presents a fragmented view 
of human experience which is almost a philosophy developed 
from the child's disconnected view of the world. WM".ere it is 
important for us to distinguish between the two points of view 
is in the degree of innocence with which the child faces the 
new world and that with which the reader faces the new poem. 
Clearly the latter is somewhat less (if one may make a quanti-
tive distinction) than the former, and for this reason in parti-
cular it must have appeared necessary to Apollinaire to endow 
his imagery with a quality of surprise, with the necessary 
force to take the reader aback, so that he would be stopped in 
his tracks and forced to come to terms with the poem as an ob-
ject, as something separate from his own experience of the world 
and his own judgements. In other wor1ds 1 Apollinaire sought to ·v 
recreate Man's vision of the world. 
It is now important that we should try to assess the to-
tal success or fam.lure of Apollinaire's work wit~ regard to just 
(l) O.P. p.78 and also Chapter two section five 
this Promethean task. To the image of the Prometheus Apolli-
naire might well have pref erred that of Icarus which as we 
' 
have seen recurs frequentl~ in his poetry. This comparison 
is not an idle one, for, we believe, it holds the clue to 
Apollinaire•s own vision of his role and of his assessment of 
his success. Icarus as we all know died because he flew Doo 
close to the sun, but before he died he had achieved something 
that Man has always dreamed of - he had flown, thus achieving 
a completely new experience. This search for the new, this 
desire to enlarge the realms of human experience is what seems 
to us to be the motor force behind Apollinaire's poetry, rather 
than the Promethean desire to steal the sacred fire which 
might be the key to life. Apollinaire's peetry does not as-
pire to an explanation of the mysteries of life; ApollU\;tire 
has no equivalent of Baudelaire's "Correspondances"; both of 
which are to say that Apollinaire's poetry was basically anti-
symbolist in its nature, whatever technical and formal debts 
he may have to the symbolists. Thus for Apollinaire the 
poem was a flight, the appea~ce of a locomotive, which meant 
that it might, with the passage of time, lose all that made it 
exciting and different -
"O mon amie h~te-toi 
Craine qu'un jour un train ne t'emeuve 
Plus" (1) 
However, more than fifty years after his death, his poems are 
still capable of surprising and shocking their readers, of 
(1) O.P. p. 310 
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opening new horizons to their imaginations, and perhaps that 
is sufficient a period of time to have elapsed for us to be 
able to say that he was able to endow his poems with a pristine 
quality that is as near eternal as poetry can hope to be. 
In only very few of the poems we have analysed, has it been 
necessary to point to what the poet intended to be a surprise 
effect - they are nearly always self evident • 
It follows from what we have just said, and from our en-
tire study, that Apollinaire did not see the role of the peet 
as an ethical one, except within the confines of his role as an 
enlarger of human experience, as a stimulator of the imagination. 
If, toward the end of "Les Collines" Apollinaire seems to 
be saying that he has revealed certain of life's seorets (which 
would imply that the poet has a spi~itual mission) -
Mais ce sont de petits secrets 
Il en est d'autres plus profonds 
Qui se devoileront bient6t 
Et f eront de vous cent morceaux 
A la pensee toujours unique'' (1) 
-this must be understood in terms of Man's co~tinual and patent 
progress in the fields of scientific and self-discovery, whioh 
one might, in order to illustrate Apollinaire's conception of 
this process, oompared to the compression of gas within a cylin-
der, the unknown part becoming smaller and smaller, but never 
disappearing entirely. Thus the secrets which Apollinaire 
olaimed to have revealed, and those which he hinted might soon 
be ~evealed,were not for him the~ secret • 
(1) O.P. p. 177 
As the final verse of "Les Collines" makes clear, the only secret 
of life, the "golden secret " was an understanding of the ephe-
meral nature of the universe whioh eould lead to a heightened 
sensitivity to one's experience -
"Des bras d'or supportent la vie 
Penetrez le secret dore 
Tout n'est qu'une flamme rapide 
Que fleurit la rose adorable 
Et d'ou monte tin parfum exquis" 
Thus one must conclude that Apollinaire's conception of the 
poet's role was not an ethical one, b~t rather mne to which 
ethical considerations were largely irrelevant, as were matters of 
good and bad taste, except where what was considered to be in 
bad taste might serve to shock the reader. 
The analysis of Apollitj.'3 ire 1 s .1'2.r poetry which is inclu-
ded in cnapter three of the present study is as good an illustra-
tion of this conception of the poet's role as we could hope to 
ci~a~ in support of this conclusion, for if this war poetry 
has shocked such critics as Mme. Durry, then it is because they 
have failed to und~·t-stand this fundamental aspect of the poet •s 
attitude to life - an attitude.which has its simple and nai¢ve 
rather than distasteful manifestations in the poet's obscene 
and scurrilous writings but which has its more profound consequen-
ces revealed in that war poetry and in the poet's understanding 
of the importance which the liiarquis de Sade would have for the 
twentieth century mind. There is als-0 the fact which is not 
(or ~t least after the analysis we have given, so we hope) to be 
disputed anyfl.onger that the poems of the war years are an attempt 
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to cope with a personal experience of the war and not simply 
a new decor for the old themes and forms of Apollinaire's poetry. 
Without wishing to press the comparison too far, one might 
suggest a certain similarity of attitude on the part of Apolli-
naire and Gide. Both men were aware of the necessity of the 
acceptance of new experience to the development of the persona-
lity, al though i t.r. is immediately necessary ;·to say that Apolli-
naire laid nothing like the stress which Gide did, upon the moral 
imperative of not allowing oneself to be held prisoner by one's 
environment and an inherited morality. Moreover, Apollinaire 
was more given to expressing the regret he felt for time past 
than was Gide. 
Nonetheless, the image of the eachanter, which is to be 
found throughout Apollinaire's work, this central image whioh 
he assumed for himself when he took the device "j'emerveille", 
is the image of one who is beyond normal considerations of .-··-
good and evil. The poet-magician reveals to us his myriad crea-
tures, which live only for a second before our eyes and then 
disappear to be replaced by others. Such a concept of the poet's 
role·does not admit of judgements of good or bad. 
There is no part of Apollinaire's work, either his poetry 
or his prose, which questions the value of the new. Many poems 
may be a lament for what is passed and no longer attainable 
except through the uncertain grasp of memory, but that is another 
thing. 
beginning 
In this we may see the naivety of a man who lived at the 
of the twentieth century, and who although he saw 
the ~eginnings of the destructive possibili tie·s of the machine 
(tanks, bombs etc.) was still far enough away from the age in 
which man has to some extent become a.f·raid of his machines, to 
be more fascinated by the energy of machines, than he was frigh-
tened of their impersonality. The locomotive, the motor oar, 
the aeroplane were for Apollinaire new things; things which 
had appeared and would change the world, and which in their turn 
would also disappear, replaced by still newer things. He does 
not question the transformations of our civilisation which are 
brought about by these machines - perhaps one could not expect 
him to foresee cities choked with traffic, or cities destroyed 
by saturation bombing- but even if one could, one cannot risk 
saying that such sight~would have e~ioited from him a question-
ing of the direction of scientific develppment. 
In such an attitude one cannot simply see the philosophy 
of "le beau nouveau". For Apollinaire, what was new, was im-
portant not necessarily for its duty or its energy, it was im-
portant above all because it was surprising. One turns a corner, 
and one sees something that has never been seen before -
"Le ohauff eur se tient au volant 
Et ohaque f ois que sur la route 
Il oorne en passant le tournant 
Il paratt a perte de vue 
Un univers encore vierge" (l) 
This is the spirit which informs Apollinaire's poetry, this ise 
the force which creates his imagery, this is what we have defined 
as violence, not simply because it is fashionable at this partiou- .. 
lar time to apply the term violence to ~.n.nything and everything, 
(l) O.P. p. 177 
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but because it is a view of human nature and human experience 
which can really be described in no other way. Clearly, for 
Apollinaire, the human soul, the human mind, are acted upon by 
e 
the universe; they are subjected to a series of ev#ts; they are 
the victims of violence. And for Apollinaire the secret of 
life was to accept this violence and to allow, indeed to stimu-
late, one's imagination to act upon the world in the same way. 
The imagination, and in particular the poetic imagination, 
may re-~rder the individual's experience of the world according 
to no laws, without seeking to impose a spurious order, and may 
thus act in harmony with the universe which knows no harmony of 
its own. 
It may be that in this consideration we may find the answer, 
or at least the suggestion of an answer, to the problem of the 
construction of "Alcools". Several critics, among them Mme. 
Durry, have attempted to analyse the order of appearance within 
the volume of the poems of "Alcools" ; and Mme. Durry has pointed 
out that there is a pattern of alternation of long and short 
poems, if one exludes the two groups of poems entitled "Rhena-
nes" and "A la Sante", but this does not explain why Apollinaire 
chose to put his first long poems "Merlin et la Vieille Femme", 
"L'Ermite" and "Le Larron" in the middle of his collection ins-
tead of at the beginning, or why he chose to put "Zone" at the 
beginning. On the basis of the present study of Apollinaire's 
poetry and attitudes we might sut;gest that the principle which 
lies behind the construction of "Alcools" is that of simultaneity. 
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The poet, being unable to present to the reader all his poems 
at once, has chosen to order them in such a way that the reader 
is forced to pass from his present to his past and vice versa, 
even, perhaps, from his future to his past, since "Zone" stands 
at the beginning of the volume as the most recently composed 
poem of all, and as such, an indication of the future development 
of the poet's style. 
If, therefore, there is a word which one may take from art 
criticism and apply to "Alcools", that word is not Cubism, but 
S~multanism. However, as always with Apollinaire, one must be 
careful to specify that the term must be understood as the poet 
himself understood it, and not necessarily as Delaunay would 
I have defined it, or as others would have applied it to Delaunays 
~painting. 
Through the construction of "Alcools "Apollinaire makes 
every poem a new poem, a surprising poem, since the style and 
subject of what one has read, are no preparation for the poems 
that one is about to read, even when one is faced (as is the 
e 
case with the first thnee pq!n~) with several consecutive poems 
on the same theme. 
This process of renewal through the work of the imagination 
which is present in the arrangement of "Alcools" is also present 
throughout much of Apollinaire's poetry. And it is this which ·· 
certain critics as ~arguerite Bonnet (1) have failed to appreciate. 
Consider the following paragraph from her study "Aux Sources du 
Surrealisme" 
(1) "Aux Sources du Surrealisme" R.L.M. nos 104-107 
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"Apollinaire a done pose quelques jalons sur le chemin a 
parcourir. Mais si son oeuvre le montre souvent merveilleusement 
sensible au lyrisme epars dans la vie, il ne s'est pas avanc' tres 
loin, il n'est pas alle jusqu'a mettre en question par la poesie 
l'existence meme. Or tres tat, c'est tout ce qui importe aux 
futurs surrealistes. Des 1922, Breton declare:' La Poesie 
n'aurait pmur moi aucun interet si je ne m'attendais pas ace 
qu elle suggere a quelques-uns de mes amis et a moi-meme une 
solution particuliere du probleme de notre vie.' A ses yeux, 
seule l'attitude de l'homme devant la vme, c'est-8.-dire 'la 
maniere dont il semble avoir accepte l'inacceptable condition 
humaine', donne a l'oeuvre son vrai sens. Il est bien certain 
qu'Apollinaire reste etranger a de telles conceptions; la poesie 
est pour lui 1 'expression de la·· vie, non la promesse de sa trans-
formation, le lieu d'un appel ~ouleversant et insaisissable. 
Il cherch~ de nouveaux domaines pour l'art, non un elargissement 
de la connaissance; il ambitionne une expression plus totale du 
reel, non son aggrandissement, alors que les surrealistes trans-
formeront la notion meme du reel, en y faisant entrer 'Tout ce 
qu'il peut contenir d 1irrationnel jusqu'a nouvel ordre', aussi 
bien que les virtualites de l'imaginaire. 
Ainsi s'explique que, malgre la permanenQe de l'ad.miration 
des ppetes surrealistes pour Apollinaire, malgre l'importance qu' 
ils attribuent a son oeuvre et l'ampleur de l'influence qu'il a 
exercee sur eux, son patronage n'ait pas ete revendique comme 
celui d'un Ri~d ou d'un Lautreamont. C'est que les problemes 
ont change de nature; ils ont glisse du plan de l'art a celui de 
la vie." (1) 
(1) pp. 11-72 
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No one would dispute with Miss Bonnet that Apollinaire was seeking 
new domains for art; nor that he was equally attempting a more 
total expression of reality, but it is precisely by attempting 
to express the indissoluble links bet~een the real and the imagi-
nary, by attempting to add to the experience of life the experien-
ce of the imagination that Apollinaire was attempting to reach 
these goals. To say that the imagination and its relationship 
to life in Apollinaire's work are not of absolutely primal impor-
tance is to ignore the finest poetry that he wrote,/net t.G .s.a,y 
the one consistent aspect of the poetry :t.ha.t .he ..wrote' not to 
say the one consistent aspect of the poetry that he wrote after 
1907. Consider the following passage from "Les Fian9ailles" -
"J'observe le repos du dimanche 
Et je loue la paresse 
Comment comment reduire 
L'infiniment petite science 
Que m'imposent mes sens " (1) 
How can one fail to see in the repetition of the cry "comment" 
the depths of the poet's desire to escape from the inadequate 
world of the experience of the senses? Yet he is aware that the 
imagination can never wholly be free from the mind's record of 
the body's sensual experience. It may be true that in this he 
falls short of the blind courage of the surrealists'attempt to 
accept the "inacceptable condition humaine", but this does not 
in any way invalidate his plea for the renewal of life through 
the imagination; this is not to say, as Miss Bonnet rashly does, 
that he was not attempting to enlarge the domain of the real -
(1) O.P. p.133 
- for this is precisely what he was doing in "lps Fiangailles" 
and in most of his important poems which followed. 
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It is not possible, once one has read the poem "Les Collines", 
to remain unaware of the degree to which Apollinaire realised 
that life would be transformed by the liberation of the imagina-
tion; and if this poem should end with the injunction to pene-
trate the secret of life, which is to accept the trans~ience of 
\..../ 
all things while still longing for their eternal prolongation, 
then what is this other than Apollinaire's oa.e·cepta.nce of the 
inacceptable? 
As to the accusations that Apollinaire's imagi~ation fell 
short of the goal which he set it, these pose a muoh more deba-
table problem. In the second part of his study of "Calligram-
mes", S.I. Lockerbie comes to a conclusion which we would sub-
mit is supported by all that we have advanced in this study, 
namely 
" • • • • si par fantaisie il faut entendre cette invention 
de libre allure dont nous venons de parler, c'est !'evidence 
des ecrits theoriques qu'Apollinaire n'aurait pas completement 
recuse le terme ' et on pourrait sans inconvenient !'adopter 
pour bien des pieces de "Qalligrammes". Mais, comme nous 
avons dit dans la premiere partie de cette etude, la poesie d' 
invention dynamique n'est pas le seul courant poetique du recueil. 
Un autre courant, de poesie plus introspective, ne cesse de passer 
en filigrane a travers le volume,et, apres 1916 a peu pres, se 
montre plus fort que le premier." (1) 
(1) R.L.M. nos 166-169 p. 87 
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The term fantasy is adequate when applied to poems such as "Un 
Fantome de Nuees" (1), but it is certainly not so, when applied 
to poems such as ''La Victoire", "Les Collines" and most of the 
other major pieces written after 1916. In these poems Apolli-
naire has attempted to find, through the imagination, a vision 
of life, of the universe that is as boundless as all that is new 
can make it. 
Often the transformations which opjects and images under-
go in Apollinaire's poems are fantastic -
"Un coq chante je r~ve et les feuillards agitent 
Leurs feuilles qui ressemblent a de pauvres marina" (1) 
-but they are not restricted to this role of the wave of the 
s 
magician1wand for the delight of his au.dience. As we have tried 
to show throughout this study, for Apollinaire, violence and 
surprise were means of endowing his imagery with a reality of 
its own, a reality which would impress itself on the mind of the 
reader and not allow him to disregard it. To dismiss this as the 
simple play of the poet's fantasy is to misunderstand all that 
he was trying to do. Thus the last words of "Calligrammes" reflect 
the poet's intention to communicate through his poetry -
"Mais riez riez ·de moi 
Honunes de partout surtout gens d~ici 
Car il ya tant de choses que je n'ose vous dire 
Tant de choses que vous ne me laisseriez pas dire 
Ayez pitie de moi" 
which cannot allow us to dismiss Apollinaire as a simple 
ente.rtainer. 
(1) O.P. p. 309 
The body of work concerning the poetry of Guillaume Apolli-
naire grows ~ gPmm larger every day, and there are many aspects 
of that poetry which we have been unable to discuss within the 
scope of the present study. Nonetheless, it seems to us that 
the definition of violenoe in Apollinaire's poetry and the study 
dy-- of the poet's evolution in respect of this technique, is 
something which is central to any discussion of his work; and 
we would submit that we have herein accomplished sue~ a study. 
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